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Abstract

This thesis looks at the way the historical oppression of women in capitalist

society is reproduced through a continuing gender division of labour at home and in

the workplace. Women's primary responsibility for domestic labour in the home both

defines and disadvantages them in the labour market. I argue that changing women's

inferior status under capitalism depends on women organising for equality in the

labour market.

I develop the argument around women's status by looking at the way state activity

shaped the conditions for social reproduction in the post-war period of capitalist

growth followed by the onset of economic decline and state restructuringin New

ZeaIand. I take a classical Marxist political economy approach to explain the end of

the post-war boom as a 'structural crisis' of falling profits requiring the state to act for

capital by establishing the conditions for the market to 'restructure' production to

restore the conditions for profitability.

The thesis focuses on the reduction of state welfare provision which impacted on

women both as domestic labourers and wage labourers. These measures generated

opposition. First, government's proposal for domestic purpose beneficiaries to

undertake'workfare'signalled a (failed) attempt to propel these women into work as



a reserve army of labour and out of their primary role as domestic labourers

supported by the state.

Second, reducing state spending on the'social wage'impacted directly on women

workers in state sector areas of education and health. I interniewed women teachers

who were active in their unions in resisting the pressures of refomr and defending

their jobs. The most politically conscious teaohers were Mamists who agitated to

advance workers from a trade union consciousness to a class consciousness. They

understood that the union struggle was a class stmggle of workers against a capitalist

class on the offensive. They challenged nnion bureaucrats in accommodating to this.

In their interventions, these women demonstrated the possibilities for overcoming

gender inequality not through separatist stategies or liberal reforms that leavo

capitalist stnrctures intact but through the transformative potential of union struggle

for the 'socialist project'.
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INTRODUCTION

This thesis advances a Marxist analysis of the oppression of women under

capitalism by looking at how New Zealand women's status was reproduced in the

particular historical period of neoliberal state restruchring beginning in the early

1980s. I argue that the subordination of women rests on a gender division of labour,

where women's greater responsibility for domestic labour in the home disadvantages

them in the labour market. Women's role as domestic labourers, reproducing labour

power, determines their disproportionate entry into the reserve army of wageJabour

and therefore their position in the labour market. Similarly, I argue that the long run

tendency of capitalism to accumulate cannot equalise gender relations in the public

sphere, as the reserve army of labour increases relative to the active population,

trapping many women in unpaid domestic labour. This tendency sets the broad

conditions under which women struggle against both unpaid domestic labour and

discrimination in the labour market.

The thesis focuses on women not just as victims of change, but also as active

subjects. Although women's primary responsibility for domestic labour in the home

both defines and disadvantages them in the labour market, I argue that changing

women's inferior status under capitalism depends on women organising for equality

in the labour market.

The assumptions of classical Mancist economics are largely confirmed in this

account. Thus, in the short term, it is cycles of the economy which create changing

conditions that cause many women to be drawn in and out of the labour market,

partly socialising or re-privatising elements of domestic labour. This ebb and flow is

most apparent in New Zealand society in the post-war period, when the boom

rapidly propelled the majority of women into 'feminised' wage labour and before the
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beginning of the sffuctural crisis in the 1970s partly reversed that trend. These short-

run conditions were the immediate context for women's struggle to gain access to

public institutions and in particular union representation over this period.

The thesis integrates long-run and short-run analysis by focussing on the pivotal

decades from the mid 1970s until the mid 1990s covering the end of the post-war

boom and the onset of crisis and restructuring of the economy. I argue that the short-

term trends of boom and bust can be shown to be part of the long-run tendency. In

other words, the short-term cycles overlay social relations of production which reveal

themselves upon analysis to generate an inherent tendency towards the concentration

and centralisation of capital on the one hand, and the marginalisation of female wage

labour into domestic labour and the reserve armv on the other hand.

Further, I argue that these decades are a watershed period for theorising women's

position in work and in domestic labour because the short-term fluctuations in the

economy e xpose t he I ong-term s ubordinate p osition of women in both the labour

market and the household. Tracing the reproduction of women's position in the

period which shifted from boom to economic recession is critical in determining how

the imperatives of capital accumulation shape women's status. This has a critical

bearing on my argument that women's status under capitalism can be transformed

only by women resisting both short-term and long-term tendencies towards this

marginalisation. Such a shategy depends upon the success of women organising for

equality in the labour market during the booms to counter-act their subordination to

capital in the home and in wage-labour. For that reason the role played by women

trade union activists in opposing the reforms in education, and making the hansition

from gendered roles to class conscious activists, becomes an important test of the

success of this strategy.

I critique the weaknesses of liberal, radical and socialist feminists' explanations of

what happened to women during this period. For example, liberaVsocial democratic

feminists claim the boom allowed more equal participation in the labour market and

that this was proof that equality could be achieved. They looked to the state to

compensate for the inequalities generated by capitalism. Yet the end of the boom



revealed the attainment of equality to be fragile and showed the limits to the gender

based state centred political agenda. In my view liberals were taken in by a rhetoric

of distributive justice and the feminising of the state when all the time the social

relations of production went unchallenged. Radical feminists were also at a loss to

account for the sudden shifts in male/female power relations affecting the fate of

women under pafriarchy and capitalism. I argue that neither analysis empowers

women in the labour movement with a perspective of gender solidarity and of class

consciousness. The post-war period of boom and bust followed by major

restructuring allows me to put to the test these competing accounts and critique them

with Mamist political economy explanations and a sffatery for women's liberation.

The thesis is structured as follows. Part One (Chapters One - Three) establishes

the classical Marxist theoretical framework which emphasises the social relations of

production and of reproduction. Part Two starts in Chapter Four with a discussion of

trade unions as forms of worker organisation. This chapter traces the decline of

working class organisation in the face of the capitalist offensive, and the reduced

capacity of workers to engage in collective resistance to restructuring. I argue that in

these difficult circumstances, the two compulsory sector education nnions

maintained both their national contracts and their opposition to refonns in their

sector. The following chapters (Chapters Five - Seven) give a more concrete analysis

of the data available on women in the feminised occupation of teaching as a test of

my thesis. It draws on the results of intensive interviews with a number of women

teachers, particularly on their experience as mernbers of unions during the years of

restructuring.

Part One

I see the role ofthe state, the bourgeois state, as central to the analysis of

women's position in capitalist society. While capitalist social relations reproduce

private unpaid domestic labour and wage I abour, the state plays a key role in this

social reproduction. In Chapter One I critique competing theories of the crisis in the

xi



New Zealand economy, and the state's role in restructuring. I argue that Mancist

theories best account for the end of the post-war boom as a 'structural crisis' of

falling profits requiring the market to 'restructure' production to restore the

conditions for profitability. One major consequence of this was the necessity of

cutting social spending on social reproduction which impacted directly upon women

workers.

ln Chapter Two I investigate the proposition that women occupy a marginal

place in the state because their citizenship is defined by their domestic labour role;

they are privatised workers and dependants rather than wage workers. I ask whether

women can become full citizens in capitalist society if they are not full participants

in the marketplace given that citizenship is derived from the fetishised ideology of

equal exchange relations. I begin with a brief critique of the ideal of democracy and

feminist theories of the state, particularly those that see women's citizenship as

defrned by their association with domestic labour. Then I investigate a possible shift

away from this gendered aspect of citizenship, with a study of the National - NZ

First Governmentns (1996-1999) proposal for workfare for domestic purpose

beneficiaries. I link this failed attempt by the state to reformulate the relationship

between domestic labour and wage labour, to thehistorically specific demandsof

capital accumulation. The reserve army of labour is the mediating concept in this

discussion. Rather than reacting to liberal feminist protests on this issue government

chose not to push more women with dependent young children onto the job market at

the expense of their domestic reproductive role. Consequently, I aim to show that the

limitations of feminist approaches to the state and women as citizens are consistent

with the limitations of the general approaches discussed in the first chapter.

ln Chapter Three I look at the debates around domestic labour to critique the different

explanations of the significance of women's domestic labour in societies dominated by

capitalism. I start by surveying several New Zealand studies on women's domestic work

to establish the continuing importance of this role. I then critique theories of domestic

labour to examine notions of the primacy of women's domestic role under a capitalist

mode of production. This chapter completes the theoretical framework in Part One by
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integrating the analysis of domestic labour into a classic Mancist analysis of the

economy and state. It sets the framework for the analysis of the role of unions and

women's role in unions in Part Two.

Part Two

Part Two begins in Chapter Fourwithanexamination ofunionsasworker

organisations and the extent to which unionists can mobilise to challenge the

restructuring of the capitalist state. I consider the differences in unions to establish

whether their structures facilitate or inhibit workers' ability to actively oppose

capitalist attacks on workers. A conservative union tends to be bureaucratically

controlled and operates within narrow limits to secure the advantages of their skilled

worker members. [n contrast, more militant unions tend to have a more active rank

and file membership who may beless accommodating in their relationswiththeir

employers and make demands that extend from the economistic demands of

conservative unions to demands that benefit workers generally and have political

consequences. I look at the origin and development of the teacher rrnions trp to and

including the impact of the Employment Contracts Act 1991 (ECA). I examine the

broader aims of the ECA as an attempt to demobilise unions and the effects of this

anti-labour law on women workers.

The following chapters develop specific aspects of Chapter Four, focusing on

one sector of women's work; women as state sector employees / teachers in the

education sector. I draw on interviews with activist teachers who recount their

opposition to the restructuring of the education sector begun by the fourth Labour

Government. The restructuring of primary and secondary education along neoJiberal

lines was heralded by the Picot Reporl (Picot, 1988) and Tomorrow' Schools (Lange,

1988) and in tertiary education by the Hawke Report (Hawke, 1988). I consider what

these activists say about the opportunities or constraints the union context provided

for them to operate and I comment on how some activists pushed the boundaries of

union activity towards overt class struggle.

xnl



Teaching exemplifies the pivotal relationship between women's wage labour

and domestic labour. Many women teachers deal with this double burden every day

as a duality which both confirms their ability to teach but may undermine their

capacity to defend their jobs. I argue that it is because teaching is socialised domestic

labour that it is seen as a 'natural' occupation for women, an extension of their

mothering role. If this mothering role is pre-eminent, restrucftring which involves the

reduction of conditions in women's paid work and an increase in their domestic

labour, can be seen as inevitable. Chapter Five looks at early childhood education to

establish how teachers in this gendered sector dealt with conflicts between their

domestic labour and their wage labour under the increasing pressures of reform.

In Chapter Six I investigate the informants' awareness of reforms and their

involvement in union activify as a measure of their commitment to their wage labour.

They express their views on turion strategies to oppose reform in the compulsory and

non-compulsory sectors. I track union stances on issues such as devolution and bulk

funding, the imposition of new forms of management and draw out the differences in

the unions' opposition to the Employment Contracts Act (ECA). In particular, I

emphasise the differences over the issue of pay parity which became a source of

tension between the primary and secondary educatlsl rrnisns and exposed the

character of the unions.

In Chapter Seven examines both the vulnerability and the strengths of women

teachers, The informants reflect on teaching as a gendered occupation and the way

reforms undermined the position of women in teaching and in the teacher unions.

Women teachers'vulnerability is itlustratedbythewaycasualisationwaslargely a

women's problem. I then focus on the militant teachers who led the struggles within

their unions to democratise it, to overcome gendered inequity, ffid extend the

challenge against the reforms towards a class conscious figfrt.

ln attaining class consciousness, workers must break from the ideology of the

ruling class. The possibilities for social change occurring through union struggle

depend on workers actions being informed by theoretical understanding of how

capitalism functions to exploit the working class. .The development of class
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Chapter One

Critique of Crisis and Restructuring

In this chapter I look at how the decades from the end of the post-war boom to the

onset of crisis and restructuring of the economy impact on women's oppression. I

follow a Marxist method with an analysis of this conjuncture - focussing on the

period of neoliberal reform from the mid 1980s until the mid 1990s. This is a

watershed period for theorising women's position because in a structural crisis the

reproduction of women's status reveals the ways that capitalism operates to zustain

capital accumulation at the expense of the working class and particularly women in

the working class. Women's position in the public sphere is seen to be economically

subordinate when they are more or less pushed back into their "proper sphere at

home"l.

I then subject the competing perspectives on the crisis and the role of the state to a

Marxist critique to expose their defects and test the validity of the Marxist

perspective. This review then provides an explanatory framework for the further

investigation of the impact on women of the structural crisis.

I begin with a brief description of the reform of state policies initiated by the

fourth Labour government which came to office in 1984. The pace and scope of

change was remarkable. In summary the reform was designed to deregulate

(liberalise) the economy and restructure production to make it internationally

competitive. The liberalisation of fiscal policy included the deregulation of the

financial market making it open to the international economy, lifting import

restrictions and reforming taxation. Subsidies were removed from the agricultural

sector. As the sector generating most of New Zealand's exports, this had been

supported by govemment historically. Further reform involved cutting back on state

welfare provision in health and education and commercialising and corporatising

other parts of the state sector. For example, the establishment of State Owned

Enterprises (SOEs) which would act as commercial enterprises and Housing New



Zealand charging market rents for state housing, introduced more market into state

operations. Only a core public sector remained. Finally, the deregulation of the labour

market was enacted by the National government that took office at the end of 1990.

The literature on this period is voluminous and will be not be reviewed here.2

However, it is my view that an understanding the reasons for these reforms

demands a Marxist approach to the political economy of New Zealand. The most

prominent writer in this field, Brian Roper (1991a, 1991b), sets out three broad areas

of explanation for the causes of reform. The first category is the New Zealand

economy and its location in the international economy as the determining factor for

crisis. The second category is the Treasury influence on change. The third category is

the shift from a Keynesian Welfare State to neoclassical economics, representing a

crisis of Fordism. Those who supported the change are excluded from this initial

work but are considered in his later, more expanded reviews where he looks at

theoretical approaches informed by monetarism/neo-liberalism, Keynesianism/ social

democracy and Mamism (Roper, 1993,1997).

My discussion will start by using Roper's categories to investigate different

accounts of the political economy of restructuring considering the theories that

underpin each approach. I begin with a critique of neoliberal or monetarist ideology

as cause of the crisis and restructuring.

Neo-liberalism: New Right'capture' forces reform

A widely held view held by'right' or Keynesian social democrats blames free

market ideology for capturing government policy. This takes the neo-liberal ideology

at its face value as the most powerful force for change'. Among those who argue for

the exclusive force of ideas, it is the case for'Treasury capture'that is most influential

' From a speech by trade unionist Henry Broadhurst to the British Trade Union Congress in 1875,
directing workers to look after women so they were not'dragged' into wage labour (quoted in Boston,
1987:ll6).
zThe best known critical review is Kelsey (1995).I This position survives as the broad approach of the Blairites in the Labour Party who saw tle
election of a Labour Coalition Government in New Zealand as the opportunity to 'correct' the extreme
rigbt policy shift of the 80's and 90's back towards the'third way'centre (Chatterjee et al, 1999).



(Goldfinch and Roper,1993; Oliver, 1989).4'Treasury capture'is also a corlmon

theme among left social democrats or neo-Marxists such as Bruce Jesson and Jane

Kelsey.s This view onphasises ideas as the formative influence on policy, and as

these ideas appear to be traced back to Milton Friedman and Frederic Hayek, I shall

also explore this connection.

It is generally recognised that Treasury became more powerful6, because of its

strategic position within the state apparatus scrutinising all government spending.

Given the central importance of finance for government, Treasury's inflgslss evsl

financial policy was consolidated through privileged access to financial information

enabling it to set financial agendas. Also important was the high calibre of Treasury

staffand their strong links with business community (for example Roger Kerr of the

New Zealand Business Round Table (NZBRT) is a former Assistant Secretary of

Treasury). As these factors existed before fourth Labour govemment came to power

other significant factors are postulated. Some accounts claim Treasury dominance

was asserted because of a shift in thinking within Treasury itself.

However, Goldfinch and Roper (1993) acknowledge the difficulty in explaining

the shift from Keynesianism to Chicago School ideas within Treasury when they

could not access the relevant Treasury documents that might throw light on the

change. Nevertheless, Treasury's influenoe is evident from published Treasury

briefing documents to incoming govemments, which demonstrate clear adherence to

monetarist policy.

o Roper (1997 5-12) contrasts the monetarists (inside and outside Treasury) who saw state economic
management and weak monetary policy as the problems for the economy, with fte Keynesians whose
line was their mirror image - monetarist policies and weak Keynesian policies were the problem.
5 Blairites like Chatterjee et al (1999) trace new right ideas back to the'Washington Consensus'which
can be corrected by refonning global finance institutions, while neo-Marxists like Jesson and Kelsey,
who take the line that Treasury influence was an critical factor causing policy change, see the
ideological offensive as part of a wider global takeover of the New Zealand economy by
multinationals, but nevertheless place great weight on the failure of intellectuals to resist the credibility
and power of these new right ideas.
u The awareness of Treasury influence was tracked through their briefing documents to incoming
govermnents which were published from the 1980s. However, their influence predates these. In 1976
the Prime Minister, Robert Muldoon, set up the Cabinet Committee on Expendirure with Treasury
advisers, to monitor all state spending.



Oliver's (1989) detailed description of the links between Labour politicians and

Treasury officials traces the development of Labour policy, even in Opposition,

moving in line with Treasury thinking. However, Oliver notes that Labour politicians

like Roger Douglas were not completely overwhelmed by Treasury advice as their

policy was not ortirely in agreement with the Treasury'line'. There was divergence

over government policy on devaluation and targeted industry assistance (referred to

as 'picking winners') for potentially successful economic enterprises that the

govemment might support.

Nor did the incoming National govemment follow the Treasury line rigidly. tn its

1990 Briefing to the Incoming Governmenl Treasury urged the new govanment to

focus on labour market reform to finish the project of restructuring the economy.

Deregulating the labour market would result in real wage reductions to restore

international competitiveness and increase flexibility in the continuing process of

structural adjustment. This had already been signalled as central to National party

policy.

Once in office the new Minister of Labour, Bill Birch, supervised the drafting of

the Employment Contracts Bill (ECB) designed to increase labour market flexibility.

Treasury was critical of the draft because it did not follow through with a complete

free market approach based on common law. It did not abolish special legal status or

statutory bodies for labour relations and replace them by normal contract law.

Cabinet opted to follow Birch's proposals rather than those of Treasury. Those who

wanted the Employment Contracts Bill to embody cornmon law principles, were

taking a position analogous to Friedman and Hayek's on the primacy of individuals

and individual choice against collective agreements. These ideas were an intellectual

rationale for the free market, almost a blueprint for the subsequent National

Govemment policies. Thuso despite some differences with Governments over the

practicalities of implementation, Treasury's basic monetarist model prevailed. The

ideas of neoliberals seemed to present the logical solution to the problerns of falling

profits.

Roper (1997:7-8) presents a synthesis of positions from several Treasury briefing

documents (see Treasury 184, 1987, and 1990). Treasury took a monetarist line in

explaining New Zealand's poor economic performance and the downturn in the world



economy. They argued that the Muldoon National Government failed to respond

adequately. Its Keynesian policies were disastrous and inhibited potential growth.

State intervention in the economy caused New Zealand's weak economic

perfbrmance; it over-regulated the finance sector and capital movements; the high

marginal tax rates restricted growth; the public sector was inefficient; business was

subject to excessive regulation in areas such as environmental protection, EEO and

consumer protection; and there was inflexibility in the labour market.

Treasury considered the economy to be self-righting (Dalziel, 1991, cited in Roper

1997:7) so its logical solution was deregulation and a free market. The re-emergence

of ideas justifuing the free market coincided with the collapse of the thirty year boom

and Keynesian orthodoxy. The ideas can be seen as a reaction to the failure of

Keynesianism; an attempt to free up market forces to solve the problems of inflation,

recession and an intensification of international competition. Only the private sector

could restore growth once state interference or control over the free choice of

economic agents was rernoved. ln Britain the monetarist belief in the pre-erninence of

money as the means of economic regulation was also given political credibility by

characterising Keynesian state intervention as'undesirable and undemocratic'(Clarke

(1987:a01). Restrictions on the free market were held to be resricdons on individual

libertv.

Freedom to be exploited

These ideas have their classic expression in the writings of Hayek and Friedman.

The Constitution of Liberty is a tract on free market ideas Hayek wrote to clarifu

"confusions which have long prevailed regarding principles of economic policy of a

free society". Hayek was obsessed with individualism and was suspicious of groups

or collectivities, reducing notions such as 'society' to statements about individuals

acting as free agents in the market.

Treasury officials echoed these reservations, arguing that individual workers

should have the right to choose their bargaining agent. The removal of protections for

union operations would "reflect the circumstances of individual firms and individual

workers" (Treasury, 1990:152). This position represented the interests of the New

Zealand Business Round Table who demanded that the state get out of the labour



market and were rewarded by the passage of the Employment Contracts Act l99l'.

As for socialism, Hayek claims it cannot work because a collective plan cannot

possibly express the free choices of individuals in the market.

A reading of Hayek's notion of individualism makes the ideas implicit in the

Treasury document, explicit. The individualism Hayek celebrates is selective,

premised on the idea that since individuals are not the same, they cannot be treated

equally. Some people are cut out to be employees and do what they are told, while

others are 'independents' (Hayek's code for entrepreneurs) and make decisions for

others. lndependents must have a free hand and the standards and views of the

majority should not be imposed on them.8 Thus, the role of the state is limited to

assisting individuals in forming 'plans of action' (Hayek, 1960:157) and supplying

services that would not otherwise be supplied at all (Hayek,1960:.222). Government

should be limited, particularly in the private sphere (see also Freidman,l962:2). A

state role in the economy is not good and is less productive than private enterprise.

Private property should exist as an enclave against coercion by the state ever ready

to usurp the powers of individuals. The welfare activities of the state are merely a

mask for the coercive powers of government. Social services are better dispersed

privately and should be targeted at a small elite of independents. Hayek's freedom is

essentially freedom in economic activity in a capitalist system based on private

property where chances are not equal but favour the privileged few.e

Treasury officials advocated regulation to ensure economic performance, but

conversely, argued against government intervention to ensure pay equity or protect

' For a brief account of their sustained campaign, see Walsh and Ryaru 1993: 15.
8 

Hayek qualifies his claim that individual rights are absolute in the sense he limis individual choice
with his notion that it is not possible for everyone to understand all the forces operating in a complex
society. Some people should remain iporant and not question the impersoual forces that co-ordinate
individual efforts. Individuals are con^strained within the 'hidden hand' of the economic system and
must adjust to change they cennot understand because n'submission to impersonal forces of the
market...made possible the growth of civilisation" (Hayek,l945:234). This submission is never
submission to the state. The state exists primarily to protect certain individual rights and to guarantee
individual freedom.
e For Hayek, ultimately, large numbers of the population are expendable if they are not productive.
They are a drain on health resources needed by productive members of sociery (Hayelq 1960:299-
300). In 1998, the case of Rau Williams, an elderly frail Maori man dying of kidney failure who was
denied dialysis treatnent by the Northland Health Board, appe,us to fit Hayek's model, although
health officials denied that their decision on Williams was related to cost saving.
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unions as bargaining agents. They claimed that such interference by the state would

not work in practice because it is only economic growth in the market that will bring

improvements or reduce discrimination (The Treasury,l990:154). Despite this

optimism, Harbridge (1993:121) repons that of 1053 contracts he examined that were

drafted after the passage of the Employment Contracts Act 1991, in only 44 was there

any link between productivify and pay.

Although it holds that high levels of benefits and strong trade unions are a

problem for the economy, the Treasury position does not go as far as Hayek in

picking individual winners overtly. However, the Treasury document focuses on the

"extensive benefit to the individual" of state frrnded education, particularly in terms

of improved earnings potential.

This position anticipated the tension in the Todd Report (1994) on tertiary

education between public good versus individual benefit of education. Some aspects

of Hayek's plan were incorporated into the controversial White Paper on Tertiary

Educationl0. Hayek says that education establishments are better run privately. They

provide more choice. Both Hayek and Friedman advocate a voucher system.

Treasury has held back on arguing for Hayek's elitist rationale -that the

advancement of knowledge by a few constitutes a stronger claim for public support

than equal chances for all; that no-one has a right to opportunities and prolonging

education for large numbers might lead to the dangers of proletarian intellectuals.

Treasury, and subsequently the Todd Report and the White Paper, present a more

acceptable guise for education reforms designed to create a free market in education,

by arguing they represent a more equitable outcome in practice; and that greater

choice and competition will improve the opportunities for disadvantaged (The

Treasury,l990:136).

The social democrats' emphasis on neoliberal ideas taken up by Treasury as the

main cause of the reforms, is a one-dimensional explanation. Although it is useful to

see how the ideolory expressed through Treasury influenced the shape of policy, we

'o The White Paper was seen as an attempt to introduce a business model into tertiary education (see
Davidson and Lunt, 1999). The National Goveroment put the paper "on hold" before the 1999
election.



need to go beyond the surface level of ideas and consider why these ideas became

important at a particular time, uncovering the material conditions that created the

environment for the ideas to seem plausiblell.

The left social democrats or neo-Marxists, attempt to do this in going beyond the

pure role of ideas and trying to account for the way the state was required to respond

to major changes in the economy.

Left Social Democracy: Fordism and the Regulation theorists.

Left Social democrats saw the reforms as less the result of new right idmlogy and

more of the crisis of 'Fordism' which required the state to develop a new way of

stabilising capitalism. I will explore this approach in more detail as it underpins

much of the popular analysis on the 'lef in New Zealand and has been so widely

influential it could be seen as the standard left position. In fact, one is struck by the

broadly social democrat flavour of many arguments from those acknowledging the

influence of Marxism, or calling themselves neo-Marxists (or even Man<ists) like

Jesson, Kelsey and Chris Wilkes. This analytical and political restraint can be

explained by the writers adherence, albeit loosely, to an approach tlpically identified

as the Regulation School (Jessop, 1990). For the Regulation School while claiming

Marxist origins, represented a departure from a classical Marxist method in its
attempts to explain or even predict crises.

Regulation theory aimed to explain capitalist reproduction in terms of how

capitalism is stabilised despite the tendency for crises of over-accumulation.

Moreover, the notion of 'reproduction' is replaced with that of 'regulation' (Jessop,

1990:307). For example, Michel Aglietta (1987) refers to reproduction occurring

throueh regulation. Whatever the emphasis, the 'mode of regulation' is a key concept

for Regulation theorists. [t is a network of institutional forms which creates the stable

social conditions necessary to secure the continuing expansion of capital. As Robert

Brenner and Mark Glick (1992) put it, the Regulation School project is o'to

ll I elaborate on Marx's distinction between surface and material conditions in a discussion over
'essence'and'appearance' in the third section in this chapter.



demonshate the significance of varying patterns...of institutional forms for variations

in the pattem of capital accumulation".

I shall argue that the Regulationists did not make sufficient distinction between

capital accumulation at the level of institutions, and at the level of the social relations

of production. They reject the abstract general laws of capitalism and favour a

'middle range'I2 theory developed from empirical observation of particular economic

epochs. Regulation theorists investigated the way a mode of regulation coordinates

not just economic factors but, political, even culfural, elements to facilitate the

growth which is generated when production and demand are compatible. This focus

signals a shift from what they see as economic determinism to an approach that

recognises the importance of autonomous (superstructural) social institutions.

Regulationists argue that the institutional evolution of capitalism is the key to its

history. Underpinning the succession of phases of capitalist development are notions

of Taylorism and Fordism both associated with Keynesian policies. Fordism

describes mass production and mass consumption, full ernployment, high growth and

equity, Post-Fordist production is targeted at niche markets, with subsequent high

unemployment and low growth. The theory defines the Fordist post war boom and

mass consumption as a distinct regime of accumulation corresponding with a

Keynesian/welfare mode of regulation. Regulationists specifically credit the mode of

regulation with rqrroducing the regime of accumulation.

Early classical Marxist critiques of the main tenets of Regulationism include

David Yafle (1973) and Geoffrey Pilling (1986) who dispute left-Keynesian claims

that the institutional evolution of capitalism is the key to its history. They do so from

a classical Mamist perspective. They argue that the post war boom merely coincided

with Keynesian policies, and was due to objective economic factors - in particular the

restructuring of capital during the 1930's depression and wartime economy.

Keynesian policies were marked by state intervention in the economy and a rise in

state spending. But this did no more than operate counter-tendencies to the rising

12 See Mawoudeas (1999) who argues that Regulation theorists are middle range theorists because
they go direct to the concrete and then develop conce.pts without referring to abstract notions, whereas
Mant looks at the concrete by ascending from the abstract to the concrete. This involves a 'dialectical
oscillation between the abstract and the concrete' which encompasses more complexity because the
concrete is a unity of many determinations.



organic composition of capital temporarily oflsetting the tendency for the rate of
profit to fall. Nevertheless, the Keynesian welfare state was unable to resolve the

contradictions inherent in process of capital accumulationo rather it served to

aggravate them (Pilling,l986) or make it appear that the crisis was one of the

Keynesian state (Yaffe, 197 3).

By claiming that modes of regulation can overcome the tendencies to crisis that

are endemic to capitalism, Regulationists took up the Keynesian concerns of

achieving equilibrium between labour and capital, profits and wages, the role of state

intervention, and most importantly, the balance between production and

consumption. Underconsumption is a core concem for Regulation theorists,

following Keynes concept of effective demand. The way the balance between

production and consumption develops over time is referred to as a 'regime of

accumulation'. This approach also echoed liberal / neoliberal assumptions that the

natural long-run tendency of capitalism is towards equilibrium.

Aglietta is the most sophisticated proponent of regulation theory and arguably the

most engaged with Marxism. He describes the relation between the expansion of
production into mass production, the extension of wage labour and the consequent

expansion of consumption, in the following passage:

The social revolutions through which capitalism succeeded in producing

the characteristic mode of consumption of the wage eaming class, and in

integrating this mode of consumption into the conditions of production,

are the chief elements needed to explain the great disturbances of the first

half of the 20th century and the exceptional growth that followed the

Second World War. (1987:25)

Here Aglietta makes consumption the key element that affects production. Mass

consumption is 'an essential condition of capital accumulation'. The mass market is

seen as a cause, not an outcome, of the development of the forces of production.

Technical progress is inhibited by the inability of workers to consume. It is not until

mass production finally achieves institutional forms that guarantee mass

consumption, that improvements in production are made and equilibrium is achieved.

This view ignores the way competition befween capitals imposes pressures for

efficiencies in production, encourages innovation and the development of productive
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forces. Aglietta links overproduction to the tendency for over-accumulation of

capital. A surfeit of consumer goods undermines the ability of the market to balance

production and consumption and creates underconsumption, and'rupture'. 1 3

Aglietta argues that to overcome underconsumption, industrial relations should be

regulated to ensure/establish a viable level of wages in order to guarantee

consumption or the buyrng power of workers. He identified this as a problem of
inherently antagonistic capitalist relations of production, confusing domination with

exploitation. These antagonisms are played out on the shop floor, involving a

struggle over the labour process. In this regard, Brenner and Glick (1991: 57) see

Fordism at the heart of the Regulation argument. The resistance of craft workers to

the new technologies constituted a barrier to capital development in early mode of

development of industrialisation. The introduction of the scientific management

techniques of Taylorism and Fordism laid the institutional foundations for methods

in organising work practices more efficiently.

While Regulation theorists recognised that workers are exploited through their

labour, this is at the level of exchange, not production. Consequently they did not

recognise the classical distinction between producfive and unproductive labour.

Therefore the struggle over the social wage involving unproductive workers was seen

as a struggle over distribution of income outside the productive process.la

l1 Both Regulation theorists and Keynesians focussed on the irnmediate appearance of things at the
level of the market, whereas Marx attempted to go beyond what was immediately apparent and
penetrate the essence of the capitalist mode of production, uncovering the inner nature of 'capital in
general' n Capilal volumes I and II. Marx argued that capitalist production was not primarily geared
towards consumption needs through the production of use values, but to the production of
commodities for exchange and profit. (The co-existence of both use value and exchange value in the
commodity is contradictory and makes it a'queer thing'). The self expansion of capital is the driving
force of capitalism. Self expansion is realised through the production of surplus value for capital in
production of commodities and the value of a commodity is expressed through exchange value.

'n [n t"t-" of what I am arguing about the relation of women workers to the skte, the distinction
between productive and unproductive workers is important. ln Theories of Surplus Value, Marl
(1969:153) developed Adam Smith's definition of productive and unproductive labour. Smith
distinguished between productive labour which is exchanged directly with capital, and unproductive
labour which is not exchanged directly with capital but with revenue. In other words, labour involved
in the self expansion of capital is productive of surplus value, whereas labour exchanged with revenue
is a drain on surplus value and a soluce of diminution for the rate of capital accumulation
(Marx,l976:1038-1049). But Smith did not recognise labour power as a commodity so was unable to
comprehend what Marx saw as the basis of capitalist exploitation, the extraction of surplus value
(which I discuss in more detail in the next section of this cbapter).
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Aglietta (1987:31) also rejects Mam's concept of labour power as a commodity

which restricts his ability to explain the social relations of production and capital

accumulation. Other theorists follow Aglietta in identifuing the barrier to sustained

accumulation as limited consumption, an outcome of the restricted buying power of

workers on low wages.

Simon Clarke (1988) views Regulation theorists as apologists for Fordist notions

of mass production and mass consumption. He rejects the Fordist model for Britain

on theoretical and empirical grounds. For example, in the post war boom, the period

of 'Fordism', he argues that it was high profits and not mass consumption that was

the driving force of accumulation. Non-Fordist production in agriculfure, transport

and distribution was more productive than manufacturing. There was no link between

wage increases and productivity, because through its income policy the govemment

maintained stable pay differentials despite uneven growth. Nor was there mass

consumption, rather a growth in middle class consumers.

Clarke is critical also, of the overall thrust of Regulation theory, which he sees as

close to Keynesian economics. He sees the tendency for over-accumulation of capital

as not determined by the anarchy of the market, but the contradictory form of capital

accumulation. When individual capitalists compete, utilising advanced means of
production, they gain a competitive advantage which is only generalised through the

development of capital. Clarke does not draw out the implications of this insight in

relation to the labour theory of value. Thus while Keynesians start from the level of
the market supply and

demand and do not acknowledge the source of value in labour, the Regulation

theorists do include the labour theory of value in their analysis. But it is dehistorised,

they use it as a background factor not an active variable, and do not account for the

way it develops.

Carchedi's (1991) critique of Regulation theory does grapple with this aspect of

Regulation theory, and related problems. He notes that the measures that Agiletta,

Lipietz and others use to calculate the decline in the rate of profit, are based on

orthodox economics. Specifically, he points to the way their statistics take an average

rate of profit as a 'rate of retum', as a ratio of operating surplus to capital stock,
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which does not test out Mamist categories and cannot elicit the operation of the law

of value. This notion of an average rate of profit, is generalised through competition

from an individual rate of profit to the macro level of the whole systan. As a

consequence they cannot test the relation between productivity and profit rates. They

equate any increase in productivity with an increase in profits which might be true for

innovative capital but not for the economy overall. They have no notion of how the

economy moves in relation to rising productivity and competition. For example, for

Lipietz (1986:22, quoted in Carchedi) the rise in the organic composition of capital

(occ) means a fall in productivity, and conversely, a fall in occ means a rise in

productivity. "This is a Ricardian, rather than a Manist concept. Capitalism is based

on constant technological innovations and these raise, rather than lower,

productivity" (Carchedi I 991 : I 88).

Like Ricardo, the Regulation theorists see capitalism as a natural economy where

labour creates value. Under capitalism this is expropriated during exchange not

during the production process as Marx argues. This diflerence has important

ramifications for their understanding of the role of the state. Because exploitation

amounts to unequal exchange, Regulationists hold that the state can intervene to

equalise exchange. 15 Regulation theorists, by stressing underconsumption, privilege

the market rather than the social relations of production as the key to capitalist profit.

Like the Keynesians their analysis is removed from the dynamic of capitalist

production into the sphere of distribution. For this reason Regulationists adopt a

political analysis focusing on the primacy of the state.

Jessop, Jesson et al on the post-fordist regime

Jessop (1993) contends that the Keynesian Welfare State is superseded by the

Schumpeterian Workfare State. The Keynesian Welfare State can no longer sustain

full onployment, mass consumption and welfare rights for all citizens through

t5 Mandsts claim that equal exchange is the norm for capitalism. Mam modified the notion of 'labour'
to 'labour power' that exchanged at its value. Under capitalist production labour power is a
commodity which produces more value than its own exchange value and is therefore the source of
surplus value and profits. Therefore using the capitalist state to guarantee equal exchange fails to have
any impact on exploitation at the level of production, the tendency of the rate of profit to fall and
crises of overproduction.
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demand side management within a closed national economy. It is supplanted by the

'market led transition to the new regime' of the Schumpeterian Workfare State with

its primary emphasis on what is good for business (including reduced welfare

services). This involves the structural flexibility and competitiveness of an open

economy through supply side intervention and a 'hollowed out' national state

providing the ideal political shell for post-Fordism with its global orientation.r6

Capitalist institutions in themselves cannot resolve the contradictions of capital.

Rather, they function to reproduce them. While the state confines social reproduction

within the capitalist mode of production, class struggle opens up other possibilities.

Class struggle can emerge from a political struggle over the form of the state and by

challenging class domination unleashes the possibility of more fundamental

transformation. Regulation theorists take the concessions made by capitalists to

appease the working class as the basis for capital accumulation, but do not see them

as a compromise won by working class struggle.

Among those adapting Regulation theory to their analysis of New Zea\and, Jesson

has been particularly influential. This is acknowledged by both Kelsey and Wilkes.

Jesson makes less explicit reference to Regulationists than Wilkes, but in Fragments

of Labour his emphasis is on the central capital/labour relationship in New Zealand.

Here he adopts the concept of a 'historic compromise' used by Sutch (1969) and

Bedggood (1980) where the state administers labour relations in return for giving

workers full employment and regular wage rises. Jesson wants to explain the collapse

of this trade-off in the 1980s. He considers the balance of class struggle at a political

level similarly to how Lipietz views the mode of regulation operating (Lipietz, 1988

quoted in Mavroudeas, 1999: 329).

Like Lipietz, Jesson acknowledges the emnomy as the'founding level', but he

does not take sufficient account ofhow the contradictory tendencies ofcapital

'u Jessop describes features distinctive to the development of two state forms, the emergence of the
Keynesian Welfare State and the transition to the Schumpeterian Workfare State. He depicts both
developments as mechanical, whereas Clarke sees the tendency for capital accumulafion being
mediated by institutional forms and more complex. The form of the Keynesian Welfare State is an
institutional outcome of class struggle rather than'modes of regulation' of a'regine of accumulation'
which "institutionalise [and structure] some kind of social democratic class compromise" (Clarke,
1988:84-5).
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accumulation create conditions within which workers struggle. In a later essay he

deals with the New Zealand economy at a general level, referring to the effect of the

'conwlsion of the world economy' on the worsening terms of trade, that meant

neither the dependence on farming nor the protection for local industry could be

sustained (Jesson, 1992: 4l).

Jesson tends to focus at the level of ideas as the cause of change. He argues that

the trade union movement has been weak and lacking in shong intellectual leadership

because it operates within a New Zealandpolitical culture that is anti-intellectual and

pragmatic. In contrast to the weak understanding of workers, New Right reforms

emanated from a coherent philosophy, he thinks that the importation of Chicago

School economics into Treasury caused a 'coup' (Jesson, 1989.64) and set state

reforms in motion. These ideas were imposed on a population which had largely

rejected the monetarist policies of the right wing New Zealand Party and accepted

orthodox Labour Party economic policy in the 1984 election. Out of the bluerT, the

new Labour goverrlment succumbed to Treasury. Jesson does not relate events to the

crisis in the economy or the particular requirements of capital accumulation at a

given time, nor does he consider the arguments of those who do such as Bedggood

(1980: 148-165) who had earlier predicted the inevitabilify of state restructuring to

manage the economie crisis.

Jessonns narrative of events of parliamentary politics and personalities who

influenced the course of action is detailed. He stresses particular individuals'

influence on policy, especially Douglas' cronies who formed a cabal in Cabinet

(Jessoq 1992:38). When Mawoudeas comments that for Lipietz "inskumental agents

are individuals and groups..fand]..struggle is mainly confined within the existing

social order" he could be commenting on Jesson's analysis (Mawoudeas,1999 329).

In his account of the fourth Labour Government, Jesson's emphasis is on political

interchanges and he makes little attempt to consider reforms in terms of the

historically specifi c development of capital accumulationr 8.

17 Here, Jesson ignores Douglas (1980)
f 8 However, in his 1987 book Behind the Mirror C/ass he does look at changing class formations in
terrns of the shift from the dominance of farming and farmers to corporations and financiers. But in the
later Fragments of Labour, his description of reforms is couched in terms of ideas 

.\at 
took hold, not a

materialist analysis that would situate ideas as a reflection of class position and interests.
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Jesson claims there was a collapse of traditional Labour Party beliefs at all levels

of the party (Jesson, 1989:72). Unlike Wilkes, he does not consider whether this

reflects a shift in class orientation of membership, or whether members kept their

traditional beliefs and remained loyal to the Labour Government despite the shift in

policies.

In contrast to the uniform ideas of Treasury, Jesson points to an "intellectual

paralysis" (Jesson, 1989:75) of the Left, which did not recognise the implications of
reforms for the working class, and a weak trade union movement with a leadership

that was "indifferent to politics" (Jesson, 1989:93). He claims there was "no

community support for Rogemomics" (Jesson, 1987:123). He infers that reforms

occurred in a political vacuum because people did not understand them, yet he says

that people did not like thern. I suggest that not liking reforms must have involved

some intellectual gasp of them. Jesson concludes that working class inertia prevailed

because of the lack of understanding.

In a later essay which refers to the National Govemment's attack on trade

unionism, Jesson (1992) continues this line of argument and does not balance his

claim that the working class had dropped out of politics by the 1970s, with any

account of the upsurge of union struggle in the late 60s and early 70s or the strong

worker opposition to the Employment Contracts Bill. Bramble (1997) Dannin (1995)

and Roper (1996) all refute the suggestion that workers were quiescent in the face of
the reforms. Some sections of labour movement were lively, even militant, in their

opposition to reforms. 500,000 workers demonstrated against the Employment

Contracts Bill in the Week of Action (Dannin, 1995:146) but their dernands for

strike action were rejected by the leadership by a NZCTU who saw themselves in a

political partnership with government. Jesson does not acknowledge the trade union

response. Nor does he consider 'left' activities outside established politics of
parliamentary parties, such as rank and file initiatives or propaganda and agitation

from Marxist groups. I will investigate in Section Two why this opposition was not

successful in turning back the reforms.
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Ideological confusion

Jesson failed to consider working class consciousness as an outcome of complex

processes. Ideology develops within a dominant mode of production, where

contradictions are not evident on the surface, instead they operate 'behind peoples'

backs'. Workers may grasp the reality of their material conditions, recognising the

role of anployers in conflict with their own interests played out in terms of a

distributional struggle over wages and conditions, but not recognise exploitation at

the level of production because this process is obscured by exchange relations.

Gramsci (1971) who Jesson draws oD, discussed the contribution of party

intellectuals to building revolutionary consciousness so workers can overcome the

limitations of their particular experiences and their common sense explanations.

Jesson does not refer to this aspect of Gramsci's work. He does not differentiate

between surface appearance and what needs to be uncovered. lnstead he takes a

reformist (not revolutionary) line revealed by his real point of reference which is

what workers have lost; the social democratic gains of the welfare state.

A passage in Behind the Mirror Glass, reflects this. He reveals his legacy to

Regulation theory with his emphasis on balance between production and

consumption which is a hallmark of Regulation theory. At the same time he reveals

his inadequate grasp of Marxist method by locating laws of motion of capitalism as

beginning at the level of market relations not the social relations of production.

Additionally, he misconstrues the notion of alienation which Mam traces to the

'peculiar social character of labour' under capitalism -the workers' production of
commodities which convert his or her labour into capital to become "an alien power

that dominates and exploits him (sic)" - that is, commodity fetishism (Man<,

1976:716). Thus social relations between producers become represented as social

relations between things. Jesson takes a very different view in which it is the market

that 'alienates':

It was a situation in which certain of the background conflicts of capitalism

- between production and consumption, between industry and agriculture -

had an immediate determining effect on the economic structure. It is a

general characteristic of capitalism that industries are ultimately conholled

by their markets and it is the marketplace that generates an economic

mechanism and economic laws, where the product asserts its control over
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the producer. This is fashionably called alienation and New Zealand was

an exteme case, an example of an entire country being dominated by a

particular market (Jesson, 1987 :34\.

Jesson does not provide the 'strong intellectual line' he says that workers lack, and

the passage above exemplifies the flawed understandings underlying his arguments.

ln fact it could be argued that workers widely opposed 'market forces', yet this was

insufficient to stop the reforms because it was confused with appeals to individual

freedom.le For example, this confusion is clear when Jesson raised the question of

the Picot Report on primary education, which he claimed was really an anti-market

move towards more choice (Jesson,l989:123) taking a view contrary to Bedggood

and Bedggood (1988) who saw it as a move to cut social spending and establish the

'market' in education.

O'Brien and Wilkes (1993) and Wilkes (1993), take a more explicitly Regulation

approach, using a Fordist model to review the development of the NZ state. Wilkes

links the rise of Fordist state to industrialisation and urbanisation, but refers also to

agriculture as mass production in New Zealand. This is problematic as agricultural

industries are not referred to by other Regulation theorists as involving mass

production. For instance, Brenner and Glick (1991:73) refute Aglietta's claim that

pre-Fordist economic conditions in the US in the nineteenth century were

distinguished by underconsumption, and provide empirical evidence to show that

most US manufacturing at this time was devoted to production for consumption.

Agricultural production was based on owner-operator family farmers, who were

highlv market dependent and consumed commodities such as farm machinery and

consumer goods. They argue that although small-scale family farms were part of
mass consumption, their operations did not constitute mass production.

In adapting Jessop's analysis of Britain to New Zealand, Wilkes' aim is to develop

what is specific to New Zealand, including the realignment of social forces in

shaping of the state and state policy. Material security in a buoyant economS state

expanded welfare and the interests of workers, women and Maori were

le In other words, applyng his own strictures against the left, Jesson's Gramscian counter-ideology
does not confront or replace the new right's appeal to individualism as the sellling point of market
reforms.
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acknowledged in govemment policy. He finds it useful to explore the parallels

between New Zealand and the United Kingdom in terms of the changes in the state's

role in economy, welfare and social spending, whereas West Germany followed a

very different trajectory.'o The state was implicated in all structural forms involved in

regulation, and acted to secure stabilityoverall (Jessop, 1990: 312).

Wilkes and O'Brien focus on the Welfare State and the shift away from it.

Although they acknowledge that labour and capital were reconciled (O'Brien and

Wilkes, 1993.14) as basis of the Welfare State, the aspect of class struggle is not

developed. The Welfare State becomes an end in itself which they seek to reclaim.

Because the Welfare StatelFordism is 'equity directed' they argue for the need to

redistribute income, create new forms of welfare and promote 'democracy and

participation'. The final section of their book becomes a blueprint for Social

Democrat solutions.

The on-going 'New Zealand experimentl

Jane Kelsey's series of books doctrment the processes of state refonns over the

last decade in interesting detail but within a flawed analytical framework. She

follows Jesson in constantly putting the key causal factors for reform at the level of
ideology; she thinks that 'the driving force [was] ideological'. A battle of ideas was

won by the forces of the new right, identified primarily as Treasury, the New Zealand

Business Round Table and their political allies in both Labour and National

governments. Even "the Richardson-led attack on the state was driven by deeply

ideological, rather than fiscal, considerations" (Kels ey, 1993: 22).

20 J"rrop (1989) compares the United Kingdom and West Germany to establish the particular
circumstances of the regime of accumulation, the periods of growth characterised by compatibility
between production and consumption, and modes of regulation, the support frameworks for growth
including the role of the state. Although his descriptions of these reveal the thrust for profit, he does
not draw out the underlying motive for capital accumulation but concentrates on the surface forms. For
example, in the United Kingdom where productivity was wealc, the Keyresian Welfare State became a
burden on profits so govemment undennined the welfare state by anacking rrnions and the social wage,
while in West Germany where productiviry was hig[ there was already enterprise bargaining, the
working class were already co-opted so when crisis struck a slump in exports, workers geared up to
assist in restoring profits and wage relation was redefined rather than undermined as in the United
Kingdom. Jessop does not point to the dimension of class struggle. The British working class won
conditions of industial relations and social wage which the British state had to move to smash.
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When Kelsey contends that the Labour government was able to persuade the

population that the economy was in crisis, she creates major difficulties for her

argument. One difficulty is that her treatment of ideas/ideology is flawed. Her claim

that people were persuaded by Labour govemment rhetoric is unconvincing. She

fudges over the processes of political persuasion and acceptance of ideas. Although

her doctoral thesis refers to Grarnsci's notion of hegemony (1991;10-13) she does not

apply it to how ideology worked in New Zealand in this period. Her treatment of
ideas is confined mainly to debates at the politicaUinstitutional level between'elites'.

These aspects need more elaboration.

On the question of a persuaded population, Kelsey leaves much unanswered. Like

Jesson, she focuses on opposition at the Parliamentary level, rather than grass roots,

except for her consideration of Maori groups who posed a major oppositional force

against reforms. Outside Parliament there was fragmented opposition with other

sector groups not mobilising effectively. She refers to the dispute at Kinleith n 1992

but makes no critique of the limitations of a union leadership strategy which confined

industrial action within the framework of the newly introduced ECA and which led to

defeat for workers. Her interpretation of events appears preoccupied with what

happened at a bureaucratic level.

Bramble (1997), Dannin (1995) and Walsh and Ryan (1993) do throw light on the

question of the apparent quiescence of workers. In Walsh and Ryan's analysis the

population appears more confused than 'persuaded'. They note the gap between

difficulties workers were experiencing and the actions of their union leaders. They

point to distrust from rank and file workers within the labour movement over Labour

govemment policy that was associated with high levels of unernployment. Workers

were not convinced they should support the Accord that their leaders moved to make

with government. Bramble (1997:135) asserts that the NZCTU leadership attempted

to follow a corporatist strategy with the Labour government. This was unsuccessful

because the government refused to consult with them over any important economic

policy decisions. Dannin (1995:38) points to how the NZCTU tried to help manage

the economy, while the supply side advocates in caucus heated them as irrelevant.

The NZCTU's conciliatory and uncritical approach to Labour confused workers who

were disillusioned by government's monetarist policies.
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When Kelsey does look at economic factors as part of change these are framed by

ideology. In privileging ideas over economic factors, she fails to investigate the

claims of the Left and the New Right that the economy was in crisis, and reforms

were an outcome of dealing with real material circumstances. Always, it is the style

of argument that is crucial for her. Economic factors were important only because

they were falsely presented. This is revealed in her discussion of how people were

persuaded, "the arrogant dismissal of the ideas of the populace"(Kelsey, 1993: 9) and

the way the policies themselves were enunciated. The exchange crisis was "provoked

by pre-election posturing fmy emphasis] of both Muldoon and Douglas." (Kelsey,

1993:18). Again, she reveals the same mindset when she refers to an economic

recession claiming that "...shifting capital investment from protected allegedlylmy

emphasis] inefficient domestic production, to dy,namic, efficient, export based

enterprises" (Kelsey, 1993:19) This comment is superficial and leaves the issue of
economic factors undeveloped. If the state of the economy was misinterpreted as an

pretext for reform, what motivated the New Right to adopt this bloody minded

approach at that precise point in New Zealand history?

Kelsey claims that cuts made to lower state spording did not increase government

revenue. She misses the point that the pu{pose of state reform was to restore profit

for capitalist enterprises by cutting state revenue. She does not recognise the source

of profit and the way state spending is a drain on this (see my discussion of Bullock

and Yaffe below). So although she refers to the imperatives of capitalist

accumulation, she does not demonstrate an understanding of how they operate- Like

Jesson, and O'Brien and Wilkes, she wants to reclaim a past where she sees social

policy prevailing over economics (Kelsey 1993;25).

Kelsey follows Offe in identifoing the crisis of the State as a crisis of legitimation.

She advocates state 'autonomy' (Kelsey, 1993:125) because her project is to fight to

"preserve the power and autonomy of the state, so opportunities and outcomes can be

redistributed" (Kelsey,1993:158). This is a social democrat re-distributional

argument that characterises the state as being above class interssts.

Kelsey continues this consideration of the state by quoting Jesson's complaint that

"consensus and pluralism are, for the moment, a dead letter in NZ politics"

(Kelsey,199l:l). Celebrating the notion of 'pluralism' is a strange position to take for
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someone who claims to be engaged in critical analysis. The notion of pluralism

relates to the understanding that society is a plural society composed of competing

groups, where power is diffirsed through these groups. Her belief that the state can

act as a bulwark against sectional interests, obscures the question of real power.

There is a similar confusion when she makes a distinction between liberalism and

dernocracy which is synonymous with an ideology of state activism; thus equating

democracy with the Welfare State like Offe (1993: 348). Where are the counter

arguments, particularly Schumpeter's influential recasting of danocracy in the

Welfare State as relying on minimal participation? This signals a retreat from

participatory democracy to a representative democracy of self-interested individuals

competing for leadership (an elitist theory of democracy according to Carole

Pateman, (1970: l4)).

When Kelsey poses the crisis of the state as one centred on political legitimacy,

this is always within the confines of a capitalist state. She sees the tension between

capital accumulation/profits on one hand, and the need of the state to administer its

own machinery as being resolved by the new right regime cutting back on the state

machinery. Kelsey refers to Klaus Offe's description of the functions of the state

here. I argue that Offe's emphasis on the state as a set of centralised institutions and

an organisation of political domination, reveals the Weberian legacy of his definition

of the state2r (Offe 1985). Kelsey's reference to Offe is perfi.rnctory. She does not

consider the substance of Offe's institutional focus, which is that the intemal

organisations of the state adapt their functions to reproduce capitalism. In his earlier

book Connadictions of the Welfare State, Offe sees the Welfare state balancing and

managing the vylng claims of the working class and the claims for capital

accumulation to continue (Offe, l9S4). The class character of such a state is

unmistakable.

Offe benignly

incompatibilities,

mechanics of the

terms these adaptations between different mechanisms to avoid

'structural selectivity'. Kelsey applies Offe's formulation of the

state in a period of decline of the Welfare State. She does not

2t Weber sees the state as "a relation of men dominating men" where "if the state is to exist, the
dominated must obey the authority claimed by the powers that be". Men [sic] obey because of
"legitimations of domination" including violence that is accepted as legitimate and the bureaucrafic
exercise ofrationally created rules or laws(Weber, 1948: 78-79).
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follow through on the logic of her argument, which is that capital accumulation and

the 'welfare' of the Welfare State represent groups with opposing interests. She

characterises the earlier state as pluralist, "always shifting and accommodating to

contain them [tensions]...to secure popular support" (Kelsey l99l.347) rather than

the state operating to buttress capital.22

Like Jesson, Kelsey's solution to overcome inequality is reformist. She infers that

you can adjust structures and recapture the Welfare State without challenging or

transforming the 'rule' of capitalism itself. Neither Jesson nor Kelsey reflect a clear

understanding of the structures that Manc posited as fundamental to capitalist

exploitation, so they both undercut the prospect of a revolutionary perspective.

Thus, their arguments are limited because they are state centred and see the

problem of change as polifical, and the question of who controls the state at the heart

of the problem, not the underlying economic factors. Marxist accounts develop

explanations that privilege 'economic' factors related to the laws of motion of
capital. To paraphrase Roper (1993:12); while social democrats have faith in the state

to manage the economy, Manists see the problem in the economy itself.

Marxist explanations of crisis and restructuring.

In this section I argue for Mamist explanations as the most convincing

explanations of the cause of crisis and the state response. Mamists look at the state

not just as an institution reflecting class relations, but as reproducing the class

relations of a capitalist mode of production. I begin by looking at the nature of the

exploitation involved in that class relationship.

Brian Roper and David Bedggood use Marxist analysis to explain state reform as a

response to economic crisis. I examine this work and aim to demonstrate that these

approaches provide a more comprehensive and credible account of crisis and the role

22 Kelsey is wrong over what is basic to Marx. For example, she appears to have an important insight
when she notes a flaw in Offe when he takes the level of exchange relations, not relations of
production, as organising principle of his analysis. But Kelsey adds that these "need not be
fimdamental flaws" when they are just that. Mam was for an international working class. Kelsey takes
a national chauvinist position when she seeks to insulate the New Zealand economy and reject
internationalism. She advocates excluding Asian migrants (Kelsey, 1995:340).
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of the state than other approaches I have considered. I reiterate the point that the role

of state is a critical indicator of the differences in the theoretical positions which I

evaluate. I have argued that the New Zealand versions of Regulation theory

incorporate a Treasury capture thesis into their accounts of state activity and follow

Offe in arguing that state will move to restore profitability for capital, protect welfare

and overcome crisis. They see the forms of this state activity relative to the economy

as contingent or discretionary. On the other hand, Bedggood and Roper both take a

classic Marxist political economy approach. This begins by recognising that the state

acts in the interests of capital. It neither causes, nor can it prevent, a crisis of
overaccumulation (as argued by neo-liberals, Social Democrats and neo-Marxists) yet

must move to resolve crises by implementing 'reforms' that attempt to restore the

conditions for capital accumulation.

To evaluate their approaches we need to begin with some key concepts of Marx's

critique of political economy, in particular what he called'the general laws of motion

of capitalist society' in volume I of Capital and his analysis of the general cause of
crisis. This is a difficult exercise because Man's theories are complex and not easily

observable or comprehended in commonsense terms. Marx was aware of this. He

explained that 'vulgar economics' are trapped at the "estranged form of appearance"

where "inner connections remain hidden". These 'outward appearzurces' had to be

uncovered by the method of scientific abstaction. This method was dictated by

reality - "all science would be superfluous if the form of appearance of things directly

coincided with their essence" (Marx, 1981:956).

Marx dernonstrated this in his analysis of the nature of the 'commodity'. On the

surface it appeared the most normal thing. But on deeper analysis the commodity had

a dual nature - a use-value as well as exchange-value. This discovery allowed him to

show how the central contradiction of the capitalist system was anbodied in the dual

nature of the commodity. Capitalist production is oriented not towards the production

of use values to meet the needs of consumers, but to the production of exchange

values which is production for profit. Capital accumulation is a continuous process of
reproduction and self-expansion of capital. As well as involving the reproduction of
capital, capital accumulation is dependent on the reproduction of capitalist social

relations.
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Marx's analysis of value is developed in volume I of Capiral through his

examination of the production of exchange value of commodities. Labour power is

congealed in commodities but does not have a value until it is exchanged in the

market. Abstract human labour therefore is that value established on the basis of

commodity exchange. Thus, when Mam investigates the form of value he sees the

connection between abstract human labour and production for profit. The formal

exchange of capital and labour in the market is for Man really an exchange which

involves the consumption of labour power for the purpose of the production of value

and surplus value.

Tony Smith extrapolates three key aspects from Marx's discussion of the relation

between capital and wage labour. These are structural coercion, exploitation and

subsumption of labour (Smith 2000:x). Structural coercion occurs when those who do

not own the means of production and subsistence are forced to sell their labour power

to those who do own them. Exploitation is the appropriation of the surplus value

produced by workers by those who own and control capital, while subsumption refers

to how the exploiters transform the labour process to increase their exploitation (I

consider below how this will intensiry in conditions of crisis). Marx saw one of the

main distinguishing features of the capitalist mode of production as this striving for

relative surplus value which is created by the worker. Mam theorised what was

happening in the exchange between capital and labour when a worker sells his/her

labour power for a wage. The wage covers the working time expended which is

sufficient to gain the worker their subsiste,nce, the 'necessary labour time'. The

'surplus labour' is difference between the exchange value of labour power and the

total hours worked in a day. Thus labour power is the only commodity that can create

more value than its own value. It is the surplus labow which is exploited by capital to

create surplus value/profit: "the capitalist's profit, therefore, comes from the fact that

he has something to sell for which he has not paid" (Marx, 1981;133).

Marx referred to his concept of the tendency of the rate of profit to fall as the

"most important law of modern political economy" (Marx. 1981:213) because it

proved that capitalism was a dynamic but transitory mode of production that created

the pre-conditions for its own replacement. The falling rate of profit exemplifies the

contradictions inherent in the way the relentless pursuit of profit on an ever

increasing scale drives capitalist production. Capitalists look for ways to improve
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their production methods by using new labour-saving technologies. But this has a

long-term effect on the rate of profit. When the productive forces gow, this alters the

balance of production values in the commodity or, in other words, the organic

composition of capital (the ratio between the values of constant and variable capital

as they change over time).

The value of a commodity produced "is equal to the value of the constant capital

contained in it, plus the value of the variable capital reproduced in it, plus the

increment on this variable capital, the surplus-value produced" (Marx, l98l:249). A

change in the ratio of constant to organic capital which involves a proportionate rise

in constant capital (the means of production such as new technologies) in relation to

variable capital (the labour power of the worker component) creates a problern for

profitability. This is because profit is sourced to surplus value and within the variable

capital component the relation of necessary labour to surplus labour diminishes

(Marx, 1973:339-340). Mam expressed this clearly: "this gradual growth in the

constant capital, in relation to the variable, must necessarily result in a gradualfall in

the general rate of profit, given that the rate of surplus value, or the level of

exploitation of labour by capital, remains t}re same" (Marx, 1981: 318).

The tendential fall in the rate of profit was seen to be the inherent cause when new

crisis tendencies that could not be contained by Keynesian measures ernerged in the

1960s. This is the view of Clarke (1994: 667-8) who refers to Mattick, Yaf[e and

Cogoy as influencing this interpretation of Marx's work on crisis. There was a

renewed interest in Marx's contention that the general causes of crisis were inherent

in the conditions of capitalist production rather than any specific secondary factors

that accompany or even spark off a crisis (such as the rate of exchange). Mam called

it a tautology to explain crisis by lack of effective consumption, or

underconsumption, as Regulation theorists claim. He expressed this point of view

clearly in the section in Theories of Surplus Value, Vol 2 where he critiques Ricardo's

theory of accumulation. [n a world market crisis "all the contradictions of bourgeois

production erupt collectively" and:

Over-production is specifically conditioned by the general law of the

production of capital: to produce to the limit set by the productive forces,

that is to say, to exploit the maximum amount of labow with the glven
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:rmount of capital, without any consideration for the actual limits of the

market or the needs backed by the ability to pay; and this is carried out

through continuous expansion of reproduction and accumulation and

therefore constant reconversion of revenue into capital, while on the other

hand, the mass of producers remain tied to the average level of needs, and

must remain tied to it according to the nature of capitalist production

(Mani, 1969:534-535).

Thus, the crisis of overproduction of capital was due to the fact that accumulation

and expansion of production had outrun profitability. Marx explained how capitalists

would move to counter the falling rate of profit. They can either increase the rate of
surplus value which Marx allows for, saying that this in turn raises the organic

composition. Or they can try to cut the value of variable and constant capital or both.

Or they might compensate for a fall in the rate of profit by increasing the mass of
production (Mam, 1973: 748\. ln Capital Vol.3 under the heading 'Counteracting

Factors', Marx discusses other factors such as a more intense exploitation of labour, a

reduction of wages below their value and the expansion of foreign trade (Marx, 1981:

339-348). It was the basic counter-tendency of foreign trade by the imperialist state in

the 19fr century that gave rise to capitalist expansion of the world market and to white

settler colonialism. In the twentieth centurSz, state intervention in the economy to

restore profitability was seen to create another important counter tendency (see

Clarke 1988, Yaffe, 1973\.

In a small country like New Zealand, with a correspondingly small economy which

was highly regulated, a highly abstract concept like the fall in the rate of profit may

be difficult to discern. However, both Roper and Bedggood use Manr's mettrod to

track the movements in the New Zealand economy which involves a recognition of
the causes of exploitation and the conffadictions in capitalist production which lead

to crisis; they both examine the tendency of the rate of profit to fall in this context.

Bedggood sees a Marxist approach as distinctive because "Mamists stress the

economic causes of crisis" in which "the labour theory of value, the tendency of the

rate of profit to fall, and crises of overproduction" feature (Bedggood,1996: 146-7).

As well, Roper 'empirically operationalises' the laws of motion of capital using New

Zealand data (Roper 1997:15-19). Roper points to two findings of general trends that

are important evidence. One is the rises in the technical composition of capital that
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are associated with rises in the value composition of capital in the advanced capitalist

economies. Second is a general decline in profitability. As a result, the rising value

composition of capital in the 50s and 60s is associated with a falling rate of profit

(Roper, 1997: 15).23 Fo, further evidence, Roper refers to official statistics2a and

Geoff Pearce's study hich translated official statistical data into Mamist categories.

Looking at the period frorn 1923 to 1970, Pearce traces the movements in the organic

composition of capital, the rate of surplus value and the rate of profit. He shows that

the organic composition of capital rose during the postwar era, undermining the rate

of profit (cited in Roper, 1997: 16).

In a recent doctoral dissertation, Bruce Cronin updated Pearce's work looking at

the period from 1972 to 1996. He uses slightly different methods but largely supports

Pearce's conclusions2s lcronin, 2001). Both Cronin and Pearce use Shaikh and

Tonak's labour based techniques for measuring value (Shaikh and Tonak,l994, cited

in Cronin 2001: 141) and to demonstrate that the rate of profit fell in the post-war era.

Cronin's results are more consistent with those of Shaikh and Tonak. For example

Cronin looked at the 'classic economic categories' of total value, constant capital,

variable capital and surplus value derived from NZSNA data. He found increases in

both the rate of exploitation of productive workers which rose 43olo over the period

and the value composition of capital rose 27Yo (Cronin, 2001: 142). He criticises

Pearce for using too wide a definition of productive labour and failing to distinguish

?3 Ropet sets out the features of the boom and the economic decline tbat led to the decline in the rate of
profit, in broad tenns (Roper, 1993:11-21). The boom period when the rate of profit rose, was
characterised by a decline in the organic composition of capital ( the technical costs); an increase in
tle rate of surplus value which Roper links to the defeat of militant workerc in the l95l waterfront
dispute and as a consequence, fewer worker demands and a lowering of real wages; and improvements
in fumover due to inrproved communications and fransport. In the period of economic decline these
factors changed. There was a rise in the organic composition of capital and the rate of extraction of
surplus value levelled off with the improvement in real wages following an upsurge in worker
demands. The economic decline occurred in all major OECD economies after 1974 as part of a general
trend in the value composition of capital to rise, expressed tbrough the tendency of the rate of profit to
fall (Roper, 1993:5).
2a Roper cites a 1990/l OECD economic survey of New Zealandwhich showed that the "rate of rehrrn
ofbusiness capital fell from an average of 16.20/o (19677-74) to 10.3% (1975-8834) before recovering
during the late 1980's to l5.3yo" (Roper, 199715). Another of Roper's examples of the decline in
profitability is in the Quarterly Surrel, of Business Opinion which shows only tbree instances of
significant improved profitability in the period from the September quarter 1973 to the March qrurrer
1996 (Roper, 1997:15).
?5 Pearce excludes dairy factory production that is co-operatively owned from his data whereas Cronin
argues that these enterprises are capitalist in nature and includes all marketed production in his
consideration (Crorun, 200 I : 138-9).
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properly between productive and unproductive labour thus skewing his results.26.

(See below where I draw on Yaffe and Bullock and Yaffe to widen the definition of
productive labour to include teachers in state education).

Despite Cronin's criticisms, I see their studies as broadly the same. Both show a

consistent trend for the rate of profit to fall. Cronin (see Cronin,200l:149-155 for the

following analysis) traces the relationship of surplus value to total value from 1972 to

1996, part of the period covered in my thesis. In the early period of 1972 to 1983

there was a declining surplus, a rise to 1989 and then a flattening out. The early

decline is linked to an l8% rise in the value composition of capital and a constant rate

of surplus value which Cronin sees as "the classic conditions for a falling rate of
profit (Cronin, 2001: l5l).

The rise in profits between 1983 and 1989 is "associated with a rise in surplus-

value of 42o/o and a l2o/ofall in the value composition of capital between 1985 and

1989 as recession devalued and wrote-offconstant capital:" After 1992 another rise in

surplus value "perhaps related to the deregulation of the labour market from 1991,

could not offset the impact of a renewed rise in the value composition of capital

(ibid:l5l). Cronin concludes that despite the growth in profits the stalled

accumulation rates limited the capacity of the economy to grow. I find this data useful

in concretising Marxist theory and explaining the causes and the impact of the

recession. It shows that the decline in the economy was offset during 1983 to 1989

when state restructuring to deregulate the economy and the labour market caused a

slight recovery in the rate of profit. This was short-lived and capitalists failed to

restore conditions for profitability in the 90's.

?6 Cronin criticises Pearce for defining productive labour too loosely, as the labour of wage earners but
not supervisory or managerial labour. Cronin thinks that this means he does not distinguish between
productive and unproductive labour sufficiently whereas Cronin is careful to separate them and to
calculate surplus value from payments to productive workers only (Cronin, 2001: 142). For example,
Cronin claims that Pearce includes unproductive sales and monetary transaction work as productive
labour. But Pearce specifically excludes accountants and clerical staffwho "regulate the chculation of
inputs and outputs" (Pearce, 1986: 367). Pearce acknowledges the controversy over what is productive
or unproductive in Marxist tenns and feels that he avoids most of the disputed activities by his focus
on the factory production survey (Pearce, 1986: 366-7). Nevertheless, Cronin sees Pearce overstating
variable capital and understating surplus value. His estimate of the rate of surplus value is only a third
that of Cronin's study and Shaikh and Tonak's United States study (Cronin, 2001:142). He claims that
the inclusion of the wages and salaries of non-productive workers means that Pearce overestimates
constant and fixed capital and his estimates of the value composition of capital are from six to eight
times those of Cronin and Shaikh and Tonak (Cronin, 2001,142.149.
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Cronin hacks the major changes in accumulation strategies during the period to

the activities of different fractions within the capitalist class. The relative shength of
a class fraction is dependent on its share of surplus value. When the historic

hegemonic alliance of domestic agrarian, industrial and commercial capital, holding

the bulk of surplus value, ran into accumulation problems in the 70's, there was a

shift to finance capital as the dominant fraction. This shift underscores Jesson's

Behind the Mircor Glass and the public profiles of the new in-your-face financiers

who became part of popular consciousness. By 1986, they had replaced the

manufacturers to become the predominant group in the New Zealand Business

Roundtable which successfully lobbied govemments on monetarist policy. The new

accumulation stratery of the financiers was the internationalisation of capital. Cronin

documents both outward and inward investment flows. Domestic commercial capital

expanded overseas from the 70's (ibid: 178) while financial capital associated with

foreign investment was the main holder of surplus value by the 90's (ibid: 197).

Overseas investment in New Zealand rose between 1972 and 1979, only to decline

between 1984 and 1990 when the decline in the New Zealand economv made it a

poor investment.

Filling in the State

Where Roper and Bedggood differ is over the role of the New Zealand state in

countering the tendency of the rate of profit to fall. Bedggood (1996) argues that

Roper's strong internationalist position is not balanced sufiEciently with a

consideration of the local measures that protected the growth of the internal economy,

an aspect which is central to his own analysis2T. Bedggood thinks that incorporating

the role of the state in directing New Zealand's economic policies during the boom

period would make Roper's analysis less abstract, and help to 'reconstitute the

27 Both Roper and Bedggood recognise the importance of relating the operations of the New Zealand
economy to the intemational economy. They see the New Zealand crisis in the context of an
intemational economic crisis referring to "the general decline of profitability in the post-war era"
(Roper, 1993:15) and "the end of the post-war boom and the onset of world economic crisis"
(Bedggood, 1996:153). Roper sees the fall in terms of trade in 1966, as a significant aspect in
economic decline for New Zealand's export dependent economy. The recession deepened with the
impact of the oil shock in 1973 with a shallow recovery in the early 70's which he thinks that Easton
and others do not emphasise sufficiently. Certainly, Roper's internadonalism provides a robust
external frameworlg whereas Jesson and Kelsey push a nationalistic line, wanting to resist the
'takeover'of the New Zealand economy by foreip capitalists.
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concrete'. Bedggood attempts to do this. He claims that Pearce and Roper do not

understand the role of the New Zealand state in buttressing the economy to sustain

capital accumulation in a semi-colony. He gives an account of the heavy state

intervention which protected the local economy in order to develop internal growth.

Macrae and Bedggood (1979\ and Bedggood (19s0) argue the case for

characterising the New Zealand state as strongly interventionist from its beginnings.

They say that from the onset of British settlanent, the state acted to create the

conditions for capital to flourish28.

Bedggood's position that the state helped the development of national capitalism

historically, extends to the Keynesian Welfare State which he sees as intenrentionist

and protective of local manufacturing/production. It was more responsive to capital

than to worker demands. From the first Labour Government in 1935 the Welfare

t8 The prerequisites for oapitalist development in the nineteenth century were money for investrnenf,
private property and workers without means of subsistence. Although the missionaries arrived in
advance of the market, they brought a market ethos. Their 'civilising mission', associated Christianity
with one set of social arrangements which they considered superior to another. Some acquired land.
The Treary of Waitangi, a formal political settlement with Maori, provided the cover for the systematic
appropriation of land through the agency of the fledgling state. When Maori organised to resist the
alienation of their land, the state intervened by force. The defeat of Maori in the North Island, resulted
in huge land confiscations by the state, which facilitated the spread a capitalist mode of production.
Other moves by the state assisted the development of capitalism. Vogel's government borrowed
British capital to establish an in-frastructure to support the agriculrure industry which was the backbone
of the economy, at Do direct cost to farmers. The government also gave large scale state assistance to
immigrants and the resultant influx of immigrants flooded labour market, devaluing labour powcr.
These policies secured the reproduction of capitalist social relations. At the turn of the century the
state opened up access to land by providing cheap loans for family farms which became the basis of
dairy indusfy. Later, they gave subsidies for farrn production which limited big monopolies. and the
state nationalised aspects ofthe industry, like producer boards. The small holders'burden ofdebt from
their mortgages and other farm loans, constituted a surplus value extracted by finance capital. In the
late nineteenth century, capitalists feared that the emerging political clout of the working class might
impede economic development. The emergence of the Welfare State in New Zealand in the 1890's, is
connected to the formation of a new political conjuncture, and the result of a political attempt to
balance different class interests. Widespread working class dissatisfaction with conditions of Long
Depression of the 1880's, was given a Parliamentaryvoice when the franchise was extended. These
worker discontents had to be addressed if the workers' vote were to be captured. At the same time the
ruling class who had done well out of the Long Depression wanted more compliant, less militant
workers to ensure couditions for capital accumulation coinciding with their interests that the
reproduction of workers occur in more congenial conditions for the take-off in manufacturing. The
Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894 was part of the solution. It gave a direct role for the
state in arbitrating industrial relations between capitalists and workers (corporatism). It served the
need of capital to have healthy educated docile workers. After their defeat in 1890, unions were
willing to accept a deal with the government to protect unions. The Act was a mechanism to curb
industrial militancy and incorporate union leaders into the management of industrial relations. It was
expedient for capitalists to appear to make concessions to workers, and retreat from them in the
twentieth century during periods of economic recessiorq which the Social Democrats conveniently
overlook.
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State managed the economy to facilitate the growth of local production. The state

"intervened in every phase of the circuit of productive capital" by protecting local

manufacturing, subsidising agricultural output and partially socialising the

reproduction of labour power through improving the delivery of education and health

care (Bedggood, I 996: I 70).

All these measures involved a partial suspension of the law of value because the

socially necessary labour time in New Zealand production was not affected or

modified by direct competition overseas. tn other words, the state insulated New

Zealand production methods against competition intemationally and as a

consequence New Zealand manufacturing was less efficient and productive.

However, Pearce and Roper see New Zealand manufacturing as competitive

internationally. Bedggood suggests they should look beyond the hade figures and

compare the levels of technology or productivity to see if New Zealand's reached that

of their foreign competitors (Bedggood, 1996:170).

Bedggood (1996:150) argues that neither Pearce nor Roper recognise the

importance of import controls which protected the economy over the period of the

post war boom, hence they have a limited understanding of the operation of the New

Zealand state.

They both ignore the extent of state regulation in establishing the conditions for

economic growth and profitability. This means that they cannot account for the

failure of these policies which is apparent in the attempts to halt the fall in profits

which led to deregulation. They are unable to explain these circumstances adequately

whereas Bedggood explains how conditions in New Zealand followed a pattern that

occurred in other white settler colonies like Argentina and Brazil. These countries try

to escape the trap of being a colony through protection to allow local national capital

and local industry to develop, by setting up tariffbarriers to competition from more

advanced economies. When industry reaches the point that it must develop beyond

the local market and open up, the more competitive enterprises progress and the less

efficient collapse because they are not cost efficient. State protective bariers act as an

impediment to these new conditions. The way state spending operated as a drain on

profits was previously masked because of cross subsidy, but is now unmasked and

becomes a cenhal tenet of the logic of restructuring.
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Both theorists see that the tendency of the rate of profit to fall was expressed as

stagflation. Bedggood describes this occurring because when the rate of profit began

to fall, local conditions were difficult to counter with the rising organic composition

of capital and lack of demand and competition. The New Zealand Welfare State

could no longer "overcome the limitations of the small New Zealand market with

Keynesian supply side techniques" @edggood 1996: 172). A return to capital

accumulation required an unleashing of the law of value from state regulation to

devolve constant and variable capital. Bedggood's argument is that the social and

economic policies of the Keynesian Welfare State served the development of local

capital in the early post-war period whereas the Neo-Liberals view the Keynesian

Welfare State as a mistake and a drain on profitability. They overlook the period

where it protected the growth of local capital.

Bedggood argues that social welfare policy was necessary because of the

historically specific requirements of capitalist accumulation in a small dependent

semi-colony. Nevertheless, the state is not openly a tool of capitalism, but operates

within a capitalist nation state and a capitalist world economy. It will face its own

crisis if it does not deal with its own conditions of falling profits. If profits fall, this in

turn effects the value of currency New Zealand's credit rating, and the level of state

indebtedness escalates into 'fiscal crisis'. The state overcomes this downward spiral

by introducing policies to restore profitability. Capitalists mount campaigns against

state spending on social welfare as not affordable, not sustainable when high taxes

erode falling profits. Retrenchment in the delivery of education and health care

becomes a plausible solution and is justified as inevitable and in the national interest;

this rhetoric is ideolory that naturalises restructuring as the answer to economic

crisis. This area of state reform disproportionately affects women workers who are

concentrated in jobs in education and health.

This analysis extends value analysis to state workers drawing upon the work of
Yaffe (1974), Bullock and Yaffe (1975) and Howell (1975) who explain why the

state reproduction of education and health is a drain on profits in some periods but

not a drain on profits at other times. They argue that public health and education is a

special form of productive labour because it helps train, maintain or reproduce the
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value of labour-power as a commoditfe. However, since it does not add surplus-

value to the value of the commodity, it is not normal productive labour, but

productive labour of a special kind, or 'sui generis' in Mam's words. This semi-

productive labour contributes to the production of labour power, not by adding value

but by maintaining its value.

Marx uses the term 'sui generis' to describe the additional labour which is

expended on maintaining machinery and adds value to the final product "although it

does not enter into the labour process proper" (Marx, 1972: L77). Bullock and Yafle

(1975: 33) extend his discussion, pointing to the intensification of the dernands put

on workers by capital which have led to the State intervening to provide the

conditions to maintain the efficiency of labour power. Health and education workers

are central to this reproduction of labour power. Howell (1975:54) makes the same

argument, referring to the labour of women nurses or teachers as'sui generis'because

they contribute to the labour-power of their patients or pupils without entering the

labour process proper.

Labour'sui generis' is different from the labour that the capitalist requires workers

to do to upkeep the machinery in their own time (Mam,1972:.177). Now workers are

grving their labour-time to the capitalist 'gratis'. Howell (1975; 54-55) draws the

parallel with women who replenish the labour-power of family members at home in

their own time, giving their labour'gratis'to society, and thus, the capitalist.

This formulation is not part of either Pearce or Cronin's consideration of what

constitutes V so according to Bullock and Yaffe and Howell's views, they would

underestimate the effect of state maintenance workers on the tendency of the rate of

profit to fall. If teachers are paid out of V and are thus subject to the social

determination of the value of their labour, they add value to the commodity labour

power but do not add to the mass of S. This reasoning provides part of the

explanation of why capital constantly tries to reprivatise domestic labour to avoid V

when profitability is falling so that women take on the aspects of domestic labour that

were socialised, now'doing it in their own time'.

to Here, I follow the line of argument I took in Bedggood and Bedggood (1995).
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It is important to this argument to recognise that the operation of the law of value

is partially suspended by public provision. The law of value states that the value of
commodities is equal to the socially necessary labour time expanded in their

production. The law of value normally operates through competition to redistribute

surplus-value as profits to enterprises that are the most efficient producers. Hence

only that labour-time that is socially necessary (meaning the currently average

productive labour) enters into the price of a commodity. This means that the more

efficient producers get larger market shares and expand at the expense of the less

efficient producers. 30

With state monopoly provision, the law of value does not operate directly to

increase productivity. It is this fact that the capitalists chose to higruight when they

began to support privatised education. They saw the lack of competition as a

disincentive to improve the productivity of education provision. But what they failed

to acknowledge was under the right conditions in the past, state monopoly provision

was cheaper than private provision because it did not claim the full value of the

product. Therefore the capitalist bought labour-power as a commodity on the market

for considerably less than the actual value of labour-power (or labour-time) used up

in producing and reproducing it. Thus the surplus-labour of education workers passed

to the capitalist in a form of subsidyby the lowering of the cost of labour-power''.

This subsidy is analogous to that provided by privatised domestic labour. Here the

family wage reproduces domestic labourers while the unpaid contribution to the

reproduction of labour-power goes as a subsidy to the capitalists. [n terms of labour

costs, it is clear that domestic labour is the best option for the capitalist, since

domestic workers are not covered by unions and unlike public sector workers cannot

fight to keep pay parity with private sector workers. As we shall see in Chapters Two

and Three, the privatised sector of domestic labour is almost totally removed from the

30 'Socially necessary labour time' (SNLT) is the measure of labour-power expended under the normal
conditions applying in each industry. Hence if workers are using outdated machinsry they expend
more labour-time and hence value on each commodity. This may not be realised in exchange and
therefore is 'wasted" and does not count as SNLT. Similady, workers using the latest machinery may
expend less labour-time and value to each commodity, hence in exchange the SNLT value wilt exceed
the actual value. See Bullock and Yaffe (1975) and paul Smirh (1978).
3l This 'subsidy' from unpaid labour is equivalent to the surplus-labour time that is referred to above.
In this sense the liberal argument that education is a 'public good' misses the fact that public education
provides this hidden subsidy to capital while masquerading as a stare socialist alternative to capitalism.
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operation of the law of value. Hence when conditions no longer require mass

education, one solution for the capitalists is that of reprivatising education as part of
domestic labour.

Concluding remarks on the critique

The development of a Marxist analysis of the political economy of New Zealand

provides the theoretical basis for a sustained critique of the competing theories. A

Marxist approach recognises that as modern western states are based on capitalist

economies therefore an analysis of the capitalist state conceptually presupposes the

analysis of capital and the reproduction of capitalist relations of production. I have

attempted to establish the importance of the state in relation to the mode of
production. This is concretised in the consideration of the role of the state in the

recent period of crisis and restructuring in New Zealand.

At an abstract level of analysis, the state may not be necessary for reproduction,

but in practice it ensures the continuing stability of society by buttressing capitalism.

My classic Marxist approach sees the institutional separation of the state from the

exploiting class as a featue of modern capitalist societies which masks the state's

subordination to capital: "the state is the form in which individuals of the ruling class

assert their common interests" (Marx and Engels, 1976:99). This is because the state

reproduces at the level of politics the fetishised forms of equal exchange as equal

citizenship. The state may take on the appearance of neutrality because the class

relations of production are obscured by exchange relations and notions of private

citizenship.

The state form varies according to the imperatives of capital accumulation at

different times. We have seen how some theorists may fix on a particular state form

as the normative form of the state. I shall survey these briefly and comment on their

limitations from a Marxist perspective.

Given the necessity to restructure and re-establish the conditions for restored

profitability, the neo-liberal position is clearly explicable in terms of the law of value.

To return to profitability and allow capital accumulation to occur, it is necessary to

free up law of value from state regulation to reduce the costs of production and
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restore competitiveness. The Labour government drew back from this solution and

Roger Douglas' flat tax rate was defeated within the Labour Party. Neo-liberals

accused the Labour government of pandering to the electorate but National followed

the same pre-election cycle of holding back from unpopular policies like further

restructuring the health sector. This was calculated to pacifu resistance and ensure re-

election. National did go ahead with the Employment Contracts Act in l99l which

gave employers the license to increase the exploitation of workers. The Act gave

them the'flexibility' to introduce classic work practices to counter the crisis such as

lengthening the working day, an intensification of labour, and lowering wages. .An

increase in unernployment and the reduction in welfare benefits helped to push wages

below their value.

Thus Monetarists or Neo-Liberals influence state policy to promote profitability

and secure the dominance of the capitalist mode of production. The deregulation of
state activity during the economic downtum has shown that the minimalist state plays

an important role in revitalising and protecting capitalist production. I argue that its

role in economic restructuring has demonstrated the class nature of the state. Yet the

Neo-Liberal consensus presents the state form as class neutral and serving not

capitalist interests but that of the nation.

The social-democrat position on the state mixes political and economic aspects of
state activity. They see the state as a pluralist/dernocratic institution able to
accommodate a range of interests in the political sphere. According to social

dernocrats, the state ameliorates the contending ideas and interests which express the

contradictions and inequalities inherent in a capitalist mode of production through

class conciliation and income redistribution. The state managed redistribution

efFectively in the period of full ernployment and relative affluence when bipartisan

support for the Welfare State made it seem to be the natural state form. This state

form remains the reference point for social democrats. But state intervention in the

economy did not overcome the innermost contradictions of capitalist production,

merely gave them a new appearance.

Social Demosrats have a strong faith in the state as the protector of basic welfare

entitlements. They do not see the shift to compete internationally imposes constraints

on New Zealand capital and consequently they cannot understand why the attacks
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occur other than by unpleasant ideologues who capture Treasury. They can look for

vindication of their position to Claus Offe who sees the legitimacy of the state as

synonymous with its welfare role, so that welfarism is indispensable for capitalism.

Jesson claims that what is at issue is a class struggle involving an ideological battle

for control of the state. Given the weakness of the working class and the left

intelligentsia, the ideology of ruling class has proved more convincing and has

therefore prevailed.

Kelsey takes this line, arguing that attacks on the Welfare State generate a crisis of
legitimacy. She sees a tension befween the capitalist need for profit, and the support

of the welfare state form. The state straddles different groups with their competing

demands and attempts to reconcile them as necessary i.e. TINA (there is no

alternative). However the 'failure' of neoliberal policies and the resultant social

dislocation has generated resistance to neo-liberalisrn and created a counter-

hegemonic anti-globalisation. Yet Kelsey's view that a shift away from welfare will
create a crisis of democracy, has been proved wrong in New Zealand. The state has

rolled back welfare with little resistance. Widespread opposition to the neo-liberal

policies did not translate into strong oppositional politics. The state has remained in

the hands of the Blairite successors to the neo-liberals (Kelsey, 2002).

The Jesson/Kelsey approach is also influenced by the Regulationists' view of the

state. This is a neo-Mamist theory that tries to construct a theory of the apparent

transformation of post-war capitalism. Although Regulation theorists acknowledge

the economic basis of capitalism, they share with post-Marxists a distaste for

'economic reductionism'. They concentrate on surface economic forms at the level of
exchange, what Marx called the appearances, rather than the underllng essence.

They rely on empirical evidence of the way the surplus between capital and labour is

distributed in a particular economic period, and the institutional forms needed to

ensure this distribution, to arrive at the concept of 'regime of accumulation'. This

creates problems for their view of the state. Associated with each tegime of
accumulation' is a'mode of regulation'by which the state reproduces capitalism.

This makes their theory historically limited (Mawoudeas, 1999: 315) referring

only to the period of Fordism and post-Fordism. Their understanding of institutional

forms must be similarly historicist and embedded in the Keynesian Welfare state.
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Thus, Regulation theory provides the theoretical rationale for a Keynesian Welfare

state and, like other theorists, they generalise the features of a particular historic state

form. Second, they over-emphasise the importance of state institutional forms that

operate at the level of distribution to sustain consumption and ensure equilibrium.

And although they trace the changes in state policies in 'regulating' the various

economic 'regimes', they cannot see past these surface events to the critical role the

state plays overall to maintain capitalism.

For Man<ists, the inequalities sustained by the state are the necessary expressions

of class conflict and cannot be resolved within capitalism. Regulation theorists

recognise that the crisis of capitalism is structural and not wholly superstructural, but

their solutions for overcoming crisis are limited to markeVdistribution and

redistribution in which state institutions can play a part. The state has 'relative

autonomy' and can be influenced to counter the dominant 'mode of regulation' by

means of oppositional politics. Because of this approach regulation theory is close to

the position of some radical feminists and those on the broad left. It influences the

thinking of many trade union officials who understand that exploitation is caused by

the capitalist economy but see the state as having a role in ameliorating crisis.

The explanations of the neo-liberals, the social democrats and the Regulation

theorists remain trapped in bourgeois hegemony because locating exploitation at the

level of the market (or even at the level of ideas) means that value can be

redistributed by the state. I have outlined Bedggood's argument that the state only

redistributes value provided it meets the requirement of capital accumulation

(Bedggood, 1996). The test of this theory is the success of the neo-liberal reforms in

allowing the law of value to work to restore the conditions for capitalist profitability.

The success of state restructuring can be measured by whether have been restored or

not. Roper showed that profits recovered somewhat by the late 1980's. Cronin's study

also shows that profits picked up in the late 1980's but that capital accumulation had

not risen consistently in the 1990's. This means that restructuring went some way to

restoring the conditions of profitability. But as we shall see the restructuring is more

than an economic question for capital. The struggle between capital and labour is a

class struggle and can limit the impact of the law of value. Capitalist restructuring has

yet to overcome the resistance of workers to further austerity measwes to drive down

wages and living standards, not the least of which is the resistance of women to
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further attanpts to casualise and privatise their labour. The outcome of the class

struggle is open; and the reproduction of the social relations of capital is never

inevitable.

Most of the writers I refer to say almost nothing about women and the state. For

example, Jessop admits to his "glaring omission" in failing to interrogate ferninist

state theory (Jessop, 1990:13). Nevertheless, I can extrapolate from what they do say

to fill in the absent positions on women because all the theories on the state that I

have discussed have implications for women's place within the state. Just as Neo-

Liberals naturalise capitalism, so they tend to see women's primary responsibility for

domestic labour within the household and their generally inferior position in the

public sphere, as natural and unremarkable. After all, every individual has formal

equality within the state and the opportunity to compete to achieve success. On the

other hand, social democrats are interested in the status of women - and question the

status quo. They see the Welfare State as protecting women in the household by

offering them assistance to 'mother'through child support or the Domestic Purposes

benefit. Like Regulationists, they respect women's choice to enter wage labour and

want the state to extend maternity leave provisions, guarantee equal pay and subsidise

child care. They depend on the state to equalise gender relations at work and in the

wider society. They do not recognise that the failure of social democratic

governments in the post-war boom era to significantly alter the condition of the

working class, and in terms of my thesis, the position of women.

As Gramsci saw, these arguments which are contained within bourgeois hegemony

are an important ideological tool for capital. As long as workers feel that their

interests are being protected by the state, they corne to see it as their state. Hence,

consent is secured through workers' acceptance of the legitimacy of state institutions

which they may not recognise as acting to facilitate the reproduction of capital. It is

"always in the interest of the mling section of society to sanction the existing order

[mode of production] as law" (Man<, I98L:793).

However, Gramsci recognised that the "parliamentary regime is characterised by

the combination of force and consent, which balance each other reciprocally"

(Gramsci, 1973:88fu). Although the state does not have the monopoly on violence, its

violence is generally accepted as legitimate. As the discussion on the Employmant
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Contrracts Aet in Chapter Fsur will show, the sanetion of the saqklhire and fire is a

po-w.,6rfut oontnol ov,er wo*ers wheu the organisations of the working class are

weakelrcd" On ths othef, han_d, work.ars gan oonstitrlte a;poweffid oounter foroe vrhear

mobilised, despib conshaints in the lEgnl sy.stenr.

Thusn the reproduction of consent i* not inevitable and whe,n craclrs op€n rlp in the

hegamonic rlnparahrs; the Excrcise of hege,mony beq los dtffisutt

'(Gramsci1973:88fu). Tlrere is always, tho possibility that the consent will rup.turo

mhenr wtrke$ go oo the offensive. Tbig is the possibility the thesis explore.
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Chapter Two

Women and the State

Introduction

In this chapter I investigate the proposition that women occupy a marginal place in

the state because their citizenship is defined by their domestic labour role; they are

privatised workers and dependants rather than wage workers. I ask whether women

can become full citizens in capitalist society if they are not full participants in the

marketplace given that citizenship is derived from the fetishised ideology of equal

exchange relations32.

I develop the argument that the specific oppression of women under capitalism is

related to the connection between their primary responsibility for domestic labour

within the household and their generally inferior position in the labour market. This

argument is concretised by my investigation of government policy on workfare for

domestic purpose beneficiaries. Through this investigation I can assess the extent to

which the retreat from the welfare state has entailed a shift in citizenship rights and

whether the state continues to play a pivotal role in reproducing the family and

women's traditional position within the family. The reserve anny of labour is the

mediating concept in this discussion.

I start by critiquing the ideal and practice of democracy to show that historically

women were denied citizenship because their activities revolved around the private

sphere. Even when they achieved the franchise their citizenship was limited by their

restricted activity in the public sphere. I shall examine theories of womenos status in
the public sphere, particularly the feminist debates around women's citizenship being

32 [n his discussion of the fetishism of the commodity Marx argues that actual social relations benveen
people appear not as a "social relation existing between themselves, but between the products of their
Iabour" and so they assume ".the fantastic fonn of a relation between things" (Marx, 1976:165).
Holloway and Picciotto develop this critique of 'fantastic fonns' assumed by social relations of
production which are really relations of class domination, to their theory of the state (Holloway and
Picciotto, (1991).
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defined by theirmarginal status in waged work.

I aim to show that the limitations of these feminist approaches to the state and

women as citizens, are consistent with the limitations of the general approaches to the

state in the first chapter. Both look at the state at the level of appearance.

As indicated in Chapter One, my methodology regarding this gender stratification

is to explore the material basis of sexual inequality based on Mam's methodology

affirming the primacy of the mode of production in any grven historical period. ln his

pretbce to The Origin of the Family, Private Property and the State Frederick Engels

conceptualises production as having a dual aspect:

...the determining factor in history is, in the final instance, the production

and reproduction of material life. This, again, is of a twofold character: on

the one side, the production of the means of existence, of food, clothing

and shelter and the tools necessary for that production; on the other side,

the production of human beings themselves, the propagation of the

species. The social organisation under which the people of a particular

historical epoch and a particular country is determined by both kinds of
production: by the stage of development of labour on the one hand and of
the family on the other (Engels, 1972:25-6).

The articulation between these two aspects of production is basic to my inquiry.

The relations of reproduction are the relations between men and women and are both

physical and social in makeup. These relations are mediated by their relationship to

the relations of production, or the class relations of a society, in a particular mode of
production. Hence, the mode of production determines and structures the social

consequences of sexual or biological difference. For example, while sexual inequality

may manifest itself as a battle of the sexes, or differing emphases in the battle for

political inclusion, or the relegation of women to the domestic/private sphere, these

are at the level of appearances and need to be explained. It is the underlying social

and economic structures and processes of a given mode of production that set the

parameters within which these practices develop. Specifically, in this and following

chapters I investigate the way the mechanisms of capital shape women's experiences

as unpaid domestic labour so that a 'woman's place' is in the home, and in the
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reserve army, and in gendered jobs. These are the concrete manifestations of capital

at work.

Inclusion in the Polity: historical moves for woments citizenship

The lack of theorising in New Zealand and elsewhere about the relation of women

to the state33 is symptomatic of the way women are marginalised and not fully

integrated into state form as citizens, or absent in liberal and radical theories that see

the state as male. Gender differences in the relationships of men and women to the

state are an important indicator of women's social status. What are they and how can

theybe explained?

If the relation to the state is calculated in terms of citizenship then the question of
the quality of women's citizenship is a central issue for women's status in society.

Universal citizenship is associated with democracy which C.B. McPherson (1973)

claims is more than a system of government; democracy represents an ideal of human

equality. But even when women have achieved formal equality through citizenship,

actual inequality persists. Mam was acutely aware that although political

emancipation was progressive, it was "not the completed and consistent form of
human emancipation" (see Marx's discussion on democracy in On the Jewish

Question, Mam, 1977).

Movesfor democracy

Gender inequality predates capitalism although gender inequalities are said to

deepen under capitalism (Bradley, 7992:210). Even in pre-Capitalist periods when

forms of democracy were established, women's exclusion from the polity

corresponded to their limited activity in the market place. This status is consistent

with Manr's contention that the state form emerges from the economic sfuctures of a

particular society. Below I argue the proposition that the widening of the franchise to

'3 Catharine Mackinnon (1983:635) has claimed that "feminism has no theory of the state". However,
since she made this claim a body of work has emerged that takes the line that women's citizenship is
inferior because their relation to the state is defined througb their domestic labour role. I discuss this
view below.
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include women amounted to nominal inclusion because their activity in the political

sphere continued to be limited by their inferior economic position, an inferiority

associated with their responsibilities in the domestic sphere.

In the period of classic democracy in Athens which involved direct rule by the

people, including the lower classeso class was the defining aspect of this democracy.

The precondition for democracy was a shift in class relations, or the relations of
production. The peasants were freed from debt bondage to nobles. This economic

liberation from the haditional means of exploitation through tribute and service had a

political effect. As free labour they participated equally in the polis.

Despite the remarkably high level of political participation in most levels of the

population, women were denied citizenship. Engels and Marx argue that in Greece a

slave mode of production evolved out of a lineage mode through an overthrow of
mother right. Descent was traced according to father right. Their writings suggest that

this was the origin of patriarchy and patriarchal domestic rabour3a.

ln interesting examinations of the class dimension of women's exclusion,

Monique Saliou (1986) and Ellen Meiksins Wood (1988: 115-l l9) both suggest that

the extension of male political status may have paralleled a diminished role for
women because ruling class women were seen as threat to democracy3s. There was a

concern that women would reverse the 'overthrow of mother right'. They point to the

fact that aristocratic women were restricted to household duties and the household

compared with women of other classes who had "considerable freedom of movernento

to go about their necessary business, perhaps sometimes [my emphasis] to labour as

artisans and shopkeepers" (Wood, 1989: I 16). They stress this as evidence of a link

between the general exclusion of women and the association of ruling class women

3a The Greek wife was "merely the mother of his fthe husband] legitimate heirs, his chief housekeeper
and the superintendent of the female slaves whom he may make, and does make, his concubines at will"
(Engels, 1972:63).
Saliou uses drama to illustrate her claim that the Greeks were:
"...continuously protectrng them*elves again5l any claim to power by women". She sees the narative
of Greek drama was designed as a social control, to propagandise for democracy by porhaying the
defeat of women rulers who represented a danger to the egalitarian polis and male citizenship. The
persisting tension between men and women is central in the plays. This sexual struggle is sl,mbJficatly
resolved tbrough reproducing women's subordination. However, this ongoing justification of women's
lack of political status, is likely to be an indication ttrat the issue was not actually resolved in this
period.
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with previous absolutist forms of government. I argue that they overlook the critical

factor of the marginal role of women in the market in this exclusion. Athenian

dernocracy was a male democracy founded on male ownership of private property and

male control of slave labour and women's domestic labour (see the discussion on the

rise of the Athenian state in Engels, 1972, 109-l lg).

Democracy was revived as a political form when the rising bourgeoisie

successfully challenged the feudal rule of the landed aristocracy in England in the l7s
century, in the transition from a feudal mode of production to a capitalist mode of
producfion.

During the turbulent period of the Civil War and its aftermath, rank and file
soldiers in the army joined the push for democracy. They formed an organised group,

known as the Levelers because they advocated for the rights of unpropertied lower

classes to the franchise. They held that citizenship should not be restricted to the

ownership of properfy because it was the man not the interest that was subject to law,

therefore the man not property should be represented (see Sabine, l95l :410).

Another goup of dissidents made a more direct challarge to established rights of
authority which were based on property. This goup was known as Diggers because

its members acted on their opposition to enclosures by occupfng common land

themselves. They saw the abolition of private property as the basis of democracy.

In this atmosphere of political debate, there were sporadic yet widespread claims

for inclusion from women. In the Suffolk election for the Long Parliament in 1640

some women tried to votebut the High Sheriffprevented thern (Thompson,1974:

222).

Groups of women led the fight against the imprisonment of the Leveler leader

John Lilburne36. Large groups of women petitioned parliament and at times almost

besieged it, in their attanpts to establish their right to a political voice and to shape

public policy. A series of petitions in I 642 were for peace and against economic

hardship and against the political influence of bishops. The demands for peace were

16 In 1649 women presented a series of petitions when the men "durst not any more petition in behalf of
Lilburne and his associates" (McArthur, 1909:706)
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linked to economic hardship. The women were described as the wives or widows of
tradesmen whose household economies had been affected by the loss of trade during

the war. Most women worked in the domestic environment, not in public life where

economic activity had come to confer stafus. A few women worked in trades and

belonged to Guilds but secured this activity through family connections, as wives or

daughters of tradesmen. Nevertheless, in their petitions the women claimed legal

equality on the grounds they were subject to laws and persecution like men37.

Parliament's usual response was to command the women to 'desist their political

activity and refum to their housewifery', but parliamentarians apparently reacted on

their objections to papist persecution led by Bishops, by passing the Bishops

Exclusion Act.

The women's petitions were frarned to show they were conscious that their activity

was a departure from normal female behaviour and that it might be thought "strange

and unbeseeming to our sex' even in a time of change and instability. Their sex did

not protect thern against brutal responses by state authorities to their actions. On one

occasion 5,000 women gathered to present a petition calling for an end to the Civil

War and were involved in a violent confrontation with Parliamentarians who called in

armed troops to disperse them. Women activists gained a reputation for their resolve

and disruptiveness38.

The high level of militancy departed from the accepted position of women as

housewives or producers in households. In most of the contemporary accounts of
political agitation, the women's actions are not recorded and where they are referred

to, they appear to have been considered a nuisance/irritant rather than a serious threat

to the balance of political forces. Yet through their efforts, many women made an

important attempt to extend the boundaries of political debate for women's inclusion

'] *" of the petitions presented to Parliament for Lilburne's release protested against martial law in a
time of peace. The women defended their right to petition: "have rve oot * 

"quaiinterest 
with the men

of this Nation in those liberties and securities contained in the Petition of Righi and other good Laws of
the Land? Are any of our lives, limbs, liberties or goods to be taken from us no more than from men,
but by due process of Law and conviction of twelve men of the Neighbourhood?" (McArthur, 1909:
707-8)
38 Wh"n a group of apprentices petitioned Parliament n 1647 there was no record of women
apprentices being present, yet the petitioners were the subject of alarm. The guards of the House were
ordered to "keep the passages fiom clamorous women and to suffer none to come to disturb the
House" (from the joumals of the House of Commons, quoted in McArthur, 1909: 705 f.n.).
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in the political system. The methods they used to promote their cause demonstrated

that meekness was not an inherent attribute in females.

The reactions to the protesting women could be seen in the same vein as Rousseau

refers to the 'disorder of womeno - as marking thern as a subversive force within
political order. Women's unruliness relates to their closeness to nature, their lack of
culture and reason; they were uncivilised3e. These understandings link sexual

inequality to biological differences and see women's inferiority as natural. However,

pafferns of gender relations varied across and within different societies and at

different historical periods so allocation to set gender roles on the basis of biology is

not inevitable.

Women's suffrage in New Zealand

ln Europe, women persisted in their efforts for citizenship in a period of transition

when capitalism was consolidating, During the French Revolution and in radical and

working class movements in the nineteenth century, the proletarial serrght inclusion.

By the end of the nineteenth century, males achieved cross-class suffrage. Women

invoked the ideologies of universalism embodied in the citizenship claims of men.

The continued concerted efforts of women making claims for democracy has been

called the first wave of ferninism. The early suffragists found it difficult to shift the

notion that women could not be citizens in their own right and that they were

subsumed under men and represented politically by their husbands and fathers

(Thompson, 1974).

New Zealand was the first nation in the world to give women the vote. The

womenos suffrage movement was influenced by ideas from oversqx which were

modified to suit local circumstances. It is important to look at more than the level of
ideas because this centres on looking at women's position in cultural terms, and

social evaluations or ideas, cannot be detached from material factors. The ideas

reflected a shift in women's material status as an emerging female proletariat.

However, we shall see the contradiction in this proletarianism being held back by

tn For one of the many discussions on women's unrulinness see Carol Pateman's The Disorder of
Fllomen (Pateman, 1989:. l7- t 9l
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measures such as the farnily wage and the popular notions of women's domestic role,

encapsulated in the term 'the cult of domesticity'.

The social position of European women in New Zealand differed from Europe

because of the different conditions in New Zealand,.ln the mid-nineteenth century the

shortage of women in the colony and the surplus of men, conhibuted to a situation

where most women were married. For example, in 1874 only l3Yo of women were

unmarried compared with 48.6%o of men. The scarcity of waged domestic labour and

the primitive appliances available required wives to work hard as unpaid domestic

labour. This may have involved social production such as women's work on their

family farms. Popular images depict pioneer women as resourceful and independent.

Their household contribution to their families was vital to subsistence and many of
them found it extrernely satisfuing (Dalziel, 1986:59-61). The preferred occupation

of most women in New Zeilatd at this time was'wife' and in 1874 official records

show only rlJ% of women in wage labour (olssen, 1980:l6l). There was a much

higher percentage of married women and a much lower percentage of women in

wage labour, than in Britain. I argue that although women appeared happy with their

work in their households this involved the reproduction of their subordinate role

reinforcing the'cult of domesticity'.

To redress a severe shortage of women both as wives and domestics, respectable

single young women were targeted in govemment immigration drives (Macdonald,

1990: 19-39). They were given assisted passages on more favourable terms than other

desired immigrants. One enticement to migrate was the strong prospect of marriage.

Initially, those in wage labour worked mainly as domestics which was highly

regarded as good preparation for marriage. Women's participation in wage labour as

domestics and then as nurses and teachers, was justified in popular discourse as

signi&ing an extension of women's private domestic labour, adapting the standard

views of women's role as homemaker. These views of women are well documented

in coverage of the public debates during the campaigns for votes for women through

the 1880s and early 1890s.

Extending the domestic role out of the home, helped meet the new circumstances

of capital requirements for wage labour in the 1880s with the establishment of
manufacturing. The employment of women iN wage labour trebled through this
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decade. Concerns over the inferiority of women workers were voiced by many of the

suffragists, who argued for economic equality for women. The first women's union

was the Tailoresses Union, set up in 1889 It was based in Dunedin where there was

the strongest support for the vote. Although the push for equality as citizens

paralleled women's emerging involvement in wage labour, the women's organsation

with the most influence on politicians was the Women's Christian Temperance

Union, based in Christchurch. These women's push for the vote was tied to attaining

temperance which would ensure a better familv life.

However, it was womeo's involvement in public life that contributed to their

confidence in their ability to rnake a difference. Women served on school boards

frorn the 1860s and later on hospital boards. From 1885 they could vote in local body

elections if they were ratepayers. In non-conformist churches, women had equal

status in church affairs and spoke out on church matters. They were prepared

intellectually by better educational opportunities than elsewhere in the British

Empire. Girls high schools were established early. For example, Otago Girls High

School started in 1871, shortly after Otago Boys High School. Otago University

College was the first in the Empire to admit women. A few Maori women joined the

political movements. Some were active in the work of Te Kotahitanga4o which was

modelled on Parliament. Once a Maori Parliament was established in 1892, these

women were outspoken in their demands for women's right to vote in it and stand for

membership. They gained these rights in 1897. These women may have drawn on

their experience in agitating for general women's franchise where Maori women

worked within the mainstream organisations. They do not appear to have established

themselves as a separate Maori presence in the suffrage movement - they joined the

WCTU and those with "pakeha connections" signed the petitions (for a more detailed

account see Tania Rei's (1993) booklet on the Maori women who joined the fight for
the vote).

Despite these experiences of women's political and other public activities,

essentialist notions of women's nature persisted. Both sides in the debates over

women's franchise drew on these ideas. But the 'essentialism' had been recast.
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Women were no longer considered unruly and uncivilised but morally superior and

civilised. This superior moral influence was cited both as the reason why women

should remain untainted by public life, and as the basis for the important conhibution

women would make in the public sphere. Achieving the vote was based on women's

accepted role within the family. Women should be accepted into public life on the

basis of qualities learned in the private sphere which were touted as natural. (In the

early twentieth cenhrry arguments supporting women's involvement in fsashing

began to echo these sentiments as we shall see later).

In 1878 william Gisbome argued in parliament against women's suf,frage:

Women's Parliament is her home and it is within that sphere that her

function lies for making laws for our peacg order and good government.

I believe that, if you transfer her from that sphere to this, you spoil her for

both (quoted in Grimshaw, 197216).

Another keen anti-suffragist claimed:

lncomplete or imperfect women have to a certain extent initiated or taken

up parts of men's work, but the complete and perfect woman, lovely and

gracious in youth, gentle, tender and loving at all ages, is sufficiently

occupied and anployed in bearing and rearing children and in the

Multifarious duties of a good housewife (Dr R.H. Bakewell quoted in

Grimshaw, 1972:74-5).

On the other hand, a leaflet circulated by the Women's Christian Temperance

union, which was the fust lobby group promoting women's suftage, was entitled

Ten Reasons Wy the Women of New Zealand should Vote (qtoted in Lovell-Smith

1992:66). Their lobbying for the vote was underpinned by the need for temperance

which would strengthen family values. Their arguments for equal citizenship for

women, drew on notions of women's more moral nature to further its case. The

points (or reasons) in the leaflet link women's attributes to their experiences in the

private sphere, but the inference is that these attributes are fixed/innate:

o0 Kotahitunga was a Maori movement for Maori governance which culninated in the Te
Kotahianga, the Maori Parliament. Both women and men could speak but initially
women'smembership was restricted.
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4. Because women are less accessible than men to most of the debasing

influences now brought to bear upon elections, and by doubling the number

of electors to be dealt with, women would make bribery and comrption less

effective, as well as more difficult.

5. Because in the quietude of the home women are less liable than men to

be swayed by mere party feeling, and are inclined to attach great value to

uprightness and rectitude of life in a candidate.

6. Because the presence of women at the polling booth would have a

puriffing and refining efFect...

7. Because women are endowed with a more constant solicitude for the

welfare of the rising generation, thus giving them more far-reaching concern

of something beyond the present.

8. Because the admitted physical weakness of women disposes thern to

exercise more habitual caution

These essentialist ideas have a contemporary resonance and underpin many post-

modern arguments of what qualities women bring to politics. Anne Phillips argues

against the separation of the private and public spheres as if the qualities associated

with the private sphere are somehow fixed and would remain unchanged if the

separation were collapsed :

Women 's intimate association with childbirth and nurture is said to

restore the more appropriate dimensions: sharpening an awareness of the

devestations of war; strengthening concern for the yomg, sick and old;

grounding the abstractions of economic or foreign policy in a more

compassionate understanding of daily need (phillips, 1991:4).

Phillips (1991:4) refers to other feminists who argue along the same lines; Nancy

Hartstock claims that women have a different conception of power and Carol

Gilligan that they have a different sense of morality. Others identiff some modes of
thought as masculine; for Carole Pateman this is the concept of the individual, for

Irene Diamond and Nancy Hartsock the notion of interests, and for Zillah Eisenstein
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the assumption that equality means similar treatment. I add Iris Marion Young who

opposes (masculine) reason to (ferninine) affectivity and desire, in arguing for a

pluralist politics (Young,1987: 56-76). These positions are premised on notions of
women's innate nature.

Once the suffiage was achieved, some suffragists extolled "the importance of
women's work and sphete" by elevating domestic tasks tlrrough establishing a chair

of Home Economics at Otago University College,

Conservatives resisted the movement of women into higher levels of education

and wage labour on the grounds that this would distort the natural order of things.

For example, the Secretary of Labour in 1897, Edward Treagar, considered that the

education of women and their entry into the workforce was a necessary evil which

would undermine the nations' domestic comfort:

We must remember that the 'higher education' of some women and the

business skill and mechanical capability of others should not be allowed

to overshadow the fact that the woman who is housewife and house-

mother occupies, or ought to occupy, the position of honour in the heart

of the nation (quoted in Tennant, 1986: gl-2).

Dr F.C. Batchelor claimed that schools invited women o'to enter on a coruse of
study that nature never intended them" (quoted in Olssen, :167). Truby King attacked

the education of boys and girls along the same lines, as "one of the most preposterous

farces ever perpetrated" (quoted in Olssen, :169). It interfered with learning what

made a happy home and would produce maladjusted women unable to suckle their

young or endure childbirth as well as their mothers.

These conservative attitudes represented a reaction to the new reality of women

moving into wage labour. They were countered by some suftagists who continued to

argue beyond the vote to other aspects of social equality such as equal pay. The

National Cotrncil of Women was set up as a federation of women's organisations.

One of its main aims was equal pay. It encouraged the establishment of organisations

for supporting women in trades and professions.
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These moves were a tacit recognition that although women had gained the

franchise, this formal equality was not enough for them to achieve acfual equality

with men in public life. Women's citizenship was withheld or restricted by their

inferior position in the marketplace. State policy continued to promote the family and

was designed to impact differently on women and men. This problernatic relationship

between women and the state was evident in the period of restructuring, particularly

when the National Coalition Government elected in 1996, moved to extend the

reform of the state by reducing welfare entitlement. This reduction in state support

would be achieved through establishing a workfare scheme for welfare recipients.

Domestic pu{pose beneficiaries would be among those required to work. This can be

seen as a significant shift from the state managing women as domestic labour, to

managing them in temporary work as members of a reserve army. The state's priority

is to reproduce labour cheaply and under a buoyant Welfare State economy, welfare

provisions augment this reproduction function. The problematic relationship occurs

because when the policy shifts in a period of economic decline, to encouraging

women to become wage workers. As we shall see, in these circumstances they act as

a floating reserye of workers but only if it is compatible with their reproductive role.

If this latter role is jeopardised by the need to work, the state will provide a social

wage.

Theorising gender and social status

In 1998, the National Coalition Government's proposal for a community wage for

domestic purpose beneficiaries, demonstrates the changing relationship of women to

a Welfare State in hansition. I see the proposal as a neo-liberal initiative, which

attempted to recast the gendered nature of welfare allocation in terms of what was

expedient for the market. In the process it was calculated to push the existing welfare

consensus to the right and at the same time push women into the reserve army to

lower costs. Despite this strong neo-liberal thrust to make mothers work, concerns

over the reproduction of the family prevailed.

Women's status in capitalist society has been conceptualised and constructed in

terms of the dynamic between wage labour and domestic labour. The domestic role

has been the critical underpinning of this relationship that mutually reinforces
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unequal gender divisions on a number of social levels. A range of theorists make

these connections, from conservative, liberal and radical feminist to Mamist. I witl
now look at how women's status has been theorised from these positions and

test/interrogate these theories against govemment policy on workfare and the

Ministry of Women's Affairs attempts to modif this policy in the interests of women

domestic purpose beneficiaries. I then consider the subsequent government change of
position (seerningly a response to public concerns rather than advocacy from within

the bureauuacy) as evidence of the primacy of domestic labour in defining women's

position in New Zealand society.

The conservative notion of women as primarily domestic and nurturing has its

classic expression in the twentieth century in Talcott Parsons' counterposition of the

'instrumental' husband/father to the 'expressive' wife/mother (Parsons, 1955).

Parsons argued that individuals are acculturated into their appropriate gender roles

within the nuclear family which is the primary agency of socialisation and

personality stabilisation. Sex roles are complernentary. Men's instrumental role

relates to their goal attainment, adaptiveness and their 'external orientation' as the

link for the family to the wider social system through their wage labour. Women's

expressive role is anchored in their family roles as wife, mother and manager of the

household which involve an integrative function in relieving tension and general

emotional support. Parsons sees these roles as both biologically essentialist and

socially constructed without recognising any contradiction in these two positions.

They are biological in the sense that they are allocated according to the physiological

ability of woman to bear and nurse children and the exclusion of men from this.

Notwithstanding this natural aspect of the roles, they are also socially constructed in
that Parson sees them as learned and reproduced within the family.

Men's more socially valued status comes from their activity in the public sphere

while women derive their inferior status from their activity in the private sphere.

Even when women enter the labour market they retain this domestic status as their

primary one. Parsons claims that they are not competing with their husbands or

replacing them as the family breadwinner because any paid work done by women

outside the home is peripheral to their main role of caring for the family and

qualitatively different (Parson's code for subservient) from men's work. Furthermore,

he saw women's paid work as an extension of their domestic work because women
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were q/pically in occupations like teachers, nurses and secretaries with an expressive

component where they support men, analogous to their wife-mother role in the

family.

Parson's acadernic model coincided with popular beliefs that women's proper

place was in the home. This orthodoxy came under challenge from feminists whose

arguments and actions comprised the second wave of women's liberation beginning

in the 1960s in the west and whose ideas took hold in the new circumstances of the

massive entry of women into the workforce. Despite being strongly contested,

Parsons conservative understandings continue to underpin popular perceptions of the

domestic sphere and entered the debate over the workfare proposal.

The cult of domesticity and the family wage

Liberal feminists rejected what Parsons celebrated and sought to overtum

women's relegation to the home. They saw state policy as the cause of the problem,

but also the solution. Bev James and Kay Saville-Smith argue that the nascent

Welfare State in the 1890's, fostered a gendered culture as an antidote to the social

disruption in the late nineteenth century. State policies drew on the dominant ideas of
particular feminine qualities of 'nurturance and morality'o to impose a 'cult of
domesticity' through enacting laws which protected women from exploitation in the

labour marketal, particularly from the excesses of sweating (James and Saville-

Smith, 1994: 15-47; see also Olsen and Levesque 1978, for an earlier use of the

term).

The provisions of the Divorce Act, 1898 provide a good example of how the

legislation confirmed popular expectations and practices regarding gender divisions

of labour. Among the grounds for divorce in the Act were the failure of the husband

to maintain his wife, and the failure of the wife to fulfil her domestic duties (phillips,

I 98 I : 146). This matches Parsons conservative view that women can only love a man

who takes his full place in the masculine world of work and supports his family, and

a man can only love a women who is a satisfactory wife and mother. Parsons takes it

or The laws restricting women's working hours and conditions included the Coal Mines Act 1891, the
Shop and Shop dssistants Acts 1892 and 1894, Factory Acts of 1891, 1892 and 1994 (Sutch,
1969:r22-130).
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as given that a normal family depended on the eamings of the husband as their

primary source of income.

James and Saville-Smith adopted the tenn 'cult of domesticity' from accounts of
nineteenth century domestic life in Britain and the United States. ln pre-industrial

society the economy was organised on a household basis and the family was the basic

unit of production. Both productive and domestic work was shared by family

members (see Bradley,1992, for a general account of the changing social strucfures

of work and family in the industrialisation period). Alice Clark takes an extreme

position, argulng that women's economic contribution made for egalitarian gender

relations where there was no automatic identification of a married women with the

role of housewife (Clark, 1919). She does not explore the possibility that a gendered

division of labour within the household was the basis for different statuses. Rather,

she sees that equal relations changed when the rise of manufacturing industry meant

people went 'out to work'. She argues that the shift in productive work from the

household to the workplace, led to a decline in women's status. Certainly, any fluidity
in household gander relations lessened since they became more fixed through the

nineteenth century as women were increasingly restricted in their activities in public

life and confined to the domestic sphere. [ronore Davidoff and Catherine Hall
(1987) see this process aligned to the emerging Victorian ideal of female domesticity

in a period of accelerated economic, political and social change. They argue that

middle class family values dominated by the middle of the nineteenth centurlr, values

which grew out of the circumstances of middle class economic expansion. The ability
of British middle class men to accumulate wealth and command in the market place

was dependent on the " networks of familial and female support which underpinned

their rise to public prominence" ( Davidoff and Hall, 1987:13).

Documenting the emergence of similar trends and values in the United States in

the nineteenth century, Stephanie Coontz (1988: 16I-209) uses a Marxist analysis to

investigate how domestic roles were shaped by the interaction between the domestic

or private sphere and the predominantly male public sphere; "families were based on

private property and were the very bedrock of state authority" (Coontz,l988: 2, and

also see Barbara Welter, 1978, who traces the develop:nent of 'the cult of tnre

womanhood' through published literature).
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The family wagel

The notion of a family wage is implied in James and Saville-Smith's case for a

gendered culture. They see the "cult of domesticity implicitly defin[ing] the rnale role

as breadwinner supporting wife and children" (James and Saville-Smith, 1989:37)

although they do not refer to the many laws passed in the 1890s which established a
'family wage' This important aspect of the cult of domesticity is more explicit in

other writers' accounts.

The family wage is based on the idea that an adult man ought to earn enough to

enable him to support a wife and children- that the male breadwinner should have a

living wage. This capacity was under threat in both the United States and Britain in

the early period of industrialisation in the first half of the nineteenth century when the

new technologies requiring lower skills eroded wage levels. There are different

accounts of the origin of the farnilywageproposal. MarthaMay (1985) contends that

in the United States the call for a family wage emerged as a class issue. It began as a

general working class cause to secure a subsistence standard of living for the working

class family in these new circumstances. Initially it was opposed by capital.

On the other hand, Michelle Barrett and Mary Mclntosh (1980) see the dernand

for a family wage in Britain as primarily a gender issue. The demand came from the
'upper strata' of male workers to protect their privilege: "the organisations of the

working class colluded with pressure from the bourgeoisie to structure the working

population along the line of gender" @arrett and Mclntosh, 1980:54). They are

correct to refer to concems over lower paid women replacing men. In 1838 only 23%

of textile factory workers were adult men (see Boston, 1980:14). Men in craft unions

were concerned that dilution of skill gave women the opporhrnity to undermine their

wages and working conditions. They agitated to exclude women from their jobs.

However, May notes that in the United States exclusionism was not confined to

women. Skilled workers opposed the employment of unregulated apprentices, prison

labour, unskilld workers and some immigrant groups who endangered their

conditions of employment (May, 1985:6).

Although Barrett and Mclntosh refer to the possibility that the restrictions

imposed on women might spill over to generalised restrictions and that the Ten
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Hours movement might achieve a lowering of working hours for the whole working

class, they do not consider the implications of the tactic of fighting for improved

conditions for women to advance the cause of all workers. Their focus remains on

gender rather than class motives for resfrictions. They appear to be reading back into

history, the long-term consequences of the family wage? which were the perpetuation

and legitimation of male privilege and female disadvantage. The Victorian ideology

of female domesticity was an important aspect of this.

New Zealand followed the northern hemisphere pattems. The New Zealand state

regulated women's inequality through the family w?g€, which was confimred

through Arbitration Court rulings. The Court was set up under the lndustrial

Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894 that gave the state the authority to arbifrate on

industrial disputes. Stephen Robertson reviewed the Court's decisions over the

period from 1894 to 1924 and found gendered pattems of pay and conditions

(Robertson, 1991). Robertson surmises that the differential pay rates (awarding

women pay ranging from two-thirds to three-quarters that of men's rates) reflect the

judges' assumption of a 'family wage'. This was stated in 1922 when the court

pronounced that adult men should be considered responsible for "support of the

family''during deliberations on the cost of living @u plessis ., rggT).

Robertson found that the court varied in its rulings on whether women were

included in employment preference for unionised workers. For example, bookbinders

did not allow women preference until their fourth year of service because preference

was a privilege for those who regarded the trade as a lifelong calling. Length of
service showed women were committed to the job and it was more than a temporary

interlude before marriage (Robertson, I 991 :39).

In 1936, the court confirmed wide discrepancies on the basic pay rates for men

and women. These rulings confirmed the family wage and women's dependency on a

male breadwinner. Women were disadvantaged through their reliance on voluntary

transfers within households where there were men. Sole women with children and

without husbands/male partners were worse ofi depending precariously on the whim

of their estranged husbands or partners and likely to have no benefit from the family

wage.
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Liberal feminists argued that the persistence of these policies represented a barrier

to women's liberation that could be overcome by legal and policy changes at the level

of the state. Just as the state reinforced women's inequality through policies such as

the family wage, so could the state change this situation by the enactrnent of equal

pay legislation. Despite attempts to legislate fbr equal pay, this was not achieved.

Neither the Govemment Service Equal Pay Act 1960, nor the Equal Pay Act 1972

overcame gender pay differentials and women's pay remained less than men's pay.

The Employrnent Equity Act, 1990 was a more sophisticated attempt to achieve

equal pay through 'pay equity'. But this act was repealed by the incoming National

Government in l99l (see Wilson,1992 for an account of its passage and demise).

In 1973 with the introduction of the Domestic Purposes Benefit the state became

more directly involved in the family and acted as a surrogate husband. Through the

benefit women could become independent of one male's largesse, but they were then

financially dependent on the state. In the debate over workfare the liberals line up

behind the DPB as giving women the chance to be independent from a male

breadwinner.

This dependence carried obligations that confirmed women's domestic

responsibilities and was associated with moral rectitude. Women had to meet the

moral standards set by the state to be eligible for govemment benefit payments.

These upheld traditional values of appropriate womanly behaviour. State officials

monitored sexual relationships because it was thought that if a woman had an on-

going sexual relationship with a male, he was supporting her.

Men related to the state as independents on the basis of their workforce status and

were assured a living wage for their families as worker citizens. Women's status as

dependents marked their inferior status as citizens. They depended on their husbands

for subsistence through their unpaid domestic work in the family and dependent on

the state when it acted as a substitute for the male husband. So they transferred their

dependence on their husbands to dependence on the state as welfare recipients. Either

option marks the centrality of domestic work for women in their relation to the state.
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Gendered citizenship and the Domestic Purposes Benelit

Other feminists have argued against the liberal feminist position, recognising that

legal solutions are limited and formal equality does not necessarily bring about 'result

equality' (Brenner, 1993: 193-140) particularly as "formal democracy...leaves class

exploitation fundamentally intact" (Wood, 1995: 201).

Liberal feminists recognise that women's franchise in New Zealand was

concomitant with measures by the state to restict women's participation in wage

labour and encourage her domestic role as pre-aninent. Many radical feminists

extend this - they accept that women's inferior status in the public sphere is linked to

their place in the domestic division of labour and note how the gender order of the

nuclear family with its clear division of labour between the male breadwinner and the

female caregiver was incorporated into the political system; men and women had a

different relation to the state. This was first argued by Nancy Fraser (1987) who made

the case for 'market citizenship' (meaning that different levels of citizenship are

determined by labour market status) and Bob Connell (1987) who saw patriarchy as

both constructed and contested in the state apparafus where women are constituted as

welfare consumers.

This idea has been accepted by other radical feminists including Anna Yeatman a2

(1990) Jane Jenson and susan D. phillipso3 ltre; Ann Shola orloff#lteeoy and

Julia O'Connor, Ann Shola Orloffand Sheila Shaveras (1999).

tn the most cogently argued and influential version of this radical ferninist

approach, Carole Pateman sees the Welfare State as patriarchal and argues that

citizenship is not gender neutral (Patanan, 198s). Although women gained the

42 Yeafinan picks up on Fraser's market citizenship to explain how "social citizenship is unfavourable to
women" (Yeabnan, 1990: I 39-142)u'Jelroo and Phillips (1996) ciaim that restructuring by the Canadian srate can bring about a
redefinition of 'old citizen ship regimes', but their essay suggests that the state has moved to reinforce
women's inferior position by dismantling the 'Women's State'. This was part of the state apparatus, set
up to redress womer's inferior citizen rights by channeling state resources into women's prograrnmes
and advise the Governrnent on policies for women. Its demise marks a delegitimizing o1 .no.rr"s to
incorporate'women's structures' into the state.e Orloff discusses the dualism in social provision where men make claims against the state as worker
citizens and women as family members (Orloff, 1996: 87).ot O'Connor, Orloff and Shaver follow the line that citizenship is gendered. Male citizens are
indepandent, based on their wage earning capaciry as workers, while women are dependents, based on
their family status (O'Connor, Orloffand Shaver, 1999: l7\.
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franchise and formal citizenship rights, their substantive rights under the Welfare

State were different frotn men's rights. Citizenship rights are gendered in that they

are based on conventional gender relationships to wage labour or domestic labour.

Men were incorporated into the state as independent worker citizens while women

were incorporated as dependents on the basis of their family role. Pate6an concludes:
o'women's standing as workers is still of precarious legitimacy. So, therefore, is their

standing as democratic citizens" @ateman, 1980:192). Hence, social recognition of
someone as a worthy citizen comes from their participation in the labour market so

women's citizenship is limited because women's 'legitimate work' is in the private

sphere.

In New Zealand gendered rights have developed so that if women become welfare

recipients as domestic pu{pose beneficiaries and the state replaces their husbands as

their major means of support, this includes regulation of their sexual behaviour. The

state monitors beneficiaries' sexual activity and uses cohabitation as grounds for

rescinding eligibility for the DPB (Beaglehole, 1993:3 l ).

Pateman points to the increasing numbers of women on welfare as a major

component of the feminization of poverty. The Welfare State is failing to deliver

what T.H.Marshall called the basis of citizenship rights in the twentieth century -

social rights to economic resources which secure the ability to participate effectively

in society (Marshall, 1964). Paradoxically, both Pateman's claim and Marshall's

blueprint are relevant to the operation of the DPB in New Zealand. The stated

intention for the creation of the DpB is in line with Marshall's model.

The DPB was introduced as a emergency benefit in 1968 and later as an income-

tested statutory benefit on the recommendation of the 1972 Royal Commission on

Social Security as part of their vision for a beneficiary to ..enjoy a standard of living
much like the rest of the community and thus is able to feel a sense of participation in

and belonging in the community" (Royal Commission on Social Security, 1972:241-

2)- But in practice this was not a measure that delivered equal citizenship.

Underpinning official thinking were concems over maternal deprivation and the

needs of small children for consistent mothering. At the time of the initial

inhoduction in 1968, a Deparbrnent of Social Welfare study asserted the deparhent's

responsibility "to ensure that women are not encouraged to work to an extent which
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would be against the best interests of their children" (quoted in Goodger, 1989:140).

Hence, the DPB confirmed women as mothers before they were workers (or citizens).

This is in line with Patemanos assertion that women's relation to the state is defined

through their domestic role. This role continued to be undovalued, particularly when

opposition to state support for sole parents as encouraging family breakdown led to

subsequent reductions in the level of support for DPB recipients. Reductions such as

the cuts to the accommodation allowance, have been seen to "push women into

poverty" (Beaglehole,l993: 32) as Pateman suggests.

Pateman's solution is a Marshall+ype Welfare State to be achieved by a more

collectivist movement of women aligned with working class movements. Their

strategy to solve the problems of women's poverty is to refonn attitudes within the

framework of the existing state. The distinction between paid and unpaid work would

be dissolved through community respect of both. Then women would not be regarded

as social exiles.

It is an idealist solution. By redefining status without reducing material inequality,

Pateman shifts the focus away from the problem of poverty that undapinned the

status in the first place. I argue that to change social attitudes it is necessary to change

the material conditions from which they anerge.

Pateman does not recognise the

sphere as liberal ferninists do. She

receipt of welfare are subordinate to

accumulation of capital, while wage

critical in a Marxist approach.

emancipatory potential of work in the public

fails to address the way domestic labour and

the processes of capitalist production and the

labour is fundamental to it. These issues are

Domestic labourers as a reserve army of labour

Marxists have been criticised for neglecting gender dimensions of power. This

was redressed when the question of the centrality of domestic labour for women was

encapsulated in the domestic labour debates (see Chapter Three for a more detailed

discussion of these). These debates among Marxists and others, represented

attempts to establish how domestic labour was materially useful to capital. An

explanation of the persistence of domestic labour traced the development of
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industrialisation which brought about the separation of social production from the

home and the increasing need for skilled, healthy workers in the new industries. As

a result there was a partial socialisation of domestic labour. The state took

responsibility for many of the functions of health and education, but not child care

or housework which remained subject to private arrangements, largely as women's

responsibility in the home.

I contend in the next chapter that those protagonists who argued that domestic

labour is part of capitalist production were not convincing because they claimed it
had socially abstract value, confusing its usefulness or use value with exchange

value (notably these protagonists were Dalla Costa and James, 7972,and Seccombe,

1974, 1975). They were never able to show how domestic labour was socially

regulated by exchange and part of commodity production. Others argued that

because domestic labour is perfonned apart from the regulation of labour through

the value of its product, it remains privatised and is outside capitalist production

(Adamson et al 1976, Smith, l97g\.

This latter position provides a plausible explanation as to why women's

association with domestic labour leaves them marginalised under capitalism and

disproportionately members of the reserve army of labour. Their domestic labour is

important for ensuring the reproduction of worker's labour power which according

to Marx, can be safely left to workers' instincts for self preservation at minimal cost

to capital (Marx, 1976 7IB\.

Marx saw the formation of a reserve army of labour as a necessary measure to

overcome the problems of capital accumulation when the demand for labour varies

according to capital's own valorization requirements (Mam, 1976: 7g0). When

workers are displaced by the rise of new technology and are utilised elsewhere in
areas of growth: "the labour market sometimes appearing relatively under-supplied

because capital is expanding and sometimes over-supplied because it is contractingo'

(Marx, 1976:790). The presence of a surplus population of workers is the essence of
a disposable reserve army to be drawn in or cast out of the work force as

unemployed or partially employed labour.
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The reserve army puts capital in a better position to restore profits by driving

down the costs of labour/wages. ln periods of high unemployment the remaining

workers in jobs are vulnerable to cuts. There is a mass of workers in the reserves

waiting to replace them if they object to the conditions of employment. "The greater

pressure that the reserve exerts on the employed workers forces them to submit to

overwork" (Mar:r, 1976: 788) to maintain profits46. Hence there is a strucfural

tendency for the formation of a reserve army of labour, which ensures the continued

subordination of labour by keeping down a rise in real wages proportional to

productivity increases.

...this surplus population becomes... the lever of capitalist

accumulation... It forrrs a disposable industrial reserve Eumy, which

belongs to capital just as absolutely as if the latter had bred it at its own

cost... it creates a mass of human material always ready for exploitation

by capital in the interests of capital's own changing valorization

requiranents.(Mam, 197 6: 784\

Marx identified three forms of the reserve army; floating, latent and stagnanr

(Marx, 1976:794-6). The floating forrn refers to mobile workers like male workers

in manufacturing who comprise the constantly decreasing proportion of workers to

the scale of production. They are laid offwhen they reach maturity are replaced by

younger workers and by female workers. Despite these circumstances, they are

constantly in search of other work.

The second category of surplus workers are the latent reserve. Mam illustrates

this category by referring to the introduction of large scale mechanisation into the

agricultural sector which brings about a sharp fall in demand for agricultural

workers who then form a constant flow of workers into the urban manufacturing

sestor seeking work.

The stagnant category refers to those casual marginalised workers in 'extremely

irregular' employment. Another layer of the reserve are paupers who are largely

inactive but are drawn into work in times of great prosperity.

a6 This is demonstrated in a New Zealand study which looked at the effects of a female labour reserye
on those in employment during a recession (Hill, 1982).
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The claim that married women constituted a specific group in the reserve army of
labour was an important contribution to the analysis of the relation between women'

domestic labour and wage labour. As dependents and unpaid workers in the home

women were a convenient source of potential wage labour to be drawn into industry

when needed by capital and discarded to the home when they were no longer

needed. Braverman was the frst to point to women as a "prime supplementary

reservoir of labour"; as houseworkers they are on reserye for enty into the growing

female occupations characterised by menial tasks and low pay (Bravemran,1974;

38s-6).

Veronica Beechey (1977,1978) generated debate around her extension of Manc's

concept of an industrial reserve army. She argues that married women are a

disposable, flexible reserve army who straddle all forms of the reserve army. Floya

Anthias (1980:50-53) critiques Beechey's argument, claiming that Mam's category

does not refer to groups on the basis oftheir race or sex, but to categories oflabour

that become unemployed. She claims that Marx's position assumes an

undifferentiated labour market and therefore it is inapplicable to identiff women as

a group. Yanz and Smith (1983) similarly make the point that Mam is describing an

aspect of capital accumulation rather than a mechanism entrenching a particular

goup on the margins of the workforce.

What Beechey's critics overlook is that Marx does refer to specific sections of the

work force. He begins his section on the reserve army in Capital Vol.I, with a

consideration of the way new technology has led to a deskilling of tasks which

enable capital to make skilled male workers wlnerable to substitution by unskilled

workers, particularly women and the young. Marx acknowledges that there are

differences in the value of different labour powers ((Marx, 1976:655). He refers to

two differences. First, difference will occur because of the difFering costs of
developing labour power, which may vary with the mode of production. (Beechey

refers to the cost of training which would be encompassed under this point).

Second, there are differences according to the 'natural diversity' of labour power

which leads to the difference between the labour power of men and women, and

between children and adults. These comparisons may imply innate physical
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differences, but these can also be related to Marx's first point. Physical stength can

be developed.aT

Man< shows how the lower value of women's labour power compared with

men's labour power, depresses wages. The following passage demonshates the

benefit to capital of employing unskilled lower paid workers from the family. It

begins by revealing that the value of men's labour power was calculated as a farnily

wage:

The value of labour power was determined, not only by the labour-time

necessary to maintain the individual adult worker, but also by that

necessary to maintain his family. Machinery, by throwing every mernber

of that family onto the labour market, spreads the value of the man's

labour-power over his whole family. It thus depreciates it. To purchase

the labour-power of a family of four workers may perhaps cost more than

it formerly did to purchase the labour-power of the head of the family,

but, in retum, fow days labour takes the place of one day's, and the price

falls in proportion to the excess of the surplus labour of four over the

surplus labour of one. In order that the family may live, four poople must

now provide not only the labour for the capitalist, but also surplus labour.

Thus we see that machinery, while augmenting the human material that

forms capital's most characteristic field of exploitation, at the same time

raises the degree of that exploitation. (Marx, 1976:.51g)

This examination of some of Manros arguments which point to differences in

wage labour on the basis of gender, shows that Beechey's thesis appeaxs a more

plausible extension of Man<'s position than Anthias allows for. Beechey's argument

centres on married women constituting a reserye army of labour because of their

family role. The reserve army must be partially dependent on sources other than wage

labour for subsistence, in order that they survive before they are drawn into wage

labour and after they are cast out. The family would appear to provide this bolt hole

ohhis 
'reserve army' concept can be applied to other groups of workers. For example, fumigrants to

New Zealand from the Pacific Islands in the 1960s fulfil the description of a reserve army. They were
atfracted to New 7-ealand at a time when industry was expanding and wage labour wis needed by
capital. With the downturn in the economy and a consequent oversupply of workers, many of these
immigrants were targeted as illegal overstayers and deported.
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particularly well given the prevalent assumption that domestic work in the family is

women's primary role.

The reserve army thesis explains how women could undercut male wages by not

being paid the full costs of their own reproduction. Nevertheless this capitalist

measure was not always successful. There are numerous historical accounts of male

workers vigorously resisting their replacement by lower paid women @oston, 1987,

Milkman, 1991). Where workers collaborated across gender, all workers received

equal pay, but generally women's continued lower wages sigm& their depardence on

men with their own subsistence being supplemented by support from a male (family)

wage.

How do these arguments measure up to women's experience in New Zealand?

Women are still overwhelmingly domestic labour yet married womsn's increasing

participation in wage labour since World War 2, illustrates a massive enby from a

labour reserve. Most women are no longer waiting in the home for the call to enter

waged work - does this mean that the primacy of their domestic role is now outdated?

Or was this a period of growth when the reserve axmy was mobilised without

undermining the primacy of domestic labour? Further, while some women are pushed

into the reserves by redundancies4s, other women retain their paid work in a period of

economic downturn. Does this mean that they are no longer a reserve?

W'age labour and a reserve army?

There are several contemporary indications of the continuing importance of the

domestic labour/wage labour relationship which point to the validity of the reserve

army thesis as pivotal to an understanding of women's labour market position today.

In this section I review trends in the labour force participation of all women to

ascertain to what extent their experience in paid work is shaped by their

responsibilities for child care. I look at the relative position of women on the

Domestic Purposes Benefit. I ask whether any women are part of the reserve army of

labour.

ot S.e Hancock's (1982) study on the effects of unemployment on women in the clothing
industry after the Mosgiel closure.
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Women's position as domestic workers in the home persists and their participation

in paid work is shaped by their domestic responsibilities. Amongst all mothers, the

level of employment rises in correlation to the age of their youngest child rising; the

percentage of mothers working increases with the age of their youngest child

(Department of Statistics, 1989:26). The women most likely to be receiving the

Domestic Purposes Benefit are aged between 20 and 25 years and have children

under five years (Statistics New Zealand, 1999: 125). This data confirms the trend for
women to prioritise child rearing over wage labour during their prime child bearing

years. During this period, the notion of the primacy of domestic duties for women

appears entrenched.

If dependent children affect women's non-participation, they also affect men's

participation in wage labour (Statistics New Zealand, 1999: 89). While women are

involved with childcare, men are usually in wage labour when their children are

young. For example, the most marked differences between men and women's labor:r

force participation rates are in the 25-34 years age range when many womsn

withdraw from the labour force (Statistics New Zealand,,1999:84) whereas men are

highly likely to be in the labour forceae. This disparity between parents' labour force

participation illustrates how the gendered division of labour at home disadvantages

women in paid employmentsO. As women move in and out of the labour force

according to their domestic responsibilities, intemrpted careers and multiple enty are

a feature of their labour force participation, particularly for women on the Domestic

Purposes Benefit for the period when their children are young. This relatively

precarious labour force position leads to unemploymentsl or underemployment

(Statistics New Zealand, 1999:89). Women's higher unernployment rate is likely to

be under-reported as married women are not normally eligible for the unemployment

benefit and therefore, are less inclined to register as unemployed. Thus, mothers are

disproportionately susceptible to forming part of a reserve army of labour.

on ln fact, the higher the degree of their attachment to the labour force, the more likely men are to be
g^ranied (Callister, 2000; 39).
'u Lower participation rates (Statistics New Zealand, 1999: 83) and lower wages overall (Statistics
New Zealand, 1999: 108).t' Officially, 8.3% of women in the labour force are unemployed compared with 7.2% of men. The
rates for Maori women (19%) and Pacific Island women (17.5%) are the highest (Statistics New
Zealand,, 1999:89).
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Counter to these patterns of unemplo)ment, the labour force participation of
women aged 25-34 years is increasing, suggesting that more women are working

during their child bearing and early child rearing years (Statistics New Zealand, 1998:

84). These are the most skilled and highly paid mothers who have the resources to

pay for childcare and home help (Novitz quoted in Davies and Jackson,1993: I4l).
Thus, a privileged layer of women can make individual choices to circumvent the

conditions that constrain most women's labour force participation. At the other end

of the spectrum, the high cost of quality childcare makes paid work uneconomic for
most domestic purpose benefi ciaries.

If some women are part of the active army of labour does that upset the notion of a

female reserve army of labour? Some writers reject the claim that women's higher

unemployment rates indicate that women are part of a labour rese1e (Jane

Humphries, 1983, Ruth Milkman, 1986 and sylvia Walby, l9s9) because not all
women sufi[er job loss. Gender segregation in the labour market confuses the issue of
disposabilityr. Milkman and Humphries suggest that it is the sex-tlping or

feminisation of some sectors that has prevented women's expulsion during periods of
declining dernand for labour. This is an important observation and I agree that the

feminisation factor has acted as a barrier to expulsion, but it has not been a complete

protection.

This latter position is taken by Irene Bruegel (1979) who argues for a reserve army

of women. Bruegel shows the complexity of women's labour market positions in a
period of crisis for capital when workers were discarded. Her analysis of British

trends in the late 1970s showed that women in the manufacfuring sector bore the

brunt of the economic recession by disproportionately losing their jobs. Counter to

the general trend of female expendability, Bruegel saw that women tended to retain

their jobs in fernale intensive areas like the expanding service sector. Later, Jill
Rubery and Roger Tarling (1988) also noted these contradictorymovements. Women

in sectors more vulnerable to recession tended to lose their jobs, while the survival of
female intensive public sector jobs was related to stability in that sector. This buffer

effect has been eroded by the effects of the restructuring of the state sector, which
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have occurred since they wrote their essay in 1988s2.

Gender segregation is not the only factor in job retention. Breugel (1g7g)

Humphries (1983) and Milkman (1936) all claim that the cheapness of women's

labour is an important factor in preventing women's expulsion. Walby (19S9) makes

the same point, arguing that women are retained because as less protected workers

they are more exploitable and thus more attractive to employers.

Humphries (1983:la) makes another argument about job retention which is

uniquely hers. She claims that working class households could not afford to absorb a

large scale retreat if large numbers of women lost their jobs. She assumes that this

factor would influence capitalists and prevent them from acting in their own

interests! Humphries'claim is speculative and requires testing against empirical data

on how households cope with, or resist, unemployment and underemployment in

wage labour.

Walby (1986) makes a wider affack against Beechey's interpretation of women as

the reserve arny, arguing that when women lose jobs this is due to 'social forces' and

not capitalism. She uses the example of male trade unionists forcing women out of
the jobs they had taken over during World War One. She adds, if the argument were

logical, wouldn't capitalists keep on women as the cheapest workers?

What Walby does not take account of is fnstly, that 'social forces' operate within

capitalism. Political and ideological factors are interfwined with economic, and the

processes of capital accumulation are uneven and contradictory. As stated previously,

capitalism relies on domestic labour as the cheapest option for reproducing labow

power. It therefore has an interest in retaining women as a reserve anny and of
fuithering gender diflerences in the labour market. Marx argued that women may

replace men as workers because of the cheaper cost to the capitalist. However, male

52 In another version of the gendered labour market argument Marilyn Power (1983) argues that
women in the United States fit Marx's category of the latent reserve army. Power sees that women's
productive tasks in the home have been incorporated into commodity production for profit which
women have entered in large numbers. Thus, women's pre-capitalist economic roles such as growing
food and making clothes for exchange have been supplanted by cheaper mass-produced products
which women continue to make. Powell's point is that under the dominance of cipitatist production
women have become economically dependent on wages since the 1920s. This happened much later in
New Zealand than it did in the United States. ln New Zealand home vegetable gardens on the
obligatory quarter acre section, home sewing and knitting have were the norm until recently.
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workers force concessions from capitalists on their own behalf, to retain their

position of privilege in the labour market. This occurs at the expense of other male

workers as well as female, to secure differentials for more privileged workers. In the

situation at the end of the war, men had just fought for king and county. Not to

reinstate their place in social production would undermine compliance of workers

and deny their contribution as citizens in defending the nation. Also, it would have

required an innovative, sustained campaign to persuade men their proper place was at

home rearing children and reproducing their wives'labour power! Secondly, Beechey

argues that female wage rates may be below the value of labour power because of the

assumption that women's wages supplement the family wage eamed by the male head

of household. It would be inconvenient for capitalists if workers took on these female

rates and were not able to reproduce themselves adequately.

By referring to the circumstances of a war period, Walby is attempting to debunk

the example that is often used to illustrate in microsm that women are a reserye army

of labour. During both world wars in the twentieth century the British state brought

women into production to zubstitute for male labour which was diverted into the war

effort. Subsequently, the state managed women's retum to the home to free the jobs

for returning soldiers, promoting an idealised domestic role for women. Celia Briar

(1997) looking at gendered work and welfare policies over the twentieth century in

Britain, is able to present a comprehensive picture of trends and her conclusions on

women as a reserve army are convincing. There is no equivalent study on New

Zealand.

By the beginning of the twentieth century women had entered factory work

attracted by higher rates of pay and shorter hours than domestic work. Many women

still worked at home to produce goods for the market. A feature of waged work was

the restrictions imposed on women's worlq referred to above. Protective legislation

restricting hours of work, night work and heavy work was inspired by the Knights of

Labour, the early trade unions, and given a public hearing in the Sweating

Commission. Married women's precarious hold on wage labour was evident in the

Depression when married women teachers lost their jobs and single women could not

get employment relief. Sutch's figures on the proportion of women workers who

were married shows the increase from 8%o in 1936. 25%o in 1951 and 40% in 1965

(Sutch, 1969:294'1.
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Using incomplete figures, Milkman attanpts to show that the reverse happened in

the depression in the United States when women retained or secured jobs. Despite

strong cultural sanctions for married women to stay at home (82% of those polled by

Gallup in 1936 thought women should return to the home) women participated in the

paid workforce to maintain their families while still fulfilling their emotional and

practical labour in the family. As family incomes declined, women became more

resourceful in their domestic labour. Milkman presents evidence that activities like

home canning and home sewing increased expedentially (Milkman,1976:81-2). She

argues that the ideology of sex roles continued to define women in relation to their

family roles rather than as the family breadwinner when they were, because "it was

the work of women in the home, rather than their labour market participation, which

was forced to 'take up the slack' in the economy during this period of contraction"

(Milkman, 1976 75\.

The period of the second world war is widely regarded as one in which wornen

played a reserve army role. In 1942 a National Register of Manpower was established

in New Zealand and women between 18 and 30 years were registered as reserve

labour. 6,000 women from the register were directed into work (Davies and Jackson,

1993:37).

Deborah Montgomerie (1989) looks at women's war-time work in New Zealand

and emphasises the primacy of domestic labour in defining women's participation in
wage labour, pointing to both the temporary nature of the paid work and the way it
was characterised as feminine, as evidence of the continuing ideology of domesticity

for women. she disputes the claims by other historians (Kane, l97z King, lggl
cited in Montgomerie, 1989) that in this period, women's enty into wage labour,

particularly in haditionally male areas of work, represented a challenge to the

conventional gender division of labour. She sees the possibility for change inhibited

by state policy and the continued social acceptance of what she terms 'gender
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$ping''s3 The changes were presented by the authorities as a remporary expedient to

solve labour shortages. Women were defending men's employment and as war

workers were in 'men's jobs' only for the duration of the war.

Montgomerie contends that a few women were retained in responsible positions

and some in newly created assistant clerical positions to do the most routine work.

The general acceptance of temporary nature of women's emplolment was

exemplified in New Zealand's rehabilitation scheme, which rv35 slnimed to be the

best in the Commonwealth. Women were compliant in both their entry into wage

Iabour and their exit from it.

Other sources srtggest that women were not so compliant. Thousands of women

were ernployed in temporary positions in the public service and were not happy with

their conditions of service, pay nor the temporary nature of their work. In 1943 they

fomred a women's subcommittee within the Public Service Association to promote

their issues and achieve equal pay (Roth, l9t7:104, Sutch, 1973:125-127). These

moves suggest a continuing tension between the ideology of the cult of domesticity

and the demands of women as wage labour. women moved to cement the

opportunities created during the war period and resist their consignment back into the

home.

In summary, many women's jobs are relatively protected in the sense that the

sectors where female employment is concentrated are the areas of employment

growth. The arguments that full{ime'male' jobs in primary and secondary industries

are declining, while part-time 'female' jobs in the service industry are increasing are a

reality in New Zealand where these trends are occurring (Statistics New Zealand

1996:289). The idea of an undifferentiated reserve is a crude explanation.

But those writers rejecting the notion of a female reserve themselves fail to take

" T. _state 
managed the enty of women into 'male' jobs by reclassifying jobs, diluting skills and

restricting women from performing certain tasks. This was evident in tire Raitways, wheie even the
Minister of Railways was carefirl to disassociate women from skilled male jobs and present them as
doing only routine temporary work. A domestic ideology was promoted in the private sector too,
which mediated the impact when women performed heavy 'male jbbs'. In a Ihe piess story covering
a range of heavy work women were doing in Christchurch, one employer cornmented oo 

-hi, 
f".ul"

wgrkers making cast-iron moulds: "this is a particularly suitable job for women. They might weI be in
a kitchen making a batch of scones, except instead ofnice clean flour they use dark sand and oil"
(cited in Montgomerie, 1989: 80).
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account of difference. They ignore Marx's category of the underemployed in the

reserye army, despite their acknowledgment that part{ime work is feminised. For

example, Walby uses women's relegation to part-time work as an example of their

retention and the failure of the reserve army thesis, when Mani drew the opposite

conclusion' He saw those in the category of underemployment as part of expulsion.

Matty of the women relegated to part-time work fit Mam's sub-categories of 'floating
reserye and 'stagnant' reserye. The floating reserve flit from job to job as their labour

is used and discarded. The stagnant reserye are rarely employed (Marx, 1976:794-7\.

The expansion of part-time worksa has impacted more on women. Women take it
up rather than men for a variety of reasons. Some take on part-time work because of
the lack of full-time jobs and may have multiple jobs. Other women find parttime
work convenient to combine with their domestic responsibilities. But most women

on the Domestic Purposes Benefit are excluded.

Although sole parents can combine the Domestic Purposes Benefit with part-time

employment, few have other reported income (see Goodger, 1998: l4i-6,for details

of policy). Employment rates for sole mothers in New Zealand are significantly

below those in most other countries and the gap between sole and partnered women

is increasing (MWA, I997a)ss. While partnered women were the most likely of all
women to be in paid work (Callister, 2000: 46) sole mothers appear to be the most

marginalised group of women, trapped in a stagnant labour reserve. Given these

circumstances, workfare might appear to solve the problem of their unemployrnent,

but by increasing their underemployrnent and consigning than to the floating reserve.

The social reproduction function of domestic labour is most evident among these

women. Because childcare has not been socialised, they perform fulltime childcare

and rely on the Domestic Purposes Benefit as their means of subsistence. [t is mv

5{ Part-time work has risen 40% in the last decade (Statistics New Zealand, 1993). With the increase of
jobs in areas such as the service sector, it is more cost eftbctive for employers to offer employment
limited to houn ofpeak demand.
"This gap is widest for Maori mothers. Maori sole mothers have the highest unemployed rate of any
female group while partnered Maori mothers have the second highest employment rate, after European
women (Statistics New Zealand,1999:91). These variations show that sole motherhood is a better
predictor of reserve army status than ethnicity. But Maori comprise 38% of domestic purpose
beneficiaries (Social Policy Agency, 1997) so ethnicify is an important factor in this status that needs
further investigation.
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contention that these women have been important in holding down the costs of wage

labour when it has been less costly for the employers to make use of the domestic

labour of women in the reproduction of labotr-power. The cost equation shifted with
the rises in the numbers of beneficiaries and subsequent financial costs of the benefit.

The proposal for sole parents to participate in workfare signified a reassessment of
state support for sole mothers through the Domestic Purposes Benefit. I now evaluate

the position of the National Govemment and the Ministry of Women's Affairs on the

contentious issue of making domestic purpose beneficiaries work.

Workfare for Domestic Purpose Beneficiaries

The Government policy around the community wage initially proposed that

domestic purpose beneficiaries no longer be beneficiaries. They would be required to

do community work for their money, Ieaving their dependent children under seven

years of age, for twenty hours a week while they undertook this work. Did this

government policy of work for the Domestic Purposes Benefit mark a fundamental

shift in policy on women's position, away from the acceptability of domestic labour

as their primary role, recasting them as wage labourers? This change would have

implications for the gendered nature of citizenship. The measure could be seen as a

progressive move to liberate women from their domestic responsibilities, and from
their'dependency' on the state, so that they could realise equal opportunity.

However, where there is a lack of aflordable child care provisions and few well
paid jobs, this measure looked more like a fiscal saving by reducing state spending

which would also cut the family income. It would boost the numbers of sole parents

in the reserve army but at the expense of increasing the gendered nafure of poverty

already signified by hardship among sole parents, and jeopardising the social

reproduction role of domestic labour.

There is no doubt that state financed welfare is a drain on state spending

unacceptable to capital in the new conditions for capital accumulation. The social

effects of economic recession include increased unemployment which is linked to

marital break-up (DSW, 1996:78) and consequent dernands on the state for support

from a shrinking purse. The dramatic growth of the Domestic Purposes Benefit has

been a key concern for policy makers as a substantial part of the increase in social
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spending. Levels of expenditure on the Domestic Purposes Benefit increased from

5% of total welfare spending in1974to l5Yo in 1996 (Goodger, l99B:122). Such

spending was a drain on profits that was not sustainable for capital in the new

material circumstances emerging from the globalisation of capital. It was no longer

viable for the New Zealand state to impose limits locally on capital accumulation

when that capital was competing in a world market. To accommodate to these new

times and reconstitute conditions for capital accumulation, there has been a shift in
the orthodox rationale for welfare to the notion of workfare, which has e,rnerged as

the New Right ideological solution to the erosion of welfare. This began overseas

with programmes such as the Wisconsin welfare reform which was the model for the

New Zealand government (see Bedggood, 1999). Access to welfare is now equated

with depandence which must be overcome by individual responsibility and

independence.

This neo-Liberal position is argued by David Green (1996) whose work was

invited and published by the New Zealand Business Roundtable. Green takes on

Friedman's perception that welfare dependency is morally harmful (Green, 1996:67)

arguing strongly against welfare as a problem which is 'moral as well as a financial'.

The family is the basis of Westem civilisation and morality develops in the family

under parental direction (Green, 1996: 10). Moral virtues are subverted by welfare

which has encouraged both family dissolution and undesirable alternatives to

families' 'Illegitimate' children, their unmarried mothers and their irresponsible

fathers exist because welfare supports them when really, the fathers should be

compelled to support their children and benefits should be cut for never-married

mothers. This would promote seltreliance because these mothers would be required

to work. Green is strong on individual responsibility over state support and he

endorses Hayek's ideas of the individual benefiting from tradition but improving

themselves to become a born-again' person (Green,1 99 6:29).

Green's arguments reinforced the notion of welfare recipients as dependents which

came into vogue in New Zealand before he wrote. This notion was invoked over the

l99l benefit cuts when Jenny Shipley, then Minister of Social Welfare, explained

that "the reforms are designed to encourage self reliance by providing people with
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sufficient motivation to move from state dependence to independence" (quoted in
o'Brien, 1997:107s6). shipley was using independence as a code for paid work. She

made this more explicit when she claimed that benefits were too high compared with
wages and needed to be cut to 'encourage' workers to 'compete for work

opportunities' in the new labour market regime under the Employment Contracts Act
(Herbert, l99l). The benefit cuts were calculated to encourage competition for jobs

in new conditions that gave employers more power in bargaining wages and

conditions with individual workers. The coercive aspect of workfare exacerbate this

situation where cheap non-unionised compliant labour would replace more expensive

organised/unionised labour. Workfare appears a logical extension of govemment

policy to deregulate the labour market and drive down wages.

By the mid 1990s, 'dependence' was widely used. It was a major theme in the

Government's 1996 electioneering rhetoric. It is embedded in the Department of
Social Welfare (DSW) post-election briefing paper which promoted the idea that

individuals were choosing to be dependent (DSW, 1996). Dependency was caused by
an person's state of mind rather than structural factors. The policy makers then drew

an inference from an increase in numbers of those dependent on state payments,

claiming that people were opting to remain on benefits long-term. They made a leap

from dependency to long term dependency to intergenerational dependency. Margaret

Bazley, Director of Social Welfare promoted the Beyond Dependency Conference in

these terms. She alleged that five year olds were starting school and looking forward

to life on the benefit. Yet DSW's own policy unit could not veriflr these assertions nor

contradict them. The policy unit noted that any assessment of the length of time spent

on DPB was inconclusive and problematic (Goodger, 1997). Both Government

ministers and officials were unable to substantiate claims of long term dependency. If

s6 The Government has been selective about who is termed 'dependent'. Mike O'Brien points out that
the govemment applied the term to the unemployed, sole parents and sickness beneficiaries but not
widows, invalids or superauluatants (O'Brien, 1997). But I argue that all these groups are wlnerabte
to refrenchment and the new rhetoric. In a move that could be construed as a reaction to halt the sharp
rise in invalid and sickness beneficiaries between l99l and 1996, the government has recently
directed many sickness and invalid beneficiaries into 'independence' by redesignating them as able to
work' The government promotion of compulsory superannuation was a failed attimpt to reframe
expectafions of state subsistence support to the elderly. The Governrnent is more selective about who
not to label 'dependent'. It is not applied to those who work and get state support through the family
support supplement. Also left out of the equation is the historic dependence of IocJ industry on
massive state subsidies to protect and grow local industry. Dependence is a useful term, a cover for
New Right policies.
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DSW produced figures which contradicted these claims it would be embarrassing for

the government.

Shipley's stance was against universality in welfare and for targeted state spending

and greater individual responsibility. On the surface, this stance appeared gender

neutral. Women were to be no longer defined and confined by their family role but

would follow Green's precept and be forced out to work ('forced to be free' in

Rousseau's terms). [t was claimed that work for the benefit was a stepping stone to a

job. Workfare was in line with the Government's unpopular Code of Social

Responsibility with its rhetoric of individual responsibility, specifically targeted at

beneficiaries when mooted by Treasurer Winston Peters in his 1997 budget.

The Government was optimistic at the start of 1998 that the economy was buoyant

and unemployme,nt would decrease (Arrnstrong, 1998). These conditions would have

lent credibility to the line that job attainment was an individual choice, whereas the

economic recession made it evident that the problan was a structural one, evident in

the lack of jobs to go around. In this situation the Governrnent ran the risk of its

policy backfiring in rising poverty and increased family breakdown.

The Ministry of Women's Affairs: strategic differences over policy

The Ministry of Women's Affairs (MWA) was part of G5 Cabinet goups7 which

met to devise workable policy on workfare. Its particular interest was in the proposals

for work for domestic purpose beneficiaries. Anything aflecting the Domestic

Purposes Benefit is seen as a women's issue since the benefit is predominantly given

to women and it was designed originally to support women in their domestic role

when they did not have male support.

MWA papers released under the Official lnformation Act (MWA 1997-98) reveal

that their Ministry approach reflected a concern to support women and protect thern

against the punitive aspect of the community wage. They did not take a position

against the comrnunity wage or even women going out to work, they concurred with
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government policy on this. They differed from McCardle over the way it should be

implemented and the way women should be treated relative to men because of
differences in their social position. They took a position of strategic intervention to

encourage/assist women to transfer successfully to sustainable paid onployment.

They termed this approach a 'facilitative case work approach' (MWA,1997a,1997c).

They contrasted this approach with the more punitive approach of sanctions and

reciprocal obligations proposed by the Government whereby women would be forced

to work for the benefit or lose it. They saw the benefit abaternent system set up in
1996 as an encouragement to work, not a compulsion. ln terms of my argument,

MWA did not want women to be forced into the reserve army of the underemployed

when it would be difficult for thern to find sustainable long term employment.

MWA contrasted the two diflerent assumptions that underpin these different

approaches- The assumption behind the punitive approach is that beneficiaries are

unwilling to work, while MwA points to most wanting to work (MwA, lggld).
They identified some of the structural barriers for women to overcome which the G5

goup did not address. Women face barriers relative to men on the labour market in

that they are less likely to have regular full time work, they are lower paid and they

are concentrated in the same sectors (MWA, 1997d). Sole women are less likely than

partnered women to have the education, training or even work experience needed to

secure on-going ernployrnent. To achieve these qualifications they need access to

quality childcare (MWA, 1997a,1997d). Thus, provision of childcare is a key aspect

of MWA's approach to facilitating women into wage labour.

Good quality childcare is documented as an advantage to children over private

domestic child care. MWA claims that childcare makes a positive difference to
children from disadvantaged backgrounds, as it mitigates against the detrimental

impact of poverty. Parents involved in the OSCAR5s progamme report better

personal relations within families, both between siblings and between children and

tt G5 was a group of core ministers established to consider key decisions. For the commlnity
wage and employment, the porrfolios represented expanded to Finance. State Services,
Employment, Education, Social welfare, Education and Mdori Atrairs (MwAb2002).
58 The Govemment established the Oscar programme in response to the Employnent Task Force. It
was set up in 'communities of need' as an 18 month pilot progmmme to increase the number of
places for the care of school age children so that their parentscould participate in education training
and employment (MWA, 1997e).
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parents, and more opportunity for parents to access training and jobs. ln arguing the

case for publicly provided childcare and its superiority over domestic arrangements

I\AVA was making the case for socialised child care.

This position appears implicit in other remarks. MWA appeared to reject domestic

childcare in their comments which pointed to a move away from the normative

position of women as carers and nurturers bound to their primary domestic role.

Although in one document MWA acknowledged that women make a significant

contribution to society by caring for their children (MWA, 1998b) this is against the

tenor of other comments such as their reference to a 'culfure of parenting' held by

older women who remain on the Domestic Purposes Benefit when their children are

older (MWA, l997D.In this context a 'culture of parenting' appears as a regression

to a traditional cultural nonn that would inhibit women's participation in paid work

and contrasts with their overall thrust to enhance women's expectation of their return

to work.

They emphasised that the improved social value of women comes from their

participation in the public sphere - education and work made a "profound dif;lerence

to their life chances in terms of health, self esteem and work potential" (MWA,

1998a). Thus the MWA position papers take a liberal feminist line advocating that

the state's role should be to assist women in providing opportunities for them to make

choices that will improve their status relative to men. They are saying that women on

the Domestic Purposes Benefit should retum to work as equals, not as secondary

workers or a labour reserve. If society cannot provide adequate childcare and

opportunities for jobs that are careers, women should not be pushed back to work.

The thrust of the contributions by the MWA promoted intervention calculated to

ensure that a move to work is desired and viable, whereas there was an element of

force in the compulsive aspect of McCardle's proposals. The compulsion was masked

by the language of individual choice and responsibility. The MWA talked about

choice but the choice they envisaged was about better alternatives for women. They

wanted reforms which would make improvements for women possible and the timing

of job uptake propitious. But neither position took account of the structural
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constraints on choice relating to a contracting economy. Even the Employers

Federation response to the scheme recognised that opportunities for work were

limited with a lack of jobs in the economy, suggesting that the real solution to

unemploynent is stronger economic growth (Luke, 1998).The contradictions

between the govemment and MWA approaches remain unresolved. The Government

decision to pull back from its requirement for domestic purpose beneficiaries to

work, was a reaction to other pressures discussed in the next section.

Retreat on the community wage for Domestic Purpose Beneficiaries

The government responded to public opposition to workfare for domestic purpose

beneficiaries, by reversing policy. They cited community goup submissions to the

Select Committee on the Bill as the reason for this change.

Submissions on the Social Service (Work Test) Amendment Bill were limited to

two half day hearings, one in Wellington and one in Auckland. Sixty-seven groups

and individuals made submissions. Many of these submissions expressed concem

about the effects on families of the requireme,nt for domestic purpose beneficiaries to

work. The lobby group, Children's Agenda, claimed that the bill was so concemed

with work testing beneficiaries that it failed to consider the consequences for

children: " the Govemment does not recognise or value the role of parenting, by

coercing work on beneficiaries and taking a very punitive approach" (Children's

Agenda, 1998). The group strongly opposed the proposal to cancel the benefit if
parents did not work, claiming that this would put families in hardship, unable to

meet their basic needs to sustain life. The Child Poverty Action Group saw the bill as

establishing a penalty driven regime: "the poverty consequences of the proposed bill

will impact on the children" (Child Poverty Action Group, 1998).

This strong ernphasis on the social value of parenting was underpinned by the

notion that this was real work for women. This was made explicit in some

submissions. The National Council of Women rejected the plan to force women to

work outside the home stating "parents (usually mothers) are already doing valuable

work...by raising children" (National Council of Women, 1998). The YWCA claimed

"the first message that is given by this Bill to all women is that raising children is not

real work and that real work is synonymous with paid employment" (YWCA, 1998).
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National MP Christine Fletcher also defended the importance of women's domestic

role and accused her own Govemment of swinging to the right, citing expanded work

testing for widows and domestic pulpose beneficiaries as an example (Young, 1998).

This opposition was widely reported in the media. The Govemment responded to

submissions on what they termed the 'plight of children', and announced that they

would draw back from forcing sole parents with school age children aged 6 to 13, to

take part in community work schemes. Domestic purpose beneficiaries would still be

available for interviews, training and paid part-time work but would lose 50% not

100% if they did not comply (New Zealand Herald, 1998). The revised Government

stance signified that children in 'plight' would be rescued by their mothers. Thus, the

Government response to pressure was to draw back on the work requirements for the

Domestic Purposes Benefit and reinstate family values, which was a retreat to a classic

Parsonian conservative position.

However, the government position was inherently'shifty'. The Prime Minister,

Jenny Shipley covered every contingency. She pursued a policy of curing welfare

dependence by introducing mandatory work for welfare recipients including women on

the Domestic Purposes Benefit. Yet in her endorsement of Statistics New Zealand's

Time Use Survey, she eulogized that women's "unpaid work, including childcare, care

for the elderly, household work...is crucial to the New Zealand economy but its value

is largely ignored" (Statistics New Zealand,, lggT). This latter stance was reactivated

when the Government realised it was important electorally to acknowledge the family
as the basis of society (even the families of those immoral never-married mothers).

Other factors made the scheme expendable. Although McCardle's original intention

was to promote self sufficiency through workfare, his commitment was tempered by
the attitude of others within the Coalition Government. Some National party members

were more skeptical over the viability of the project grven the difficulties with
previous work promotion schemes in finding jobs (Maharey, lggT).

There were concerns that the workfare scheme would remove jobs from paid

workers (Ansly, 1998, Larkin, 1998 and Reid, 1998) which were vindicated later by
press reports that this was occurring (Sunday Star Times, l99g).
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Conclusion

The resilience of conservative sentiment was shown in the community goup

submissions to the Select Committee which affirmed the importance of women's

domestic labour in the family. By accepting these arguments and reversing policy, the

state reasserted the central function in society of women's care giving role. This fall-
back position, where women are protected and free to continue their domestic labour

role, legitimates their inferior status. In the contradiction between fiscal motives for

reducing benefits and the rhetoric of the family, the ideology of family prevailed. The

'cult of domesticity' survives!

The tensions between the two positions continue to surface. The Act Party has

continued to uphold the policy requiring those on the Domestic Purposes Benefit to

work and led the assault on domestic purpose beneficiaries whom they claim are

abusing the welfare system. They are signalling the completion of the New Right

agenda when they can implement Wisconsin-t1pe policies for reducing benefits and

tie them to work (Prebble, 1999:27-40\.

Women beneficiaries' location in either policy option suggests it is difficult for

them to escape their reserve army position. tn the current policy, the primacy of
domestic labour is reproduced by the state through the DPB. As domestic purpose

beneficiaries, women constitute a stagnant pool of potential workers. This potential

was to be realised under the workfare proposal; these women were to be propelled

out of the reserves and into work. As a new supply of available (largely unskilled)

labour introduced onto a tight labour market, they would function as a floating

reserve to suppress wages and conditions.

In the event, the lack of buoyancy in the economy gave credibility to the highly
publicised arguments over the consequences of women's forcible induction into the

labour force. Uncertainty over the possibility of increased family poverty and

disintegration, forced a tactical retreat by the Govemment.

I argue that when women are forced into work during a period of contraction in
the economy, they remain in the reserve army of potential workers but as under-

employed workers. This illustrates the essence of the reserve army in its flexibility to

function according to the requirements of the cycle of capital accumulation. Such a
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policy outcome reinforces and tegitimates women's dual role in capitalist society

where the primacy of domestic labour is reproduced by the state and the policy which

influences women's participation in the reserve army is fine tuned to the needs of the

labourmarket.

In this chapter I have surveyed the way women's exclusion from citizenship and

then their inferior status as citizens, was, and is, defined by their primary role as

domestic labour. In the early period of industrialisation in New Zealand, the 'family
wage' marked women's marginal status in the labour market and their relegation to

the household. Parsons' (in)famous theory of gender roles amounted to a defence of
this gendered division of labour within the household and the labour market. Liberal

and radical feminists took up the challenge to women's subordinate position and

demanded legal and symbolic change in a period when women did enter the labour

market in significant numbers. The MWA advocacy for better work opportunities and

socialised childcare for beneficiaries is a practical test of the structural limits to

achieving the liberal position. The radical position relied on changing minds to recast

poverty and social disadvantage as acceptable. This does not advance the position of
women. Mantists argued that the central importance of their domestic labour role

consigned many women to the reserve anny of labour, particularly in a deteriorating

economy when there is a squeeze on jobs.

The Government's policy changes on workfare for domestic purpose beneficiaries

demonstrate the dual aspects of the domestic labour role for wolnen and that of their

potential membership in a reserve army of labour. By confirming state support for the

reproduction of women's domestic role, the Govenrment's decision was a tacit

recognition that women's domestic labour role will not go away, which leaves the

fundamental question: why? I try to answer this question in the next chapter where I
look at the debates around domestic labour to critique the different explanations of
the significance of women's domestic labour in societies dominated by capitalism.
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Chapter Three

Arguments about domestic labour

In the previous chapter, I traced the link between women's inferior citizenship and

subordination in the labour market to their market marginalisation as domestic

workers. Today most feminists recognise the continuing dynamic between the

primacy of women's domestic role and their marginal position in waged labour. ln
other words, women's citizenship is defined by their responsibility for domestic

labour. However, not all are agreed on the what domestic labour is, why it remains a

burden on women, and whether, ffid how, women can be liberated from this form of
servitude. This chapter attempts to demonstrate that the Marxist conception of
domestic labour is central to the understanding of the reproduction of women's

subordination by directly addressing the arguments around domestic labour.

The domestic labour debates were premised on the assumption that in capitalist

society women take the major responsibility for domestic labour in the family
household. I begin by looking at the information that exists on the relations between

men and women in New Zealand famities and how they allocate household tasks, in
order to determine whether women are continuing to do the main burden of domestic

labour. If they do, the debates are still relevant in explaining why liberal reforms

have failed to overcome gender oppression, and why to achieve this it is necessary to

transform capitalist social relations. This in turn leads me to argue in the following
chapters that women's activity in the wage-labour market and as a consequence in the

unions, is a necessary step towards that transformation.

Domestic labour; a women's job

It is interesting the way changes in economic and social structures shaped pakeha

family life in the period of the consolidation of capitalism. The transition to
indushialisation was slower in New Zealard than it was in Britain and the United

States. I referred in Chapter Two to the new ideologies of family life embodied in the
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'cult of domesticity'which took hold at the end of the nineteenth century. The notions

of the husband/breadwinner and the wife/dependent reflected changes in the

economy. The burgeoning industries established in towns brought opporfunities for

more stable, lucrative forms of paid employment for men and increasingly urban

households became (male) wage dependent units. Women were expected, even

required, to leave paid work on marriage.

Although farming was central to the New Zealand economy, farming operations

were not highly mechanised/industrialised. Farming work used low levels of
technology, relying on labour intensive methods of production. The family farm was

an economic unit based on family labour. On fanns, women's work continued to be a

necessary part of production. The notion of a woman as'colonial helpmeetse'reflected

the dependence on women's labour to ensure the farm was viable economically.

However, this vital contribution of women's productive work to the farm economy

was not acknowledged as such, but evidence60 suggests it was accepted as part of a
normal gender division of labour. Husbands owned the fanns and exploited their

wives' labour in return for supporting them. This was expected in times when

marriage was a practical (rather than romantic) anangement6l. Farming women

shared with other married women their position of economic dependance on their
husbands. As agricultural and domestic technologies improved production and the

contribution of wives to the family economy became less important, they were drawn

into the 'spread of exclusive domesticity' for married women where their unpaid

domestic labour became privatised work done for the benefit of their families. By the

twentieth century women's domestic tasks were demarcated from market activities

and wives duties demarcated from those done by their husbands.

The extensive industrial development after World War 2led to a labour hungry

economy. Womeno notably married women, were recruited into the labour market.

to A t".* used by Dalziel (1977) to describe the role of wife and mother as essential to the survival of
the husband/familv..
60 Dalziel (1977),bhsen and Levesque (1978) and Toynbee (1995) all document rhe roles of urban and
rural women in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.ut-lryuto-. (1981: 79) quotes matrimonial advertisments in Nfi in the late 19d and early 20h century
which show that the farmers' desires for a wife were 'purely economic'. Thiy wanted "
housekeeper..'view marriage", "experienced country woman with little means", "Farrne/s daughter" or" Young gentleman in business wishes to meet tady with $500 to $1000, view pamerJhip and
matrimony".
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The large-scale incorporation of married women into waged work involved changes

in family structures. Thus, as the family wage became increasingly insufficient, many

families became dual income families62. In this period, levels of educational

achievernent for women rose and women increased control over their fertility. These

changes opened up the possibility of a new equality for women but they were not

matched by changes in the division of labour in the household where taking care of

their families remained the central feature of women's lives. Despite the economic

and social changes that upset the traditional roles of husband/breadwinner and

wife/dependent, the time men spent on domestic work remained markedly less than

women.

The limited number of studies done in New Zealand on the way families are

organised, are remarkably consistent in their results. ln a study by Jane and James

Ritchie (1970) they found that women had the major responsibility for managing the

f-amily and the children. 80% of the mothers took care of children "entirely by

herself' (Ritchie and Ritchie, 1970: 26).

The ideal of fulltime mother persisted in zubsequent studies although increasingly

it did not reflect the reality of the lives of women who entered the work-force. [n a

1975 Christchurch study conducted by Rosernary Novitz, 200 women were

interviewed to compare the differences in the domestic labour of women in paid work

and those at home63 (Novitz, 1978:81-82). There were no significant differences

between the two groups. The idea that housework was women's work remained a

strongly entrenched view for most of the 100 Smith women interviewed by Rosemary

Barrington and Alison Gray (1981). The Smith women who were not in paid work

and financially dependent on their husbands, did the housework and accepted this as

their job. Some of them had internalised their role to the extent that it was central to

their identity and they saw men who helped with the housework as 'trespassing' on

6' I am refening to what David Swain says is seen as the 'normal' family of male breadwinner and

female careraker plus children (ideally trvo). Swain notes the proliferation of a range of family forms in

this period (see Swain. 1994:12).
63 First the women were asked about their husbands' involvement in housework and second, they were

asked about their own attitudes towards sharing it. The input of their husbands was the same for both

gtoups. with nearly half the men seldom or never doing any housework while the rest helped to varying

degrees. The two groups of women were consistent in their attirudes. Only 1% of the women thought

their husbands should share equally in the housework although 49% thought they should share

childcare equally.
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their territory. Even the majority of the Smith women in the workforce did the

housework. Only four of the wage workers shared household tasks with their

husbands. In a more recent study, both the cohorts of the two generations of women

interviewed by Helen May, did not expect that their men would help with
childrearing although they found it difficult to cope alone (May, 1992:155).

Ruth Habgood's doctoral thesis explores the domestic arrangements in 20 family

households where the couples attempted to establish 'unconventional arrangements

for the gender division of domestic work'(Habgood, 1999). Habgood concluded that

gendered pattems of domestic labour are highly resistant to change. Only three

couples shared the household tasks/childcare equally. For other couples the allocation

of tasks was a source of tension because what they considered ideal was not always

what they were prepared to do. Many of the men found domestic work intensely

boring and one admitted "l'm copping out" when he reneged on his undertaking to

take on fulltime childcare. Some men disliked being distanced from their normal

activities and the stimulation they got from their paid work environment. On the other

hand, the accommodating males resisted the social pressures to conform to

conventional male gender roles. By taking these males as her model, Habgood

measures male commitment in terms of men substituting for women by taking on the

domestic labour role at home, rather than making altemative zurangements like paid

child care, that would free both men and women from domestic work. This measure

appears to assume that children are best raised by one main caregiver in an isolated

home. Habgood is limited by 'liberal' individual solutions of changes in gender

relations between couples and avoids serious consideration of collective solutions.

The New Zealand Time Use study captures the broad scope of these trends (see

Statistics New Zealand, 2001). Being a mother involves more time in unpaid work

than that for other women, fathers and other men. Partnered mothers do more than

sole mothers. The report acknowledges that more research needs to be done on the

household work undertaken by women in full-time work. These women do a double

shift and spend less time on the domestic tasks than other women. The differences in
women's behaviour according to their paid employment is interesting $ven that even

in families where both partners work full-time, women retain the major responsibility
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for domestic work. (specifically the indoor tasks while men do outdoor tasks like
home maintenance). So why is the time reduced for the tasks that women still do?

They may be spending less time because they are completing tasks more quickly or
perhaps they are leaving some tasks undone. They may use more market substitutes

for goods or tasks usually done in the household. Certainly, the purchase of
household cleaning laundry or even gardening services has more impact on

increasing women's time in the labour force than on men's (Statistics New Zealand,

2001: 36).

It is significant that the family adapts to women's increased participation in paid

work by women reducing the time they spend on domestic labour so that men's time

goes up in comparison, although as Michael Bittman and Jocelyn Pixley suggests,

men's contribution probably remains inflexible (Bittrnan and Pixley, 1997: l2g). lf
women's paid work time is less than their partners, they spend more time doing

domestic work and the gap between male and female contributions to household

responsibilities becomes greater. The major differences between men and women in

time spent on domestic tasks is most evident among older couples. This age factor

may make the gender differences appear to be a legacy from the past when most

married women were confined as unwaged labour in their homes. However, the

gender differences remain between younger couples. Social expectations of women as

the main domestic workers both reflect and shape reality. A British study showed that

even when couples employ workers to do the domestic work in their household, it is
primarily the woman's responsibility to make these arrangements, suggesting that the

domestic worker is a surrogate for the wife (Gregson and Loweo lgg4). The employee

is invariably a woman. In these circumstances, the liberation of some women from

domestic labour is predicated on the labour of other women on domestic tasks (a

point made by Gimenez, 1996).

Therefore, the evidence is fairly conclusive that domestic labour is resistant to

liberal reforms. Why is this? The most valid explanation derives from the Marxist

concept of domestic labour. In this theory, the core premise of domestic labour as a

defining characteristic of women's overall position is acknowledged by Wallerstein

for example: "sexism [derives] from the opposition between male 'work, and the
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female'non-work'performed in the household, which he sees as a basic institution of
historical capitalism" (Balibar and Wallerstein, l99l). This premise was central to the

domestic labour debates which attempted to theorise women's subordinate position in
society by focusing on women's work in the familv.

The domestic labour debates

The domestic labour debates attempted to establish a materialist basis for women's

oppression using Marxist concepts/categories to examine the gendered division of
labour in the famity. Women's primary responsibility for housework and childcare

was a determining factor for women's subordination. In Chapter Two I showed how

these domestic responsibilities constrain women's participation in wage labour.

Manr alludes to the position of women, but is criticised frequently for being

disinterested in the position of women under capitalism and not adequately analysing

the relationship between the family and the organisation of capitalist production. It
should be remembered that Mar:r's aim was to uncover the laws of motion of capital,

and it is the capitalist mode of production that marginalises domestic labour (and

women) not Marx! Where he does refer to activity in the family to replenish the

worker, he makes it very clear it is outside capitalist production. For example, in the

following passage he makes a clear distinction between domestic labour

(reproduction) and productive labour (production):

The worker's consumption is of two kinds. While producing he consumes

the means of production with his labour, and converts them into products

with a higher value than that of the capital advanced. This is his

productive consumption. It is at the same time consumption ofhis labour-

power by the capitalist who has bought it. On the other hand, the worker

uses the money paid to him for his labour-power to buy the means of
subsistence; this is his individual consumption. The worker's productive

consumption and his individual consumption are therefore totally distinct.

In the former, he acts as the motive power of capital, and belongs to the

capitalist. In the latter, he belongs to himself, and performs his necessary

n Bitman and Pixley analyse Australian Time Use data
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vital functions outside the production process. The result of the first kind

of consumption is that the capitalist continues to live, of the second, that

the worker himself continues to live... The maintenance and reproduction

of the working class remains a necessary condition for the reproduction of
capital. But the capitalist may safely leove this to the worker's drives for
s elf-pres eruation and propagation (my emphasis, Marx, I 9 7 6:7 17 -7 | g\.

Any attempt to use Marxist categories to explain the relationship between

domestic labour and capitalist production needs to address these defining sections of
Mant's own exposition of the inner workings of capitalist production, which clearly

show that domestic labour is separate from, yet related to social production.

A central theoretical issue in the domestic labour debate was whether domestic

labour created value, or contributed to value creation indirectly. Broadly, the debate

can be divided into three main attempts to link housework to capitalist production

and address the question of value. Some writers looked at domestic labour as a

particular tlpe of labour within capitalism. I explore one approach to this in the first

section where I look at some of the dif;ticulties in arguing 'fusion' between domestic

labour and capitalist production in Wally Seccombe' explanations of how domestic

labour is connected to capitalism. Seccombe argued the case for domestic labour

producing value as an integral part of capitalist production by rewriting parts of
Marx's theory.

Yet other writers argued that domestic labour constituted a separate mode of
production, co-existing with or autonomous from capitalism in a dual system. One of
these theorists, John Harrison, takes a position that is more authoritative in Mamist
terms than Seccombe's in that he does incorporate Marx's law of value into his

argument. Christine Delphy and Harriet Fraadn Stephen Resnick and Richard Wolff
offer different, weaker versions of this 'autonomous' position which I consider in the

second section.

In the final section I explore another approach to domestic labour as a particular

type of labour within capitalism. This Marxist approach looks at the relationship

between domestic labour and capitalism in terms of 'mutuality' and asks whether

capital could fully socialise domestic labour.
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Seccombe's position excited controversy. His arguments and the responses to

them, encapsulate the important positions on domestic labour which resonate through

subsequent discussions. .Some of his conclusions are similar to those of Mariaosa

Dalla Costa and Selma Jones who take a less sophisticated line on the household as

being fully incorporated into the capitalist mode of production: the home is a'social

factory' at the centre of 'social productivity' and 'labour power is a commodity

produced by women in the home". They consider "that housework is productive in

the Mancian sense, that is, producing surplus value", thus arriving at the position that

domestic labour is integrated into capitalist production by creating value through

producing the commodity labour power (Dalla Costa and Jones, cited in Adamson et

al. 1976:10).

The basis of women's inferiority is not that they do domestic work but that they

are not paid for the productive work they do for capital. The solution is wages for

housework. Their position validates/endorses women doing housework while others

regard housework as the site of oppression under capitalist conditions.

Seccombe and domestic labour as value creating.: fusion

In common with all others in the debate, Seccombe recognised that the

establishment of a capitalist mode of production brought about the privatisation of

domestic labour and its exclusion from social production. He traces the change from

the feudal mode of production where the feudal family was coterminous with the

basic unit of production and domestic labour was ernbedded in labour for this general

production. He argues that under industrial capital there was a split between domestic

and industrial units, one a unit of capitalist production and the other a unit of

reproduction for capitalisrn. These divisions related to consumption and production.

The family, the unit of consumption for reproduction, fulfilled this economically by

reproducing labour power, and ideologically by reproducing the relations of

production through socialising children to accept their class position in society as

natural (Seccombe,l97 4).

But Seccombe then proceeded to subvert his Marxist distinctions and insert

domestic labour back into social production. To summarise his argument, he

considers the 'productive' aspect of women's role in the farnily as part of the
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economic and ideological function of the working class family in capitalist society.

He argues for domestic labour creating value and links this to the general

mystification of the wage system.

Seccombe sees labour power as playing a mediating role between the housewife

and capital; it is linked back to domestic labour and linked forward to capital to

achieve through exchange, an equivalent form with other commodities. Domestic

labour involves working on purchased goods to prepare them for consumption in the

home and becomes part of 'the congealed mass of past labour embodied in labour

power'. The commodity labour power is exchanged for the wage. Through this

process domestic labour becomes abstract labour and creates value while also

remaining private labour not performed directly for capital and outside the law of

value. Seccombe claims this contradictory character is the 'special duality' which

defines domestic labour under capitalism. Thus, domestic labour creates value

through its part in the production of the commodity labour power, and achieves value

when labour power is sold as a commodity. This value is expressed in equivalent

form as a wage.

Seccombe justifies his position by drawing on Marxist categories. Just as Man<

revealed that in bourgeois economics the notion of exchange does not penehate the

actual relations of production involved, Seccombe cuts through what he sees as the

'obfuscation' of the housewife's contribution to capitalist production with its

appeilance as privatised labour outside the law of value. Through the housewife's

activity which eontributes to the creation of the commodity labour power, domestic

labour achieves value when labour power is sold. Seccombe rehearses Mam's

conceptualisation of the way that the wage form obscures the relation of labour to

capital. The wage appears to pay for labour when in fact it is labour power that is

being remunerated. This remuneration is for the worker to reproduce his ability to

work: "the value of labour power is the value of the means of subsistence necessary

for the maintenance of the labourer" (Marx, 1976:274) Thus, ths rrnpaid part of

labour is surplus value, the source of capitalist profit, while the wage is the monetary

expression of the value of labour power, equivalent to the means of subsistence.

Seccombe extends this insight to the way domestic labour maintains and reproduces

the worker, and creates value, referring to a consistent application of the labour

theory of value to the reproduction of labour power itself - namely that all labour
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produces value when it produces any part of the commodity that achieves equivalence

in the marketplace with other commodities" (Seccombe, 1974:9). But he cannot see

that domestic labour does not enter this exchange on the market, just its product,

labour power.

To establish/quantiff value, he makes a connection between the domestic labour

performed and the value of labour power to the housewife's subsistence. The

monetary measure of the value of domestic labour he defines as the portion of the

labourer's wage that goes to the housewife for reproducing her husband's labour

power. Like the whole wage for him, this enables her to renew her ability to work.

The value created by domestic labour is determined by this value from the wage. Jean

Gardiner points to this measure of value as being ridiculous. Any reductions in the

part of the wage going to the housewife would represent less work by the housewife:

"that the less a wife receives from her husband's wage packet the less she contributes

to the creation of value"(Gardiner, 1975:57), even if this were a result of a reduction

in the wage relating to economic recession where domestic labour would be

intensified to compensate to "stretch the reduced wages" (Gardiner, 1975:51).

Moreover, Seccombe's assumption of equal exchange between the male worker and

the housewife masks her dependence on him (Beechey 1978:52, Smith, 1978:209'1.

Nor does Seccombe measure the domestic labour of one housewife against the

output of other wives in other households or other external pressures. This is in line

with his conception of domestic labour as beyond the exercise of the law of value:

"there exists no continual impefus to reorganise domestic labour to improve its
efficiency"' so housework has stagnated while in industrial production, where the law
of value governs, labour productivity has advanced (Seccombe, 1974:16-17) tn fact,

he describes housework as static, with no major structural change occurring in the

entire capitalist epoch.

ln a later paper Seccombe modified this position in response to criticism by

Coulson, Magas and Wainwright conceding that the productivity of housework had

increased but reiterating his position on domestic labour as value producing

(Seccombe, I 975:85-94).
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Firstly he conceded the point on structural change, agreeing that the productivity

of housework had increased with the use of improved household technology,

although industrial productivity had increased at a greater rate. Secondly, he

attempted to strengthen his argument for domestic labour as value producing despite

being outside the law of value, by arguing that different domestic labours are

commensurate because there is an average labour time for domestic labour. 65.

His critics were not convinced by his arguments and they rejected the basis of
Seccombe's case for domestic labour as creating value through its contribution to the

reproduction of labour power, although they accept that domestic labour produces use

values necessary for the reproduction of the worker. Adamson et al (1976) accuse

Seccombe of confusing useful labour with productive labour, and concrete labour

with abshact labour. Commodity producing labour produces both use values and

exchange values, it is both concrete and abstract, whereas domestic labour remains

concrete.

Hirnmelweit and Mohun (1977) make a similar point, suggesting that Seccombe's

conceptualisation of the way domestic labour produces labour power, is flawed

because he conflates the reproduction of labour power with the reproduction of the

living individual. Domestic labour is necessary for the individual but it does not
produce the commodity labour power which is just another attribute of a living
individual.

u5 This average is achieved despite not being 'compelled or distibuted directly by capital,, through the
law of value ultimately deterrnining the magnitude of domestic labour time through the agency of the
family which functions within certain external constraints: "The housewife's labour is compelled
directly by the demands placed on her by her husband and children. But these personal mechanisms
only reflect the material imperative of the family's needs to keep the total household in the best
possible condition given the limits of the wage's purchasing por"i...Asu-e that the average wage,
the price of wage goods and the normal living condition of G proletariat in a given capitaliit nation
are known at any given point in time. Since these three factors completely *urro*d houseives labour,
its intensity is also deterurined and knowable. Average domestiJ labour time will tlerefore be that
labour time necessary to convert the average *ug" irto the average proletarian household, at the
average price of wage goods." (Seccombe, 1975: 88-89). Only two pages on, Seccombe (1975:91)
notes that the magnitude of the means of subsistence does not remain constant and new needs are
created (as a response to increased productivity) and are 'highly elastic'. These needs are expressed as
the household's demand for new consumer products, and are constantly expanding. This fluidity is
compounded by the element of individual consumer choice, a subjective variable but cental to the
ethos of capitalist society- fa{ty perceptions of 'need' and consequently, the standard of living of
working class families, will differ according to demographics such as location of household and family
composition, and also their susceptibility to pressure to consume. The consumer society invites us to
conform by buying what will sigufy us as normal yet at the same rime stamps us as speciaVrrnique He
needs to relate these deviations from his norm established in his earlier point.
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The most complex and cogent criticism against Seccombe's case for domestic

labour creatrng value remains Paul Smith's discussion of domestic labour and Man<'s

theory of value (Smith, 1978). Smith criticises Seccombe's position as being a

challenge to Man<'s theory of value, not an application of it. He states the Mancist

axiom, that not all labour produces value, but only labour done within the social

relations of commodity production which takes the form of socially necessary

abstract labour. His essay is a systematic analysis of whether domestic labour

conforms to this standard/concept.

Smith examines Seccombe's proposition that domestic labour produces labour

power so like any labour producing any part of a commodity, produces value. Smith

investigates whether domestic labour can be subsumed under commodity production

and create value. He follows Mam in tracing the connections between the substance

of value and the magnitude of value. Mam sees this dual character of labour

embodied in commodities related to the use-value/exchange-value factors in the

commodity itself. The exchange value of the commodity is the key factor in
understanding the way value operates. Labour is socially regulated by exchange.

Concrete individual labour becomes social labour not just because the individual

producers are related through exchange of their products, but because exchange

impacts on their productive activity in the ways referred to - exchange is a definite

social form of the production process. It is in production for exchange that abstract

labour emerges as the form of social labour. Smith demonstrates that domestic labour

is indifferent to these processes.

Two factors related to the substance of value are the tendency towards equilibrium

and qualitative equivalence. Equilibrium is achieved when products exchange at

value, but this is constantly upset. There is an on-going vacillation of labour from

different spheres of production as competition on the market drives capitalists to

more efficient production When some achieve an advantage through changes in
technique or technology this leads to changes in price. When exchange values diverge

between different branches of production, this triggers a general movement of labour

and means of production to compete on equal terms and re-establish equilibrium.

Marx refers to this constant balancing in terms of pressure on individual capitalist

interests mutually conditioning each other.
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Domestic labour is not part of this constant adjustment to achieve equilibrium.

Smith claims that fluctuation in the price of labour power does not affect the way

domestic labour is performed. It is still undertaken when the labour power of the

worker cannot be sold. However, I argue that Smith needs to take account of the way

that these circumstances are likely to affect the conduct of domestic labour and result

in a tendency to intensiS work in the household to compensate for a lower household

income.

Qualitative equivalence between concrete forms of labour is not planned but

achieved unconsciously under capitalism. Different concrete labours producing

different use values are equated or reduced to a common quality of being products of
human labour through exchange, just as diflerent forms of labour are equalised to a
commonality as abstract labour: "to attribute value to commodities, is merely a mode

of expressing all labour as equal human labour, and consequently as labour of equal

quality" (Marx, quoted in Smith 207) Domestic labour is performed apart from the

regulation of labour through the value of its product.

Smith argues that there is no external pressure to define the nature of the tasks that

create the value of labour power: "if cooking meals is necessary for its production,

why not eating them?...since sleeping is necessary for the for the replenishment of
the capacity to labour, it too [must be] value creating labour" (smith, l97g:20g).

Just as domestic labour does not meet the key aspects of substance of value by
achieving equivalence with other forms of labour qualitatively as abstract labour,

neither does it achieve equivalence quantitatively as socially necessary labour, the

magnitude of value. Marx explains how labour time is an integral part of this

quantitative aspect of value: "the magnitude of value of a commodity ...expresses a

necessary relation to social labour time which is inherent in the process by which its

value is created" (Mam, 1976: 196). Despite his argument for standard time for
domestic labour, Seccombe admits there is no competition between domestic units as

tlere is for industrial units so that the labour time is minimized, saying that,,capital

has no interest in the productivity of a unit of domestic labour time. Whether a

domestic task is completed in one hour or four has no effect on capital...the

household is the least efficient organisation of a labour process existent within
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capitalism" (Seccombe, 1974: 17) Yet he does not draw out the implications of this

for his argument.

As Smith points out, inefficient households continue to function - they do not fail
to sell their commodity. Smith does not discern any social mechanism through which

individual domestic labour time tends towards socially necessary labour time or

averages levels of productivity. He draws the conclusion that o'without the means to
enforce socially necessary labour, domestic labour cannot be expressed in a definite

magnitude of value and does not constitute a portion of society's total homogenous

labour, does not constitute social labour in a commodity economy" (Smith, l97g:
2t1).

Ultimately Seccombe's attanpt to extend Marx fails because he uses concepts

relating to the capitalist mode of production which do not relate to domestic labour.

As Smith emphasises, he does not recognise the abstract character of labour for the

commodity form and so cannot see how domestic labour is not part of this. Although

he acknowledges the practical ways that domestic labour does not conform to this, he

cannot draw the conclusion that because domestic labour time is not subject to the

social mechanisms that make commodity production part of social production, it is
not part of the law of value.

Domestic Labour as a separate mode of production :autonomy

Notions of sexism or power relations within the family which are absent in
seccombe, are cenffal to the approaches that argue for a domestic mode of
production. Like others in the domestic labour debate, these writers see the position

of women in the household as primary factor in women's subordination and a
separate mode of production66 as a useful way of theorising this situation.

In this section I am going to examine the contributions to the domestic labour

debate from John Harrison, Christine Delphy, Christine Delphy and Diana Leonard,

66 'Mode of production' is a term that Man used to describe production in a particular historical
epoch. The form of production in a given period, was distinguistred Uy characteristics defined in terms
ofthe relationship between the social relations ofproduction (or class relations based on orientation to
production) and the forces of production (or the development of technology). Each mode had its own
dynamic or laws of motion which acted to reproduce the mode.
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and Harriet Fraad, Stephen Resnick and Richard Wolf. All these writers see a

material base for womenos subordination, it is not just an ideologioal construct. They

privilege the household (or family) as the main site of subordination for women: and

they regard the household as a relatively autonomous sphere. They differ on how

gender and class connections are made. They are motivated to find a separate mode

of production not only as a way of explaining ideological and political autonomy but

more importantly they recognise that you cannot reduce domestic production

relations to capitalist social relations. A domestic mode of production it has its own

laws which cannot be confused with the law of value.

John Harrison, the important early writer on domestic labour as a mode of
production in its own right, explains his own use of 'mode of production' as

involving 'the transfonnation of nature' and the 'appropriation of the product' which

approximate to the relations of production and the forces of production. The

relationship between them hinges on the social relations of production being an

essential factor at both levels. This avoids a distributional analysis which he thinks

might follow from a fturow interpretation of 'forces of production' which excludes
' relations of production' (Harris on, | 97 3 :3 6).

His approach involves taking account of the dynamic of modes of production in a
constant state of change. For example, other modes co-existing with capitalism are

vestigial (which corresponds to what Man calls remnants of past modes) foetal (an

emerging mode) and client. He characterises the domestic mode of production as a

client mode because it is dependent for survival on the dominant mode, capitalism

(Harrison, 1973:40).

The social relations of production in the domestic mode tend to be gender

relations. Harrison argues that women comprise a distinct class as housewives

exploited by their husbands who appropriate their surplus labour (Harrison, 1973:50).

Following Harrison, Delphy (1984) also sees women as a class while Fraad, Resnick

and wolff(1994) distinguish between class and gender'processes,.

Harrison sees that domestic labour cannot produce value as it is not subject to the

mechanisms which establish the standards of social production through exchange. It
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is not subsumed under capitalism. Nonetheless, domestic labour is a benefit to capital

if the wife expands her production. Making more in the household could have two

consequences which would contribute to lowering commodity production costs; the

family spends less on commodities and the husband may consume more, so his

capacity for labour is more robust. The first consequence lowers the overall value of
labour for capital and enables capitalists to keep the wage low. The second may lead

to a consequence that Harrison did not consider - the capitalist may intensiS labour.

When he attempts to measure the transfer of surplus labour (surplus because it is
above the level of the labourer's consumption) from the domestic to the capitalist

sphere, Harrison's method of relating the capitalist mode of production to the

household mode of production becomes problematic. He has been criticised for using

the general category 'labour' without breaking it dornm to differentiate between wage

labour as abstract labour producing commodities, and domestic labour as concrete

labour in the household. Treating them both as concrete labours allows him to
measure all hours against each other. This method implies they are commensurate, a

position which Harrison has explicitly rejected and which undermines his separate

modes of production model.67

Christine Delphy makes a less nuanced case for a domestic mode of production,

using it as a device for demonshating the overwhelming nature of patriarchal

exploitation and the household as a major locus of production, where men

appropriate women's labour. $he slaims the 'main enemy' is men, not capitalism.

(Delphy, 1984: 57-77) Her domestic mode of production position is a critique of
Marxists who regard what she sees as the 'oppression common to all women', as

secondary to the class struggle of the workers against capitalism. Delphy sees that

women in countries where capitalism has been destroyed continue to be oppressed.

Thus, Marxist solutions are shown as insuffrcient to overcome women's

subordination because classes derived from relations ofcapitalist production are not

relevant to women's non-capitalist production in the home. For Delphy, women's

class position is defined by their participation in family production. Their inferiority
derives from their economic exploitation in the family. Their work is essential to

67 This aspect of his argument is criticised by Fine,l992:172-173, Himmelweit and Mohun,l gjT:25
and Molyneux,1979:9
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economy of the farm but is unpaid, unacknowledged and undervalued. This work is

done for, and is circumscribed by, "the will of the husband'. He consumes or sells the

same products for exchange on the market.

The same tasks produce goods for private consumption or commodity exchange.

Delphy's point here is that as nothing is different about these tasks except that one is

paid. This means there is no real distinction between use value and exchange value.

Her argument arrives at the position that domestic labour is intrinsically the same as

labour which produces commodities. All concrete labour may take on the same

appearance but the work she is referring to for exchange appears to be petty

commodity production.

Marilyrr Waring (1988) takes a position close to Delphy's (and creates a similar
problem) in her arguments over women's unpaid domestic/household labour. Waring

challenges the non-recognition of women's work in the home and the view that

women are 'inactive and unoccupied'. She argues for national accounts to measure the

productive capacity of unpaid work. This would ensure a monetary value was given

to women's unpaid work. Further, it would involve a shift away from the dominance

of patriarchal economic approaches.

From a Marxist perspective, Waring would give use value an exchange value

without it being subject to the operation of the market. This is similar to the ,wages

for housework' arguments that also seek to boost the social recognition of women,s

household labour by giving it a monetary value.

Like Waring, Delphy does not understand Marxist concepts and she uses terms

loosely/incorrectly. To have validity, her critique of Marxism needs to demonstrate

an understanding of Marxist concepts. Her rejection of Marxism involves ignoring

the particular Marxist meanings in favour of commonsense understandings. The

domestic mode is sustained and activated by capitalism and although she infers this

interpenetration, she challenges the way that Marxists say household work is not

productive and claims this avoids addressing women's contribution. By focusing on

the patriarchy she is darying the validity of capitalism from a moral standpoint. Like

other feministso she thinks that because capitalism marginalises women's labour, it
seems a denial of all the hard work done outside the capitalist mode of production, as
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if it is Mamist analysis that is denying the reatity of women's work rather than the

operation of the capitalist mode of production itself. Regarding men as exploiters

rather than a capitalist system is zuperficially more rewarding. The relationship is

more apparent, the inequality is apparent. But Delphy rejects 'naturalism' for men

and women as social constructions. She needs to extend her analysis to explore the

extent to which capitalism is the framework for women's oppression.

Her understanding of exploitation is that it is 'appropriation of labour', which is
another crude version of a Marxist concept. Any work extorted by someone else

signifies exploitation. Further, she uses the terms 'oppression' and 'exploitation'

interchangeably.

She proposes a universal class of women which is based on their exploitation by

husbands within marriage. Marriage involves a contract where women are totally

under the control of their husbands. This position is premised on a fallacy. Delphy is

historically specific with her ernpirical data but extrapolates from the specific

circumstances of French farm families to generalise patriarchy. She universalises

from particular conditions on French farms to all marriage relationships as if all

married women share similar material circumstances or have in common their
'relations of production'. Additionally, she universalises the marriage form as if all

women are married women. This excludes single women.

Delphy assumes it is always husbands who appropriate the surplus labour of
wives' Her evidence is based on French farms where traditionally other family

members had their labour appropriated by the husband too. She does not consider

whether children may 'exploit' their mother in the same way by depending on her

surplus labour. When the husband is a wage labourer outside the household, by

selling his labour power in return for a wage he conhibutes to the farnily's

subsistence. Through this transaction, his surplus labour is appropriated by his

family68. As noted earlier, husbands' support of wives is not a key issue in the

domestic labour debate!

68 The main tenets of her argument are re-nm in Delphy and Leonard's Familiar Exploitation.
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By seeing housework as a separate mode of production both Harrison and Delphy

avoid Seecombe's error of attempting to subsume domestic labour into the capitalist

mode of production. They do not have to defend a position that takes domestic labour

as value creating although outside commodity production and valorisation.

Nevertheless, they both have problems in demonstrating the relation between

domestic labour and capitalism. Harrisonos domestic mode of production is a client
mode and subject to the capitalist dominant mode, while Delphy's domestic mode is

quite autonomous. While Harrison's client mode is under the sway of capitalism,

Delphy's autonomous mode permits her to avoid making connections between a

domestic mode of production and a capitalist mode of production. Yet the domestic

mode cannot be completely autonomous when it exists within a capitalist mode of
production. Delphy's household is penetrated by the capitalist mode of production

when household members work outside the household, or sell their products in the

market or purchase commodities for household consumption. Whether the

commodities worked on in the household for consumption are raw materials,

processed materials or appliances, they affect the way domestic labour is conducted.

Delphy defines 'mode of production' perfunctorily as a 'way of producing'. As

noted, Harrison establishes categories of modes in transition. Molyneux (1973:16-19)

notes that the 'vestigial' and 'foetal' transitional modes have been, or are becoming,

generalised. But the client mode by definition is a client of the capitalist mode, so

cannot be generalised unless you fall back to an ahistorical position. This would not

match up to my earlier explanation of the orthodox Maniist use of the term 'mode of
production'.

Fraad, Resnick and Wolff introduce their work on households and housework

without situating themselves in relation to the domestic labour debate other than a

couple of references to Delphy. They privilege the household as a social site where

gender and class continuously shape and change each other. Like Delphy they argue

that the household is autonomous but do not refer to it as a domestic mode of
production. Instead, they designate the sphere of household 'feudal'.

Their use of the temr 'feudal' is problematic. The term does not correspond to

actual feudal households and they do not explain when and where the modern feudal

household originated. It is used metaphorically to sigufy that the 'class processes' in
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the household are traditional. What they mean by 'traditional' is unexplained also.

Coontz surmises they are referring to a tradition of Victorian households in the

period in the nineteenth century when capitalism was on the ascendancy and the cult

of domesticity took hold (Coontz, 1994.65). Feudal is a convenient term for them

because it signifies the separation of class processes within the household from the

market outside. The two dissimilar class structures co-exist. tnitially they claim that

there are no direct class processes with capitalists; the modifo/qualify this stance

later.

Class is o'not the name for a group of people [but a process involving] the

production, appropriation and distribution of surplus labour" (Fraad, Resnick and

woltf, 1994: 2\. Surplus is above what is necessary for consumption. tt can be

appropriated by the producer. Their self-claimed 'precise class definition' raises

questions about how you determine the difference between the level of your

consumption and your own surplus if you are consuming that too (their distinction

between necessary and surplus labour is unclear), and how you can appropriate yorx

own surplus from yourself. Usually another person appropriates the producer's

surplus so these complications do not arise, the process is straightforward. The

female at home produces use values and the surplus of her labour is appropriated by
her husband. Both engage in 'firndamental class processes' because people occupy

different class positions according to whether they produce or appropriate surplus

labour.

So class positions are allocated by gender because it is men who appropriate the

surplus labour of women. Men are the dominant class in the feudal household;

husbands are the feudal lords while their wives are the serfs. But Fraad, Resnick and

Wolffprefer to avoid the conclusion that class is 'fixed by gender' in the household

and see 'gender processes' as restricted to the production and distribution of
meaning. Gender processes are cultural or ideological processes analyically distinct

from the economic. By excluding economic factors, their examples trivialize the

question of gender relations to the level of personal dynamics. Personal power

relations are privileged above structures of power. A woman can exercise ideological

power to resist her husband's authority by exerting emotional pressure on her

husband. She can undermine his authority by decorating the house to her own taste,
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doing some tasks and not others and aligning with her children against her

husband/their father.

Feudal relations were maintained by overt coercion of the lord over the serf. For

Fraad, Resnick and Wolff there is no material compulsion for women do household

tasks. Women comply with their husband's demands because they are culturally

conditioned to do what is expected of a'proper woman'. Changes occur only because

of changes in ideas about what is appropriate for women to do and then at the level of
personal arrangernents.

These explanations are idealist because Fraad, Resnick and Wolffrely on peoples'

perceptions as the catalyst for the reproduction of gender roles in the household.

Their arguments reverse the purpose of earlier domestic labour debate to analyse the

material basis for women's oppression. When they explore connections befween the

household and the economy they have not established a framework to make sense of
them' Although they claim that the autonomous household has "no invariable

connections to broader capitalist society' and gender relations are not economic,

Fraad, Resnick and Wolff contradict themselves by referring to systemic links

between the household and capitalism, mentioning how boom/bust cycles impact on

the gender relations in the household. They explicitly acknowledge that larger forces

outside the household afilect women in the household, asserting that .lhe feudal

position of women in feudal households is conditioned by economic processes in the

United States...The economic processes generating levels and changes in wages and

salaries, job benefits, pensions and social security benefits influence the quality of the

feudal housewife's life and her rationale for remaining in such a life" (Fraad, Resnick

and Wolfl 1994:16-17). These links between the household and the wider economy

raise bigger questions of the extent to which wider systems of female inequality

outside the household are an outcome of women's restricted domestic labour role. ln
turn" women's inferior position in the social division of labour must reinforce their

inferior position in the household.

But these structural questions are reduced to how they are personally experienced

within the family. The authors cite an instance where the lowering of real wages

undermines the manos role as protector and pushes his wife into wage labotr.

Although she continues to take responsibility for the housework by working a double
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shift, she produces less surplus labour and this situation alters the balance of power

in the household. Then they surmise that in the tight labour market during the boom

period of the late sixties, men were provoked by their wives to push up wages. The

higher wages the men achieved left capitalists less surplus to use to develop

production techniques. At the same time, the woman's liberation movement

influenced women to reduce their commitment to housework. Men accepted this

reduction because their higher wages enabled them to offset women's rliminished

surplus labour. Although their arguments are based on anecdote and speculation, the

authors confidently argue their example shows that the analysts who treat the

household labour of women as if that capitalism always benefits from it at women's

expense' are wrong. Women can benefit at the expense of men and capitalists.

(Fraad, Resnick and Wolfi 1994:27).

Fraad, Resnick and Wolff make a leap from their feudal household with its rigid
division of labour, to a communist one. They claim that 20Yo of two adult households

are now 'communist class structures', on the basis of their observation that couples

share decisions and tasks. Shared housework or less housework for women are not

filndarnental transfonnations in women's lives but minor improvements at the level of
inter-personal negotiations and arrangements. 'Communist class' structures is an

oxymoron.

Such statements reveal that Fraad, Resnick and Wolffs intention of developing a

"Mamist-feminist theory of the household" is doomed. They misunderstand basic

Marxist concepts. A materialist conception of history demands primacy for a

materialist approach but many of their causal factors are ideological. It demands an

historically specific analysis when theirs is an ahistorical feudal model so free-

floating that they apply it liberally to a range of households in different historical

periods. Locating their household historically could provide the framework to apply

more rigourous scientific method to investigate their categories to uncover empirical

evidence to support them.

What is their evidence that in 20% of US households, tasks are shared equally? Is

sharing of tasks a convincing basis to claim the household as 'communist'? Or is
"egalitarianism within the farnily an antidote for inequality beyond the family"
(Coontz, 1994:68) a marker for those sensitive new age males in professional jobs
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who have the discretion in their work arrangements to free them to devote the time to

create an enclave of sharing and caring in their household which they think anyone

else could emulate if they were inclined, thus absolving them from considering the

structural nature of gender inequality and further action beyond adjusting personal

relationships.

Fraad, Resnick and Wolff celebrate collective activity at a personal level in the

sharing of tasks within the household, and not at a structural level which may be

independent of peoples' consciousness. This is reflected in their uneasiness with key

Mamist categories. Their notion of 'class processes' attaches 'class' to an aspect of
what people do, not to their shared social relation to production as their basic

identity. They do not use the term 'working class' because "we do not reduce

individuals to the class processes in which they participate" (Fraad, Resnick and

Wolfl 1994:74).

Other theorists take a classic Marxist approach and do not capitulate to

contemporary fashions that shift away from Marxist analysis. They are not fearful of
submerging individuals and their multiple identities in 'totalising theory'that makes

more coherent links between the family and the wider social and economic

formations in a capitalist mode of production.

Mutuality' or the links between domestic labour and wage labour

One of the significant limitations of the domestic labour debate that I have

considered so far, is that the theories do not provide an adequate explanation of how

women's domestic labour affects their activity outside the household. The theories

that separate out a domestic mode of production do not show close links between

domestic labour and the capitalist mode of production, although such relationships

are suggested. Delphy relies on a patriarchal explanation that women's work in the

household is for men, not capital. Fraad, Resnick and Wolff describe some of the

connections but encounter difficulties with their feudal mode in that the significance

of housework in the wider society is submerged in personal experiences within the

family' These approaches privilege human agency over structure, and need to balance

intimacy in the family with the wider forces that set the framework for familv

dynamics and activity extemal to the household.
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The theories which confuse domestic labour with value-creating labour within the

capitalist mode of production, take the line that domestic labour is a particular type of
labour within capitalism producing value. These theories are limited in that theorists

attempt to 'improve'Marx by mistaking domestic labour for commodity production.

One consequence of subsuming domestic labour into capitalism, is that they place

women in social production when they are in the domestic sphere. As I have argued,

this position misinterprets Marxist categories and has negative implications for
political change. Any progressive prospect for change arising from women's enty
into wage labour, is lost if women are already there.

What is needed is an explanation of domestic labour which explores the

relationship to capitalisrn as interaction not based on fusion or autonomy. A
relationship of mutuality is the strongest position taken in the domestic labour debate

and allows theorists the scope to investigate connections on a wide front such as

Michele Barrett's claim that domestic labour is fundamental to the capitalist system;

that "the family-household system of contemporary capitalism constitutes not only
the central site of the oppression of women but an important organising principle of
the relations of production of the social formation as a whole" (Barreff,1980:21l).

Some theorists dispute that the family and domestic labour are functional for
capital to this extent and argue that capital could dispense with the family and

women's domestic labour, and reproduce labour power itself.

The latter argument follows Marx's own observations of the influx of women onto

the labour market during the early period of the nineteenth century. He noted the

growing substitution of female workers for male workers, because of cheaper cost of
employing young women. o'Three girls of 13,at wages of from 6 to 8 shillings a week,

have replaced the one man of mature age, at wages varying from l8 shillings to 45

shillings". (Mam, 1976:frr.518 ) He deduced from this tend that all women would
enter the labour market and the domestic labour of women would be replaced:

since certain family functions, such as nursing and suckling children,

cannot entirely be suppressed, the mothers who have been confiscated by

capital must try substitutes of some sort. Domestic work such as sewing

and mending, must be replaced by the purchase of ready-made
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articles'..The cost of the production of the working class therefore

increases (Marx, I 976:fn.5 I 8).

Several writers accept that domestic labour is expendable in this way. Harrison

says that all housework could be done under capitalist production relations. Capitalist

provision of laundrettes could be extended to creches and even brothels (Harrison,

1973:51 ).

Lindsay German follows this line of argument. She asserts that changes in the way

labour power is reproduced show that capitalism does not depend for its existence on

privatised domestic labour. She claims "in theory, the family could be abolished

without spelling the end of capitalist society" (German, 1994:68)although she admits

that the socialisation of aspects of domestic labour is contingent on the level of class

struggle and the cost to capital in any particular period. She comments that even in

the post war boom the most advanced capitalist countries could not afford to socialise

domestic labour.

German's recognition that the costs to capital impede the socialisation of domestic

labour, she shares with other theorists who draw different conclusions from this trend

and insist that domestic labour is indispensable to capital.

Those arguing that domestic labour is essential for capital bifurcate into two

methods of analysis. Adamson, Browno Harrison and Price(1976), Himmelweit and

Mohun(l977) and Gimenez (1990) incorporate abstractions into their arguments to

demonstrate that domestic labour cannot be fully socialised, while Jane Humphries

(1977) argues on an empirical level for the continuing efficacy of the working class

family as functional for the reproduction of the working class.

Adamson, Brown, Harrison and price say:

There is no immanent tendency within capitalism to take over direct

responsibility for the individual consumption of the working class after

the process of production has ended...since no surplus value can be

produced by domestic work, capital has no interest in its socialisation.

Even assuming the unlikely possibility of the full incorporation of women

into social production, domestic work would still need to be performed
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after the working day had ended. Capital itself sets an absolute limit on

the extent to which domestic work can be socialised (Adamson, Brown,

Harrison and Price, 1976:9\.

They have been criticised for not speci&ing what these 'absolute limits' are

(Fine,1992:181) despite the reference in the passage to socialised domestic labour

producing no surplus value. Logically, this means that instead of producing profit,

socialised domestic labour would be a drain on profit and a 'limit' on capital

accumulation.

Himmelweit and Mohun (1977) agree that it is impossible to completely

incorporate domestic labour under capitalist relations of production for different

reasons. They make a brief but specious argument that if the reproduction of labour

power were subsumed into the capitalist production process, labourers would become

commodities and private property and this would undermine the requirement of
capital for free labourers on the labour market (Himmelweit and Mohun, 1977:25).

Himmelweit and Mohun admit that labour power is already a commodity which is

reproduced partly by the purchase of commodities and partly by activity in the

household. If it were reproduced wholly by the consumption of commodities, they do

not explain how this would alter the nature of commodity labour power or convert

labourers themselves into commodities any more than they already are as bearers of
their own labour power.

I am sceptical over their use of 'freedom'. Although Marx saw the freedom of
commodity exchange was an advance, historically and morally, over the directly

coercive social relations of earlier slave and feudal modes of production, this freedom

is relative and is superseded by another freedom. Capitalism rests on the freedom to

own private property and this sets in place structural parameters which constrain

individual freedoms. The working class lack freedom because they lack access to

private property through ownership of the means of production, and are thus

strucfurally compelled to sell their labour power to another class who do own the

means of production, in order to survive. In these terms, Himmelweit and Mohun's

argument is not plausible, whereas Adamson, Brown, Harrison and Price are able to
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concretise theirs to show that the ability to socialise domestic labour is tied into the

stages of capital accumulation.

Jane Humphries sees Mam's stance on the entry of women into wage labour as an

anti-family position signalling the demise of families. She is correct to characterise

both Man and Engels as anticipating the disappearance of the working class family.

Engels suggested that the family existed merely as a result of property relations and

the material basis for the working class family would erode as communal property

was appropriated into private ownership (Engels, 1972). Marx took the normative

position that a worker was a male supporting his family. With the new machinery

which was easier to operate, all family members would be drawn into production.

Humphries takes only part of what Marx says about the destruction of the old family

form and she misses out on his point that the entry of women into social production

was a progressive aspect of capitalism which could foreshadow a different future.

"historic presuppositions for a new state of society" Man<,1973:461).

One consequence is that it could create the conditions leading to a higher family
form realised under another mode of production:

However terrible and disgusting the dissolution of the old family ties

within the capitalist system may appear, large-scale industry, by assigning

an important part in socially organised processes of production, outside

the sphere of the domestic economy, to women, young persons and

children of both sexes, does nevertheless create a new economic

foundation for a higher form of the family and of relations between the

sexes (Man, I 97 6:620-621\.

Both Mam and Engels were writing early in the nineteenth century when women

were drawn into wage labour in large numbers. Howeveq as a result of working class

agitation around the intolerable conditions at work for women and children and

consequent middle class moral outrage, restrictions on women's participation were

put in place and the participation of married women dropped sharply.

Humphries' argument centes on the family as an important defensive institution

to protect the standard of living of the working class. She expresses this as the
'material interest of the working class in maintaining the farnily structure'. She sees
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domestic labour is not socialised because working class families resisted attanpts by

capital to usurp their function of sustaining/maintaining the working class.

Humphries overstates her case for the working class family as a bastion against

capitalist intrusion. Although working class families may preserve their class

heritages they have been deeply af,lected by the economic decisions and ideological

pressures impacting on thern from outside. Humphries links the resilience of working

class families to their dependence on kinship ties. She holds that in times of
economic crisis, kinship networks are more important for survival than the support of
the welfare state. Yet in New Zealand in the nineteenth century, poor working

conditions disrupted family life. Male workers went 'on the wallaby' in search of
work and abandoned families were common. The state moved to appease working

class unrest by establishing the first reforms of the Welfare state. The current retreat

from welfare provision involves withdrawing many of the supports that maintained

the basic living standards for the working class.

However, Humphries romanticises the 'humanity' of kin networks and working

class self-reliance over the impersonal welfare state: "it may be that the welfare of the

non-labouring members of the working class is better secured by informal

*sslrenisms than by more formal institutional channels" (Humphries, 1977:24t).

Utilising kinship networks is an important survival stratery but I question the ability

of kin networks to spread around diminishing resources. The poorhouse is one

example of what the indigent working class fell back on in the nineteenth cenrury.

Humphries ends up in an extreme position of saying that the family can cope better

without state support. In a period when the withdrawal of the welfare state

(institutions gained through struggle which workers are defending) creates pressure

and strain for working class families, her position coincides with and is an implicit
endorsement of a conservative right posifion that the state withdraw from interceding

in family life, and private family can take up the remnants of the welfare state.

Martha Gimenez (1990) comes to very different conclusions from Humphries on

the way poverty affects workers and their household activity. Gimenez is interested

in the way that "the class that controls the means of production also controls peoples'

access to the conditions of reproduction" (Gimenez, 1990: 36).
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She contrasts the domestic labour arangements of the rich and poor. The wealthy

can buy domestic household labour either by purchasing services in the market or

employing servants. This allows them to spend time on the 'pleasant tasks' of social

reproduction - Gimenez mentions spending 'quality time' with their children or

enhancing their personal development and their social life.

For waged workerso domestic labour is a form of socially necessary labour that

provides goods and services that normally they cannot afford to buy. But the poor

without wages cannot utilise their domestic labour in the same way. When they are

left to fend for themselves or take welfare if it is available, this has serious

consequences for their ability to reproduce themselves in their households, or even

sustain their penonal relationshiprun. Gimenez argues that welfare at a minimum

level of subsistence reproduces only the physical conditions of subsistence. The

domestic labour of these poor cannot augment the welfare income sufficiently to

overcome their economic position and produce labour power, so these people are

reproduced without marketable skills and become trapped in poverty. Gimenez

concludes that on a world scale:

Each crisis of accumulation increases the population of the unemployed

and unernployable by expelling from the workforce - sometimes forever -

millions of workers and their families...presenting a problem

insurmountable within the parameters of the system (Gimenez, 1990:37).

Adamson, Brown, Harrison and price, Himmelweit and Mohun, and Molyneux

also ernphasise that mapping out the links between domestic labour and wage labour

is vital to understanding the nature of women's subordination.

I have referred to how women were forced into a reserve army of unemployed or

underemployed in the nineteenth century as part of a mounting ideological offensive

underpinned by material constraints Johanna Brenner and Maria Rammers (1gS4)

give an insight into some of the practical issues of reproduction that aflected women's

wage labour partieipation. They argue convincingly that women's disadvantage in

6e Gimenez' argument is borne out by New Zealand data. According to Callister (2000) who analysed
statistical trends in New Zealand, there is a strong correlation berween instability in employrnent and
instability in familial living arrangements.
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social production was based on the inability of new capitalist enterprises to

accommodate to their domestic family responsibilities, especially women's biological

reproductive/child bearing needs. In previous modes of production when the

household was the unit of social production, women were able to fit their childcare

tasks around their productive tasks. Once social production was located away from

home and became time oriented, which differed from previous modes, women's

involvement in childbearing was a mediating factor on women's capability for
undertaking wage labour. The new requirements of emerging capitalist production

presented difficulties for pregnant women or lactating mothers. These women

suffered a high incidence of miscarriage or infant mortality because altematives to

breast feeding were not viable. Special provisions for mothers to meet these needs

have been too costly to implement in the workplace. Further, universal childcare was

too costly for capital and has never been achieved even in times of economic growth

and prosperity. As a consequence, married women left the labour force and individual

families took responsibility for dependents. The family wage reflected these

circumstances.

Since Barbara Drake noted in 1920 that men trade unionists were suspicious of
women as cheap substitute labour and "are accused of sex privilege and prejudice"

(Drake,l984), feminists have been arguing that women were excluded from jobs by
male trade unionists. This argument reflects part of a complex reality. Competition

between sexes occurred where capital used women to undercut male wages and this

was resisted. It may be a contributing factor to womenos exclusion that male workers

were better organised and did not prioritise women's concerns, but this was not

invariable.

Dorothy Thompson's work on the early Chartists as a mass movement which
included women, traces the move away from the Chartist political demands to a

narrower focus on economistic demands for wages and working conditions in the

subsequent relatively sophisticated trade unions organisations where "skilled workers

left behind the unskilled workers and the women" (Thompson,1976:137). In the new

conditions there were fewer opportunities for men and women to work together. This

separation tended to confirm the exclusion of women except in industries where they

had continued to work in large numbers, such as the textiles industry. Coontz (1988:

301-304) points to a heightened militancy in situations where men and women were
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not competing for jobs and organised together for better conditions. So it was not

inevitable that women were excluded, nor supported by men or were less militant.

Thompson's explanation suggests women were left out of capitalist production

and relegated to the domestic sphere based on needs of capital to expand/accumulate

with minimal cost or drain on profits. Marx's point that the capitalist may safely

leave the reproduction of the working class to their own drive for self-preservation is

vindicated by those theorists who show that unpaid domestic labour is free and its

cost of reproduction through the wage not subject to the law of value. Therefore there

is always going to be an advantage for capital to use the 'slave' labour of women

when they are not required as wage labour.

I argue that these positions extend Marxist theory to demonstrate why domestic

labour has not been completely socialised under capitalist production. Socialising

health and education was expedient for capital in periods when healthy skilled

workers were in demand. Hence, capitalists made some concessions to working class

demands in order to create stable political conditions for facilitating accumulation.

The best contributions to the domestic labour debate point to the importance of
relating domestic labour to wage labour in order to understand the dynamics of
women's status under capitalism. Women's domestic work cannot be assessed in
isolation of other activity, it must take into account many relevant determinations. I
have suggested that women's domestic labour activity is modified by their activity in
wage labour, but both the labour market and the household are subject to a capitalist

economy with its overwhelming drive towards capital accumulation. ln a capitalist

mode of production the reproduction of people is subordinate to commodity

production, because capital accumulation through production for profit dominates

and overrides peoples' needs. Needs are met if it is profitable to do so.

The Marxist position best describes the self interest of capital development and the

limits of capital's ability to firlly socialise domestic labour which is outside capitalist

production. The previous chapter looked at shifting connections between women's

domestic labour and wage labour, and the persistence of domestic labour as a marker

for women's participation in wage labour. Women's involvement in wage labour is

shaped by childcare needs within the family. We saw in the first section of this
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chapter that even when women work in the labour force full-time, the domestic

labour tasks within the family remain largely their responsibility. Women not in
wage labour or pushed out of wage labour, tend to become more involved in domestic

labour no matter how much they resent this burden and want to retum to work. This

reserve army of women exists as a result of the ways capital and domestic labour

intersect.

As capitalism expanded in the second half of the twentieth century, more women

were brought into production. The expansionary phase generated a burgeoning state

sector' which is a location of state socialised domestic labour particularly in the areas

of health and education. Thus, many traditionally'female' jobs are concentrated in the

public sector and these are the areas which women move into as wage labour.. The

Time Use study (2001:28) tells us that the women who work the longest hours in paid

work are employed in the government. Under conditions of capitalist srisis when

economic recession occurs, the way this sector is restructured and contracts has a

disproportionate impact on women who are members of the reserve army of labour.

How to resist this impact? It is part of my thesis that women's struggle for equality in
the wage labour is the political arena where they can begin the fight for equal rights

as citizens, for economic independenceo and for the socialisation of domestic labour.

The next chapter explores these issues by looking at the activities of women teachers

resisting reforms in state education. If domestic labour confines and marginalises

women, we need to look at the possibilities for emancipation that wage labour might

offer.
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Chapter Four

Unions:

moving on the wage labour front

Introduction

In these final four chapters of the thesis I develop the argument made in the

previous chapters. [n order to see if women were able to take advantage of wage

labour to become independent from domestic labour, I focus on women teachers who

were activists in their unions. The part played by these activists points to the

possibility of women acting as equals in defending their participation in the labour

market despite structural barriers such as the gendered nature of teaching, the historic

tendency towards conservatism of white collar unions, and the tendency for women

to be redirected into the reserve army with the onset of crisis and restructuring.

I argue that their collective activity in resisting reform helped union mernbers

develop a trade union consciousness. Their actions helped to transform unions from

conservative towards militant unions. This formulation follows Alex Callinicos'

account of how militant workers sought to transform their unions into fighting unions

during a period of industrial struggle in Britain (Callinicos,1995:32). I posfulate that

the most class conscious activists will demonstrate through their leadership roles the

possibility of mobilising unions to fight for women's rights and overcoming the

oppression of domestic labour.

In this chapter my purpose is to set the framework for the analysis of unions by

examining how unions operate and by demarcating the difference between

conservative and militant unions. I look at the origin and development of teachers

unions to and including the impact of the Employment Contracts Act (ECA) in 1991,

to try to account for the way union structures provided both constraints on the

operation of activists as well as opportunities to push forward the boundaries of
union activity. I examine the broader aims of the ECA as a political attack on unions
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and in particular its consequences for the unionisation of women workers.

In the remaining chapters I then look at the impact of the neo-liberal reforms on

the teachers and the education sector. I argue that under the impact of the radical

right legislation the most militant teachers recognised the urgency of defending their

unions from the attacks. Their reactions had the effect of politicising the teacher

unions to varying degrees and created the conditions for women union activists to

play an important role in the union fightback that ensued.

Unions as conservative or militant

Unions are organisations where workers combine to resist the most immediate

attacks of capital. When these attacks intensifu in periods of economic and social

crisis, workers defending their conditions of work may begin to recognise class

contradictions and start to think and act in class terms (Callinicos, 1995: 29). This is

in line with Trotsky's approach that unions can become organs of class struggle if
communists from revolutionary parties engage in union struggle and through their

commentary on the lived experience of struggle can lead workers towards

revolutionary conclusions (Trotsky, 1990). Trotsky's hansitional demands included a

prograilrme for union activity to ensure that workers' struggles for reforms were

combined with the struggle for revolution. The demands would have general appeal

to workers and at the same time the logic of these demands would mean that they

were irreconcilable with the social relations defining capitalism. In other words, the

demands would have revolutionary implications.

Such demands would lead to workers confronting two adversaries. First, workers

would confront a "centralised capitalist adversary" supported by the forces of the

state (Trotsky, 1990: 39). Second, workers would fight for control over their unions

against the reactionary influence of trade union bureaucrats (Trotsky, 1990: 61). The

bureaucratic control of unions where officials hold back worker struggle, is one of

the features of conservative unions.

Much of the literature on unions in the nineteenth century, differentiates craft

unions from industrial unions, each is characterised by their make-up and their

activity as conservative or militant. In the twentieth century, education unions that
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are primarily concemed with professionalism, have tended to cling on to this aspect

of craft unions. However, I argue that under the pressures of Welfare State

restructuring, education unions are adapting to the circumstances. Capitalist

restructuring and reform has catapulted these unions out of a conservative mindset

into a new militancy.

Historicalformations

The earliest union battles in Britain, were for legal recognition: that unions were

lawful and should exist. The Combination Acts prohibited unions and drove worker

organisations underground (Thompson, 1968). With the repeal of the Combination

Acts in 1824, unions gained the right to recruit members and bargain collectively.

Despite the possibility for a range of organisational forms, craft unions were

dominant for most of the nineteenth cenfury. This was because a major part of the

effort to cement legitimacy was to promote unions as moderate. Hence, throughout

the century it was the tactic of craft unions, the unions of skilled workers in

prosperous trades, to present themselves as restrained and respectable.

These unionists did not threaten established order; rather, they wanted to become

part of it. They were conservative. Their members were distinguished by their pride

in their craft and they depended on their skill rather than activism to gain them

recognition and remuneration. They achieved higher earnings and so had a higher

standard of living compared with other workers. They tried to conserve their

advantage at the expense of other workers. They attanpted to maintain their

relatively privileged position by restricting the numbers of apprentices in their trades

and opposing the interests of unskilled workers. Thus, as a layer of privileged

workers, they formed a labour aristocracy with a stake in capitalism and acted to

maintain the inequalities and divisions among workers.

Their approach to disputes with employers was moderate and cautious. They

relied on their skill, their pride in work and industriousness, and the benevolence and

respect of employers for these traits, to achieve satisfying work conditions. Union

secretaries in the New Model Unions that emerged, exchanged their manual labour

for work as 'civil servants' in the tmion, preoccupied with accounting and letter

writing. They dressed like the employers in sober suits and high silk hats (Gard,
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1970:25). Despite the union offrcials' efforts to ingratiate themselves with their

employers; despite their attempts to cultivate middle class respectability and seek an

accommodation with employers, many ernployers continued to hate unions (a factor

in the struggles over the ECA). These workers could not escape their class, no matter

how intensely they aligned themselves to their bosses and failed to develop class-

consciousness. The union officials who brokered this conciliatory approach were

identified as a problem by some observers in the nineteenth century. Marx, Engels,

and later Trotsky, saw the labour bureaucrats operating in a privileged labour milieu

as a barrier to the emancipation of the whole working class.

These integrationist tendencies of labour leaders limited trade union action but

Marx, Engels and Lenin all viewed trade unions as representing an attempt by

workers to negate the attacks of capital on their immediate interestsT0. With the

emergence of T.{ew Unionism', the prevailing belief that unskilled workers (who

identified unashamedly as working class) could not organise effectively, came under

question.

The T.{ew Unions' were the industrial unions which tended to be the unions of

unskilled labourers. They were characterised by a different approach to organisation

due to their location at large worksites. They followed the proletarian axiom that

workers'power is in their numbers (Marx, 1990:33), leading to a greater awareness

of what could be achieved through collective action, and developing more

consciousness of their class interests as opposed to employers. The great strikes at the

end of the nineteenth century, the Match Girls, the Dockers and the Gasworkers,

were seen by Engels as examples of industrial workers achieving class consciousness

because, "unlike the old trade unions, they greet every suggestion of an identity of

interest between capital and labour with scorn and ridicule" (Engels quoted in

Hyman, I97l:9). Sometirnes this awareness extended to a broader perspective on

social and political struggles which went far beyond the conservative stand of the

craft unionists.

70 According to Marx, trade unions are "centres of resistance against the encroachment of capital",
Engels referred to them as "schools of wa/ and Lenin argued that it was "essential...to support and

develop in every way the economic struggle of the workers and their trade unions" (all cited in
Stocking, 1978:3-4).
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New Zealand developmentq a brief overview

These union models were transferred to New Zealand where 'respectable' unions

of skilled craftsmen were set up, followed by unskilled labour unions of seamen,

watersiders and labourers (Roth, 1973:7, Sutch, 1969:95-96). Indushial conditions

towards the end of the nineteenth century led to a decline in indushial unionism and

craft unions dominating. First, the Long Depression of the 1880s culminated in the

industrial action of the Maritime Strike of 1890. The strikers were defeated, their

industrial unions were weakened and there was a decline in militant unionism.

Second, the craft unions pushed for the Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration

Act, wanting to work within the security ofprotective labour legislation as the history

of their craft union action/inaction predisposed thern to do. They rejected the "old

and barbarous system of strikes" (Challaye quoted in Roth, 1973:21). Their approach

gained support from a sympathetic public alerted by the Sweating Commission to the

appalling conditions for workers in the unregulated environment. Under the

Industrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894 the Arbitration Court was

established. These measures represented an attempt to avoid direct action leading to

disruptive strikes, coupled with the desire to protect workers from the excesses of

exploitation exposed by the Sweating Commission. Removing bad working

conditions would pre-anpt any measures that workers might take against them which

would cause industrial disharmony. The Act set minimum standards for workers by

seeking to protect them from ruthless employers and provided an incentive to

ernployers to avert strikes.

This 'historic compromise' between the state and unions was endorsed by craft

unions but contested by industrial unions. The reliance of craft unions on legal

remedies was displayed in their compliance with the lndustrial Conciliation and

Arbitration Act, whereas the industrial unions re-formed and continued to take a

more political approach. The miners and seafarers were more aware of their strategic

location in the economy and how collective action might affect change. These sharp

differences in approach led to outright hostility between two union organisations at

the beginning of the twentieth century when many industrial unions established the

Federation of Labour ('Red Fed') which advocated the overthrow of capitalism

influenced by syndicalists and the United States radical workers organisation
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Industrial Workers of the World (IWW) (Sutch, 1969:163, Olssen, 1988).

Meanwhile the craft unions worked through the Independent Labour Party. The

gap between the two organisations widened when the industrial unions began to take

direct action outside the framework of the Act and the craft unions came to an

accommodation with the Chambers of Commerce (Sutch, 1966). Some unions shifted

under pressure. For example, the Railway workers had stayed out of the Maritime

Strike in 1890 and even supported the government in breaking the waterfront strike

in 1913. Yet this only left them with the same deteriorating conditions as other

workers. So they reassessed their tactic of accommodating to the govemment and

joined a new industrial union formation, the Transport Workers Federation (Roth,

1973:43). So the distinctions between craft and industrial unions were never fixed

and could change with changing circumstances.

However, the tensions between some craft and industrial unions continued to be a

factor in dividing the union movement. Although the Industrial Conciliation and

Arbitration Act became a central apparatus of the state management of labour

relations, as noted, it was not always successful in curtailing industrial militancy.

Since the end of the post-war boom and the rise of industrial militancy marked by the

nil wage order in 1968, workers' confidence in the arbitration systan to meet their

demands has waned and direct bargaining began to replace arbitration. Industrial law

was modified to accommodate the growth of free bargaining within the formal

system with the repeal of the lndustrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act and passage

of the Industrial Relations Act in 1973. This Act was replaced by the Labour

Relations Act 1987 which retained state arbitration but under new institutions (see

Brosnan, Smith and Walsh, 1990:34-39).

The restructuring of capitalism with the end of the post-war boom in the late

1960s and early I 970s brought about a recomposition of employment, most notably a

de-industrialisation of manufacturing and the growth of service industries. These

shifts had profound effects on the labour rnarket and worker organisations. A

consequence of structural change has been a weakening of hade unionism paralleled

by a cultural change noted variously as celebrating the 'sovereign' individuals of

capitalism and an "erosion of societal collectivism" (Hyman, 1994:ll4). The

Employment Contracts Act 1991 ended the old arbitration systern and deregulated the
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labour market. It eliminated many union rights and undermined collectivism

fostering a retum to craft-t1pe unions that depended on friendly relations with the

employers to protect their wages and working conditions. Despite these changes, and

the restructuring of the state sector employment, the education unions did not share in

the general decline in union membership.

Education unions as conservative or militant?

Teacher unions appear to operate more in the tradition of a craft union on two

counts. First, their commitrnent to a professional ethos with their

skill/professionalism coming before consciousness of themselves as workers is

[pical of a craft union orientation. Second, their reluctance historically to take

industrial action and reliance on the protection of working in parlnership with the

Department of Education is tlpical of the way a conservative craft union operates.

This behaviour is especially evident in the primary teachers' union, the New Zealand

Educational Institute (NZEI). The position of the secondary teachers'union, the Post

Primary Teachers Association (PPTA) is contradictory revealing both a concem with

professionalism and a tendency towards industrial unionism. The Association of Staff

in Tetiary Education (ASTE) as an off shoot of PPTA has followed the PPTA's

tendency towards militancy more tentatively.Tl Roth (1973: 116) categorises teacher

unions as 'horizontal' rather than craft or industrial, reflecting the way they are

structured around types of work rather than any inherent tendency towards

conservatism or militancv.

I argue that workers own understandings of the role of their unions is an important

factor in effecting union activity. Members of education unions saw thernselves in

professional bodies dedicated to professional standards or skills (the basis of their

rewards) rather than in unions which defended worker interests. The NZEI as the

oldest education union fits this description best. The 'professional' aspect of the

organisation is reflected in its n€une, the New Zealand Educational lnstitute which

distances itself from other unions which tend to call thernselves 'unions'. This is a

t' This is even fuer of the Association of University Staff(AUS) which had itsr first strike in 1995 at

Victoria University of Wellington. University teachers are outside the scope of my research.
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praetice shared by other education unions. Mills noted a similar trend in the United

States, in the predilection for white collar workers organisations to call themselves

'guilds'or'associations'to retain their'status psychology'(Mills, l95l:312). Guilds

are the precursors ofcraft unions.

New Zealand Education Institute (NZED

The growth of a national education union followed the development of a national

education system. The NZEI began in 1883 after the passing of the Education Act in
1877, which sought to establish a centralised national education system to replace a

fragmented provincial system. The union paralleled the structures set out in the Act,

by federating local organisations into a national organisation. It did this because it
recognised that continuing as a collection of local entities would not enable teachers

to influence the government successfully. The changes in organisation enabled

teachers and public servants to work together to dismantle the provincial systern and

set up a national system. National salary scales and promotion procedures were

established by the turn of the century, and teachers were involved in developing

curriculum. So from its earliest years the union was "intimately linked with the

apparatus of government, especially govemment administration" @eer quoted in
Inglis, l97l). They were consulted over a wide range of issues to such an extent that

they had a key role in education policy making (Gordon and wilson , 1992:246,1.

Thus, the NZEI saw itself primarily as a professional body rather than a union,

rellng on the practice referred to as oamicable consultation' or a 'friendly approach'

to the Department (Combs, 1943) in order to achieve standards for its members. This

moderate conciliatory approach often limited the ability of the union to make

improvements in salary and conditions. It made them vulnerable to, and to some

extent immobilised by, the restructuring reforms begun in the 1980s. This position is

not consistent with Offe's claim that public service unions conceal their own interests

by invoking the public good to secure their claims (Offe, 1985:127). Rather, the

NZEI genuinely put the public good of education and their own dedication to it,
before the material rewards they might expect due to thern as workers. Although

occasionally unionists were frustrated that recognition of their work was not matched

by the appropriate salary this did not upset their 'inclination to moderacy' (Ingle,

l97l: 12\. In Price's terms their collective consciousness was not directed asainst
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their employers but towards the goal of enhanced professionalism (Price 1983: 158).

Union women; an emerging womenrs voice

The formation of a women's group when advocating for women's interests within
the early NZEI was a reaction against the union focus on protecting better conditions

and salaries for male teachers. The male leadership reproduced the tradition of craft

unions as bastions of male privilege but this comparison cannot be sustained when

NZEI was always a mixed sex union.

In a period when work for women was limited, teaching was a "respectable

option"72 suitable for educated women that extended their hafural, role of women

caring for children. The respect did not extend to status within the profession.

Women teachers entered teaching by getting low paid jobs in small rural schools,

often as pupil teachers, to do work that male teachers did not want. tn other words,

women were accepted into a limited role as cheap labour to do work that men

considered demeaning. Male teachers became concerned that the number of women

teachers entering the profession equalled men by the end of the nineteenth century

and that this might undermine the standing of male teachers (Elizabeth, 1991,

Amold, 1987). These views were expressed in submissions to the Royal Commtssion

on Stffing and Salaries. The Commission was set up in 1901 to look at anomalies in
staffing and salaries befween regional Education Boards with a view to establishing a

'colonial [national] scale'. The Commission's findings endorsed a gender salary

differential on the grounds that teaching tasks were gendered. Women met pupils'

emotional needs while male teachers were better equipped to meet the academic and

administrative needs in the system. A study by Court (lgg2) showed these attitudes

survived in the late 1980s when the prevailing wisdom was that male qualities of
authority and rationality made men the'natura| leaders in schools.

Women teachers were emnoyed that the Commission entrenched their subordinate

position. They wanted to challenge the salary differentials. Because of fixed male

attitudes within the NZEI, the women Teachers Association was ser up

independently in 1901 to enable women teachers to lobby Parliament more

tt AJHR, rlgl2,E-12: ggo
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effectively than they could within NZEI (although they retained their membership of
NZEI). Remarkably, they won equal pay in 1905. But the union leadership were more

difEcult to shift than the goverrrment and equal pay became union policy only
in191973. The women achieved these results by organising women members and

overcoming their 'silent vote' to become more articulate in union meetings in
promoting their interests.

Even with equal pay women did not get pay equitybecause the bulk of the women

taught in the lower grades. Their arguments for better recognition endorsed the

association between women's domestic role and women's teaching role, yet at the

same time they extolled the academic abilities of women teachers. They echoed the

rhetoric of the suffragists in portraying women's nature as inborn. One leader of
wTA saw that "women 'the mothers of the race' are by nature pre-aninently

equipped to deal with children" (Chaplin, 1926: 3). Ironically these attitudes

reflected and reinforced the tenor of submissions to the Commission which the

women were contesting. These submissions followed the view that women had "a
natural fondness for children, kindness of heart and gentleness of manner"74.

Teaching for women was seen as an interlude between school and marriageTt. The

enforcement of the cult of domesticity on married women teachers came to its
infamous peak during the Depression. The 1931 Finance Act gave Education Boards

the right to terminate the services of married women teachers. This was followed by
the Education Amendment Act 1932-33 which allowed Boards to refuse to appoint

married women teachers. Beverley Yee (1985) notes the decline in fernale primary

teachers from 670/o ofprimaryteachers in r920 to Sgyoin 1940.

Despite its predominantly female membership in the twentieth centuqr,

representation within NZEI continued to be heavily male and union policies reflected

a male bias. For example, Yee (198s:99-lz7) documents the way NZEI worked

against the implementation of their own equar pay policy. The union supported

moves to attract more male recruits back into teaching after the war by oflering them

tt 
-19weve., 

the pay differential was re-established after twenty years in line with conditions in the
pr.rblic service. See Bedggood (r997) for a fuller account of the wrA.
'' AJHR, E lb. 1887: 20r George Hogben, the Secretary of Education, claimed,"As a rule, the male teacher teaches for life, the
female for only a few years" (AJHR, E-14, l90l: l4).
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higher salaries. Equal pay only "slipped into the primary teaching service ...through

the implementation of the Government Services Equal Pay Act" (Yee,l985:l l5). In
the early fifties the union acted in accord with Departmental policy to restrict

women's promotion. When the PPTA held its first women's conference in 1985, this

was followed by the creation of a PPTA women's officer position. In the same period

NZEI conferences rejected the establishment of a women's officer position (Dann,

l e8s).

Although the union accepted a stronger voice for women members in the late

twentieth century the NZEI has never overcome the male dominance in the sector,

nor the association of women teachers with women's domestic role. The NZEI was

controlled by a male leadership conscious of their status of equal professional

standing with their employers in the Education Department. They maintained their

superiority over women workers.

However, men were working alongside women and this created a possibility of a

shift in gender relations if women teachers acted to promote their interests.. In the

twentieth centuqr, the bulk of teachers became women, but they were largely inactive

and invisible in their union. They had significantly lower status in both the union and

the profession. Women teachers' skills and professionalism were downgraded

because women's teaching was considered merely an extension of women's domestic

child care. Teaching as socialised domestic labour was never far away from actual

domestic labour.

These factors could be seen to undermine the sense of skills/ professionalism for
women teachers. Rather the skills/ professionalism survived through the clear gender

division of rewards, marked by a differentiation in the perception of skills. Only the

'real'workers were skilled. Male teachers were the skilled professionals with rewards

commensurate with their status whereas lower paid female teachers were using their

natural attributes to do what they did at home anyway. The superior position of male

teachers was maintained by the presence of these inferior 'subaltems'76. Further, the

passivity of the rank and file members ensured that the NZEI was far from changing

tu In Gramsci's terms, subaltems are the "ordinary average" party members, who lack " creative spirit
and organisational ability...[and need]... somebody to ...organise and discipline them" (Gramsci, l97l:
ls2).
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male dominance in the union.

The Post Primary Teachers Association (PPTA)

The PPTA was formed more recently in 1951. Its formation also reflected

developments in the national education system. For example, the first Labour

govemment opened up secondary education firstly, by abolishing the proficiency test

that restricted entry into secondary education, and secondly, by raising the school

leaving age to fifteen. Secondary education proceeded to grow rapidly. Ingle (1971:

33) claims that with problems "endernic to rapid expansion" the secondary union

was not able to establish a convenient alliance with the Education Department as the

primary sector had done. lnstead, the relationship has been more distant. As a

consequence of this less intimate relationship, the PPTA has had less to lose in

attacking the government and the association has been more volatile. Although the

PPTA has concems on professional issues similar to those held by the NZEI, it has

lobbied more strongly on issues of recruitrnent, salaries and conditions of

employment for teachers. However, these issues have invariably been inextricably

linked to their professional concerns so it is difficult to separate the professional

interests from the union interests in their agitation, particularly when the

professional concems are linked to a commitment to the provisions of high standards

of state education, available to all young people in the community. Thus, the

professional ethos reflects elements of ta union ethos in its focus on skuctural

reforms which benefit the whole working class.

The PPTA's union tactics did not fit a conservative union reluctance (or inability)

to engage in direct action. Early on they established a pattern of industrial action to

secure their demands. For example, in 1961 the union demand for a salary increase

was supported by a refusal of members to mark School Certificate examination

papers. The government eventually backed down and awarded secondary teachers a

20o/o pay increase. In 1969 they began a campaign for substantial pay increases which

were tied to the recognition of the professional role of teachers and overcoming

problems of recruitment and retention. These successes occurred in a period of

economic growth.

The Association of Teachers in Tertiary Institutions (ATTI) the Polytechnic tutors
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union, formed as a breakaway union from PPTA. This occurred when trades

education shifted from the secondary sector into the tertiary sector, formalised in
1960 with the establishment of the Central Institute of Technolory at petone. Up

until 1963 the PPTA represented technical teachers but with "decreasing vigour and

priority" (Hercus, 200D77 . The teachers felt the need to have their own negotiators

to represent their special interests and the ATTI was set up in 1964 with a

membership of approximately 350.

Trades education had been established for the sons and the daughters of the

working class. Its aim was to "enable men to improve the quality of their

workmanship and women to improve the quality of their homemaking" (Day, 1992:

7l). Most of the male teachers were qualified tradesmen with experience of unions.

This experience informed union activity. Initially, the union focussed on getting

recognition from the goverrlment, the State Services Commission, the Department of
Education and other unions. tn its early years the new union was successful in
negotiating improved conditions of service and pay for tutors. When it reached an

impasse with the Govemment Services Tribunal over a claim in 1980, members went

on a one day strike and forced a resolution.

Even when the Polytechnic sector expanded outside the trades eduction, we shall

see later how the gendered ideologies associated with the original gendered division

of labour were difficult to dislodge.

Reforms unsettle the sector

After 1969 all the unions had a recognised framework for negotiations and an

acceptance that they had a role in the formation of education policy. This system

worked well up until the mid-8Os when the introduction of market principles into the

social sectors of the Welfare State meant a change in relationships between

goverrrment, govemment officials, teachers and their unions.

In the 1980s, when the NZEI leaders were faced with the efilects of reform, they

responded by restructuring their union to strengthen their membership base. They
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campaigned within the union to improve recruitment and retention. They put in place

new measures calculated to involve groups who were relatively inactive and create

more opportunities for participation. This strategy focussed on women and Maori.

Women's issues were given prominence and the union established women's

networks and a women's officer in 1988. The union looked to its Maori mernbers and

the potential for more Maori recmits. They set up Miro Maori (Maori thread) and

gave more prominence to Maori issues generally. Thus the NZEI reaction to change

from outside the union was to bunker the union from within to ensure the survival of
the union in hard times. ASTE with its self-image as a friendly union embraced this

approach rather than a wholeheartedly industrial approach. Both unions increased

their memberships but they needed to look outward to secure advantage for their

mernbers in the new hard times.

The new environment took shape with the enactment of a series of new laws

which changed the legal framework within which unions operated and moved

towards deregulation of the labour market. The Polyechnics were more receptive to

the government refonns of the 1980s. The Labour Relations Act 1986, had two

outcomes for Polytechnics. First, it increased the minimum number for mernbers of a

union from 10 to 1000, and the incorporation of the union of teachers in colleges of
education into the polytechnic union followed. Teachers College Association joined

the Association of Polytechnic Tutors (a renamed ATTI) and became ASTE in 1989.

One respondent recalled ; "I was involved in ASTE at that stage and was in those

meetings then. For the union that was quite a major change and the working through

that took a great deal of tirne to merge those two unions successfully, it was quite

difficult".

Second, ernployment conditions for education unions had previously been set out

in the Public Service green manual, administered by the Department of Education. As

a result of the Labour Relations Act, work conditions were codified into awards so

the education unions began to look more like other unions.
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After the Labour Relations Act lg877E altered the processes and means of
bargaining in the private sector, the State Sector Act 1988 introduced similar

provisions to the state sector. The Act changed state sector wage fixing arrangonents

and altered the nature of government departments, both according to 'market'

principles. The emphasis changed from administration to management. This was

opposed by state sector unions, most vehemently by the PPTA and NZEI who took

strike action when it was still a bill. These protests led to some changes in the final

act but did not alter the principles of the new relationship between the state and

teacher unions. This was fuither modified by the provisions of the State Sector

Amendment Act 1989, which altered the terms and conditions of employment of
senior teachers and rernoved principals from award coverage. Conditions of
employrnent were further eroded by the Employment Contracts Act, 1991. This was

opposed by teacher unions.

ln contrast, the Polytechnic administrators welcomed the provisions of the State

Sector Act 1988 and ASTE was inactive on the issue. The Polytechnics became more

independent from govemment when they became bulk funded and the principals of
polytechnics were renamed Chief Executive officers (CEos). However, the

government retained the role of employer through the State Services Commission

taking this on in award negotiations which took place between the union and the

State Services Commission. It became difficult to maintain this relationship when the

employers/ State Services Commission refused to meet ASTE in 1992 to negotiate a

new national award. To resolve the impasse, ASTE members followed the advice of
their officials and voted for site contracts. CEOs were now employers and the union

began to take more of an industrial role than in the past. Over the last 10 yearsn there

has been more focus on industrial issues. The disputes were controlled from the

centre as I discuss later.

As noted, one of the major effects of the labour Government restructuring in the

late 1980s, was that education unions were no longer involved in developing policy

that affected thern. However, before the 1990 election the Labour Govemment

78 Under the Labour Relations Act, the scope of barg6fuing was limited and arbitration was retained as
voluntary- The Act Slqlcs rrnisn monopoly over groups of workers so workers could move from one
union to another. State enforcement of awards was abolished and given to uaions. Strikes were limited
(Brosnan et al, 1990: 36-7).
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initiated moves to re-establish consultation on policy through a Compact Council and

a Growth Agreement. These were rendered obsolete with the change of government.

The education unions'militancy in the 90s may be seen as a defencist reaction to their
declining statusTe.

Within the wider union movement, the public sector unions were regarded as

conservative influence' In the 80s, the move by the public sector unions to create a

new union body, the Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU) was regarded with suspicion

by traditionally more militant private sector (industrial) unions. They stayed outside

the new organisation because they thought these conselative white collar unions

would weaken it (see Brosnan et aI.1990:124). The seafarers were reported as saying

that the NZCTU would "dampen or kill the fighting spirit of the trade union" (quoted

in Dannin, 1997: 126). This view was vindicated when the state sector unions

carried the vote against a General Strike in the NZCTU at the time of mounting

agitation against the ECB and when the seafarers were taking industrial action.

If we locate white collar unions in the twentieth century as a modern version of
craft unions, then George Shauss' comments on white collar unions in the United

States is relevant here: "white collar workers join unions, not because they reject their
middle class aspirations, but because they see unionism as a better way of obtaining
them" (Strauss, 1983: 210). Their unionism strategy is to maintain their separate

identity and keep them ahead of manual workers, not establish unity with them. Was

membership of the NZCTU primarily a vehicle for education unions to represant

their own interests and influence govemment policies? Sometimes the education

unions' affiliation with the broader union movement has appeared consistent with
self-interest rather than the broader interests of workers.

Nonetheless, the PPTA has emerged with a reputation as a militant union within
the NZCTU in the weakened industrial conditions of the ECA era.

l'^ll* makes this point in his discussion of the growth of white collar unions in !,firain ( price,
r983).
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Union Officials

As noted, a union official in a conservative union often plays a conciliatory role

with their employers, attempting to reach a compromise between labour and capital.

Then officials are seen to act to defend the interests of the layer of privileged workers

they represent. The lndustrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894 created the

framework for union officials to operate like this within the industrial systan. The

Act was an attempt to regulate industrial conflict. Officials play a role of managng

conflict through collective bargaining when they attanpt to improve workers

conditions through accommodation and compromise with employers. Achieving

material improvements for workers is important but this achievement may also

function as a palliative for rank and file workers. Another dynamic in the

worker/official relationship that will encourage worker acceptance of the official's

role, is the specialised skill that the official brings to negotiations. As Michels sees it

the technical competence of union leaders separates them from the rank and file

(Michels quoted in Hyman, l97l;29). These factors contribute to the way union

officials influence workers and play a restraining role over possible action.

ln these circumstances there can be a convergence of interests between union

bureaucrats and institutions of the capitalist state, but accommodation also occurs

within industry, in the workplace. A union official at worst is a disciplining agent of

the rank and file, a role played by leaders in the Engineers Union as documented by

Peter Lusk when he worked for Fisher and Paykels0 1lusk, 1996). Lenin, writing in

7920, saw an economic basis for labour leaders acting as the'labour lieutenants of the

capitalist class'. They had become petit-bourgeois and "quite philistine in their mode

of life, in the size of their earnings and in their entire outlook" (Lenin, 1970:14).

Trotsky referred to British trade union bureaucrats as 'lieutenants of capital' when

they went along with the intensified exploitation of workers and as noted, he saw the

liberation of workers from their reactionary influence, as a priority (Trotsky, 1990b:

60).

Rank and file members do not encounter the pressures of incorporation as directly

as their leadership. This may create a tension between rank and file demands and
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what the union leadership who are distanced from direct involvement with rank and

file concerns, thinks is possible - a realistic demand. If rank and file workers firy to

break through this accommodation and push for more, they are likely to clash with

their union officials. Officials within any union are subject to contingent pressures

towards conservatism in industrial relations and political practice. This may not

become an issue in a union where the leadership is likely to depend on members'

inertia or uncritical support which lends itself to bureaucratic control, as opposed to

unions were members activism ensures democratic debate over the way forward.

Such dif|erences emerged within the union movement over effective opposition to

the Employment Contracts Bill. The Trade Union Federation was formed by some

unions frustrated that these differences were uffesolved within the New Zealand

Council of Trade Unions (Dannin, 1997). The New Zealand Council of Trade

Unions demonstrated their lack of leadership to represent members interests and

aspirations.

Tensions between union leaders/ofFrcials and workers reflect the ambivalent role

of unions within capitalism. It is said that unions can be opposed to capitalism yet

they operate within it (see Callinicos, 1995:13, and Anderson 1967, for discussions

of these contradictions). As organisations that exist within capitalism they work to

secure better conditions for workers and can do this without challenging the social

order. If unions extend their concerns beyond bread and butter issues to wider social

and political issues, they are moving into situations where class differences may

become evident. In addressing political issues, they have the potential to pose

questions of power and social transformation. Trotsky's transitional demands involve

raising demands that capitalism cannot meet, thus raising workers'consciousness of

the structural limitations of capitalism (Trotsky,1990a: 42).

Conservative union officials "'impregnated with the spirit of the bourgeoisie" tend

not to push boundaries in this way. Mills (1948) refers to their role as 'agents of

discontent'. They may ferment or channel discontent but only in order to control it

and hold baok workers activism. The expression of discontent is merely to let off

steam, not to change the source of discontent.

Within education unions this tension exists between the tendency to remain
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professional, and the push for a more militant industrial character. These tensions

were played out in the offrcials' decision not to support a General Strike over the

Employment Contracts Bill. When the New Zealand Council of Trade Unions voted

over whether to take a one-day national strike against the Bill, all the representatives

from the education unions voted asainst the action. None had consulted their

members.

However, staff in schools showed up their union representatives when they called

a national strike on 4 April 1991, to protest against the Employment Contracts Bill.

This was the first joint action by kindergarten, primary, secondary teachers, childcare

workers, school office staff, cleaners and caretakers, teacher aides and library

assistants. Many schools were forced to close. It was significant that PPTA members

in Auckland took another shike day on 30 April, which was the day that had been

proposed for the General Strike.

Teachers as Moderates

It is not surprising that teacher unions tend to share with craft unions, concerns over

skills and professionalism, when we consider the nature of teachers'work as academic

work, is characteristic of craft work. Academic work is a form of work that predates

capitalism and can be seen as a relic of preindustrial craft activity. Originating in

universities, it is skilled work that depends on creativity and a strong sense of

intellectual inquiry self-motivation and discipline. The academic emphasis on

collegial ways of working had its origins in guilds. Collegiality involves mutual

respect among colleagues who see themselves as equals, placing a high value on

academic freedom. So like artisans, acadernics have expected to maintain autonomy in

their work which is the main fbature of their professionalism. John Dearlove (1997)

emphasises this autonomy as if it were absolute whereas I argue that their

independence was a relative independence which was still subject to controls even in

the halcyon days of English universities in the eighteenth century. The institutions

were free to govem themselves, but dependent on pleasing their students to get a

livelihood. ln order to be retained in the acadony, academics were obliged to continue

to perform their function as intellectuals by reproducing ideas and knowledge. The
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Masters of colleges played a leadership role maintaining the culture of the group - the

collegiality to which they were expected to subscribe.

While acadernic work continues to embody these elernents they are being diluted

by what George Lafferty and Jorny Flaning (2000) and Dearlove (1997) see as the

introduction of mangerialism. The new managerialism has eroded the rights of

academics to manage themselves. Private sector methods of managanent were

introduced into the public sector to facilitate this shift. Managing to improve

efficiency involved streamlining systems and (critically) reducing state spending. I

see managerialism as technical. It is a means, not a cause, of tying the state education

system to the needs of capital to maintain and increase profitability. This is

manifested in the need of capital to increase its control over the labour process.

Workers are controlled by, and accountable to managers who act as agents of capital.

The shift to managerialism in the state sector was part of the shift to roll back the

state.

This reduction of autonomy is a 'deprofessionalisation' which is seen as a

proletarianisation of acadernic work by a range of writers, who include Dearlove

(1997), Olin Wright (1973) and Braverman (1974), However, this use of the term

'proletarianisation' can be questioned. If academic workers and other white collar

workers are becoming proletarianised, this begs the question - what was their class

status before they lost control over their skill and became proletarians? This notion of

proletarianisation assumes a range of class positions in the labour market. It was

Weber who defined class by position in the market and made the distinction between

blue collar and white collar workers a class distinction. He excluded white collar

employees from the working class on ephemeraVfloating criteria (Weber, 1968, 304-

s).

Marx pointed out the weaknesses of a definition of class based on purely market

critieria, arguing that because of the "infinite fragmentation of interest and rank into

which the social division of labour splits labourers as well as capitalists and

landlords" if class were posed as related directly to "revenues and sources of

revenues" the logical conclusion would be a proliferation of classes (Marx,

l98l:1025-6/ This position is descriptive not explanatory. For Marx, class is not an

attribute intrinsic to the position of any particular goup in the market, rather it is
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determined by location of people/workers in their relation to production. This is an

objective relation which carries no necessary or automatic, subjective class

consciousness.

In the next section I take this analysis further and consider the arguments about the

role of unions in the development of class consciousness.

Unions and Class Consciousness

Mant made the distinction between the working class as a class o/ itself and a

class /or itself. Class consciousness is the key difference between these two
conditions. A 'class of itself signifies class as an objective status, based on location

within capitalist society but not dependent on whether people realise this or realise

the significance of this. For the working class to become a 'class for itself involves

the subjective dimension of people recognising their class position; of being class

conscious' Working class consciousness involved an acute awareness of the nafure of
capitalism and a rejection of it. In Marx's terms, it was class consciousness that gave

workers the understanding to become agents of change to overthrow capitalism.

Critically, it was more than a consciousness that was "trapped in immediacy" (Lukas,

2000:71) because a revolutionary class consciousness surpasses immediacy and goes

beyond agitating for reforms that leave capitalism intact. Lenin argued that workers

could not develop this class consciousness on their own:

The history of all countries shows that the working class, exclusively by

its own effort, is only able to develop a trade union consciousness, i.e.,

the conviction that it is necessary to combine in unions, fight the

employers, and strive to compel the government to pass necessary labour

legislation, etc. (Lenin, 1 983:3 l-32).

This distinction follows Marx in his early writing The Poverty of phitosophy,

when he differentiated between a union consciousness and a class consciousness. The

first emerged as a result of economic conditions which brought workers together so

that they recognised their common situation and common interests. "This mass [of
workers] is thus already a class against capital, but not yet for itself' (Mam, 1977:

214) . Marx argues that when the struggle extends beyond economic necessity to a
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conscious political struggle of class against class, the working class constitutes itself

as a class for itself.

This development poses the question of how workers' consciousness is shaped,

How do workers transcend their 'immediate' or 'commonsense' understandings of

society? They must overcome two barriers to understanding. The first barrier is the

way society is dominated by bourgeois consciousness that obscures the class nature

of inequality. Yet this 'false' consciousness is not just an outcome of the dominance

of bourgeois ideas but reflects the inverted reality of capitalism in which production

relations appear as exchange relations.

So the second barrier is the workings of capitalism which are contradictory and

deceptive at the level of appearance; the mechanics of capitalism are opaque. As I

have noted, Man< once said that if essence and appearance coincided there would be

no need for science. Marx unmasked false understandings by using scientific method

to penetrate beneath the surface to uncover the real nature of capitalism.

How do workers reach this scientific understanding? In his discussion of trade

unionism in What is to be Done, Lenin discusses the limits of everyday

consciousness and how class consciousness is developed. Change that involves only

the reform of capitalism (reform of factory abuses and unjust labour laws) is change

trapped in bourgeois consciousness. Unions as organisations of workers can foster

union consciousness which may contain rudiments of (Lenin's word was

"embryonic") class consciousness; workers acting collectively are doing so because

they recognise they have a corlmon interest and they may achieve their aims through

joining together.

Rosa Luxemburg thought that this joint action might spontaneously generate a

consciousness of unity based on class (Luxemburg, l97l)- Lenin argued against her

position that a trade union consciousness would lead to class consciousness through a

spontaneous upsurge of worker militancy. In arguing that class consciousness ilmong

workers would have to be brought to thern orily 'from without'- from outside

intervention by intellectuals, the revolutionary socialist intelligentsia, Lenin followed

Marx and Engels. The ideal leader is not the trade-union secretary whose focus is

narrowly economistic, but the "tribune of the people' who is able to clariff "for
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everyone the world-historic significance of the struggle for the emancipation of the

proletariat" (Lenin, 1947:80). This intellectual 'tribune' leads the struggle, puts

forward the plans to solve "every general democratic question" and is recognised as

the vanguard compared with the leaders who are "subservient to spontaneity" and

trail workers, confusing "vanguard with rearguard".

Lenin's emphasis on the importance of political mediation by Communist party

intellectuals on workers to shape their class consciousness, is shared by Antonio

Gramsci (1971) and Perry Anderson (1967). Gramsci introduced the notion of praxis

as critical in the workers struggle against hegemony. lntellectuals would intervene in

the struggle to make it possible for the masses to progress towards a theoretical self-

consciousness "in which theory and practice would finally be one" (Gramsci,

l97l:333).

Anderson saw intellectuals from the revolutionary party as providing the'essential

theory of socialism'whereas trade unions in themselves are not vehicles of socialism.

Anderson draws on the writings of Marx and Lenin on trade unions cited above, but

in emphasising the limitations of trade union action for the socialist project, he tends

to assign unions and the working class, to a static and passive role. Anderson holds

that trade unions cannot be viable vehicles to advance socialism, in themselves,

because by their nature they are part of capitalism. They can bargain within capitalist

society, but not transform it (Anderson, 1967:264). He does not recognise the

transformative potential of unions and workers engaged in struggle particularly when

communist intellectuals agitate within their unions.

About the time that Anderson was writing there was an upsurge in worker

militancy in Britain. According to Callinicos shop stewards organised cross-union

strikes which became the "biggest class confrontations for half a century

(Callinicos,1965:42\- The rank and file movement led workers to a series of victories

which "created a climate of panic within the ruling class" (Callinicos,1965:46).

The rnovement lost momentum from the mid 70s. Callinicos (1995: 48-53)

documents how workers were defeated. First, workers were disorientated by the anti-

worker policies of the incoming Labour Government n 1974 grappling with an

intemational slump. Second, union offrcials usurped the role of the shop stewards
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and betrayed worker interests in their negotiations. Third, the Communist Party

moved to the right and abandoned its strategy of intervening in worker struggles, thus

depriving militant workers of their organisational framework.

New Zealand in the 1980s was also facing an economic recession. As in Britain,

the Govermnent dealt with its economic problems by implementing anti-worker

policies and attacked workers wages and working conditions. [n both cases the

Government was a new Labour Govemment which confused workers who had

traditionally relied on Labour Governments as their Governments who would look

after them. Otherwise, the situation for unions in Britain in the early 1970s and New

Zealand in the 1980s was verv different.

The state arbitration system in New Zeal.and provided a unique framework to

contain and suppress worker demands. Like many other unions, the education unions

in the 1980s faced a number of barriers which made their transition from

conservatism to militancy difficult. Not only were these unions part of a tradition in

which there was a cosy relationship with the anployer but they had developed a layer

of union officials whose role was to hold back rank and file activity. But beyond that,

as unions they were facing the task of defending basic rights and conditions against a

strong ruling class offensive with almost no class conscious elements. The action

around the Employnent Contracts Bill and the passing of it into law created a

volatile union environment. ln the following chapters I will critically evaluate these

circumstances and show that under the pressure of intensified union activity, the

character of education unions changed. I argue that through their activism and the

intervention of communist teachers, teachers developed a sharper consciousness of

their position as workers.

The broader context of the Employment Contracts Actsl

The deregulation of the labour market by the new National government in the

Employment Contracts Act l99l (ECA) continued the general thrust of the previous

Labour Government's New Right policies in dismantling and privatising the state

*' This section is based on an essay/ review of Ellen Dannirt's book on the Employment Contracts Act
(Bedggood, 1998).
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sector. The Labour Government had been reluctant to follow through on industrial

relations but National were not timid. The transformation of labour relations

confibuted to the severity of the reform overall which had an widespread impact in a

country of New Zealand's small size. My next chapter focuses on both the extent

and limitations of such rapid reform by capital on the well established education

sector within the Welfare State. and the resistance of education workers to the

change.

The ECA was part of the broad response of New Zealand capital to economic

crisis and a pivotal aspect of the sweeping reform. By deregulating labour relations

that operated in New Zealand for a century, the Act marked a shift in those relations,

giving greater power to the capitalist class. It gave capitalists more control over

workers in deteriorating economic conditions.

Labour relations were a central aspect of the Welfare State, beginning in the

1890s. As outlined, the lndustrial Conciliation and Arbitration Act 1894, was partly a

response to worker demands and established popular expectations of the State role as

mediating between capital and worker. Implicit in the belief that the State could act

as neutral arbitrator was the assumption that the interests of capital and labour could

be reconciled. I noted this in Chapter One as a recurring assumption which is

disputed by Mamists who point to the State's role as merely masking the

fundamental opposition of interest between capital and labour. The 'neutral' role was

invariably under challenge in periods of economic downturn when the ability of

capital to make concessions to workers was limited. In 1912 and l95l union

agitation occurred outside the legal framework of the Act which workers saw as

offering them little protection.

We have seen how from the mid seventies, New Zealand's economic decline and

deteriorating conditions for capital accumulation put pressure on the ability of the

state to sustain conditions of the Welfare State. Minimum protection for workers

came under threat and the state role enshrined in the Industrial Conciliation and

Arbitration Act was seen as an impediment to capitalist accumulation. Maintaining

profitability was dependent on intensifoing the proportion of surplus value gained

from workers, which would mean lower labour costs for capitalists. An increase in

the exploitation of workers could be achieved by rernoving legal safeguards for
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workers rights and reducing the possibility of disruptive resistance during disputes.

The logical solution was to reduce union shength.

The Employment Contracts Bill (ECB) sougbt to provide the framework for this

to occur in the name of flexibility for owners/ernployers. Unions are not mentioned in

the Bill. It took away the traditional legal protections for union organisation through

establishing an individual contract system, the rernaining unions could be enterprise

based and voluntary, and there could be open competition for union membership. An

efiicient labour market for capitalists appeared to be synonymous with one in which

workers were isolated and vulnerable. When the Bill became law, the interests of a

section of New Zealand's leading capitalists was seen to prevail over those of

workers and their organisations.

The Prime Minister Jim Bolger made it clear that deregulation of the labour

market was a central plank for restoring profitability, in a speech in Te Kuiti on 22

February 1991. Bolger blamed the hade unions for the state of the economy, saylng;

'oYears of featherbedding, over-manning, resistance to new technology, poor work

practices and union demarcation disputes have inflicted huge additional costs on

productions.' He also claimed that union leaders "with their stubborn refusal to face

realities" had helped destroy jobs and brought New Zealand to its present depressed

state.

The Labour Minister Bill Birch shifted the rationale for labour deregulation.

lnstead of targeting worker organisations negatively, Birch targeted workers

positively by claiming that the Employment Contracts Act would benefit labour as

well as capital. In l99l he promoted the Bill as a measure that would 'oraise

productivity, wages and create jobs."(New Zealand Herald, 2llll9l). And in a 1993

speech to ASTE's annual conference, he claimed that the Employment Contracts Act

wils "an integral part of New Zealand's international competitiveness" by

encouraging productivity through "more flexible conditions in the labour markef'

(Birch, 1993). Job creation would occur through international success ensuring we

were 'secure at home", and by people "confront[ing] realities as individuals". The

new ideological rationale articulated, against the "suppression of individual

autonomy and freedom" unions engender @rook, 1990:x) celebrating the sovereign

individuals of capitalism. It is in line with Hayek to propose that all individuals are
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able to bargain equally. Marx's comment on unions is opposed to these notions - it

could be a direct comment on what the Act was trying to achieve in consolidating

capitalists' power and creating more polarised labour relations in a deregulated, open

capitalist economy. A key tool was to undermine union power based on strength in

numbers:

Capital is concentrated social force, while the workman has only to

dispose of his working force flabour power]. The contract between

capital and labour can therefore never be struck on equitable terms,

equitable even in the sense of a society which places the ownership of the

material means of life and labour on one side and the vital productive

energies on the opposite side. The only social power of workmen is their

number. The force of numbers is broken by disunion. (Marx,1990: 33)

It is apparent that the Bill really represented the interests of capital when the lobby

groups promoting it are identified. Cabinet papers revealed that the policy was

formulated within govemment in association with "powerful business groups" and

without the customary consultation with other sectoral groups affected by the

legislation. In this case, the umbrella trade union organisation, the New Zealand

Council of Trade Unions (NZCTU) was not involved.

The impetus for the legislation came from the Business Round Table (BRT) the

most'powerful business group' in New Zealand. The BRT opposed the provisions in

the Labour Government's Labour Relations Act 1987 which provided for the

retention of trade union monopoly of bargaining rights and blanket coverage for

awards, which they saw as impediments to a flexible labour market. The BRT

mounted a public campaign to convince the government and the business community

that these provisions should be removed (Walsh and Ryan,l993).

Their policy points became part of National Party election policy in both 1987 and

1990. The 1990 National party election manifesto claimed that labour market

flexibility would enable New Zealand to join the 'powerhouse economies of the
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world" and deliver "true democracy in the workplace". They persuaded another

powerful business Soup, the Employers Federation, to support the policyE2.

The new National Government was elected in November 1990 and moved quickly

to implement their election package of reform. The ECA was part of a package of

other social legislation. The drafting document on the ECB was ready in the week

after the election and encapsulated the key provisions of National's manifesto and the

Business Round Table policy. The government cut welfare benefits as their first

move, and clearly showed the link between reducing benefits and labour market

reform. Benefits were lowered because they were seen as too high in relation to

wages. The new Social Welfare Minister, Jenny Shipley said this reduction would

encourage workers to "compete for work opporhnities". What the Government did

not admit was that the conditions of high unemployment and increased competition

for work that the benefit cuts were calculated to give "most employers more power in

bargaining with individual workers". (Dannin, 1997 :245).

Shipley's justification of the benefit cuts was that they were designed to

encourage people off benefits and into work. This rationale revealed that labour

market reform was an integral part of govemment policies which continued the

privatisation of state assets begun under the previous Labour govemment.

The provisions on bargaining and representation were central to the Bill and reveal

endorsement of BRT policy by Government politicians (who made it their own) and

by Treasury. However, the Government did not accept every aspect of the BRT and

Treasury proposals. The proposal to remove specialist legal institutions was not

implemented by the Govemment. According to Walsh and Ryan (1993) mechanisms

82 The same 'big business' capitalist interests who promoted the Employment Contracts Act, opposed

its repeal and the introduction of the Employment Relations Act. In the months before the passing of
the Employment Relations Act, the organisations of New Zealand capital went on a sustained offensive
against the Bilt. The attacks on the new Government from the business conmunity held to the line that

the Government was 'arrogantly antibusiness'. Two leading examples were first, the head of the

Employers federation, Steve Marshall, who warned that the law would lead to high unemplo)tnent
(NZH, 17/ll/99) and second, Max Bradford, the Opposition Shadow Minister of Labour, who claimed
it would discourage investment, cause 'disruption', cost jobs and lead to compulsory unionism CNZI,
l5l3/00). The alarmist rhetoric appeared to have a direct effect on business confidence. By June the

National Bank business confidence survey showed the most dramatic drop in business confidence

since the survey b"gut, despite economic indicators of a buoyant economy with high exports, and high
export prices and a reduction in unemployment. The Government and the NZCTU president Ross

Wilson played a conciliatory role in reassuring business. The Bill was modified to me€t business

concerns.
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for dispute resolution and minimum codes of employment remained under specialist

jurisdiction because of the practical difficulties in integrating these measures into the

mainstream court system.

The interpretation of the ECA by the specialist courts remained a critical aspect of

the effect of the Act. The early decisions of the Employment Court and the

Employment Tribunal, particularly those over the choice of bargaining

representatives and lockouts, entrenched employer power. By the late '90s, court

decisions moved away from this position and reduced the control by employers.

However, the reaction from the BRT and the govemment to this shift was to propose

amendments to the ECA which would abolish the specialist institutions and enact

what Gordon Anderson terms an 'employment at will' regime. This would have

effectively destroyed whatever bargaining power and ernployment security workers

had 'continued to enjoy' since 1991 (Anderson, 1996). Anderson points out the

employers were inconsistent over their attitudes to the courts and the application of

their own principles. For example, the Employers Federation proclaimed 'sanctity of

contract' yet were among the supporters of the ECA court ruling that employers had

to stick to the bargains that they had made and not press the court to change

employment terms unilaterally.

Sometimes these interests were thwarted- In 1997, the Labour Minister Max

Bradford resurrected the BRT project. He announced proposals to revise ECA by

abolishing the Employment Court and the Employment Tribunal, and rescinding

minimum wage and statutory holidays. His plan was stymied by strong opposition

from workers.

Unions response to the Employment Contracts BilI

Workers'opposition to the reforms had not been so unequivocal previously. The

BRT agenda became clear through the 1980s as their campaign gathered momentum

and they put pressure on workers and government. But initially, the labour movement

did not respond to these pressures and was unprepared for the extent of the Labour

governments' commitnnent to deregulation and BRT policies. Certainly, the pace and

scope of change in New Zealand was unprecedented compared with similar changes
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occruring in other OECD countries (Haworth, 1993) so caught many workers

unaware.

Margaret Wilson attributes the 'relative ease' of the passage of the Act to the

industrial relations framework created by the Industrial Conciliation and Arbihation

Act where unions historically relied on state support rather than their own industrial

muscle (Wilson, 1994:267). It was difficult for workers to comprehend the extent of

the change away from the protection of state regulated industrial relations. The

significant differences between the reactions of rank and file unionists and union

officials revealed a confusion over what was at issue. Owen Harvey claims that the

trade union movement as a whole was only "dimly aware of the issues at stake"

(Harvey 1992:59). Rank and file hade unionists were still using traditional methods

to resolve disputes, whereas their officials were tqnng to adjust to the new

environment. Despite the abolition of compulsory arbitration in 1984, union leaders

were able to use the Labour Relations Act 1987 to preserve their monopoly through

bargaining and continuing award coverage. When this was threatened by ernployers

taking advantage of voluntary arbitration and mass unemployment to undermine

union strength and free up the labour market, they sought an Accord with the Labour

Govemment.

The different interests within the union movement pulled in different directions.

While union leaders moved to maintain their position of influence with both their

union members and the Government through the Accord, rank and file trade unionists

were distrustful of this collaboration with Government. They saw the thrust of the

Labour Govemment's policies as anti-worker, with unonployment the major issue.

(Harvey 1992, Walsh 1992). Critically, the NZCTU strategy was not openly

discussed within the union movement. As noted, many unions with long histories of

militancy like seafarers, remained outside the NZCTU and could not influence

tactics. Those historically militant unions that were within the NZCTU were effected

by the decline in sectors of the economy. There were massive redundancies in

mining, meatworks and transport sectors which undermined the shength and the

ability of the relevant sector unions to comment on and influence the course of wider

union issues.
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These existing differences between the NZCTU leadership and rank and file

unionists were an important factor in opposition to the ECB. Roper argues forcefully

that the 'contingent conservatism' of NZCTU officials led to its "abject failure... to

defend the interests of its members" (Roper, 1996:268). This comment isborne out

by the evidence. From the outset of the Bill being launched, the NZCTU was timid.

They took their cue from public opinion polls in January 1991 which showed that the

public had little awareness of the ECB and what opinion existed supported the

government claim that the legislation would boost productivity. This poll was

conducted before the campaign of opposition to the Bill was underway. Although the

campaign caused a massive swing in public opinion against the Bill and many unions

voted to endorse national strike action (Roth, l99l:203; Heal, 1994 cited in Roper,

1996: 269) the NZCTU did not adapt to this and change its strategy. The majority of

delegates voted against a general strike at a conference of NZCTU affiliates on l8

April. As Roper (1996:270) points out and I discuss below, many officials voted

against the strike although they had no mandate from their members to do so. This

inaction exposed the static nature of the NZCTU's approach through its inability to

take account of the dynamic of events and its lack of confidence in its own ability,

and workers' ability, to effect change and transfonn society.

The NZCTU's policy on the Bill was evident in the National Business Review's

coverage of the NZCTU's so called'week of action'at the beginning of April 1991.

The NBrR clearly identified the differences between the NZCTU's token opposition

response and a worker response that had the potential to escalate into a mass

mobilisation and disrupt the economy. The AIBR headline on page one on April 2 ran

'Protest week could trigger wildcat strikes'. The story related proposed union action

over the bill, and contrasted NZCTU and rank and file concents, "the week of action

[is] the centrepiece of the NZCTU's campaign against the Bill...they will only hold

stop work meetings, rallies and marches in protest at the Bill [whereas] there are

suggestions that rank and file concerns about the Bill could spill over into more

serious strike action". The story examines the possibilities for a serious strike in

relation to actions across sectors involving several unions. Dannin records the

popular protest as involving a sixth of the population, but does not weigh up the

potential in this upsurge of rank and file protest against the reluctance of the NZCTU

to make the action count.
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NZCTU President Ken Douglas was defeatist and resigned to the passage of the

Bill as inevitable. TV3 coverage of an Auckland protest march on 10 April 1991

caught Douglas at the end of a vox pop segment featured as 'union bosses more

realistic'. Douglas belied his participation in the protest in his interview:

Ken Douglas: "The Bill will go through, they've got the numbers, the

union movement will guarantee protections".

Ian Wisharl: "lf you're fairly sure the Bill's going to go through, whafs

the point of a demonstration like this?"

Ken Douglas: "The point is the continuing process of lifting peoples'

consciousness and awareness".

Dannin commented aptly that Douglas'Tound it demeaning to have to move from

a statesmanlike partnership with govemment in which he helped determine policy to

standing in the sfieets shouting, shut out of the locus of power" (Dannin'1995:87).

This stance illustrates my argument above, that union officials are subject to the

pressures of incorporation while they work within the limits of capitalism without

challenging the system itself3. The NZCTU strategy was consistent with this as

Douglas revealed they worked to maintain their own position and secure concessions

from govemment so that the Bill would be altered to accommodate a union role in

the workplace. This occurred. The Bill was revised to guarantee authorised

bargaining agents access to workplaces to negotiate contracts and check relevant

wage and time records. They were also able to become parties to contracts by

agreement.

The protests against the Bill were useful as leverage for the union leadership in

gaining these concessions from the Government to secure unions a continuing role in

labour relations. The 'consciousness raising' aspect of marches did not amount to

more than allowing workers to let off steam for the benefit of a Govemment

audience.

83 I make this point in a 1993 essay (see Bedggood 1993). It is also made by Bramble, (1997) and

Roper, (1996).
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Despite the misleadership from the NZCTU many workers struggled to defeat the

Bill' Unions such as the Manufacturing and Construction Workers Union and the

Seafarers were unrelentingly militant. They saw the Engineers Union as a business

union accommodating to the Bill and later the Act.

The Seafarers called for a general strike during the protest action in the Week of
Action early in April. It was their strike later in the month over their award

negotiations that posed a real possibility of a general shike. However, as noted, at a

NZCTU delegates meeting on l8 April, the majority voted against a one day national

strike. The public sector unions, particularly teacher unions, carried the vote against

the strike' I observed bitter resentnent against the national NZCTU's perceived role

in stymieing strike action, at subsequent Auckland NZCTU delegate meetings.

Members felt that the possibility that widespread strike action might have led to the

defeat of the Bill and this was not able to be tested.

In both ASTE and PPTA, members were not canvassed over the issue of a general

shike, and were ignorant of their union vote. When the PPTA Auckland members

were told, they decided on their own national strike which took place on 30 April, the

proposed general strike day.

Women were highly visible in public protests against the ECB, particularly those

in the public sector unions which had high levels of organisation and mobilisation.

Pacific Island women working in the health sector were at the forefront of several

marches in Auckland. The emphasis in these public rallies was on the Bill as a
generalised attack on workers. However, the particular wlnerability of women

workers was a focus of many submissions to the Select Committee on the Bill,
notably from education unions with high levels of female membership which I will
discuss in Chapter Five.

The effects of the Employment contracts Act on vyomen workers

The interests of women workers were not historically at the forefront of workers

struggles- As noted, some of the reforms that established the Welfare State were

precipitated by the investigations of the Sweating Commission into horrendous

conditions of work and pay for women garment workers in the 1890s. The ensuing
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protective legislation guarded against the worst excesses of the exploitation of

women workers. We have seen how these laws and the findings of the Arbitration

Court cemented the role of the male breadwinner and fernaleftrousewife. However,

early suffragists agitated around the issue of equal pay - recognising that women's

equality went further than the vote. The first National Council of Women in 1897,

demanded 'equal pay for equal work'. This was not achieved until 1960 when equal

pay was legislated for in the public sector, and across all sectors in 1972. The

Employment Equity Act 1990, represented a bureaucratic move to remove inequities

for women when the'rule equality'of the equal pay legislation did not bring about the

'result equalitysa' of actual equal pay. This Act cut across the thrust of the Labour

government reforms and the diminishing state role by promoting the April Report's

aim of 'equal participation in socie$. The new National government made no such

feints to the left and the Act was repealed.

The impact of National's ECA on women workers has been profound. Before I

look at the evidence of overall trends for women, I will comment briefly on the way

the reform was designed to effect state sector ernployment. The deregulation of the

labour market was calculated to drive down labour costs and this was aligned to the

overall thrust of state reform to cut state expenditure on social spending. This reform

followed Bullock and Yaffe's (1975) model of the British capitalist state's response

to economic crisis involving driving down wages, eroding trade union rights and

cutting the social wage. The cuts in social spending exacerbated the squeeze on those

state sector workers who were both 'producers' and consumers of the social wage.

They are 'producers' in the sense that they work in, and contribute to the work of

sectors like the education and health. They are consumers of these services like any

other citizen or member of the community. However, in Marxist terms they are

unproductive because they do not produce surplus value in the production of

commodities and they are a drain on capitalist profits which the state deploys to

maintain the state sector. We saw in Chapter One how education workers constitute a

special case. Further, where policy shifts have created conditions where funding from

private sources now exceeds funding from the state, I argue that teachers and other

8a 
See Joanna Brenner's comment on p.94
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education workers in the 'state' sector, are now producing a commodity and are

therefore productive workers like any other productive workers.

Many workers lost their jobs as a consequence of the reforms of the state sector.

By 1992, the Statistics Department recorded that 136,000 public servants had been

made redundant since 1987 (quoted in Roth, 1993:143). Many of the workers in the

health and education sectors were women and their job loss represented an attack on

socialised domestic labour. Psychiatric care was largely dismantled from the public

hospital system and fell back to the responsibility of the family or the 'community'.

Atternpts to devolve the education sector and other parts of the health sector, were

thwarted by the resistance of unions, and community outcry. Popular expectations of
a public responsibility for education and health care, meant it was difficult to shift
aspects of these onto the familv.

In both health and education, many of those engaged in resisting attacks on

socialised domestic labour, were women. The gender division of labour involved

women's wage labow being concentrated in the areas of socialised domestic labour,

yet these women in paid labour still retained the major responsibility for private

domestic labour. These women would appear to have more at stake in both defending

the retention of their paid labour, and ensuring that the burden of their private

domestic work was not enlarged. As we saw in Chapter Three, they still have the

major responsibility for domestic tasks in the home, or the securing of a paid worker

to replace themselves. This points to the pivotal relationship between women's paid

work and unpaid domestic work and the way this defines women's generally

subordinate position in capitalist societies.

As I have argued, the impact of cuts created high levels of womenos

unemployment- This can be seen in terms of their role as reserve army of labour,

where their participation in wage labour/social production is underpinned by their
role as unpaid domestic workers in the household. Women's role as domestic labour

gives thern both the flexibility and disposability required of a reserye army by capital.

They can retum to their domestic labour in the home if they are forced out of waged

work, whether completely or through being casualised.
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The impact of the ECA on workplace gender differentials can be assessed in a

variety of ways. First, increased productivity was an outcome. There was a sharp

drop in the number of industrial stoppages. Second, underemployment was part of the

flexibility that employers sought. The rise in part-time work was significant even for

male workers.

Third, the evidence regarding the effect of the Act on contract coverage was

unclear and inconsistent. The provisions of the Act created difficulties for gathering

accurate statistical information. The primary source of data on unions, the Office of

Registrar of Trade Unions, was abolished and with no statutory requirernent to

register awards and no definitive public records of collective contracts, evidence

came from different sourc€s and was not conclusivess.

The Indushial Relations Centre at Victoria University surveyed union membership

each year after the Act was passed and was widely regarded as providing the most

valid data. The Centre found that there was a sharp decline in union membership

following the ECA and union membership continued to decline while the labour

force grew (Crawford, Harbridge and Hince, 1997). They estimated that union

membership declined from being 47o/o of the workforce in 1989 to under 17%by the

end of the 90s. Even in areas of high union membership like the public sector,

numbers dropped because of the overall decline in ernployment in the sector. The

larger unions kept their collective contracts, but these decreased too (Hector and

Hobby, 1997-8) and the Act had the effect on the level of collective bargaining which

decreased overall with the de-legitimizing of unions (May et al, 2001). Collective

union action diminished. Stoppages peaked in the 70s and early 80s, but spiralled

down after the ECA restricted the rieht to strike.

Before the ECA New Zealand women had one of the highest union mernberships

in the world and the gap between men and women's wage rates was one of the

85 For example, in terms of a continuing union involvement in negotiating contracts, there were three

conflicting reports in May 1992. The Labour Department reported that of 260 contracts covering
60,400 workers they had surveyed, 79%hadbeen negotiated by unions. lndependent research from the

Centre for Industrial Relations, Victoria University, surrreyed 471 contracts covering 127,000 workers,
85% which had been negotiated by unions. The Employers Federation surveyed 1,1 16 contracts

covering 190,964 'staff, 33% had been union negotiated. The Federation included individual
contracts n these figures.
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smallest in the world (Hyman, 1993). A NZCTU study shows that the high levels of

women's unionisation were eroded after 1991, mainly in the private sector unions in

the female intensive areas of retail, clerical and service sectors (Sarr, 1993). This lack

of unionisation entrenched women's' disadvantage in the workplace where overall

women continue to have lower pay and conditions of work than men. This erosion of

unionisation was part of the general trend in the 90s and it is interesting to note that

despite their lowering levels, women had a proportionately higher level of union

membership than men (the Industrial Relations Centre at Victoria University put it at

48o/o-50o/o, see May et al, 2001). This overall result reflects women's high level of

participation in the unionised public sector.

These different trends in union membership led to differences in conditions for

women working in the private sector and those who work in public sector. The

declines in the private sector related to the organisational difficulties of operating in

the new conditions under the ECA. The t'erninised sectors often involved small sites

where workers were isolated from one another, and collective action was difficult to

organise. An obvious example was the New Zealand Clerical Workers Union which

collapsed nine months after the passage of the ECA, leaving many of its 164,000

members, mainly women, without a union (see Dannin, 1997,74-77 for details of the

union's dernise).

It is not surprising that there were fewer collective contracts under the new

conditions. Union organisers could no longer rely on the protection of compulsory

unionism or employer deduction of union fees since the ECA and found it hard to

establish more direct relations with members because they were unused to working in

this way. A Department of Labour study by Janet Hector and Michael Hobby (1997-

8) revealed that an awareness of worker rights was low among vulnerable groups so

that they were highly unlikely to ask for union support. These groups included

workers with unwritten individual contracts, casual workers, workers under 20 years,

those paid under $30,000 and women. Most of these workers could not say

(unprompted) what their rights were for the minimum wage, holiday entitlement, sick

leave and equal pay.

This contrasted with the big unions, especially those in the public sector, where

women retained some of the conditions of work that they fought for and gained in the
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80s. Hammond and Harbridge's (1993) research showed that across both private and

public sectors women's wage increases were significantly below those of men and

women spend less time in paid work than men. Women were as likely to be

collectivised as men and those in the public sector workforce, who comprised 70% of

the workers, largely maintained their conditions of work in terms of collective

coverage and conditions, as well as pay.

Overall, women's leave conditions were better than those for men. They retained

good leave provisions for sick leave and annual leave. The retention of leave

entitlement reflected women's priorities from a more sympathetic bargaining

environment. It is likely that employers conceded on leave entitlement because they

thought that with the higher turnover of women workers, women might not claim

their leave entitlement (Crawford, Harbridge and Hince, 1998, Hill and Du Plessis,

1993, Wilson, 1994). Undoubtedly, the predominantly female unions set the pace in

obtaining better conditions for women. (Hill and Du Plessis, 1993).

The possibilities for social change occurring through union struggle is investigated

in the following chapters. The role of human agents whose actions are informed by

theoretical understanding, is critical in any such transformation. I focus on both the

extent and the limitations of the reform on the well established education sector and

the resistance of teachers, particularly wornen teachers, to many of the changes. This

resistance demonstrates that women can fight as equals in industrial unions. Through

their militant activity did women teachers overcome gender oppression by

developing class consciousness and organise to generate working class unity?
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lntermezzo

Introducing the fnterviews

To test the possibility of women escaping their subordinate position in capitalist

society by entering the labour market and fighting for equality there, I decided to

look a group of women workers in a particular segment of the labour market. The

tenacity and militancy of teachers made them ideal subjects. This and following

chapters look at a case sfudy of women teachers across all education sectors. There

are several reasons why I follow this line of inquiry.

First, exploring the effects of education reforms follows on from my previous

research interest in the reforms that were designed to cut costs in state delivery of

education as part of capitalist restructuring (see Bedggood and Bedggood 1995, and

Bedggood and Bedggood 1988). Looking at the reforms and their impact on state

workers enabled me to concretise some of the arguments in Chapter One over the

restructuring by the New Zealand state in the 1980s and 90s, which I held was

intended to reverse the downward trend in capital accumulation, or profitability. I

was able to put into sharp focus the position of state workers in the period because

they were directly affected by the restructuring which transformed state sector

employment. I wanted to see whether state sector reforms posed a threat to the

economic advances achieved by women in the post-war period, given that much of

the expansion of women's paid employment occurred in the expanding state sector.

Second, women teachers exempliff the pattem of work for women in the state

sector where women are concentrated in the 'caring' jobs in education and health.

Traditionally anployment as teachers or nurses was socially acceptable for women

because these jobs were seen as merely an extension of their main role as carers in

the family. So looking at teachers gave me the opportunity to explore the dynamic

between women's domestic labour and their wage labour and the extent to which

women's greater responsibility for domestic labour might continue to disadvantage

them in the labour market and reproduce women's subordination.
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Third, the state sector was highly unionised so it provided the context to

investigate how women defended their jobs through their union involvernent. Their

union activity was a test of how militant workers might push against the capitalist

offensive. This agitation might also involve fighting for rank and file conbol within

their union so that union bureaucrats would not hold back their struggle. I

hlpothesised that these struggles would have the effect of transforming education

unions from conservative unions into fighting industrial unions. And that by

resisting capitalist attacks on workers, these workers may then begin to recognise

class contradictions. The most class conscious workers might then play an active role

in the development of class solidarity which would also counter the effects if not the

causes of gender oppression.

Key informants

The case study on women teachers is based on interviews with key informants as a

basis for analysis. The informants were asked about the key thernes I identified in the

previous section. I questioned them to elicit their knowledge of the restructuring

reforms of the late 80s and early 90s, a period of intense change in education and a

period of recession and crisis tbr capital accumulation. In these circumstances the

state followed the logic of cuts in state spending; the reduction in state activity was

presented in terms of deregulation. The mechanism for this in education was

devolution of education administration to the community. I wanted to elicit my

informants responses to this process and to the on-going effects of the reform through

the 90s, as women, as teachers and as trade unionists. Their perceptions and

anecdotal accounts of activity were tested against other evidence and opinion on the

effects of state restructuring in education.

ln the interviews I wanted to test the extent to which the informants saw teaching

as a caring occupation, that was 'natural' for women to do, compared with their

commitment to teaching as waged workers. So the informants were questioned to

ascertain where they positioned themselves in relation to the demands of their

domestic labour and their wage labour. I compared their responses to the overall

patterns of women teachers'work.
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I wanted to know how women teachers saw what was happening in their schools

and in the education system generally and what they did about it, particularly as

members of their unions. The key informants I interviewed were teachers who I

identified as active in their unions in defending jobs and conditions of work. This

union activity I took as a measure of their commitment to their waged work and

possibly a measure of their politicization. This involved testing my proposition that

education unions traditionally functioned conservatively and whether under the

pressure of events their union activity became militant as part of this process

members broke from a conservative mentality and developed a strong union

consciousness.

This awareness gives union struggle another dimension which I discussed in

Chapter Four. Unions are workers organisations where workers combine to agitate

for their rights, opposing their ernployers who are, or who represent, capitalists. ln

these confrontations over opposing interests, whether they realise it or not workers

become involved in class struggle. Was this realisation ever a possibility for teachers

and teacher unions? I looked closely to see how the leading activists influenced the

quality of my informants' understanding and activity; and whether a union

consciousness was developing into class-consciousness. This is consistent with

Gramsci's 'contradictory consciousness' where inherited commonsense

understandings conflict with a critical consciousness shaped by collective action.

When workers develop a theoretical understanding in tandern with their activity,

class consciousness emerges (Gramsci, l97l: 333).

Further, I wa-s interested to see whether this consciousness emerged not just from

conflict with employers, but from tensions within unions between rank and file

activists and union officials. These tensions may be expressed in differences in

tactics if officials are subject to the pressures of accommodation in their dealings

with employers.

My research relies on informants who were teachers in the education sector

anployed by the Department of Education or Education Boards, the sectors that were

targeted at the beginning of the reform period. This included kindergarten, primary,

secondary and tertiary teachers in Polytechnics and Colleges of Education, and
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excluded university teacherss6. I chose union activists as key informants and I did this

through a variety of contacts. I knew some political activists who were also very

active in their unions, I met some unionists through my participation at delegate

meetings of the Auckland NZCTU or at mass union meetings; and I contacted other

activists who were identified by the activists I knew. As well, I interviewed five

union officials to compare their accounts with those of the teachers. The participant

informant sheet and the consent forms approved by the Ethics Committee are in the

Appendix.

I interviewed the key informants from December 1999 and through 2000. Of the

thirty informants, all except one of the teachers worked in Auckland while four of the

union offieials worked in Wellington. Most were women but I interviewed some

male activists in order to compare their responses and behaviour.

The informants talked about their own perceptions of what happened in their

sector. Sometimes they recalled specific events, particularly any struggle they had

been involved in, but often they relied on their impressions of what had occurred and

their reactions to it.

Education reforms

These respondents reflected on reforms that brought profound changes in the

delivery of state education and the structure of the education sector workforce. These

changes were introduced in a series of policy reviews in 1988. The Government

carefully set up working groups that would reflect the Govemment's direction

towards deregulation. Each working group released a report (which took the name of

their respective chairs) and the Government responded to each report with their own

policy documents. The Working Group on Early Childhood Care and Education

released Education to be More (the Mead Report). The Government response to this,

Before Five, promised equal status for early childhood with other education sectors

which would be "an investment in the future".

86 Auckland Universiity of Technology changed its status from polytechnic to univercity in 2000,

towards the end of my research. It remains part of the research
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The Taskforce reviewing the administration of public education in the school

sector released its report Administering for Excellence (the Picot Report). \"he

Government accepted most of its recornmendations in its own document, Tomorrows

SchoolssT.

The tertiary sector Report of the Working Group on Post-Compulsory Education

and Training (the Hawke Report) and the Govemment response Learning for Ltfe

focussed on PolytechnicsEs.

Further policy directly affecting teachers' anployment was contained in the State

Sector Act 1988 and the Employment Contracts Act 1991.

The next section focuses on one part of the case study- a small goup of women

teachers in early childhood education. As a predominantly feminised sector it was a

fertile area to investigate the relationship between womeR's domestic labour and their

wage labour.

87 This was followed by further Government reports on the school sector, Today's Schools 1990, The

National Curricalum of New Zealand 1991 andThe New Zealand Curriculum Framework 1993.
88 Later the Government set up a group to look at policies for universities which put out Report of the
Ministerial Consultalive Group(Todd Report),
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Chapter Five

Early Childhood Teachers:

a gendered sector

The early childhood education sector

The strong connection between women's wage labour and their domestic labour is

most evident for early childhood educators. They work in a sector where children are

youngest and the workforce is highly feminised. The ideology of 'mother' is evident

in a number of policy measures.

The work seen as complernenting mothering was glven the highest level of

support historically. Part-time providers like kindergartens and playcentres were at

the top of the hierarchy for funding while fulltime childcare received the lowest

funding. Childcare was seen as serving the needs of the labour market (Mitchell,

2000) which went against the idea of mothering as woman's primary vocation. It was

as if women who put their children in care should not be rewarded by the caregivers

receiving the same levels of funding as that given to the centres who catered for the

children of those who devoted themselves to full time mothering. Podmore (1996)

sees the recent recognition of the need for 'greater flexibility of services' is a

recognition that mothers in paid work and their children deserve high standards of

provision. But Podmore notes that the idea that early childhood services should

accommodate parents' changing patterns of paid work, continues to be questioned

(see Podmore, 1996: 20).

The key policy document of the reforms in early childhood, Before 5, increased

state support to private for-profit operations offering'choice'and'equity'which fits

Podmore's argument. However, the apparent 'equity'was exposed as dubious, first as

a cover for reducing funding to kindergartens and secondn as undermining education

through the lack of safeguards in the allocations to private centres. The problems that
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quickly appeared were problems that became familiar in other sectors. There was

little accountability and many'autonomous'private centres pocketed the money and

made no improvements. Mitchell (2000) tenns this approach to the early childhood

sector as "pure market" because she saw that in the for -profit centres, the profit went

to the owner of the business and not into providing an education service.

Another consequence of the flattening out was it undermined effort to match the

provision for other education sectors. Instead, the state matched down rather than up.

As a model for education reform, early childhood faced the greatest challenge of

restrucfuring.

Early childhood centres were more vulnerable to reform because they were never

fully state funded. Their reliance on community fund raising made for a'cake stall'

(volunteer) approach to funding operational costs, indicating both the marginality

and the domestic labour associations embedded in the sector.

As well as being undervalued in levels of funding historically, childcare was

undervalued in terminolog;r, being described as providing'care'while the other early

childhood services were described as providing 'education'. This distinction was

collapsed by teachers themselves who argued that the separation of care and

education was not viable when all services offered both education and care. The

current terminology 'early childhood educators' used by the Ministry of Education to

describe all early childhood workers, is an important gain for the status of teachers in

the 'care' institutions, and for the status of mothers of children using these centres

that does not undermine their position as paid workers who are entitled to quality of

early childhood education for their children.

However, the flattening out of funding shows that the blurring of care and

education can also undermine the professional contribution of early childhood

teachers. For example, Treasury (1987) denied that the education children received

from the teachers in kindergartens was anything more than children got from their

parents. In privileging parents as educators and parental involvement as a key factor

in children's leaming, Treasury endorsed early childhood work as work that mothers

do anyway. This argument is problematised when they refer to some parents as

unable to make informed decisions regarding children's' pre-school experience.
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Parents are not invariably proficient and themselves need education from

professionals. This contradictory approach underpins the Parents as First Teachers

Scherne (PAFT) which was set up in 1990 by Lockwood Smith, Minister of

Education. Smith (quoted in McNaughton, 1992) claimed the policy would "assist

and support parents in their natural role as their child's first teachers". Yet the

establishment of the scheme suggests that parents were not doing such a good job

naturally, and needed to improve their task as teachers.se

The l99l cuts in government funding were directed at under 2 yeu olds and

coincided with the promotion of PAFT which got substantial funding. This was seen

as a diversion of public money away from the traditional professional providers into

a new scheme that privileged parurts as educators. Thus, it appeared as another

policy calculated to undermine public provision of ECE and the professionalism of

the teachers and keep women at home. Many mothers of young children could not

afford the fees for ECE because the govemment's new fee regime undennined low

waged parents' ability to access the centres. At the same time mothering at home

was encouraged through full subsidies. This can be seen as the ultimate in

privatisation, an atternpt to take ECE out of the public sphere and back into the

private sphere. It represents pressure from the state to erode socialised domestic

labour and reconstitute it as private domestic labour in the household.

Early childhood educators have defended the importance of training and fought to

retain and promote it. Their arguments encompass the benefits to children's

development of having teachers who "think and reflect on their own practices

(Farquhar, 1994) and "sfretch children's thinking" (Mitchell, 2000). I sought to test

the respondents' commihnent to their work as something that was different from

what any mother/parent could do.

Although the state reforms met various degrees of resistance, the early childhood

sector was 'done over'in the sense that reforms were trialed there before they were

introduced in other sectors. The sector was susceptible to reform due to a range of

8e It was criticised as an imported scheme which did not take account of equivalent indigenous schemes

(Dalli, 1992). It was designed as a major vehicle for educating parents when parent education was a
central feanrre of existing providers such as playcentres. Pihama (1997) criticised the scheme on the

basis it was a patronising attempt to impose Pakeha education values on Maori parents.
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factors. Importantly, because it was never fully incorporated into the state sector it
was not able to defend itself invoking historical custom and practice as a state

service. The leverage in bargaining for workers in a non-compulsory sector was

limited compared with the disruptive effects of worker action, such as withdrawal of
labour, in the compulsory sector. Other contributing factors were the traditional lack

of militancy of the workers and the highly ferninised nafure of the workforce.

How is feminised vulnerability measured? It can be linked to the general patterns

of participation in waged work, which show women as lower paid and having poorer

conditions and generally lower status than men (see Statistics New Zealand,

1999:83-106). Women struggle against conditions of disadvantage which generate

social expectations of women's status. I am not arguing that compliance is an innate

characteristic of women, but that traditional expectations of appropriate behaviour

act as a powerful social control to constrain militancy. ln my interviews I was testing

respondents who were active in their unions in pursuing change, to see if they held

onto conventional perceptions of what was acceptable behaviour, or even essentialist

behaviour, for women. Were there strategies or predispositions to behave in certain

'feminine'ways? Did they see their work as gendered in nafure?

Care v. education

One of the pivotal issues around state provision has been the question of care and

education. The tensions between different groups of early childhood workers was

evident in the reluctance for care workers and kindergarten teachers to come

together in one union in 1986. This was a traumatic event for many kindergarten

teachers. Their professional self-image of themselves as kindergarten teachers was

upset and many thought they would be lowering themselves to form a union with
childcare workers who were carers rather than educators. A kindergarten teacher,

Dorothy (not her real name), comments on this:

... our union decided to join [the EC Union] and a lot of kindergarten

teachers found it difficult. Many of thern Ieft because they thought we

were lowering ourselves, and on reflection we did....in those days they

weren't trained and horrific things were happening in their centres.
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Dorothy is reflecting the desire of many kindergarten teachers to protect their

skills against the contamination that an amalgamation with less skilled childcare

workers would bring. This reaction can be interpreted as that of a 'professional'

union defending their own skills.

Meg Moss, a trained childcare worker, recognised that kindergarten teachers'fears

had some validity but she put a more optimistic perspective on the amalgamation as

benefiting the whole sector:

A lot of kindergarten teachers knew nothing about childcare and

childcare people didn't know about kindergarten...There was a lot of
resentment on different bases ... kindergarten teachers thought childcare

people did a second-class job and if they were all lumped together,

kindergarten teachers would be brought down...they were professional

teachers and childcare workers were not the same breed

Despite their recognition that childcare teachers were an 'inferior breed', both

Moss and Dorothy worked hard to irnprove the standards for childcare workers. The

union did play a role in protecting the interests of childcare workers and improving

their access to training. These moves can also be seen as an atternpt to protect skilled

workers against the erosion of their skills by relatively unskilled workers.

In defending their skills, kindergarten teachers were challenging social

perceptions that their work was essentially a nursemaiding role, not a professional

service. They continued to be apprehensive about government policy which appeared

to attempt to undermine their conditions of work and their professionalism. They saw

their exiting from the state sector under the controversial State Sector Amendment

Act 1997 as "part of the plan to make them the sarne as childcare workers" (Moss,

2000) and reduce their funding. However, kindergartens have maintained their high

level of funding in relation to childcare centres.

This hierarchy of status is reflected in the education sector overall. The most

ferninised areas with the youngest students have the lowest status. As well as

wanting to disassociate themselves from childcare workers lest they be tainted by
their lower status, in some contexts it was expedient for kindergarten teachers to blur
the distinction between themselves and primary teachers.
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Dorothy recalls experiencing this negativity towards kindergarten teachers outside

the union and had learned not to tell people that she was a kindergarten teacher: "l'd

just say I was a teacher because I knew the flak I would get - if I said I was a

kindergarten teacher they'd say'Oh my God, why?" Even within the union there was

overt hostility. When she attended her first NZEI conference she defended her

kindergarten role against a disparaging male primary teacher. Linda Mitchell, an

NZEI worker, saw this as part of a hierarchy of regard:

It is the under-valuing of women - a feeling that anyone can look after

young children. Teachers in early childhood can't possibly require the

same qualifications and can't possibly do such a complex job as teachers

in primary and secondary schools. And primary teachers have the

same...In the fight for pay parity and the fight for recognition often its the

goup above you that's the most vociferous about their job being more

complex than your job (Mitchell,2000).

Again, this dernarcation of jobs on the basis of complexity fits into the pride in

skill and the protection of the enhanced conditions that the skill brings that is the

hallmark of the way a professional union defends its status.

As well a demarcating themselves against childcare workers, kindergarten

teachers protected their professionalism against naturalistic ideas that work with

small children was merely an extension of mothering. Dorothy was very conscious of

what she knew and did, that made her a professional educator:

I've worked with people that aren't trained and you have to be so careful.

It's their communication, the way they talk to people...they just don't

know how to facilitate leaming...If a parent comes to you and asks you

questions about how their child's developing, you want to give them

encouragement...and then you can go into areas where the little ones may

need improvement...someone who hasn't got the training, hasn't got that

knowl edge... [of]...the basics of child development (Dorothy, 1999).

Organisational pragmatism

There was also some opposition from early childhood teachers to joining the
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NZEI although generally their members were pragmatic. They realised that another

union amalgamation was necessary because even their combined union was too

small to have any real clout with employers. Dorothy commented that Ken Douglas,

then President of the NZCTU, had said they were too small to negotiate any longer

and they should join the wharfies, implying that to be eflective they needed to have

greater numbers and acquire a more industrial character! Within NZEI, my

informants were enthusiastic about their membership in terms of the union's ability

in negotiations. The larger union brings more weight to negotiations with more

financial backing and more experienced negotiators. NZEI is valued for their
professional expertise; for their advice on how to avert problems such as handling

dreaded Education Review Office (ERO) visits and for their work as policy

shategists. They comment knowledgeably on government policy such as the Green

Paper and the White Paper. Dorothy expresses her admiration at the breadth of their

work; " the union is not just there to bail you out, the amount of work the NZEI do is

incredible. They have fingers in every pie".

These advantages relate to the bureaucratic operation of the union which is often

seen as 'the union', following the old craft unions operations. However, r am

interested in the members'participation in the union. Do they shape union policy and

tactics? To what extent is it a democratic union of the members as well as for the

members?

About 80% of kindergarten teachers are unionised but fewer are organised in
childcare because it is a relatively difficult sector to organise, particularly for
childcare workers. They are more isolated, lower paid and less able to afford union

fees and have less time to attend union meetings which occur during their hours of
work. Kindergarten teachers are isolated from one another because there are only two

or three teachers in each kindergarten. When their kindergarten union was separate,

they organised union meetings so several groups of teachers could get together like
primary teachers who organised themselves in syndicates of several schools.

Organisation is easier for secondary teachers who organise branches within each

school and tertiary teachers whose branch also covers the institution they work in.

These are not the only level of organisation that is a factor in union cohesion and

effectiveness. Both the non-compulsory sectors (tertiary and early childhood) have

lost their national contracts while the compulsory sectors have fought and retained
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them in the period.

Although my informants are impressed with the NZEI and recognise the practical

benefits of operating within a big union they have reservations about their

involvement. These centre on a loss of identity as early childhood educators. For

example, "the name went and there was nothing in the nalne TNZEI] to acknowledge

that early childhood was there" (Dorothy, l99g). Moreover:

You don't get many early childhood people attending branch meetings.

My own attendance has dropped offbecause I find some of the issues for

primary teachers boring and I am not with a branch of my own

colleagues that I have got a personal history with (Moss, 2000).

Conversely, there seemed to be a negative reaction of primary teachers to issues

affecting early childhood teachers:

I became involved in the farea] Auckland branch of NZEI and the

chairperson wanted to just pay me off [when] I suggested we needed to

spend money to get early childhood workers on board...

"l san't go along with this but I'll give you the money."

"Fine-" I said I didn't have a problem and we'd give him the results,

which we did...we got people on board (Dorothy, lggg).

These comments suggest that the amalgamation of the Kindergarten teachers

Association (KTA) and the Early Childhood Workers Union (ECWID in 1990 has

helped develop a community of interest within the early childhood sector while the

later amalgamation with NZEI in 1994, has not generated the same commonality to

date. The struggle for pay parity between the two sectors may help forge a
community of interest. Certainly, my respondents were conscious of the necessity for

survival in the face of a National Coalition Government atternpting to destroy

unions.

Managin g restructurin g

One of the concems of my informants to emerge from the interviews, was the
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inhoduction of a new sort of manager to oversee the reforms, particularly bulk

funding. ln a calculated move, govemment undermined worker strength with the

imposition of new management structures through all the education sectors.

Government attonpted to do this under the cover of 'community control' in the

primary and secondary sector but a large part of the pre-primary sector wix already

nominally community run.

Bulk funding was the mechanism for stricter financial control. This was attractive

to some kindergarten and union officials. Mitchell (2000) was positive about bulk

funding being the method of delivering the funding but critical of the fact "it was not

securely tagged for teachers' salaries". Lloyd Falk, the director of the Wellington

Kindergarten Association argued against the system on these grounds too. He

claimed the bulk funding system for kindergarten teachers was unfair and should be

like the prirnary and secondary sector bulk funding where wage increases translate to

increased grants ( NZ Herald: 1995).

Within the constrictions of the bulk funding budget the KTA moved to restrict

and undermine teachers' professional autonomy. According to Dorothy there were

budgetary restrictions on her hiring relievers and she heard that the KTA were

reluctant to employ well-qualified staff who would cost more. Cathy Wylie's

research (1993) on the efFects of bulk funding on kindergartens nationally, confirmed

the rumours Dorothy heard. Nearly half the headteachers in Wylie's survey reported

that more untrained relievers were being used in session time. In addition, they said

that they were no longer allowed to bring relievers in during non-contact hours.

When they were permitted to hire relievers, there were added difficulties in getting

thern. Potential relievers were reluctant to work with the reduced pay rates and

travel allowances arising from the 1992 national contract (Wylie, 1993:21).

The managers appointed to implernent the policies were focussed on accounting

not teaching. Problems between management and staffproliferated. For example, in

a dispute in 1994, Auckland kindergarten teachers were reported as being upset

about extra work imposed on them, The New Zealand Herald reported:

"The Auckland Kindergarten Association says urgent cost-cutting is

needed to avoid a deficit this year of more than $400,000. A plan by the

association to keep its 98 kindergartens open for an extra two and a half
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days in August and two more in Decernber will attract more government

funds. But teachers say they have not had a pay rise for more than four

years and should not have to bear the brunt of deficiencies in

Government bulk-funding. The association's new general manager, Mrs

Jan Jameson, agrees that the funding formula is deficient...She

acknowledged that extending class sessions would be hard on teachers,

but said her organisation had no choice". (Dearnaley,1994)

According to Dorothy, one new manager (who she did not name) was

exceptionally bad for teachers. Her job was to improve the Association's finances,

but she did not understand what was required for kindergartens because she isolated

herself from them. "She made sure she never went near a kindergarten, she never

knew the problems" (Dorothy, 1999).

She brought in a new regime with'totallybizarre'new rules. She stopped teachers'

staff meetings. She made them notifu sick leave to the Association instead of the

kindergarten. She cancelled all other leave including bereavement leave. She broke

away from the national Association in December 1994 when the Auckland

kindergartan employers walked out of nationalpaytalks.

Dorothy recollected that when the new contracts came through, they were aimed

at destroying unions. This new regime was viewed by staffas overtly political. There

were rumours that John Luxton the Associate Minister of Education, was involved

"because if Auckland fell over, what would happen to rest of the country" (Dorothy,

1999). A Spectrum Radio New Zealand documentary on kindergartens reported that

the govemment saw the new Auckland Association as a model for the rest of the

country (Spectnrm, 1995). Luxton visited Dorothy's kindergarten several times.

Teachers interviewed by Moss (1999: 102-106) reported that although they had

strong opinions over kindergarten management, they felt they had no forum to

express these and they had no say over fiscal decisions. They said that they were

marginalised by their Association. Although parents had an opportunity to become

involved in the management of kindergartens very few did. Thus, there was limited

involvement from the'community'in management despite the government rhetoric.
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This management control tlpifies the managerialist-based restructuring

occurring throughout the public sector, including other education sectors (see Martin,

leel).

Bulk funding as lower funding

Kindergarten teachers did not recognise the dangers of bulk funding at the time it

was introduced into kindergartens, although it was already a reality in some childcare

centres. Moss, who was then a childcare supervisor, was invited to speak to a

meeting attended by kindergarten teachers on a teacher release day in Auckland in

199I, to forewarn them of the dangers of accepting bulk funding:

I was asked how bulk funding worked for us and I told them the only

way it worked for the centre I was in, was we all accepted for four weeks

of the year we had no pay, because bulk funding doesn't cover the

holidays...it was a struggle at Christmas, in January when you had four

weeks of no money. I prepared these wonderful overheads and put them

up and said this is how it works, don't accept it. Under no circumstances

accept bulk funding...lt did not make any difference, they accepted bulk

funding. I felt at the time kindergarten teachers were remarkably ignorant

of the implications of policy change...they were cocooned, they were all

very safe fin their conditions of work]...I felt as a childcare worker I was

extrernely aware because we had to be aware - we were out on a limb and

the kindergarten teachers were really cosy...

Moss' comments point to the way that kindergarten teachers views reflected their

position of relative privilege within the early childhood sector. However, once bulk

funding had been put in place, Moss saw the kindergarten teachers' attitudes

changing in line with their change in circumstances:

...because of the air of change, kindergarten teachers are more aware of

political policy and they may have to fight it...they are not complacent

This change in attitude can be measured by the increase in militancy, in strike

action.
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Wylie's research into the effects of bulk funding showed that no senior teachers

thought that the change to bulk funding benefited kindergartens (Wylie, 1993:26).

Teachers reported substantial increases in their workloads:. This was apparent for my

respondents:

I have to spend more time administering this kindergarten. There is more

paperwork, more bureaucracy, and more responsibility as head teachers.

There is less professional support than there was a few years ago (Moss).

Dorothy felt the lack of professional support when she was having problems with

a difficult group of boys. She was dissatisfied both with the quality of advice she

could call on and her inability to reduce numbers as a way of resolving the problem:

...prior to bulk funding in the good old days, we used to have what we

called 'senior teachers'... they had the expertise.... they'd observe {the

situation] then they would say, don't take any more in the morning goup

until you've settled this group, and that's what they should have done this

time. But you see, I'm not allowed to do that because of the funding. It

immediately means I lose funding (Dorothy, 1999).

Moss saw the requirement for full attendance as having more impact on

kindergartens in poorer areas, like the one she runs. She has strategies to juggle the

possibility of rolls fluctuating in order to keep the centre operational:

I know the significance of having an empty place,.. I know I have to have

systerns in place to ensure we have 45 children enrolled. The only way

we can do it in this community is by over-enrolling, by carrying a

number of additional enrolments. The downside of that is, what if they

all tum up on the same day - 50 children when I've got 45 places? If we

were funded directly it wouldn't be an issue and we would be able to

offer a higher standard of service because I would only enrol 45 children.

Wylie summarises the dominant themes in the comments made by senior teachers,

as, "roll increases and the pressure to keep rolls full, have increased the size of the

groups children are working in. ln the research literature, group size has long been

associated with difFerences in quality in early childhood centres" (Wylie, 1993:24).
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These concems are echoed by my respondents. Wylie argues that the pressure to

match roll numbers with funding formulae may lead to more uniformity in what

kindergartens offer, reduction in the quality of delivery and probably the demise of

poorer kindergartens where children are in greatest need of high quality early

childhood education. (Wylie, 1993: 30).

Wylie's (1993) study showed the gap between poor and rich kindergartens

widening, resulting in limited access and reduced quality of experience for children

in poorer areas. Moss reflects this dedication to equity in provision in public

education system under pressure:

The children who most need kindergartens are likely to be the poor

attenders because they don't have a car, they don't have a phone, they

don't have regular income. So we try to accommodate people who have

sporadic attendance.

Moss sees these children as likely to need more attention from their teachers:

I think our children need a higlr adult to child ratio because we have got a

lot of children who don't speak English. We've got refugee children,

we've got children with special needs, we've got children with very low

exposure to literacy and numeracy in the home circumstances.

Union militancy

Cook (1985:206) sees a contradiction in the development of early childhood

education. It was dependant on the work of women, which meant "struggling against

the definition...of the presumed needs of women and children". I find more evidence

that the historic gains for ECE were well tied into conventional ideas of women's

proper role. Women pushed not necessarily to promote their own rights as workers

but to advocate for children:

Kindergarten teachers could be relied on to stand up for their rights, I

think because it's tied up with the rights of children that you've got to

fight for children who can't fight for thernselves. (Moss, 2000)
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By emphasising the needs of children, Moss presents teachers' activism as

altruistic - they are concerned about children's interests, rather than motivated by any

self interest as workers. This conforms to what Judith Duncan (1996) calls the

dominant discourse in the teacher campaigns around their negotiations in 1992. This

discourse is encapsulated in the phrase 'for the sake of the children'. Duncan

interpreted a rangs of media coverage and union promotional material as depicting

kindergarten teachers' central concern being the welfare of children. This discourse

draws on notions of women as mothers and carers while overlooking their role as

teachers and workers.

lf we take Duncan's discourse approach and look at coverage of kindergarten

teacher issues in the New Zealand Herald in 1994, the 'children come first' paradigm

is not a prominant feafure of coverage. Kindergarten teachers used tactics associated

with industrial unions and the newspaper stories reflect this. They report on

kindergarten teachers in terms of work related issues, the views of contending parties

and their actions. The dominant theme of coverage is money, mainly around teachers'

pay but covering various aspects of funding to kindergartens whether in terms of

money lacking for kindergarten repairs or injections of govemment funds. Teachers

pay issues emphasise low pay rates. For example:

The strike by 1600 teachers closed about 580 kindergartens and affected

46,000 pre-schoolers. A spokesperson for the Educational Institute,

Cynthia Slowley, said parents, the public and many employers had

responded trernendously to the teachers'predicament. The institute would

continue to push for an immediate 4 per cent pay rise for teachers and 6

per cent for head teachers to correct low pay and a "recruitment crisis' in

the profess ion. (H e rald, 1 4 I | 0 I 94)

This exemplifies the Herald's focus on industrial issues and worker response in

terms of industrial action. Industrial action that may affect children is not depicted as

abhorrent activity for a group of women workers as it was in 1982 when teachers

threatened to close the kindergarten rolls and the Minister of Education, Merv

Wellington accused them of "pseudo-unionism" (Quoted in Cook 1986:206) .

How can we assess the potency of the activism of the early childhood sector
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workers? This was in the context of pressures not only from education reforms, but

also the Employment Contracts Act which had a big impact on the sector. The

national awards, which set out pay and conditions for all workers, were eventually

lost when employers refused to negotiate at a national level. 1,500 workers lost

award coverage.

Certainly, kindergarten teachers' militancy intensified through the restructuring in

the 90s. In 1992 90% of kindergarten teachers voted to strike if their contract was

not settled. Threats of strike action and local strikes continued over a series of drawn

out negotiations. This agitation culminated in a national strike in 1996.

My informants were knowledgeable and reflective about the education reforms.

Moss came to a different conclusion about the dangers of bulk funding than the

union official I interviewed. However, the early childhood worker informants were

uniformly enthusiastic about the union and were remarkably uncritical of union

positions or practice. Their activism was within the framework of a bureaucratic

union where the union officials directed the line which the members followed.

However, there were dissidents within the ranks. The 1995 settlement was rejected

by Dunedin teachers who thought their union negotiators had sold them out (Duncan

and Rowe, 1996). They could not persuade their co-workers in the rest of the

country to support their vote of no confidence.

Are the kindergarten teachers' strikes a measure of union consciousness and

politicisation given the uncritical support grven by active members? The three strikes

she was involved in during negotiations were seen as 'highly effective'by Dorothy.

But when one occrured at the same time as a father at her kindergarten was made

redundant she found it too hard to ask for parent support because she felt she "'didn't

have a case for the parents to support her...here they are being laid offand I'm asking

for a pay increase". The father in question was a manager and not a union member.

Dorothy's feeling of "guilt even in the midst of struggle" is an example of what

Cockburn and Blackburn (1967) see happening when trade union members cannot

distance themselves from popular antipathy towards unions and union struggle as

pointless and selfish. Dorothy was reluctant initially to join a union and only did so

because she would have lost her job had she not joined. She joined kindergarten

after three years of teaching. Once she joined she could see the benefits, particularly
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the professional support. So she developed a union consciousness from an initial

position that was anti- union. ln her responses she showed that this consciousness

extended to support childcare workers within the early childhood sector but not

beyond that to other workers. Her limited union consciousness contrasts with Moss'

more extensive union experience and more expansive consciousness.

A gendered sector

Dorothy referred to kindergarten as a'female environment'which it is with 99%

of employees female (Dunn et al.I992:34) . My respondents did not see the

association with small children as necessarily making it an exclusively fernale

domain. Men could (and should) be included given the right circumstances. Dorothy

saw the inclusion of male teachers as important because their "whole teaching

concept is different from female". When pushed on how the difference manifested

itself she mentioned the way men organised outside play with a greater use of heavy

equipment. She referred to gender difference as inherent rather than learned.

Moss acknowledged that the social perception would be "what real man would be

wanting to work with infants and young children?" This perception was affected by

the low salaries which precluded male involvement. Moss commented on the low

income and the fact that she would not like it to be the sole income for her family.

She thought the lack of males in the sector could be overcome by improving the

salary dramatically. Better salaries would attract male teachers. Dorothy saw

kindergarten teachers' salaries not being enough to support a wife and children.

When asked whether women were supporting their families on their own, she replied

"but that's different isn't it?" reflecting her acceptance of a gendered salary

differential and the conventional notion of the male breadwinner that underpins it.

Dorothy's attitude is interesting glven the fact she was a solo mother who had

brought up two children on her own.

Another strongly held social perception around men in early childhood is the

mistrust and suspicion ofmales in this role (see Robinson's study quoted in Farquhar,
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lgg4). Both Moss and Dorothy referred to the Christchurch creche casen0 as creating

a stigma of sexually predatory males for all male teachers in early childhood

education.

How did respondents see their own paid work role in relation to their domestic

role? Moss' commitment to her job was tempered by her own priorities as a wife and

mother. She admitted that "my family comes before anything else...fami1y

responsibilities have an impact on the job I do now". She managed the potential

tension between her family and work responsibilities by blurring the separation

between home and family; her job was her'second home'where her family could get

involved too.

Moss conflated this relationship between home and work in another way too:

I was at home looking after my own children...the govemment had no

interest in what I was doing at all. Then I went back to work. I worked in

a licensed childcare centre and took the two children with me and then I

got paid for looking after them because they were members of the

licensed centre...Suddenly I was getting paid for looking after my own

children.

Moss may be inferring that she should have got paid for her home work, but the

argument she is making is based on her belief that the paid work she was doing was

the same as the unpaid childcare she did in her own family. Thus, she is feeding into

the argument that paid childcare work is the same as the caring that mothers'do at

home with their own children.

Despite their commitment to their jobs and activism in their unions, these key

informants appear to identiff strongly with orthodox gender roles. Their wage work

is an extension of their domestic role.

'0 In a high profile case, Peter Ellis, a worker at the Christchurch Civic Creche, was convicted on
sixteen charges of abusing children at the creche, in 1993. He served seven years of a ten year prison
sentgnce.
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Conclusion

These interviews with early childhood educators are the first stage in the case

study of women teachers across all the education sectors. My informants' responses

indicate that their union activity tended to be skill oriented. They saw themselves as

professionals but their acceptance of the lower pay in ttreir feminised sector suggests

that they were held back by a domestic labour consciousness. This perce'ption is

reinforced by their comments showing that they blurred the distinction between their

own domestic labour and wage labour roles.

Although they progressed in their union by arnalgamating the child carers with the

teachers, this appeared to be a way of protecting their professionalism rather than a

basis for wider collective action as workers. Their role within their union shows that

they took direction from their union officials and this limited their ability to deal

with the reforms effectively compared with teachers in other sectors.
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Chapter Six

The Union Fightback

The composition of teachers and institutions in the compulsory schools sector and

the tertiary sector, differed significantly from those in early childhood education. [n

this chapter I investigate the impact of education reforms on teachers in schools, in

Polyechnics and in Colleges of Education. I begin by examining how the Picot

reforms were presented and what they were really intended to achieve. I am

interested to see if the union activists recognised the purpose of the reforms or

whether they varied in their ability to grasp the underlying rationale because this is

significant in testing any development of a Gramscian'critical consciousness'.

Then I look at the official union responses through the eyes of my informants to

see how they viewed their own unions. In Chapter Four I suggested that there may be

tensions between the rank and file activists and union bureaucrats over the form

opposition should take. We saw an alignment of interests in the early childhood

sector whereas here I explore this tension as an important aspect of the union

struggle. I wanted to see if women activists played a part in the formation of rank and

file currents in opposition to the officials and the official line.

Picot: defining the reform

The first thrust of state refonn of schools, the Picot Report (1988), represents a

defining moment in the popular mind that set the aganda for subsequent education

policy change. Many people were confused by the rhetoric of community control and

choice for consumers and did not recognise the policy as an important part of the

Government's move to deregulation. ln this section I begin by looking at the policy

in terms of deregulation and identifu two key aspects. One important aim was to

lower the costs of education as it was a drain on capitalist profits in a period where

these were dwindling. A second pu{pose flowed from the first. A method of

achieving reduced funding to the sector and pushing through the reforms, was to

undermine education workers. Education workers were seen as stakeholders in the
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old system and the Picot Report explicitly named them as an obstacle to reform, and

sought to disernpower them and their unions. I follow with teacher comments on

these aspects of the reforms.

The anti-worker, anti-union aspects of the Picot Report were not obvious at first.

The Picot Taskforce anti-worker intent was covertly developed in the argument

against teacher involvement in education policy making and against education

unions. Teachers came to see it as an attempt to deprofessionalise thern. Certainly

one of the key measures to weaken teachers was to create a system that depended on

parents running schools and exercising control over teachers. The Picot Taskforce

justified this position by first establishing the problems they saw in a centralised

system which offered lirnited choice. Thus, the project was to dismantle the existing

structures of state education in order to provide choice in line with a quasi-market

model of education delivery. This would be achieved by devolution to a community

level to facilitate community participation and therefore, community choice. Teacher

employers devolved from the Department of Education or Education Boards at the

beginning of the reform period to elected Boards of Trustees in schools and Councils

in Polytechnics and Colleges of Education.

The 'community choice' aspect of the reforms was designed to appeal to parents

and was therefore a central plank of the reforms. As an apparently democratic

rationale for reforms, it was accepted naively by many at the time. For example,

NZEI anticipated a shared school-community partnershiper. It would certainly be

attractive to parents who were involved in supporting their local schools and felt a

strong desire to influence the education of their children. ln these circumstances,

some parents came to think of themselves as experts on their child's education. I

observed at meetings on the Picot Report held at my local primary and secondary

schools in 1988, that the Report pandered to this ethos/mentalityez.

The Report targeted teachers for having too much power over education policy.

The Taskforce claimed that the education system was monolithic and then proceeded

er 
See also Peter Ramsay (1992) and Jesson (I9S9). Jesson saw it benignly as an attempt "to resist the

more extreme private enterprise goals of Treasury (Jesson 1989;123) whereas Gordon's title of her
essay clearly indicates that she saw "Picot and the Disempowerment of Teachers" were connected
(Gordon, 1989).
e2 I attended these meetings as a parent ofpupils and I refer to notes that I took in these meetings.
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to argue that the system was susceptible to pressure group politics and in fact had

allowed control by providers, Picot jargon for teachers. This is because the groups

(read unions) that represent providers are better organised and better financed than

those which represent consumers, and are thus better placed to play a role in policy

making at the cente: "the pattern of educational decision making becomes that of

pressure group politics at the cenfe" (Picot, 1988:23). Curricultun development is

dominated by professionals rather than parents who as consumers should direct

delivery.

The Picot Taskforce extended their argument of 'provider capture' to include

Department of Education officials. They argued that those in the systern act to protect

their existing rights and this involves co-operation between professionals (read

Department of Education officials) and providers. Picot saw officials identiffing with

teachers and that this identification was exacerbated by the relationship which was

established between the department and the teachers organisations. The NZEI in

particular was a strong supporter of the development of a central department, and this

support has continued over the years with regular and frequurt consultation between

policy makers and teachers. Within this perspective, it is difficult for policy advisers

to maintain a detached stance: there is a tendency for thern to become significantly

influenced by the interests of teachers and lose sight of the interests of leamers

(Picot, 1988: 24). The Government moved to remedy this problern by passing the

State Sector Act 1988 which was designed to change the nature of relationship

between government departments and their unions by remaking state sector unions

into virtual private sector unions, all registered under the Labour Relations Act 1987.

According to Brosnan, Smith and Walsh (1990: 38-9) this was intended to destroy

the special relationship existing between education unions (particularly NZEI) and

the Department of Education and reinvent them as just another union. I will look at

the way the unions functioned to assess whether this did force NZEI to operate like

other unions and take a more militant union approach to their employer,

relinquishing their craft union approach to take up a stance as workers confronting

their employers.

The position I argue, is the same as the position I argued in Bedggood and

Bedggood (1988). We saw clearly that the Picot rhetoric signalled a cut to the social

wage to substitute volunteer parents in Boards of Trustees as managers of schools
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over professionals. This was to be achieved by emasculating education workers, both

teachers and administrators, and their unions. This calculated political attack on

workers and their unions was not generally recognised as an important aspect of the

report in the discussions at the time of its publication. Neither was there general

recognition that it was an exercise in cost cutting and that education was being

presented as a commodity that could no longer sunrive at the same level of social

provision in an era of diminishing capital accumulation.

The subsequent documented effects of the Picot reforms have confirmed the

earlier claims that the reforms were an exercise in cost cutting. An OECD report in

1994 documents the cost saving and in a 1994 New Zealand Council for Educational

Research (NZCER) survey of school principals, they revealed that their schools were

significantly underfunded. Both reports showed that dependence on locally run

volunteer managers had ensured that a hierarchy of rich to poor schools was set up.

Choice for 'education consumers' was a misnomer when the choices of a few were

detrimental to the choices of the manv.

Further, a series of surveys by the NZCER have verified that choice is rhetoric

rather the substance. Their 1999 report (Wylie, 1999) has shown that schools in

disadvantaged areas have gained least from the reforms. There was increasing ethnic

polarisation associated with lower levels of state funding which aflected lower decile

schools more than higher decile schools which increased their community funding.

Parental involvement in schools declined overall. There was widespread discontent

among teachers about the increasing distance between schools and policy makers. ln

the 1994 report teachers expressed concem over their increased workload (Wylie,

1994). Many of my infonnants recognised these trends as deriving from the impact of

the Picot reforms.

Resisting change in the schools sector: devolution to the (elusive) community

"It's been consultation if you answer our questions right" (Karen).

As noted, as a key mechanism to marginalise education workers, the Picot Report

advocated devolution in the name of delivering community conhol. Parents'

involvernent in the Boards of Trustees was presented as cofirmunity control of

schools.
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Teachers who I interviewed were sceptical of how this community authority had

worked out in reality. Mere Tipene was aware of how such rhetoric might appeal

superficially as a consolidation of existing parental support in schools:

Tomorcows Schools, devolving power, and the government negating their

responsibilities and saylng, "well here, go on you parents" ...The primary

schools were run beautifully like that as a suppo,'t to a system, not as the

sysfez...New Zealanders were brought up on that [parents help in

schools] so it was easy for the government to put it on the shoulders of

ordinary people.

Nominal community control created a system that relied on volunteer parent

labour. Many teachers came to see it cynically as cost saving measure which would

cause existing workers to lose their jobs. Deidre reflected this view, saylng " Boards

rely on unpaid BOT members...it has been wonderful voluntary/slavery system". Les

Jones saw David Lange's idea as:

...the community were taking responsibility through the Boards of

Trustees...in fact, I thought they were doing the govemment's job on the

cheap, that was the aim of it, and it is sold to us under the guise of

community control.

Like many of my informants Les questioned the viabilify of this voluntary system.

He asked which community was ernpowered. He saw the system impacting

differentially on parents according to their class position. It was their class position

that gave people the discretion to act eflectively or ineffectively:

I really feel that the community doesn't control the schools any more...our

board is not democratic, it delivers control into the hands of lawyers,

accountants; middle class people whose skills are needed to run the

school. If you work at a factory, there's no way you can be on the Board

of Trustees...you haven't got the time off when you need it, to go visit

things...

While Les'school had a mix of parents to draw on, schools in poorer communities

were disadvantaged and relied wholly on their working class parents who had very

little experiense or resourcing to help them with their tasks. Many of my informants
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were committed to working in schools in the poorest areas and they recognised that

the cost saving would weaken socialised education. Len Richards' Mangere school

was in a poor (low decile) community with a large proportion of Maori and Pacific

Island students. The entire Board of Trustees had diffrculties and could not cope with

the responsibility. Some resorted to illegal methods, were put under investigation and

eventually the board was sacked. Len saw the problans as endemic to the new

strucfures:

Essentially, what happened, they closed down a whole section of the

Education Department, people to do with maintenance with buildings.

Parents elected on minimal pay (which is not a pay at all, just a small

meeting allowance) to come and do what was really full-time jobs for

other people. To me it seemed just away... of cutting the costs of people

managing the maintenance of the school because you are having people

do it on a voluntary basis rather than being paid to do it properly. The

worst thing was, in many schools you had people with very little

experience in managing anything, getting elected onto schools trustees

boards and not having a clue of how to go about what they were supposed

to be going about. They really didn't get much training and not much

support, they really should have had a full-time person seconded to every

school if they were going to do the maintenance that way. Of course, a

lot of the schools subsequently to that have had to employ executive

officers out of their bulk grants in order to have this maintenance done

properly...

Similar bodies were established in Australia and Canada as part of their education

restructuring to "localise tough political decisions about how diminishing resources

might be spent while at the same time giving the community little other room to

manoeuwe" (Robertson and Smeller, 1996:10). New Zealand school boards soon

recognised that they were insuffrciently resourced. A survey commissioned by the

Schools Trustees Association (Wylie, 1997) found most boards wanted an increase in

govemment funding for the running of their school. The schools with most difficulty

coping tended to be primary schools in low decile areas with high Maori populations.

The boards in high SES areas could raise more money in their communities. They

also felt they had expertise on their board compared with others who did not. These
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findings reveal that the trustees thernselves were concerned about the inadequacies of

the system. As well, the results confirm the informants'comments.

A related aspect of community control was that it constituted an appeal to

democratic instincts that were actually being subverted. Len Richards recognised

this:

If there was to be genuine community control of the school it would have

to include the teachers and it deliberately excluded the teachers...if you

had a genuine partnership between the comrnunity and the school, you

would have had 50/50, perhaps a three way split between the students, the

staffand the parents...

Above, Les Jones referred to school boards grving a 'guise of community conhol'.

The evidence points to the government setting Boards of Trustees up to be their allies

by taking on the administrative responsibility for schools and undermining

professional 'providers'. But once the Boards of Trustees were established and

parents gained more insight into the job that teachers do, the strategy of setting

parents against teachers backfued. Parents supported many of the teachers'

demandse3.

I have argued that sidelining department officials and teachers was the intention of

the Picot Report. As a consequence of the emergence of a parent/teacher convergence

of viewpoints, the funder/provider split in Picot was subverted and the Government

moved to sideline the trustees too. By 1990, the State Services Commission were

echoing Picot's warning about 'provider capture' which in its view also applied to

Trustees:

Because of the extent of professional/union capture that exists in the

education sector, we doubt that the Minister can expect to receive advice

that is objective and balanced (State Services Commission, 1990:8)

n-t 
Se" B"dggood (1993) where I argue that this tactic failed because the government over-estimated their ability

to use parents against teachers. Their stratc"gy backfired when the PPTA and NZEI targeted local communitios for
suppolt in their cornbined award campaigns in 1992. This was effective. I argued that the tnlstees were put in a

unique position in schools, to understand and value the work of teachers. I felt that they saw the govemment

undermining of national contracts would have the consequence of undermining their children's education, which
was against their interests.
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The State Services Commission extended the target to Boards of Trustees because

the teacher unions had "regular contact with Trustees at the local level" and this put

in jeopardy the Trustees'capacity to function as an independent voice of the

community. The Government abandoned its faith in Trustees, moving from the initial

position of viewing parents as the bulwark against provider capture, to the view that

they were part of the problem. The Education Amendment Bill gave expression to the

govemment's mistrust of both teachers and Boards of Trustees.

Initially the government included the Trustees in the policy development. They

were in the working party that translated the Picot Report into Tomon'ow's Schools

(the Department of Educations policy document) and in the working goups on full

bulk funding, special education, assessment and teacher appraisal. Now they were

excluded. Trustees were neither forewarned nor consulted about the Education

Amendment Bill. The Associate Minister of Education, Roger McClay explained this

was "to avoid special interests being pushed" (quoted in Wylie,l992:184) inferring

that the trustees had a vested interest and would bias policy making.

The Bill extended bulk funding (see below for a discussion of the issues around

bulk funding). Predictably, the teacher unions objected because they had been

assured that bulk funding would not be introduced in this way during the bulk

funding trial. Less predictably, the Schools Trustees Association objected strongly to

the provisions for the allocation of bulk funds by Orders-in-Council. They made a

submission to the Select Committee on the Bill stating that this measure would

undermine their ability to manage schools and concluded that the introduction of the

Bill had "seriously eroded Boards of Trustee's confidence and respect in govemment

assurancestt.

A 1990 survey by NZCER (Wylie, 1992) showed that 90Yo of trustees were

opposed to bulk funding because they thought funding should be a government

responsibility not a trustee one. This was because (they shared my informants' views
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of themselves) they were part-timers and amateursea. Further, most saw themselves in

partnership with teachers rather than as managers over them. Hence, the govemment

could not trust them and moved to restrict their role. The pretence of community

control through'parents' rule' could not be maintained!

Karen's comment on govemment consultation over reforms, holds for the

government shift away from consulting with Trustees, who had become an

independent voiee and therefore unreliable: "it's been consultation if you answer our

questions right".

The compulsory/schools sector unions saw through the rhetoric of choice and

consultation and focussed on bulk funding as the big issue for their unions.

Resisting change in the schools sector: bulk funding

"We thought it was important to v'ork incredibly hard to maintain the national

contract and to resist site bargaining", (Helen Duncan).

The resistance of teachers to bulk funding emerged as a fight about defending their

collective strength. Teachers in the compulsory/schools sector saw the measures to

implement bulk funding as mechanisms to achieve site bargaining and undermine

union solidarity.

Bulk funding was initiated by David Lange (then Prime Minister and Minister of

Education) as part of the education reforms of the fourth Labour Government. In

June 1989 Lange had proposed introducing bulk funding, first by testing it for the

schools'operations gant, then for salaries in 1991. It was the bulk funding for

salaries that emerged as the most contentious proposal. The Labour Government

made its first foray to push it when it removed school principals from award coverage

in the 1988/89 national award negotiations. Separating principals from other teachers,

positioned thern as potential employers with different interests. This divisive tactic

was resisted by teachers generally. A telling example of the mood of resistance

oo BOT members were formally charged with ensuring their school delivered the national curriculum.
ln another survey of how schools managed reform, one trustee openly admitted his lack of
undentanding of professional matten: 'oPenonally I never got involved in the curriculum. I felt I
wasn't really qualified to get involved in that area so...whether they were better or not to the old
curiculum, I couldn't really comment." (Harold et al 1999:237).
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occurred when Lockwood Smith, the National Government's Minister of Education,

tried to persuade the Primary Principals Conference that PPTA cloth-cap union

strategies were inappropriate. The principals summarily booed Smith (New Zealand

Herald, 6/7192).

The election of a National Government at the end of 1990 marked a more

determined shift to overhaul education and break unions as an independent force.

First, the new Government moved to further reduce state spending by implernenting

bulk funding and second, their attempt to complete the industrial relations agenda

with the Employment Contracts Act, would impact on teacher as workers. The first

Ministry of Education report on bulk funding linked bulk funding to the new labour

law:

Depending on the outcomes resulting from the eventual passage of (the

Act)...it may be necessary to make substantial changes to the structures

which could possibly be used for the bulk funding of teacher salaries

(Ministry of Education" l99l.,29).

The new National Minister of Education, Lockwood Smith pushed bulk funding

as a priority, despite lack of enthusiasm from the Prime Minister, Jim Bolger and

other Cabinet ministers (Cross, 2000: 4). As we have seen above, the Boards of

Trustees had a muted response to the policy. According to a State Services

Commission paper they were under cross pressures. Carpinter (1991, quoted in Cross

2000, 4) sets out the State Services Commission concerns that unions were

discouraging Trustees from supporting bulk funding and advocated using Trustees

themselves, to push the policy. When the Schools Trustees Association President

joined the Education Forum (the equivalent in education of the Business Roundtable)

the Trustees appeared to be trustworthy advocates of Government policy. Smith

expected a synpathetic response when he told the Schools Trustees Association

conference in 1992 that teacher unions were 'unprofessionaf in opposing

performance pay. Nevertheless, Schools Trustees Association positions often

coincided with teacher views. As noted above, they were unimpressed that the

goverrrment did not consult thern about the wider introduction of bulk funding in

which they would play an important role. Certainly, the NZEI and the PPTA

communicated with each other and the trustees to cultivate good relations and
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understanding of their moves against bulk finding (Gordon, 1991: 43).

Smith announced that bulk funding would go ahead in February, 1991. He

promoted it as a trial scheme which allowed each school the choice of whether to

accept or not. The teacher unions recognised the efflect that the ECA and bulk

funding would have on their national contract negotiations and led their members in a

series of stopwork meetings and protests in April 1 991 .

Wylie documented the widespread opposition in schools, which the Govemment

discounted on the grounds of "self interest of teacher unions" (NZBR (1991:.2)

quoted in Wylie:47). The new National Government's first budget prioritised their

education policy. The budget promoted'self-managing' schools for the bulk funding

trial. However, when the trial began at the start of the 1992 school year, it had

attracted only 7 schools out of320 secondary schools.

As a consequence of the small take-up for the scheme, Smith tried to be more

directive and set about undermining the 'voluntary' aspect of the scheme. In March

1992, he told education workers that he did not expect existing national awards to be

renewed. Then in April, confidential Government papers to school board chairs were

released which revealed that the Government wanted osavings in remuneration

budgets' through school based bargaining. However, Smith denied any intention of

cutting teacher salaries although he proposed to make savings by reducing staff in

schools with falling rolls. He also wanted performance based contracts.

These two proposals galvanised teachers into strong opposition. The PPTA

signalled they would fight to retain national awards and quality public education.

Bulk funding would mean autonomy for local schools. ln return for receiving a lump

sum, schools would exercise discretion over their own budget allocations. The union

saw it as a measure to reduce costs that would undermine/fragment the national

collective. They were also concerned about the ability of schools to maintain quality

public education. Both these issues relate to the defence ofjobs. Thus, the fight over

their jobs was central to their opposition to policy reforms.

Hence, bulk funding became a central issue for the PPTA in their negotiations and

industrial action over their award. Initially very few schools took up the option and

by December 1995 only 4o/o of schools werebulk funded. Even when schools have
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opted for bulk funding, the majority of staff in those schools opposed the measure.

When Avondale College became one of the first schools to opt for bulk funding in

the original trial, it became a showcase school for the government. But unionised

staff at the school publicly advertised the number of teachers opposing the scheme.

In 1996 the principal Phil Raffils started the Association of Bulk Funded Schools to

lobby for bulk funding. The Government response was equivocal and revealed

Cabinet's on-going reservations over the effects of bulk funding on smaller schools in

the rural areas which are part of the National Party's traditional constituency.

At Westlake Girls, another bulk funded school, the Principal claimed that the

union position on bulk funding was'intimidatory'. Her comment is symptomatic of

the polarised attitudes to bulk funding within bulk funded schools. In the third year of

the trial, the survey of bulk funded schools (Hawk and Hill, 1994) showed substantial

discrepancies between principals and teachers in their support for the reform. I would

expect that principals who had entered the trial were likely to welcome the conditions

established under bulk funding and the research findings show this. Principals felt

' that schools were operating more efficiently and creating better employment

conditions. ln contrast, teacher responses were negative on these questions.

Principals felt empowered whereas teachers felt disernpowered and not fully

informed about the running of the school or being part of the decision making. Many

felt that decisions were made in secret. Some teachers commented on the atmosphere

of fear - it was no longer possible to have "open and frank discussion during staff

meetings since teachers are scared ofjeopardising their chance of promotion, getting

other jobs or even losing their jobs" (Hawk and Hill, 1994:42).

The Government revised and intensified their methods of persuasion by increasing

the money available to bulk funded schools. Smith relaunched bulk funding as'direct

resourcing'. This was tied to an extra $30m funding. The teacher unions remained

vehemently opposed to the scheme. Roger Tobin, the PPTA president, pointed out

that bulk funding had subsequently led to cuts in the tertiary and early childhood

sectors, commenting "experience shows that the goverrrment is happy to part with

extra cash when it enables it to make cuts later on". (Rasmussen and Schwarz, 1995:

338). Then in 1998 the government increased the pressure on schools to bulk fund by

allocating an extra $222m to bulk funded schools. The unions claimed this was a

bribe. If it were a bribe it was an effective one withZTYo of schools on the scheme by
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December 1998.

The battles over bulk funding extended to virtually every school in Auckland with

the injection of the extra funding. One such battle took place at Green Bay High

School, a liberal school which had seemed invulnerable to bulk funding. According

to a Green Bay High School teacher whom I interviewed, Janet von Randow, their

colleagues in other schools commented that "if Green Bay had gone bulk funded, it

would have meant the end".

The union branch at Green Bay was strongly anti-bulk funding. This position was

put to the test when the principal moved to adopt bulk funding. Janet von Randow

claimed that the principal misled the teachers initially by claiming that all their

neighbouring schools were going into it. The teachers were aware that this would

give the other schools a tremflldous advantage over their school and make it very

difficult for them to operate. Later they found out that the boards of the other schools

had rejected bulk funding. But their board was supporting the principal's stance.

Most of the staffremained opposed, wanting what they saw as a "nationally properly

funded education system". They chose the tactic of getting parent support rather than

going on strike. They held a parents meeting and parents supported the staff. One

pupil agitated among the students and the student council took the position of

opposing bulk funding. Janet von Randow concluded that the student opposition was

a major factor in preventing bulk funding.

Another informant recounted her participation in a fight against bulk funding at

her primary school. Anne was a long term reliever in a high decile city primary

school where the principal wanted to move to bulk funding. All the teachers

opposed it. They were under pressure to accept because there was not enough money

for basic equipment - although they suspected that the principal had manipulated the

situation to create a crisis in order to justifu bulk funding. The teachers tried to

organise parent support for their position. They sent parents a letter and organised

three separate parent meetings, one for Maori parents, one for Pacific Island parents

and one for the other parents. Although most of the parents who attended were

against bulk funding there was no clear outcome emerging from the meetings. Where

the teachers did propose some ideas for action at a meeting with union officials, these

were undermined.
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The teachers initiated a local branch meeting with union officials, to clariff their
options' Although the official union position was against bulk funding Anne thought
that the union officials were not prepared to act on it. This was demonshated through
the union ofificials being discouraging about suggestions for action by letting the
discussion get offtrack and the ideas for action dissipate. She commented; ,,I felt that
they weren't committed to actually doing anything, really, about the issue. They just
wanted to appear to respond to our request,,.

The teachers were defeated and the school became bulk funded. Anne thought that
the attitude of the union officials reflected a weak position on bulk funding from the
union leadership. when she said, "so I'm quite angry with NZEI about the bulk
funding"'a poor effort...I think they have this attitude that it,s a fait accompli, you
can't do anything about it...its beyond our confrol,,.

Anne saw the inertia of the NZEI holding back the mernbership from action.
However, her comments reveal that the teachers themselves did not take control and
develop strong tactics. They were not prepared to take strike action. In schools where
the teachers were not prepared to take strike action their opposition did not have the
clear result of the secondary schools where they did strike, like Epsom Girls
Grammar school' Anne speculated their ambivalent position as women made the
primary teachers reluctant to go on strike. She saw them committed to a caring job
yet struggling against it at the same time: " I don't know if it was a women's thing that
they wouldn't think about going on strike for a day or two,,. Epsom Girls also had a
majority of female teachers which shows that Anne's 'women,s thing, did not operate
there and other factors influenced the women. Lindy papali,i, referred to her
colleague Susan Battye as a dynamic branch chair who organised the branch well.

Although most of the teachers at Green Bay High School and at Anne,s primary
school shared their opposition to bulk funding, the results of their actions were very
different' This points to differences between the way the reforms were perceived and
the way union opposition was organised across each sector. The experiences of
primary and secondary schools were investigated in a comparative study of the
impact of reforms on seven waikato schools (Harold, Hawksworth, Mansell and
Thrupp, 1999)' one finding was that primary teachers and principals were more
accepting of reforms than secondary teachers and managemant. The authors
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speculated on possible reasons for the difference. They wondered whether primary
schools accepted the reforms because they had been less affected by thern compared
with the 'over the top' reforms in the secondary schools such as coping with the
simultaneous restructuring of the National Qualifications Framework and the
National Curriculum Framework. or was it the reverse, and primary schools were too
busy implementing the reforms to question them? Another reason could be that
secondary schools had more autonomy pre-Picot and felt more constrained by the
new regulatory framework whereas under the new systan, primary schools had
escaped the control of Education Boards and had a'new sense of freedom'(Harold et
al, 1999: 243-244). They also refer to "the approach adopted by the post primary

Teachers association" without elaboration but inferring a difFerence in union
approaches (Harold et al, 1999:244\.

The union reactions to reforms was markedly dissimilar and one of the serious
consequences of their different positions was that the NZEI and the ppTA got very
different treatment from governments. Because of the prominence and intransigence
of PPTA's stand on bulk funding, they encountered difficulties in resolving other
issues' Through the 90s the PPTA was less successful in winning concessions from
the Governme'nt over pay and conditions. The Government prevaricated over several
of their national award negotiations.

For example, the negotiations that began in March 1993 were settled after a year
and even after a co-ordinated series of regional stopworks, members did not get a pay
rise' Further, they made some concessions over conditions in order to stave offbulk
funding' The government agreed to consult the union before they made any changes
to the way salaries were funded. Despite the losses, the union felt it was an important
victory in laying the ground for future resistance against bulk funding.

In 1996, negotiations were settled after nine months but this was exceptional for
the period and related to teacher shortages which became a popular issue in an

election year. In January 1996 the Minister of Education, Lockwood Smith, tried to
separate workload from pay negotiations arguing that professional issues were not a

matter for the union. He was unsuccessful in holding this position. The impact of
teacher shortages on workload, rernained central to the teachers, claim. The question
of teacher shortages gained support from the Principals Association and was covered
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extensively and sympathetically in the national media. It appears that the Government
judged it expedient to settle the claim before the election and undertake a campaign
of teacher recruitment.

Subsequent negotiations have been protracted and difificult. The Government has

held their position of objecting to professional matters on the table. tn the round
which began in October 1997, the union position was to increase the number of
teachers, improve stafftraining and qualifications, and Treaty of Waitangi. The union
conceded on some of these claims but in June 1999 the union withdrew from
negotiations saying they had reached an impasse because of the government,s ,anti-

union stance'.

Through the 90s, the 'Chronicle'es section of the New Zealand Journal of
Industrial Relations has documented the education unions disputes with their
employers. The records show that over the period, PPTA negotiations with the
Government were hostile and often teachers have resorted to strike action over a

range of issues, some not directly related to negotiations. They ranged from a series

of strikes over bulk funding and a threat to take strike action over payroll problems in
1997 ' h contrast, the NZEI dropped its case against the firm operating the payroll
system. Both unions strongry opposed performanc e pay proposed by an education
working goup in 1997. The PPTA disputes had high profile media coverage. In
comparison, in NZEI negotiations the union was conciliatory and often called off
strike action in anticipation of a good settlement. Media coverage was low-key. NZEI
gained a significant wage increase in the fonn of pay parity in 199g, because their
leadership were prepared to compromise on bulk fundine.

While these battles were going on in the compulsory/schools sector, the non-
compulsory tertiary sector appeared relatively quiescent to reforms in their sector.

Accepting change in the polytechnics and coleges of Education

ln contrast to the militancy in the compulsory/schools sector, the polytechnics

meekly accepted bulk funding. Governments met with little resistance to reforms

e5'Chronicle' 
is a record of all the industrial disputes.
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from workers in the tertiary sector when institutions became self managing, accepting

a measure of self support. Students protested against increasingly higher fees while

staff gave up on national contracts and voted for site negotiations.

SignificantlS most of my informants in the tertiary sector were unaware of the

Hawke Reportt, the policy document equivalent to Picot which was the blueprint for

change in their sectore6. The union had put out a paper on the Hawlce Report

CNZAPT, 1988) inviting membership responses for their submission to Government.

Yet only two tertiary informants recalled the Hawke Report and referred to Learning

for Life ananating from the Hawke Report. Mike Taler called it the policy of the

"wonderful socialist leadership of the Lange government". His irony came from his

recognition of devolution as a cost-cutting exercise involving a very cynical ploy to

divert responsibility (and blame) for reduced state education delivery away from the

government to the local institution:

There are always problems in education... there is always dissatisfaction

with who gets education, how much education people get, what the

purpose of education is in society, and all these sort of things. And of

course, the government gets the flak for it, because they run the

Departrnent of Education... But by doing this, they have effectively

removed the target of the attacks...because now it is the management who

is responsible.

The second knowledgeable informant, Rachel, held a national office in ASTE at

the time of devolution, and was concemed that government consultation with the

union on the changes was quite superficial:

Janet: Do you think people realised then, they were aware of what was

going to happen?

Rachel: No, absolutely not, because I remember after the Hawke report

when Learningfor Lfe was established, there was a whole series of what

appeared to be consultations and working parties. ASTE had nominees on

just about all the working parties, They certainly had the appearance of

oo Grace (1990) associates the Hawke Report with the BRT report 
^R 

eforming Tertiary Education in
New Zealand which was also published in 1988. None of my informanls mentioned this.
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wide consultation and representation but the policy that came out of it

didn't reflect the interests of that group... Roger Douglas said that if you

want to make change, make it quickly, don't dilly dally. I can't remember

the exact wording. Looking back I can see that's exactly what they did in

Learning for Lfe. It had the appearance - that they did consult quite

widely, but I believe the agenda was already set and that was

ideologically driven with economic rationalism.

Janet: Do you think people were caught by surprise?

Rachel: Yes, definitely... I do think people believed we were involved in

some sort of change but as the effects of the funding came out - certainly

I think there became a lot more tension between employers and

employees, as we became more site based ... I think that the relationship

between ASTE and APANZ lthe employers organisation]was probably

never wonderfully convivial but I think we became a lot more polarised.

Other informants made little reference to the policy reforms. Most of the tertiary

respondents reacted to reforms by not contesting the policy, but by commenting on

the effects they experienced in terms of the changes in their jobs. They focused on

how they had coped with the changes.

Maureen went with the flow, taking the line that the union was powerless in its

opposition to the reform. The difficulty was the government was "hell bent on that

agenda, and so we ended up, I think, having to react to what was put in front of us".

She commented on the reforms in terms of what she had experienced, the effects of

the reform on site: "the first structural change in education was when "AIT

[Auckland lnstitute of Technology] got autonomy and got bulk funding and we had

our own council". The Institute took on the responsibility for training teachers and

setting up new management systems:

...there was virtually no training in terms of teaching, and we had no

human resources policies at all... one of the ways polytechnics were going

to succeed was by having good teachers.

Maureen praised the way AIT coped with change;
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at AIT we were really lucky in that DerekeT was actually quite fair and

quite honest about the things he did and we had some of the best policies

in the country, the best employment policies and the best teaching loads

and salary opportunities. Other polytechnics were different...

Joce Jesson who worked for a College of Education, was more critical of the

effects of devolution; "the other thing that came through was this push for more and

more self governance, and self managlng schools was the great cry and everyone was

running round talking about seltgoverning schools". This also impacted on the

tertiary sector where rnajor transformations were occurring. Joce was conscious that

devolution was welcomed by Chief Executive Offrcers (CEOs) because:

... they wanted to be independent of the Department [of Education], they

thought they could become just a little stand alone University still with

the state funding But what actually happened with the new model, it was

based on competition, it wasn't based on getting state funding. It was

fighting over state funding.

The competitiveness that Joce Jesson refers to was the new environment of a'lolly

scramble' for government money that the polytechnics and the Colleges of Education

thought would benefit them at the expense of universities.

Janet: So in a sense our sector didn't fight the devolution, you were

saying the colleges embraced it

Joce: And the polytechnics embraced it. It was actually to their benefit, it

was in their interests. And they actively worked - it was always, it was

universities who were going to get done, and then it was the polytechnics

who wanted, who saw a possibility. Under Labour, Labour was

supporting the polyechnics.

Another consequence of reform was the major changes within the union. A layer

of senior staff were removed from coverage and became part of management.

Although mernbership was reduced, Sharn Riggs, an ASTE worker, commented on

the "enormous increase in union staff' to match the proliferation of contracts and the
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increase in workload:

When I first started, there were two contracts. There was a national award

for the college of education and a national award for polyechnics which

was negotiated by the president and the general secretary having a

meeting with the State Services Commission. Everybody in the

polytechnic sector got whatever was negotiated. And now going from

negotiating two contracts that through to negotiating in excess of 35 now.

Sharn contended that under these circumstances, the union had difficulty

maintaining national conditions and national standards. However, site bargaining led

to problems for small sites. Some workers at smaller polytechnics got inferior

conditions. Many small polytechnics were fighting for survival and because the

workers took on the problans of their workplace, they did not aspire to anything

better:

There are quite big discrepancies now between pay rates and conditions

of workers. Some individual sites had not been able to withstand

employers pressure. And because the pressure the employers come under

because of funding, it is much harder for the workers to resist. How do

the workers at Wanganui claim to be paid the same as workers at AIT

when they know the Polytechnic is deeply in the shit? It's a very hard

thing to do for workers even when you can say it's not our problem here,

it's the employers problem but at the end of the day it's their workplace...

When the problems became acute, the union leadership did push for industrial

action to defend conditions. In 1993 tutors at the Bay of Plenty Polytechnic went out

for four days over cuts to their conditions. In May 1996, the national union leadership

went into negotiations for a new award with a consortium of several Polytechnics.

The union argued for an overdue pay rise to match increases in the cost of living and

when negotiations for this did not progress, the leadership planned a series of rolling

strikes to force their employers to make a better offer. ln July, tutors accepted an

enhanced offer except for tutors at Auckland Lnstitute of Technology who rejected it.

Against the advice of their national leaders, AIT staff took further strike action and

settled for an improved offer in Septanber.
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Generally, the ASTE leaders were able to control limited and carefully

orchestrated industrial action in defence of wages and working conditions. Both the

leadership and the members in the wider union accommodated to devolution and the

union structures became more fragmented. These reactions contrasted sharply with

those of the compulsory sector unions who resisted devolution and fought to retain

national unions. The differences between union stances were tested again when the

Employment Contracts Bill was launched proposing changes in labour relations that

would give less power to workers

Union approaches to the Employment Contracts Bill

The differences in union approaches to the Government reforms was evident in

their reactions to the Employment Contracts Bill. All the education unions made

formal written submissions to the Labour Select Committee on the Employment

Contracts Bill. All the unions opposed the Bill except the Association of University

Staff(AUS)e8.

The ASTE, NZEI and PPTA submissions all opposed the Bill but with diftering

degrees of opposition. The differences between the union positions are revealed in

the way the unions characterise union behaviour/activities. How did the education

unions defend unions in the context of a law that was designed to destroy unions?

Both ASTE and NZEI reveal their conservative union disposition by conceding to the

rationale for the Bill that unions had acted negatively in the recent past. ASTE

defended unions against the criticism of the architects of the Bill that unions have

"stifled flexibility and denied people responsibility for their own industrial

iurangements" (ASTE, l99l : I ) by accepting the criticism. They admitted that unions

e8 AUS' main concern was to clarifu their own position and retain their privileged status in the sector.
The AUS submission pointed out that until January 1989 they had operated as an incorporated society
and after that there was an unregistered agreement between the Association and the Vice Chancellors
covering all academic staffin New Zealand. The Bill recogp.ised registered agreements so AUS sought

an amendment for this to include unregistered collective agreements. Their salaries were set by the

Higher Salaries Commission and they indicated that they were seeking to move away from this
arrangement although they argued against the State Services Commission as their chief negotiator.

This was in response to ss.170-183 of the Bill which dealt specificallywith the education sector and

s.179 which spelt out the State Services Commissioner's role as chief negotiator in the education
service. (This role had been established under the State Sector Act 1988). The Bill made clear there

would be a change for Polyechnics and Universities where the chief negotiator role would taken over
by the Chief Executive Officers (Employment Contracts Bill, 1990). This has occurred in universities
who now have site agreements.
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did behave in this way. They differentiate themselves from the Bill makers only by

suggesting a different pace for the change, saying that "unions have changed

dramatically in the last five years. Admittedly, there is still more to be done but this

should be on a step by step basis, not a chain saw approach" (ASTE, 1991:l).

The NZEI submission was lengthy and wide ranging, criticising many aspects of

the Bill. Like ASTE they expressed concerns that if the Bill were passed into

legislation, it would disadvantage already vulnerable workers like women and Maori

(NZEI, l99l:8). They pointed out that the provisions for individual bargaining were

inconsistent with ILO conventions (NZEI, 1991:38). Their strongest statement also

relies on the ILO who defend unions as worker organisations against the power of

employers who " by the very nature of the capital/labour relationship, have monopoly

bargaining status...[n contrast, workers'sell

their labour"'(NZEI, l99l:14-15). However, on the question of union performance

NZEI was also conciliatory. They assured the Select Committee that unions had

abandoned "traditional conflict methods and [pursuit of] narrow sectional interests"

since the mid 1980's (NZEI, l99l:6-7). Unions have become more 'realistic'because

they "realise that sound industrial relations is about balance, negotiation and wider

societal considerations". In their eagerness to emphasise co-operation in the

workplace between unions and employers, NZEI presented itself as sympathetic to

employers in terms of bargaining to reach agreement. Further, both NZEI and ASTE

accepted a negative New Right view of unions illustrated in their endorsement of

terms I ike'infl exible'.'narrowlv sectional' and'confl ict driven'.

These attempts to ingratiate thernselves may have been a tactic to forestall the Bill

by assuring the employers that ASTE and NZEI were meeting their requirements

anyway. In contrast, the PPTA position was that of an industrial union

uncompromisingly determined to fight the Bill because it would mean a defeat for

workers.

PPTA said:

...the growth of unions was a response by workers to exploitation and

oppression. This right to organise was won and recognised by members

of our society. The Association does not believe that that right may be
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compromised by

legal recognition

(PPTA, l99l:3).

Government and urges the committee

the legitimate activities and interests

As well as defending the rights of unions to represent workers, the PPTA

defended the right to negotiate national tenns and conditions of teachers'

employment. They linked these to a national education system that provides a

"universal common schooling experience" (PPTA, 1991:3) asserting that

"educational principles and priorities should underpin industrial changes"(PPTA,

1991:4). These arguments indicate that the writers of the PPTA submission

demonstrated a clear understanding of what the ECB was designed to achieve and

what the union should oppose.

The union submissions are significant because as well as indicating the positions

the unions took early in 1991 against the Bill, they are strong indicators of their

subsequent action or inaction in opposition to the Bill and to other reforms affecting

their sector. For example, the PPTA submission set the parameters and direction of

the PPTA opposition and presaged the strength of that opposition while ASTE and

NZEI submissions anticipated their more limited response.

Despite the differences in their union positions, both my secondary and primary

teacher informants were critical of what they saw as weak union opposition to the

Bill. On the other hand, the tertiary teachers scarcely mentioned the Bill as important

to them and their union.

For PPTA activists, much of their criticism centred on the weakness of the union,

particularly the NZCTU opposition to the Bill. John Minto saw the leadership as

selling the members out. Others commented:

The union response has been pathetic, the NZCTU has been hopeless.

Ausfralian unions have shown us just what can be done...we just keeled

over in the face of the New Right, didn't we? (Les Jones).

The NZCTU did an appalling job...I actually put a resolution on the ECA

that we work with other unions in the NZCTU to call for a general

strike...It was narrowly defeated. (Hannah).

to restore

of unions

the

of
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ln contrast, Sue Shone, a PPTA official, took the standard officials'line. Sue was

dismissive about the importance of the struggle within the NZCTU over a General

Strike: "No, that's not a pressing issue. I think we're a bit irritated by the fact it keeps

coming up'.

Len Richards raised the question of PPTA opposing the General Strike at a mass

meeting in Auckland in March 1991 that I attended. The response from mernbers was

that they were unhappy with the equivocal PPTA opposition when the union policy

was to oppose the Bill. They voted for an Auckland strike on the same day as the

abandoned national strike would have taken place.

Another activist, Karen, who was an NZEI delegate to the NZCTU, took her

branch's oppositional stance against the Bill to both NZEI and the NZCTU. She tried

to influence their positions on the Bill that her branch saw as very weak. She outlined

some of NZEI's recalcitrance:

The NZEI's policy was to resist the ECA, which was basically to

succumb to it. I know my branch and myself were angered...Our branch

called for a defear of the ECA and I was personally entrusted with taking

that to the NZCTU...NZEI expressed disapproval [over this] ...They

didn't join the strike that was on the day before the Bill was passed, with

a number of other unions, which disappointed a number of members in

my branch... The President of the time did everything to stop the debate

about calling for a defeat of the ECA...

Karen saw the NZCTU opting for marches as a'pressure release'and holding back

on real opposition. She recounted how the NZCTU resisted direct action on the Bill

at a meeting of 1400 delegates at Ellerslie Racecourse. Bill Andersen, the local

NZCTU president, refused to put her resolution for a general strike on procedural

grounds, despite the "willingness of the delegates to all to go out together so no

workers could be victimised".

Karen commented on why she thought some unions were equivocal in their

opposition to the ECB:
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I think some of the big unions thought the ECA would help them

consolidate their membership because they would get mernbership from
smaller unions...I think the other thing was there was fear of going out to

defeat the ECA because it would mean having to take political issues out

to the members.

Subsequently, many members in her union realised now the importance of the
fight against the Bill and how critical Karen's leadership had been:

I know that now in hindsight, a lot of teachers can see how the ECA has

been very detrimental to the conditions of our union as well as to other
people And are inclined to say, you and your branch were right _ what
you said would happen, happened.

Like the compulsory/schools unions, ASTE members were not canvassed for their
views on the possibility of a General Strike and the ASTE representative voted
against it at the NZCTU meeting. I raised the question of this ASTE vote at several
forums in the union and in contrast to the reactions of members in the other unions
on this issue, our members were disinterested. When I raised it at branch level, other
members did not want to criticise the union leadership. At National Conference there
was no response.

I discussed with Rachel the position that the union took over the question of a one
day General Strike against the Employment Contracts Bill and she revealed that it
was a tactic that all the education union officials had agreed on:

Janet; In the NZCTU meeting on whether to proceed with the general

strike, ASTE went and we voted against it. ..There was a lot of
resentrnent in Auckland NZCTU about that.

Rachel: We were always quite peripheral in the NZCTU, ASTE
particularly. I think we were actually only there as a clip-on to pprA...

there was the argument within the education unions that a one-day strike
wouldn't make any diflerence, that was actually why we didn't go along
with it, it had to be at least three days to make a difference. That was the

rationale for whatever reason.
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Rachel mentioned the attempt to inform members:

I remember we spent a lot of money as a national organisation sending

national officers and representatives around all the branches educating on
the Employment Contracts Act.

Yet the union tour early in l99l was an exercise in focussing on renewing the
ASTE contract rather than joining in the burgeoning protest against the Bill. When I
raised the question of opposing the Employment Contracts Bill at the Auckland
ASTE mass meeting, it was not discussed. I argued for ASTE to join with other
unions and fight the Bill. There was no response. I reflected on why this was so. I
was a new member and virtually no-one knew me so why take any notice? The
meeting had been organised bureaucratically with the discussion limited to set
motions and the ECB was not on any of the motions. I did not think to put another
motion and open up the issue to further comment, so the meeting carried on as

scheduled' Yet other members let offsteam by cornplaining about the way their Chief
Executive Officers treated them. These complaints were made in the context of the
Employment Contracts Act about to be passed, which would give CEos more power
and although this fear was behind peoples' statements, it was not made explicit. So

the potential to take a stand against the Bill may have existed grven sustained
education on it and different leadership.

In comparison with PPTA and NZEI public activity against the Employment
Contracts Bill, ASTE was relatively inactive. When I asked Rachel about that, she

said that the intent of National Council was that ASTE should be participating in
protest. Her recollection was:

I think more happened in Wellington...Auckland is really apolitical in
comparison to Wellington...when you are in the capital city you are so

close to government you just drop into Parliament, you have a protest at

the drop of a hat.

Rachel's response appeared to reflect politics as activity by core union members
with access to the corridors of power, rather than a sense of the members collective
action which might force change. So I pointed out the strong Auckland protest in
opposition to the Employment Contracts Bill:
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Janet - But they had enorrnous protests and other teacher unions came

out in their thousands. Some of the protests were solely teacher protests

... somehow other unions had caught on but our union hadn't.

Rachel - That's interesting

She did not know! Nor was Sharn Riggs (who joined ASTE staff at that time)
aware of the protest activity of the other education unions in Auckland. I told her:

Janet - All the other unions were protesting and they saw [the
importance] but we didn't see it

sharn - I wonder whether that was true, were the other education unions

involved in it?

Janet - oh, they were out, they were out and they were quite welr
informed

Although Rachel was unaware of the level of protest in the Auckland region over
the Employment Contracts Bill, she had been active in a Wellington branch and
encouraged rank and file participation before she took on a national role. These
experiences gave her a perspective on the nature of the union which she revealed
when she offered an explanation for the lack of members'activity:

I think probably that in different regions, there was diflerent levels of the
participation from ASTE members but we are always a small voice
amongst the education unions. And I think with that vocational aspect

that we have, there was certainly among the membership a lot more of -
'you look after our contract, you look after our jobs, don't worry about the
big picture'. I've certainly experienced that amongst the mernbership...

my experience with ASTE has been (and it is not recent) my experience

of that time was that it was much more a union to protect mernbers

conditions than part of a greater politicar movement.

Thus, I felt that in Rachel's comment on the union as inward looking with its
concerns concentrating on the bread and butter issues for members and not outward
looking to the general concerns of the whole labour movement, showed that she saw
the union as conservative.
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The two ASTE union leaders were unaware of the groundswell of protest in
Auckland which NZEI and PPTA had joined while ASTE remained largely outside.
ASTE took an isolationist position against the tide of popular union opposition. one
sixth of New Zealand's population demonshated against the Bill (Dannin, 1997:6).

Yet the ASTE leaders were remarkably insular. They were not informed by local
union leaders based in Auckland nor by the national media coverage of the big
education union marches up Queen Street when NZEI and ppTA members took the
streets in massive displays of opposition to the Bill. The schools sector union
solidarity in the face of refonns seemed unassailable, but this solid opposition came

into question when the issue of pay parity surfaced.

Pay parityl relationships between the two school unions

Because of the polarised stances of the two compulsory sector/school unions over
pay parity, it emerged as an important issue in the battles over the education reforms
in the 90's. It brought to a head the difflerences between the unions. Teachers became
very aware of the tensions between PPTA and NZEI resulting from their different
reactions to restructuring. Linda williams, a primary teacher, commented on the
NZEI's reluctance to take a stand against picot:

It's been a vely conservative stand that the union's had over the years. It's

been very much on pay claims and maybe a little bit on conditions but its
not been the sort of union that's been a forerunner in political activify ... I
think its been dragged into it...It wasn't in solidarity with other unions.

other politically active informants recognised the importance of collaboration
between unions, particularly at the rank and file level. Karen acknowledged that with
the tremendous decline in unionism, union solidarity was 'preffy thin,. From within
NZEI, she judged that the leadership in her union was holding back from collaboration
with PPTA, in the szrme way they herd back their own members:

PPTA has taken more effective steps to stop bulk funding...NZEl have

done nothing to censor principals who have advocated bulk funding.
NZEI have opposed from the top level taking any kind of industrial

action.
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This included not giving practical support to teachers within their own
union:

The union is rather toothless. When kindergarten teachers were ejected

from the state sector. we said "tut, fut, that's terrible, we must get them

back in again", instead of saying "we'll go on strike".

Hannah, a secondary teacher who had started her teaching as a primary teacher,

had observed primary teachers at union meetings strongly opposing the reforms. She

felt that the union leaders blocked rather than encouraged policies that reflected this
opposition. Hannah advocated mass meetings of teachers from both unions because

she thought direct contact between rank and file members would help ameliorate
differences and facilitate joint action. This collaboration seems remote while it is not
promoted by any strong movement within the unions. Yet it seems a logical step to
some uninitiated members. As a new branch representative on Auckland regional
council, Janet Von Randow naively asked why NZEI and ppTA didn't join together
into one union, wouldn't we be stronger? She says that she was smartly put in her
place.

The issue of pay parity was extremely contentious. Hannah observed that it had
divided the two unions:

NZEI is seen as a union that will take and not support...The ppTA will go

out and NZEI doesn't support it. NZEI goes in and accepts a lesser deal,

and PPTA feels stabbed in the back...over pay parity the feeling was,

they will leave us to fight for the pay scale and they will just walk in
behind and get it. They won't stand behind us.

Linda williams, a member of NZEI, held a similar view. She saw the
'achievement' by primary teachers of pay parity as parasitic on what secondary
teachers achieved: " You can see pprA go ahead of us now, whatever they get, we
get. We're in the slipstream,'.

Linda saw it as a way of undermining secondary wages because it would to tag
secondary teacher wages to primary teacher wages:
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I think what the PPTA said was absolutely true, if you have one pay

scale, that it will be a low pay scale...Now that we've got this combined

pay, I think they'll be kept down.

There were tensions between the two unions in their official communications over
the issue of pay parity. The PPTA saw the government as imposing bulk funding by
subterfuge when the NZEI was successful in winning government agreement to
restore pay parity' The PPTA refused to take part in pay parity talks because they
were fearful that the government was making pay parity conditional on bulk funding
and were suspicious that that NZEI had secured it by trading off opposition to bulk
tunding.

These suspicions mounted when evidence about a behind the scenes deal that
NZEI had made with Government was made public. The Schools Trustees

Association published a newsletter in August lgg7, stating that the NZEI had been

talking to the Government about such a deal abandoning their opposition to bulk
funding in return for pay parity (cited in Rasmussen and Mclntosh, lggg: 34g). The
PPTA expressed their fears in PPTA News of Septemb er 1997,in the lead story under
the headline 'Govt & NZEI explore pay parity - bulk funding trade-off,. The srory
reported that NZEI were considering the Government's proposal for pay parity in
exchange for a new bulk funding formula. Further, the NZEI leadership was hiding
this deal from their members. This information was revealed by the Minister of
Education who said that NZEI wanted to "investigate the possibility of reaching
agreement on a package in as short a time frame a possible" because "they are
acutely conscious of the strong opposition to bulk funding among NZEI mernbers

and the consequences for our organisation if these discussions prove fruitless,,. Some

of my informants uncovered further information to support the assertion that the
NZEI leadership was dealing with Government behind members backs.

Karen's branch got hold of a letter from the NZEI executive to government. She

relayed the contents and reaction to it: "the president would be prepared to accept
bulk funding for pay parity but the goverrrment needed to act expendentiously if this
were to come about". At an Auckland District Council meeting, the president was

shown the letter and asked if he had written it - he said he had. yet NZEI had said
publicly that they were totally opposed to bulk funding, six weeks after they sent
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their letter to government. Karen's school faxed the information Out not the letter
which they later regretted) to all primary schools in New Zealand. Many schools
faxed responses. The branch attempted to publish the correspondence at the union
annual conference. They joined the messages together to forrn a long roll which they
asked if they could display in a 'show and tell' session. predictably, the union
leadership refused. Nevertheless, Karen felt that the branch action in communicating
directly with other members exposed the leadership's devious actions. This exposure
forced the leadership to retreat on the deal they had tried to stitch up behind the backs
of their mernbership and'sell out'teachers in their own union and the ppTA, as many
teachers had suspected. Karen commented "information is very powerful, and that,s
what our members don't have".

Union toothlessness was evident in many of the responses to restructuring. Karen
saw the general climate of change as overwhelming:

During the free market deregulated environment there would be blitz
after blitz of social and economic change so people were so flabbergasted

they couldn't put up any resistance. That's what happened with
Tomorrow's Schools.

[n contrast, PPTA informants emphasised union solidarity, that basic union
consciousness developed through collective action and a sense of unitv:

The other response to the attack has been a more militant attitude by
teachers. A readiness to strike, to picket, to demonstrate -it's become

more industrial and less a professional body, more of an industrial union
(Les Jones).

Unity has been good...I think because we have been attacked so much, it
does mould people together (Deidre).

Members have been staunch in an uncompromising way on bulk funding
through the period (John Minto).

Les Jones was acutely aware of this unity in defensiveness as he struggled to
ensure that the union survived at Avondale College. His school was under threat
from the conditions created by the principal Phil Raffils, "the absolute leader in the
country for the whole bulk funding project". Les commented that the atmosphere in
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the union there was very different from the lively differences aired within the strong

union at his previous school:

At Avondale College, you never find that, because everyone knows that

we have to hang together and not have any conflict, or else we're finished.

So the enemy without made people more disciplined within.

Teachers were concerned about other consequences of the reforms. Another

casualty of devolution was special education. Linda Williams said: "NZEI fought

very hard to get the SES retained as a national agency for special education services

because we felt that you could not devolve something as important as that to the local

level". However it was ripped apart, 'devolved' to schools where you get a grant

"even if you haven't got a single special education pupil in your school". Alayne

Ferguson commented on this aspect of devolution too. The schools with special units

were underfunded, while the schools "with no special needs because they didn't

accept them because they had an enrolment policy, getting money they didn't need".

This disregard for the delivery of education extended to questions of teachers'

ability to teach. There were widespread concerns among teachers about their

expanded workloads and the way these were enforced through new systems of

accountability that came to be termed 'new managerialism'. They thought this

management of teaching took precedence over their actual teaching. Although the

employers had increased the intensity of work, they refused to negotiate on the issue

of workload and this restricted the union's ability to control or resist the extra work,

or the management practices that monitored it. Teachers articulated their opposition

forcefully.

Pressures at the chalkface: defending job conditions against the new

managerialism

The reforms in the education sectors were part of the massive structural and

organisational change in the public sector which was facilitated by changes in

management practices (see Boston, 1991). One aspect of managanent change was

the imposition of measures to ensure greater accountability for tasks. This

requirement was the subject of recurring complaints from my informants about the
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increased workload for teachers, the busy work' as Helen Duncan called it. The
extensive accountability requirerrents were also resented as a way of increasing

control over teachers' work and undermining their professional autonomy.

One informant stated the obvious: " Tomorrow's Schools meant an enonnous
amount of work"- My informants' experience of extra work was tlpical of most
teachers. Teachers surveyed by Harker, Gibbs, Ryan, weir and Adams (199g) as part
of an intemational study, reported that their average increase in weekly hours worked
since the reforms started was six hours for primary teachers, ten hours for secondary

teachers and considerably more for Maori teachers who had additional demands on
their time.

Just as this increased workload caused unanimous dissatisfaction and high levels
of stress in the sample surveyed by Harker et al (1998), my informants reported
several negative consequences in line with the findings of the study. First, it had
particular consequences for certain groups of teachers. The extra workload
overburdened Maori teachers and women teachers. Mere Tipene commented on the
effect it had on specialist Maori teachers like herself coping with the needs of a group
of sfudents who are disadvantaged in the wider socieff:

Pastoral care' we spend more time with our sfudorts, the way society is
now, the needs of the students have increased... For Maori teachers it's
even more, because not only the we have the learning that we have this

other stafi professional development- it's being the Maori guru on-site,

helping out colleagues learn a little bit about the Maori culture for New
zealand, and for our school - where it was wonderful. There is a

responsibility that comes with that in our jobs and our roles. The extra

admin and paper war has added to our workload.

Karen recognised how the increased workload had changed conditions of work for
women quite significantly. She saw the demands on time had reduced the flexibility
that enabled women to juggle their domestic responsibilities which I discuss in the
next chapter.

Second, the increased workload undermined all teachers'ability to perform on the
job satisfactorily- The increase in assessment reduced the time and the anergy for
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classroom teaching. Harker et al (1998:6) noted that the new curriculum had brought
about new tlpes of assessment and the national reporting compliance requirements

meant that teachers were spending more time on assessment. Many of my informants
questioned the value of the new assessment requirements:

A primary classroom teacher makes 100,000 assessments in the school

year - that is worthless, too much for anyone to comprehend (Karen).

We all see administrative tasks as a huge burden, really, and diverting us

away from classroom activities (Les Jones)

There is less time for teachers to relax and have fun with children in a
less pressured environment...I think the morale of teachers since

Tomorrows Schools has plummeted (Karen).

Even Anne who liked on-going assessment, thought the amount that

teachers were expected to do was counter-productive for their teaching:

More meetings and assessment...you've got to balance that [assessment]
against the teacher getting exhausted and demoralised and bogged down
so they lose their creativity and enthusiasm.

In a survey of Waikato schools, some teachers shared my informants
reservations. They strongly criticised the pedagogical worth of the curriculum
reforms. They were seen as 'an absolute disaster'and ,ill conceived,:

I go back to the old curricururn development unit and the curriculum
panels- A lot of stuffwas actually triared in schools. That's not happening

now. It's written in a vacuum ( sMT mernber, whitu, quoted in Harold et

al, 1999: 240-241).

Third, many informants shared Helen Duncan's concern that

down by their increased workloads they found it difficult to

resistance to reforms. Mere Tipene expressed this graphically:

they felt so ground

sustain their strong

when you look at the teaching climate, it's like anything, you can't fight
or you can't be a strong a fighter if on the other fronts they are hitting you,

psychologically, daily giving you more work to do - you're worn out, you

are not as strong. If you are given more work to do, there is more energy
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extended - psychologically, mentally, physically - so there is not enough

enerry Ieft to do any chalrenging. you know, work the old donkey, put

more on his back, how can the donkey kick? He can still kick, but his

kick is not as forceful, it doesn't make much damage. ... the govemment

was disempowering members, firstly by unionism itself was being

attacked, the unity was broken down - sayrng it is up to you, we really
don't need it. New Zealand,has suffered. The weak links broke away, so

we had broken walls.

Alayne Ferguson reached the same conclusion over the way an increased

workload inhibits activism :

You are so inundated with work, you are drowning, you can't lift your

head to see what is happening to you - people haven't got the ability to
see clearly the whole picture of the changes and think about what
strategies they could implement to counter it.

Four, some informants linked these paralysing eflects to a deliberate ploy by
government to undermine uppity teachers to be achieved in the workplace by
imposing a new managerial regime to control teachers and take away their autonomy.
The ethos of devolving education administration into the ,communiry

required/needed a new sort of organisation with strong management. The change to
'community' involved more than Boards of Trustees. Deconstructing the state as

employer involved a greater management role for principals in schools, and the
principals in Polytechnics who became CEOs. The intention was that teachers would
negotiate with them as employers. Nevertheless these people were still state
employees although they took on more responsibility and managed their institutions
like a capitalist enterprise accountable to share-holders (the public) for their use of
public money. The incorporation of private sector practices into the public sector was
termed'marketi sation'.

'Community control' was shown to be notional as control fiom the cenre
tightened. On the ground, Karen also saw Tomorrow's Schools reforms leading to
less community involvement in education because "parents advocates, the council,
community forums and all those things went whoof out the windo#'. The market in
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education involved a close surveillance of teaching practice administered from the
centre' Janet von Randow recognised the fiscal imperatives driving the change. She

made the connections between the new management regime designed to turn schools

into commercial enterprises, to increasing teacher records and using them as a

performance measure, and the quality of teaching:

The government stuff that's been put down onto us, the whole market

thing, the whole thing of accountability, the whole thing of appraisal...

everybody's got to be monitored, everything's got to be noted down and

yet our conditions don't acfually improve.

John Codd (1999) saw this [pe of managerialism as merely a new version of
Taylorism where tasks were broken down into their component parts for ease of
measurelnent. I saw the introduction of unit standards for the curriculum as a
Tayloresque leggo model of teaching and learning that was intended to tailor
qualifications to the marketplace by making them clearly understood and ,,useful to
employers " according to the official education line (Ministry of Education lggT).
Unit standards were seen by many teachers as one of the key mechanisms for control
which was calculated to undermine teacher autonomy and professionalism - to
deskill teachers:

The professionalisrn of teachers has come under question...their

professionalism is undermined... through the unit standard. It looked

good as a whole system but it took away teachers' independence...you all
had to conform to the standard things.-.The aim of unit standards was to

de-skill teachers., you broke alr knowledge down into a very rarge

number of vay small bits and a person with lesser qualifications could

teach all those individual bits - you don't need an overview of the subiect

to be effective as a teacher (Les Jones).

Most teachers felt unit standards did not work yet PPTA officially supported unit
standards (PPTA, 1997). Janet von Randow saw the union as "going along with these

things, because it has to do some bargaining". But the divisions within the leadership
over the measure surfaced when Martin Cooney opposed unit standards aligning
himself with rank and file members. Unit standards were abandoned. John Minto
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praised Martin Cooney for his contribution to their demise. My informants were

typical of rank and file members who understood better than their leaders, what unit
standards meant for their conditions of work and for education:

The units standard thing has fallen over because of the resistance by
teachers. The fact is, it's not really education in a broader sense, you are

trying to break things down and teach them in isolation whereas what we

really need to do is actually go the other way, integrating subjects more

and teaching them in a more horistic way (Len Richards)

Other informants shared Len's sentiment that 'it's not really education'. Janet von
Randow saw that schools became like businesses concemed with education

'products'; "They have succumbed to the managerial ethos... The whole idea we need

more and more managers to do things and we need people with MBAs... they ignore
the pastoral, run things to be efficient".

The emphasis on education as a business appears to have left traditional ideas of
education behind. My informants felt that these new ways of doing things did not
improve teaching or learning:

I think its about pulling the state out of education and managing it ...

they're not looking at needs because nothing's funded to needs, it seems

to be funded on a monetary basis. The operations grants are not given to
you for your needs, its given to you on a funding basis. It seems to me
with Picot - getting rid of the education boards and seffing up a Boards of
Trustees situation and bringing in ERO and things like that, it's rneant

that a lot of the foundation on which education sat has been removed and

dissipated (Linda Williams).

Linda williams' comments reflect the Government's approach when it
sidestepped the issue of education claiming the Picot reforms were about the
administration of education, not education itself. This was one of the major criticisms
of academics who wrote about Picot. In the literature on the intent of the reformers,
Dale and Jesson (1992) compare the approach of the State Services Commission with
that of Treasury. They contend that the State Services Commission management

approach to education reforrn was more influential than Treasury's fiscal approach.
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The Commission established the framework for the school boards'operations, setting

down the administrative mechanisms for self managing schools. Dale and Jesson

compzfe this with the Treasury push for a good return on money spent on education.
Treasury argued that the market would achieve this for schools - competition
between schools would create greater responsiveness to consumers - while the State

Services Commission wanted school 'effectiveness'through better management. Dale
and Jesson (1992: 27) argue that 'effbctiveness' was not based on educational
principles; the State Services Commission saw the objectives of education nalrowly
as achieving credentials for the market, and appeared unaware of "the enorrnous

literature on school effectiveness". I conclude that their aim was to take decisions on
education away from the educators. Although Dale and Jesson argue the two
approaches were quite distinct because the Treasury focus was on education as a
commodity and the State Services Commission focus was on management of
education, I think this is a false distinction. Ultimately both approaches are about
education as a commodity rather than teaching and learning. The education
reforms/devolution were based on economic rationalism and the management

firnction was to measure market efficiency and effectiveness in order to make
education cost-effective.

Education Review office -anotherform of manageriarism

The Education Review office (ERo) was a management tool for
Govemment. It rnonitored schools' performance according to the new
managerial paradigm. It was part of the new regime of govemment bodies

which under the State Sector Act 19gg were transformed so that they were

run along market principles like private firms and their emphasis changed

from administration to management- Many of my informants wsre
remarkably consistent in their criticisms of ERo's operations:

ERo is very negative. At least with the old inspectorate they were

supposed to come in and tell you what was wrong and also help you do it
better. ERO just tells you what is wrong (Hannah)

Linda Williams described a school visit and questioned the outcomes it produced:
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Now ERO comes basically they terrifu everyone, and everyone knows for
weeks beforehand and makes sure everything's done...What ERO does,

they come in, they comment about how the school is and then they write
you a report, and it's a good report or a bad report, and your whole
existence hangs on whether the report's a good or a bad report. And they

don't provide you with any backup, they don't give you any suggestions

of what you could do, there's no report for a failing school really, there's
just, "sort it out and we'll come back and see if you have"

...It's very big brotherish and it doesn't feel comfortable...That,s not what

education's about - education's about talking about how to make things

better and giving people help and direction and I just don't see the point.

Karen saw good things coming out of solving difficulties, overcoming challenges

which the ERO method of operating did not encourage.

ERo goes into a school, making judgment on some really important

issues- It's a public document, but in fact anyone reading them - they're so

superficial that the people who know that school and community, know
that they [ERo] don't really know what's going on in that school... they

are not there as a helping hand.

As well, Karen thought the reports lacked oedibility because if ERO were queried

over them, they shifted ground. She said that she knew of instances where they
reneged on a report when challenged over it. ERO's response was back pedal

furiously and say "oh, that's just a draft report, it's not the real thing,,, or ,,you weren,t
meant to have that one".

Janet Von Randow expressed a common view when she commented unfavourably
on their negative reports of working elass and Maori schools without glving support:

"yet that's where support is needed...they don't come in as helpers, who you could
talk to and discuss things with, they come in as police now,,.

Linda Williams saw a political agenda in their operations: " they come our very
often and secm to be supporting the status quo or the govemment and private
schools".
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A review of ERO activities by a group of academics in the Education Department

at Auckland University (Robertson et al, 1997) saw ERo's main function as a
management one' The reviewers found that the Office pushed schools to comply with
management procedures rather than educational processes and outcomes. ERO's

reports were preoccupied with written records and they undertook only cursory
observation of teaching practices.

Further, the review supported my informants' anecdotal accounts in recognising

that the review team often intimidated teachers. The review questioned the basis of
their authority as experts on education in schools.. The guidelines to me4sure

achievement were simplistic and did not take account of significant variation
between schools. For example, ERO ignored'extemal factors'such as the SES status

and culture of the school catchment area.

My informants were very conscious that ERO was an important part of the new
regulatory framework for education that sought to erode their professionalism. They
saw it as a (government) agent of control over schools and teachers. Susan

Robertson (1990) puts it as 'transforming teacher's labour by limiting the exercise of
teachers' professional judgment/discretion'. Just how deprofessionalised were they
becoming?

A wider view of professionalism: national education unions and a national
education system

Historically'professional' issues were union issues because the compulsory sector
education unions had an interest in the form and content of education, as well as an
interest in protecting their wages and working conditions. These interests were
expressed in the union constifutions which stated that the unions were about
protecting the employment of members and advancing the cause of education.

Some writers (Gordon, 1987; Capper and Munro, 1990) have seen this in terms of
a dichotomy, that unions have a dual role both as professional associations and as

unions. The duality was seen to be reflected in custom and practice when the unions
worked closely with the Department of Education to develop education policy and
negotiated with thern for their national awards. With the shift in policy under the
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State Sector Act, the education unions lost their special relationship with the

Department of Education. As part of this change in relationship, the government

attempted to demarcate between professional and union functions to restrict any

'professional' claims from negotiations. They categorised the training, classification

and disciplining of teachers as educational and these were excluded, but curriculum

issues and even workload were arbitrarily excluded too. Helen Duncan was conscious

of the confusion when she said: "l sympathise enormously with the ppTA when they

wanted to discuss workload in their pay negotiations and weren't able to. Because

workload is a condition of work".

Once the government excluded what they termed professional matters from

negotiation and set up a professional/union bifurcation, this became the framework

for academic analysis. Gordon (1987) Munro (1989) Capper and Munro (1990) and

Jesson (1995, 1999) took the position that the education unions moved from being

primarily professional bodies to industrial unions and that teachers became

'structurally workers rather than professionals' (and even 'structurally proletarian').

Nevertheless, teacher commitment to 'professional issues'remained high and during

the decade after the govemment attempted to remove professional issues from

contention, they remained part of negotiations. It was difficult for the unions to gain

on any issue whether professional or industrial, but they persisted and at times the

unions won concessions on class sizes and the new curriculum of unit standards fell
over after union opposition. After teacher registration was abandoned in 1991, the

continuing opposition by unions was instrumental in the reinstatsment of regulation

in 1996 (Sullivan, t997).

I argue that the professionalism of teachers relates to their dedication to wider

social role of education which included the accessibility to a high standard of
education for all social classes which has come to be seen as a basic democratic

rightee, a social wage. Hence, the defence of skills is part of a broader social

commitment to equity that is inconsistent with the narrow concems of conservative

skills unions to protect their own status.

t Keith Sullivan's model of teachers' ideology includes a comrnitrnent to equality of educational
opportunity and social justice, collaborative teaching and teachers' autonomy (Sullivan, I 997).
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My informants held these social concems. Many of them talked about teacher

action having a profound effect on society because it was about preserving standards

of education. The'chance to be equal'was an important gain under capitalism. Mere
Tipene saw :

....the social reasons for industrial action - it's the commitment to, it's the

dedication to our vocation. Teaching is a way of life, it adds to the quality

of other people's lives. If our lives as teachers is being threatened we

know it doesn't just affect us, it affects the students, it affects our

communities, there are far reaching consequences".

Len fuchards defended this aspect of their industrial action:

A lot of members think it should just become an industrial union and

forget about professional matters altogether but that's not right either, I
think we should be quite involved in the sort of education the kids are

getting, as a union.

Trevor Blakely, a union official, talked about the commitment to education as

underpinning the organised resistance of secondary teachers: "We saw that as a
unifoing thing for teachers' professional status - not just for their conditions of work
but on educational stafus as a whole".

Thus, this professionalism was not counter to industrial activity but was deeply

implicated in it under the conditions of militancy in New zealandteachers.

This militancy and solidarity of teachers reflects the nature of teaching as a
collective activity, both in its aspiration to serve the wider community and in the

collegial ethos of teaching, what Robertson and Smeller (1996) call the ,,mutual

dependence of teachers in their working lives". This was most evident in teachers,

determined resistance to bulk funding with its intention to individualise contracts, to
abolish standard conditions and in particular, to institute performanc e pay:

"Performance pay is not collaborative working...the collegiality of primary school

teaching is probably the same... but if we keep our ideas to ourselves to earn more

money then that's going to destroy education" (Linda williams).
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This professional ethic flowed into a commitment to fighting for the

disadvantaged. Many of my informants chose to teach in schools in blue collar

working class areas. Linda Williams expressed her reasons for this choice clearly;

"For me education is about giving equity and giving chances to working class kids".

ln their commitment to social equity, teachers expressed concerns about quality of
education which they saw linked to funding and delivery. The fear of uneven

standards in a winner/loser schools system was one of the earliest criticisms of
reform and was central in the public debates around Picot. This critique was

premised on the orthodoxy that the old education system delivered a 'chance to be

equal'. Did this mean that the reforms themselves were creating inequality or was the

new reform intensifuing existing inequalities? Len Richards covered both

interpretations:

It's a big danger to run down a national education system where everyone

gets a fair deal - it drives inequality more so than it is now, the system

would be fundamentally based on a system of inequality. That's what the

danger is. Teacher unions obviously opposed this quite strongly.

Karen acknowledged the already existing inequality when she commented on the

polarisation of 'quality' and pauper schools which was having a detrimental effect on

all children, She thought that the pressures on low decile schools were immense. The

allocation of limited financial resources was invariably a problern and had an impact

on the quality of education:

Because the operations money is not sufficient, there is always a conflict

on what is spent on professionalism, materials or the basic running of the

school... the bills come in for the power, the water...the curriculum areas

suffer. Professional development is easily put on hold... But unless the

teachers are continually upskilled and motivated, particularly with

children who are harder to teach...that's going to be to the detriment of
the children's leaming (Karen).

Karen suspected that the Ministry was falsely representing the position of poor

schools. After talking to principals who said the economy of their catchment area was
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unchanged although their decile one schools were redesignated decile two, she

concluded that the bottom decile was being'tweaked'.

The logic of winner/loser schools was the move towards the introduction of more

market principles into education and the refomrs would move from quasi-market to

fully market. Both Len Richards and Les Jones predicted that the poor/rich divide
would lead to a market education systern. Len commented:

When the bulk funding thing was brought in for salaries...you would end

up with rich schools being able to pay teachers more and poor schools not

being able to pay teachers so much. It was quite obvious where it was

heading, into every school being a private little business, basically a

privatised model of education.

Les Jones also saw that the National Government had the intention of privatising

education, and that schools would compete like businesses:

Bulk funding is built on the predicate that each school is competing with
each other school, and the successful schools will grow and the poor

schools will fail, and you might as well close them down. It's the business

model.

This was happening already at Avondale College which has become one of the

largest secondary schools in New Zealand and attracted public and private funding.
Avondale is an example of the "cult of individual competitioD,,, o school that

competes successfully with other local schools, some of which are struggling to
survive. It may fit the mode of operation that Len foresaw:

.-.the next step would have been just a privatised school essentially.

[ttlthey] may be owned by the government but run ... as big businesses.

You would have got schools like Auckland Grammar going around

taking over other schools-..

Other informants commented on the shift to business oriented practices in schools.

First, they saw principals were expected to be the CEO of a business enterprise.

Second, schools have become entrepreneurial and moved away from co-operation

under the new competitive model:
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Under Tomoruows Schools they're under-funded and

against each other, so if you've got some really good

going to give them away for nothing (Karen).

also competing

ideas, you're not

On the other hand Karen saw that private schools and high decile state schools

were doing extrernely well:

There's been an increased amount of [state] money put into private

education - boosting that side of education for those who are privileged...

The elite make sure that their class position will be perpetuated, so they're

going to maintain a really high quality of education for their child...In a
higher decile [state] school the principal takes a greater role in the

governance, the daily administration and fewer are teaching principals,

whereas the tendency for poorer schools with smaller rolls is that they

don't have a walking principal, so more administration falls onto the

lower echelons within the schools, increasing teachers' overall workload

(Karen).

The removal of zoning was seen as the removal of the protection that zoning gave

to poorly performing schools and opening up the competition between schools for
students. At the successful 'winner' schools, higher levels of funding came from
increasing their clients - the student numbers. ln the case of Avondale College set in
working class Polynesian Avondale, one factor is the school's ability to attract
sfudents from out of zone. This success comes at the expense of other schools - the

'loser' schools' My informants were aware this was achieved by catering to parants'

perceptions about what constitutes good education for their children. As one said:

Any school that has a lot of out of zone students has to stream rigidly or
else the out of zone parents won't send their kids there...they don't want

them mixing with a lot of dumb brown kids...[Avondale has] two
schools, 1100 kids from out ofzone and 1100 kids in zone - so youhave

to provide special education for those out of zone kids, or else they won't

come and the school collapses and becomes just like all the other ones.

Some of my informants' schools had good reputations for their high standards of
education among education professionals but not such a good reputation in the
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community. Green Bay High School and Westem Springs fit this syndrome. Teachers

at those schools saw them as 'women's schools' where the majority women teachers

were able to influence the way the school was run and create conditions to support

the particular needs of women. But these schools were more vulnerable to the new

competitive environment of Tomorrow's Schools. Because of their comparatively

small (and declining) rolls, they were under pressure from lack of resources and from
the higher workloads than a well resourced school like Avondale with its 'loads of
money' where staff were relieved of the burden of constantly weighing up the

priorities for funding.

Furthermore, their reputations for being at the cutting edge of good teaching

practice was a disadvantage with the removal of zoning and the consequent option of
parental choice. Parents as consumers made decisions based on what Deidre called

'old-fashioned values' which involved schools doing things that were not

"educationally sound but because they think they'll attract pupils in, like taking off
top classes, like having uniforms, having exams forjunior students".

Alayne Ferguson expressed it another way: "Parental perception was that white
schools were better than Maori or Pacific Island schools, that big schools were better

than small schools".

Yet many Maori and Polynesian parents also preferred these schools. Teachers at

Western Springs College were conscious of this because there was an exodus from
their school to the more traditionalist Mt Albert Grammar once it became co-
educational. One Western Springs teacher commented; "Pacific Island parents have

different views on schooling and they prefer uniforms and they like single sex".

Conclusion

The interviews reveal how the more militant teachers in the schools sector grasped

the big political picture more clearly than others. They saw the reforms as cost saving

measures designed to undermine the provision of state education, weaken unions and

their own ability to do a good job and contribute to society as educators. Their
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political analysis drove the form and content of opposition. They saw the importance

of organising their colleagues against bulk funding to extend the opposition and

retain union strength.

The teachers recognised the differences in union tactics and identified the NZEI as

a bureaucratic union which was insensitive to its members aspirations compared with
the PPTA- In the next chapter, I follow on from these insights to consider how these

differences between union operations developed. I look at how the militant teachers

attempted to create the conditions in their unions for democratic debate and

organisation which could build on their understanding of the conjuncture. I begin by
looking at women's consciousness and investigate if they were able to break from a

gendered ideology and through their trade union experience develop class

consciousness.
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Chapter Seven

Feminists/Militants/Marxist Teachers

Introduction

In this chapter I explore the contribution of women teachers to the fight-back

against reforms. My focus is on how the most militant teachers took the lead in their

unions in resisting reform. I start by asking if gender was a handicap to activism or

whether gender brought a particular dimension to the struggles. Did women

contribute positively in terms of levels of practical activity and understanding of
what was at issue? Or was women's domestic role a negative factor, a burden that

held women back from vigorous opposition? If conventional expectations of
gendered behaviour were an inhibiting factor for women's active participation, did

the development of rank and gender file democracy help to break down sexist

attitudes in the unions. Finally I look at how the most militant teachers who had

radical and in some cases Manrist views, were able to think strategically about the

union fightback and influence the rank and file towards more militant action. tn the

most politically conscious teachers I interviewed there was a very clear

understanding of the purpose of the 'reforms' in restructuring capitalist profitability,

both in terms of education reforms and in the reprivatising of domestic labour.

Gendered sectors?

ln Chapter Five I looked at the early childhood sector as the domain of women

who are the large majority of teachers. In this feminised environment, the informants

bluned the boundaries between their domestic labow roles as mothers and their

waged work with young children.

In the other education sectors, there is a more equal balance between men and

women teachers, so we might assume that attitudes and practices are shared. But
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although women work alongside men, their experiences as teachers can differ

markedly. There are structural problems of gender inequity which replicate the

patterns in the wider society. Overall women have lower salaries than men even

when they hold equivalent positions and the same qualifications. Fewer women than

men hold senior positions and women predominate in part-time positions. How do

we account for these inequities? Women's work experience is constrained/inhibited

by expectations and practices on a range of levels. These constitute social controls

which include social expectations of appropriate feminine behaviour, institutional

practices both informal and formal and women's own domestic ilrangements. These

factors are interrelated and I am interested in the ways they are reproduced.

Managing the double shift

How did informants see their paid work role in relation to their domestic role?

Were there gendered differences in attitudes to work? These attitudes are evident

when women teachers follow the trend for women workers to leave their wage work

to bear children and retum part-time when their children are young. Many informants

saw teaching as a job they could combine well with their domestic responsibilities.

Maureen, a lecturer at AUT, was closest to the early childhood teachers in her

attirudes to childcare and paid work. She talked about managing her life around her

child care. Her mothering role appeared to take precedence because she refused to let

her paid work constrain what she wanted to do as a mother. For example, she resisted

doing research as part of her job because it would impinge on her domestic life. In

fact, she chose teaching because it allowed her the flexibility to be a conscientious

mother and a teacher; "it seemed like an occupation you could combine with family".

She compared her own whole-hearted commitment to child care with her husband's

more casual approach; "l'm being cynical in the role men actually play in raising

children and time off'.

Maureen's point is pertinent to this study. The dernands of combining waged and

domestic work appear to be unique to women. None of the male informants with

children referred to childcare as something that affected them in their working lives

the same way as it did the women, although all the male informants recognised it as

inhibiting women. Mike Taler contrasted women's attitudes with more confident
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male attitudes in terms of "the historical bias of women being home makers and men

being bread winners" which had to be overcome when women enter the labour

market because these traditional roles can impact on their working lives, and create

gendered and inferior conditions of work.

Is it unavoidable that women bring to their domestic concerns into their waged

work and that makes them different from men? Helen Duncan reflected the attifudes

of many of the infonnants who made the connections between the interest in
teaching and interest in children. She went into primary teaching because "I actually

like young children and enjoy the interaction with them".

Nurturing ss natural?

Helen Duncan's interest in children grew through her experience as a mother. But
she never suggested that her attitude was inevitable because she was a woman and a

mother. Other informants did make this association. Some of the informants across

all levels saw an interest in young people as nafural for women, glven their essential

nature- Others thought that the common behaviours of women came from their
socialisation. Clare, a nursing lecturer, refened to the way that nurses'behaved when

she was a nursing, as following traditional expectations of women's behaviow:

We followed on the tradition -submissiveness, obedience. They were

seen as feminine attributes versus the masculine more aggressive style.

...male colleagues are more assertive

There were other special attributes that women learned at home that they brought

to work. According to Fe Day:

Women do a lot of that parenting role. There's another level which is to

do with the intrajection that we have of all that caregiving and nurnying.

so women tend to be the ones who go on doing the extra mile in the

workplace, because we've intrajected that as a value..-that is also a
strength for us, because we are working for intrinsic rewards not for

external.

Some informants appeared to see teaching as a natural extension of their domestic
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role. Maureen commented that many women entered teaching "because they were

caring". While it is unclear from Maureen's comments whether the'caring'is derived

from sexual (innate) difference or gender (socially constructed) difference, this

distinction is very clear in Marlene's responses. Marlene was conscious that the

social expectations of how women should behave are not translated easily into the

expectation that women teachers be substitute mothers. Interestingly, as a teacher of
infant classes, Marlene was the one informant from the compulsory sector who

strongly voiced the view that mothering is not a'natural' function for women:

I find that especially in teaching new entrants and Year I children... when

I went in I felt a little bit uncomfortable about it because I did not really

see myself in a very motherly kind of way in that the head teacher at that

stage was an older woman who was very very much like a mother. She

would have them on her knee and she would be, oh I don't know, I just

saw her as more of a sort of mother, the mother of the whole team. I am

not really like that and my manner wasn't really like that and I did sort of
wonder whether I could do it, whether I would be better with older

children' I think men must come in and perhaps see that, especially

younger men. Often as students they are not really sure how they should

approach it.

Another element of difference was the way that the tasks associated with authority

in the workplace were seen as having a taditional gendered dimension. Anne

claimed that fewer women are principals because it conflicts with how thev have

been socialised into their domestic role of wife and mother:

I think it's part of the old psychology of the nuclear family that you've

got the father who's the principal, and then the mother...They just

naturally assume authority and then have the confidence in themselves

and think they're good, whereas women tend to lack confidence in
themselves.

Linda Williams spoke of the demands of being a principal as unattractive to

women:
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Women can't do that sort of work. Women value the quality of life a bit

more...the juggle between having a career, having a life and having

children, you're always in conflict with yourself.

In Linda Williams' account, the male assumption of authority is rejected by

women from a moral position of greater humanity. It puts a positive spin on the way

men and women are assigned to gendered roles within teaching and across the wider

social structures. Yet the way the system advantages men at all levels in the

education sectors, is a problem for many women.

Ove rc om ing gender s egm e ntatio n

Vertical gender segregation of teachers is most marked in the primary sector

where there is the highest proportion of women teachers and most them are at the

lowest levels. Helen Duncan who was president of NZEI in 1997 and 1998, referred

to this gendered difference in status as a problem that she confronted as president:

If you are a man in primary teaching, I think it was a one in three chance

of being a principal, which is the best paying position in the service. If
you were a woman t think it was about 1 in 30...it was worth l0 times

less. The wisdom of the time was that women didn't apply because they

didnt want the extra responsibility...and most of thern were second

eamers and therefore didn't want that sort of thing.

The pay for basic scale teachers was a central issue for women over the last

decade. Helen Duncan became aware that it was not women's own motivation that

was holding them back, but flaws in the grading system that allocated women to the

bottom ranks of the profession. The union moved to address the unfair way grading

was administered:

Reports frorn the Department proved there was a bias in the gading

system and women tended to be graded lower than men, even though

statistics prove that women who come into primary teaching usually

come from the top l0% of students and people in the country in tenns of
ability, whereas men that go into primary teaching come from about the

top 25%o'- They changed the grading system and the women got better
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gradings. More women started getting positions of responsibility.

Helen Duncan remembered that when the government gave Boards of Trustees

the authority to make teaching appointments, some women were apprehensive that

the improvements would be reversed and they would suffer discrimination when they

applied for principal jobs:

Along catrc Tomorrow's Schools and I can remember going to see David

Lange and saying to him, look this is terrible because you will give the

absolute right of appointment to all these Boards of Trustees at the local

level. We know what society is like, the perception out there is that it is

always a man who is in charge and the women work underneath...I think

this is going to set back the promotion of women severely and his

comrnent was, "Yes, I think you are right, about l0 years".

But unlike Sue Shone (below) Helen Duncan felt that her fears were unfounded

when she saw Boards of Trustees recognising women's competence and intemal

promotion swung in favour of women.

ln contrast, sue Shone, the PPTA'S women's officer, was negative about the

position of women secondary teachers. Improvements had begun with the promotion

of women policy in the 70s (see details of its development below) but the cluster of
reforms starting in the mid 80s had the cumulative effect of undermining the gains

made for women teachers. In the late 80s the union bargained away the designated

Deputy Principal position and this loss had the efFect of reducing the number of
women in the top positions in secondary schools. Sue thought that one of the worst

consequences would be "Tomon'ow's Schools coming in... the lack of centralised

control of the education systems was going to lead to widening the gaps - and it did".

One of the widening gaps that reversed the trend brought about by the efflorts in

equal opporhrnity, were the "first 50 new appointments to principals jobs, primary

and secondary, after Tomorrow's Schools came in, they were all male appointees".

There was a lot of discretionary staffing lost in l99l and Sue thought that "the

people who lost their jobs tended to be women". overall, women rernain

disproportionately clustered in the lower stafus jobs in secondary schools. Women

are mainly in unit one positions, some of which are short-term.
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ln spite of Helen Duncan's optimism, and an increase in women holding positions

of responsibility (Slyfield, 1993:8) Sue Shone's pessimism is borne out in the overall

trends (Ministry of Education, 1996) which show women continued to be under-

represented in senior positions across education sectors. Women are 73o/o of primary

teachers but only 32% of pincipals. Women are 47o/o of secondary teachers but21o/o

of principals' In Polytechnics women were 5004 of academic staffbut less than 20oZ

of chief executives were women.

Rachel mentioned how ASTE worked to improve the position of women in the

polytechnics' The union, like NZEI, addressed the problerns such as the first salary

assessments which were not being done properly with the result that women were not
promoted and did not have the same access to the resources as men had through the

system' Despite improvements, two informants who worked at Auckland University
of Technology were concerned at the way women continued to be marginalised

within the university. one commented on the way women were not visibly'at the

top', representing the university:

I was quite incensed at this conference called 'Seizing our Future' and

there only being two women, two out of 17 [keynote speakers] because I
thought if that's how this organisation sees the future, they're absolutely

blind and we're actually not going to make it.

Her perceptions of patriarchal structures at the university were shared by another

informant:

At AUT we've got an informal male network which is very powerful

...Of course all that impacts badly on women. All that male networking

and the male promotion of each other, is just a disaster for women...the

Vice Chancellor actively promotes domesticated women like xxx - I see

those women not making any contribution to women at all.

This use of the term 'domesticated' is not intended as complimentary. The

informant is inferring that this woman xxx is compliant and non-threatening to the

men in charge and that to advance women's position involves a challenge to the

patriarchy.
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At the very least, women have to demonstrate their achievements on the job in
order to be promoted. Many informants commented favourably that women work

harder than men. Others recognised it but saw it as problematic. Clare saw it
happening because of social expectations:

[men] define their boundaries clearly, while women are not so aware of
the boundaries and they undertake more...it is our socialisation but may

be our caring philosophy too.

Hannah and Sharn Riggs came up with another reason for why women work

harder. Hannah thought:

A lot of women work harder than men because they are more insecureo

they want to prove themselves...it's a terrible generalisation because I

know a lot of male teachers who work phenomenally hard. But as a

whole, I think women do.

Sharn Riggs' reason for women's hard work followed a similar line of argument.

She saw it as a consequence of women tryrng to overcome their marginal position:

sharn: It is part of that saylng that women don't say no as easily as men

do, of knowing your own boundaries

Question: To entrench your position?

Sham: Yes, /o make sure that you are the indispensable one. lmy
anphasisl

Casualisation

Women teacher's vulnerability is illustrated by the way casualisation was largely a

women's problern. Statistical data reveals that women are over-represented in
contract, relief and part-time positions. They comprise 74Yo of these teachers

(Dunn, Pole and Rouse, 1992) . Ministry of Education records also show that part-

time positions in primary and secondary schools have increased since lggl,
(Davidson and Bray, 1994:59) and in Polyechnics where more than half of women

teachers were working part+ime compared to a third of men teachers, there has also
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been a steady increase in part-time work and a decline in full-time work (Ministry of
Education, 1996).

Teaching conditions have declined since 1991, the year that the National

Government passed the Employment Contracts Act to provide employers more

flexibility over employment. then. Also in 1991, the Govemment cut the amount of
discretionary funding to schools, which resulted in more casual than continuous

appointments in discretionary curriculum areas (Davidson and Bray, 1994:59).

According to Sue Shone the PPTA women's officer, a lot of discretionary staffing

was lost during 1991 "and the people who lost their jobs tended to be women".

These trends to more casualisation are part of the mercenary environment of bulk
funded schools. In a survey of bulk funded schools conducted for the Ministry, a

trustee was reported to say that "there is a temptation to casualise part-time labour

and be less vigilant in the enforcement of teachers' award conditions" (Hawk and

Hill, 1994:17).

Many women work part-time because there are no full-time job opportunities for
them. This lack of alternatives may be disguised by their preoccupation with their

domestic obligations. Certainly, my informants saw women being restricted in their

paid work by their domestic responsibilities. How do they cope? A major trend

(documented in Harker et al, 1998:52) has been the tendency of women with families

to choose to reduce their hours and change their status from full-time to part-time, as

a solution to balancing the competing demands of their double shift of family and

teaching. Many of my informants relayed their own experience.

Karen was typical in that she chose to teach part-time when her children were

young. Lindy Papali'i juggled work and childcare. She saw "it's clear that women

carry the load of their families whether they work or not ...I was fortunate that I had

my mother for child care". Her mother encouraged Lindy to refurn to work after she

had taken time off to have her children. Lindy explained this support in terms of
Samoan cultural expectations:

In the Samoan community there is respect for education and an

expectation that a professional person will work to maintain their
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professional status. There is also a practical aspect to this - that the

person will contribute to the family financially.

The financial aspect was the key factor for Lindy Papali'i. She needed to work

because her husband was sfudying part-time and" his salary was not enough". She

was happy to get into Epsom Girls where after a period of long term relieving she

moved into a permanent job.

For other women it was also important to keep working. Both Maureen and Linda

Williams showed their strong determination to continue teaching when they had

babies, juggling their domestic work with their teaching.

Maureen worked part-time and her husband brought her baby to work in between

classes so she could breast feed her.

Linda Williams was atypical in that she kept working full-time. She came from a

working class family in north London where all the women continued to work when

they had children and she followed this pattern herself. "I went back teaching when

she was two weeks old......about two years later I fell pregnant with my second child

and still taught through that and went back when she was two months old". She had a

long joumey to school with two infants. She caught two buses to get to work, about

an hour and a halfjoumey.

Despite the personal difficulties encountered with maintaining her waged work

and not taking time off for childcare, Linda felt she was not rewarded for continuing

work. [n fact, she was disadvantaged in her work because she used her time at home

to be a mother and not to pursue academic studies to gain more qualifications:

Another real barrier for me is the Uni shift. We are being all made to get

degrees because if you don't have a degree you get $10,000 less than

what someone with one has even if you're doing the same job...which is

really a downfall for women because its not so easy for women to do that

and certainly not ones with families and working class women as well

because you don't have a background.

Karen also saw the requirement to do additional professional development as

difficult for women who have not been relieved of their primary responsibility for
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household duties and childcare. In this push to emphasise degree qualifications,

Linda Williams felt that her teaching experience was overlooked, despite the way she

continued to do her job well. Her ability was evident in the demands on her to

mentor other teachers:

I have people coming to me asking for help especially with behavioural

kids and kids that are failing and I get no recognition. People walk on

your back in a way.

ln comparison, Maureen felt that her part{ime work had been personally

advantageous. Like most other women teachers working part-time, she chose it

because it was work that she could combine with child rearing and maintain a

position in the workforce (see PPTA,I993) but also it was a pathway to securing full-

time work:

I think you've got to be very careful when you look at women's position

because what part-time work at AIT offered me was foot in the door I

wouldn't have probably got if I'd gone through and applied for full+ime

job with my qualifications and experience at the time. And I think

people forget that. The part-time work did suit me as well as it kept me

interested and kept me in workforce.

Paradoxically, in Maureen's case, taking part-time work was away of overcoming

the systemic disadvantage that it represented. The PPTA (1993) in their part-time

teachers survey point out:" while I many teachers] chose the flexible hours they do

not chose the poor conditions that accompany them". In comparison with fuIl-time

teaching, part-time work tends to be lower paid, have poorer conditions of work and

less anployment security. And many women do not overcome these disadvantages.

Susan Battye's concem was that although "more women have been coming back into

the workforce as part-time teachers because you have to keep up too - things change

so quickly if you don't keep your hand in...the security of the part-time situation has

been pooro in the main". Susan has pushed within the union to change this insecurity.

She advocated for more recognition of permanent part-time status but principals are

resisting this and they're 'firing at will'. Susan Battye's concems are shared by the

PPTA (1993) whose survey showed that employers will not establish tenured
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positions although they have the discretion to do so and most part-timers do not ask

for permanent jobs because they feel that by doing this, their part-time jobs would be

under threat (PPTA. 1 993 :8) 
r oo.

Karen talked about how it was possible to manage both her teaching and her

domestic responsibilities when her children were young:

Teaching has been a job where you have been able to look after a family

either as a single parent or as the primary caregiver ...That would mean

you might go home relatively early in the afternoon. You get books out

after tea once the children had gone to bed and you work until - burn the

midnight oil or whatever...

With the increased demands on teachers' time, these arrangernents were now

diffrcult to maintain. The increase in workload had reduced the flexibility in hours,

affecting the ability of some women to successfully combine their domestic work

and their waged work:

The increase in workload has had an impact...There are an awful lot of

meetings, almost every day of the week...it makes it more difficult for

people with children...The increase in workload has had another impact.

In the last contract round, to get pay parity one of the things that was

traded offwas callback daysrOr...now NZEI has 10 callback days. That in

fact is one holiday.

100 Unemployrnent marginalises women workers more than casual work. Sara Freedman's study
(1987) looks at the period in the early 80s under Reaganomics when manypublic schools in ttre United
States were closed and thousands of teachers lost their jobs. This was a situation more devestating than
in New Zealand where teachers were fighting to maintain conditions of work, not work itself. How did
teachers react? Women teaching elementary school suffered the most job loss and Freedman argues
that these women accepted the loss uncomplainingly because they had internalised the social
expectations of how women should behave: "the dedicated teacher is modelled after the ideal
mother/wife who sacrifices her own interests to support the interests of those bound to her by duty and
love". Further, many of these teachers were encouraged to see the problem as an individual solution to
their burnout on the job and supposedly deteriorating teaching standards 1s1hs1 than the 'institutional
roadblocks' that were being enforced. Thus, these submissive reactions were the outward manifestation
of problems being personalised. Freeman does not mention any collective opposition where shared
experiences can engender broader perspectives. This is what developed in NZ where teachers fought
together.

r0r A call back day is when the employer may require you to come in to work during your holidays so,
as Karen goes on to san l0 call-back days add up to a fortnight's holiday.
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Karen sees that when the strain is too great these women take on daily relieving

with its attendant drawbacks. Relief teachers are more insecure than part-time

teachers. One informant estimated that S0-90% of relief teachers are women. Len

fuchards thought that the PPTA union leadership should not have given away

relievers pay rates at negotiations in the late 80s because the maximum relievers rate

is now two steps below the top. He felt this embedded difficulties for women

because it:

.'.will impinge on women because a lot of women do relieving teaching.

They like the flexibility if they have young children...I think it's a danger,

it's wrong because it's a casualisation. It pays them to use more casual

teachers...As cazual labour you have no rights.

Deidre too, saw casualisation is a women's issue. She felt that women were faring

worse under the economic pressures of reform:

Casualisation is more apparent in bulk funded schools (like Westlake

Girls).'.ESOL and part{ime teachers are mainly women and they are

casualised...They are brought in every year and they don't have a job at

the end of the year and would be re-employed so their conditions of work

aren't good.

Another consequence of more casualisation, is that younger (cheaper) people are

being employed to save costs. Deidre's concern was also a major concern of teachers

in bulk funded schools where 25% of all appointments in 1993 and 1994 were of
teachers who were provisionally registered. Not only were they cheaper but they

were inexperienced which put a greater workload on senior teachers (Hawk and Hill,
1994:il). 4Yo of teachers observed older more experienced teachers replaced by
younger, inexperienced and cheaper teachers (Hawk and Hill, 1994:17). Deidre saw

this as a women's issue: "I think older women are the most disadvantaged in the

education sector".

Thus, those women who resolve the problem of combining their domestic

obligations with paid work by opting for part-time or relief work instead of full+ime
work, encounter difficulties. HistoricallS casual ernployment has been an important

fact of employment in the non-compulsory Polytechnic sector. The sector has
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depended on the convenience of part-time workers to teach many of the parttime

courses which were nrn according to whether students enrolled. As their viability

could not be guaranteed, neither could the jobs associated with them. When more

full{ime courses were offered, the parttime work was retained although this has

improved at Auckland University of Technoloryr02. Most part-time Polytechnic

teachers are women.

Reserve army of women teachers

Does this indicate that women teaching part-time constitute a reserve army of
workers? I asked Joce Jesson, a College of Education lecturer, a leading question -

whether part-timers recognised they were part of a reserve army. Joce replied:

...they suddenly realise they are being flicked on and flicked off, and they

neve,r know from one year to the next [whether they are going to get a

job]. People come to me and say I don't know if I've got contract. And I

saY' I

know, that's what they do it to you, and you have to work out what is best

for you. Yes, but I like the department. I say you can't do it. Get a

permanent job, do not hang around. And that is in their interests, it is not

in their interests to be there.

Although Joce Jesson correctly pointed out to women that they can choose to opt

out when they are exploited, the problern is more than one of individual choice.

Sham Riggs ernphasised the importance of dealing with questions of vulnerability of
part-timers on a union level because it is a structural problem as well as a personal

one. She criticised the lack of union input into this issue:

...the unions have never dealt adequately with part-time workers. I think

that's one of the features of unions that's never been addressed, and partly

that's because union officials are full-time workers as well. I think

t02 AUT figures in 2001 show an improvement. The number of part-time positions was approximately
2oo/o of academic positions. But although the gender balance is roughly equal for the most secure jobs,
those of permanent full+ime teachers, women comprise approximately 80% of teachers in the most
insecure fxed term (temporary) part-time jobs (AUT, 2001).
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unions paid lip-service to the whole parttime issues. We all go yes, yes

it's terrible, it's a woman's issue blah-de-blah but rarely attacking it in
terms of having a really good go in contracts, because full-time workers

don't support it. It's their attitude that part-time women workers do it for

pin money, there is still that. I don't think it's as prevalent a view now as

it used to be but that is still that view that part-time worker isn't a proper

worker. Often the union does not want to know about them.

The PPTA survey of part-time teachers (PPTA, 1993) revealed that many part-

time secondary teachers are unaware of their basic employment conditions and as a

result of the survey the union determined to "improve communication with part-

timers and to ensure that they are fully acquainted with their rights and duties".

Maureen recalled her experience which illustrated ASTE's historic reluctance to

deal with part-timers. She tried to join as a part-timer but found that the union at this

time was not interested - she was put offi

I remember approaching the secretary of the union, who said don't bother

joining until you're a full-time staffmernber. So I was advised not to join

the union because I was a part-timer, I would not have any rights... so as

soon as I was on the full-time staffI joined the union.

As a part-timer, Karen was appreciative of union protection from NZEI:

I was a part-time teacher and very few part-time teachers ever belong to

the union although thelre the most vulnerable teachers...I got very good

service [from the union]... I was told half-way through the year "we

shouldn't have anployed part-time teachers"and I'd have to repay my

salary! At the time we were broke and I laughed and said yes, it can be

collected in silver beet...The union acted very quickly to sort it out...I

think that's why a lot of people become active because they use it [the

unionl.

Many of my informants' experiences bear out Karen's claim. They mark their

union activism from the period when the union supported them over unfair

treatment. The next section begins by looking at how the unions became more
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vigilant over issues of inequity for women members.

Women's push for equity in unions

Just as domestic labour responsibilities act as a barrier to women's full

participation in teaching, their union activity is also restricted by the same

responsibilities. ln other words, the marginalisation of women at work, particularly

for those who worked part-time while caring for dependent children, paralleled

women's marginalisation within their unions. There were atternpts within the

education unions to overcome this situation. Once the second wave of feminism

opened up public debates over the status of women in the 70s there was a big thrust

for reform from both govemment and the women's movement. The workplace

became the focus for change and unions took up issues around women's particular

work situations such as the general low status and lack of encouragement to women.

Karen related the thrust for reform to the growth in women's employment:

When women become significant wage eamers in their family, their job

is taken more seriously and their pay and conditions.

Karen saw women becoming more involved in unions because of the influence of
the women's movement and women's liberation; "there was a conscious forming of
the women's network and promoting women's issues". This was spearheaded by

activities organised as part of lnternational Women's Year 1975 to improve the status

of womenlo3. The Department of Education convened a national conference called

'Education and Equality of the Sexes'104. One of the outcomes of the conference was

that the Department of Education and the Committee on Women sponsored the

Committee on Women and Education, to research women's situation in schools. One

of the recommendations from the conference was that the teacher unions should

establish sex equality committees (Department of Education, 1976:64).ll response

the PPTA established their own advisory committee which met twice a year. Both

these committees worked in tandern looking at promotion strucfures. The Promotion

of Women Review in 1986 required schools to examine the position of women and

103 See Whitcombe, 1980 and Pearce, 2000 for brief accounts of the reforms that followed in the
unions.

'* Se" the conference report, Departrnent ofEducation ,1976.
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state if any action needed to be taken to improve their prospects for promotion.

These measures by the Deparhnent and the unions led to an improvement in the

success rate of women being appointed to senior positions.

In 1990 the NZEI produced a video'Don't cancel yourself out before you've run

the race' and used it in a series of regional seminars held to encourage women to

apply for promotion. By 1992 more women were applying for senior positions

(Slyfield, 1993). Slyfield qualifies this by noting that women were caufious. The

proportion of applications for promotion by women was still low despite the

disproportionate number achieving suc"esslos and Ministry data showed that women

remained more likely to apply for lower positions than the most senior positions

(Slyfield, 1993:16).

However, the PPTA appeared to feel complacant about what was achieved and

agreed to abolish the guaranteed senior position for women. This move allowed men

to fill all three senior positions in secondary schools. Several informants complained

about the subsequent male takeover of senior positions, including men who went into

girls'schools. Historically girls schools were a female preservg a situation which had

given good opportunities to women for promotion.

Even while unions were addressing disadvantage for women at work,

disadvantage in the unions continued. My informants'union activity was restricted if
they had domestic labour obligations. Few of the fernale informants were active in

their unions while their children were young. Les Jones shared the branch chair

position with a woman colleague. He observed: "When I think of the women active

in the union, they're not those with families, young families, so that's definitely an

issue".

Women reflected on this experience. Helen Duncan joined the union at training

college "because I have a family background you know...I didn't get involved in the

union because actually working full time with three young children, I didn't have

much time to spare". Karen traced her union activism to "when my children got a

'us Women made 52%o of the applications for senior primaty positions and were 63% of the appointees.
Women made 43Yo of the applications for senior secondary positions and were 56% of the appointees
Slyfield, 1993:l).
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little bit older I started going regularly to union meetings {before thatl I would read

the annual reports before I ever went to the annual meeting ".

Once her children were older Helen Duncan became active in the NZEI and

experienced first-hand the changes for women in the union:

In '75 I was elected to the management committee of the Wairarapa

branch. That was a horrible experience. There was one other woman on

the management committee who saw her job as organising fundraising

events and making afternoon tea for the committee members. When I

proposed, moved a motion or said something, you know, joined the

debate about something that was being discussed, no-one was ever rude

to me, they just actually took no notice, it was as if I hadn't spolren..

ln contrast, Helen Duncan's early involvement in Auckland was a "wonderful

experience" which led to representation at the regional level and then on the national

executive, where she was part of a growing number of women representatives on the

highest body in the union:

The year I got on was really interesting because we had very few women

on the National Executive of the NZEI, given the number of women in

the membership[70%] .But the year after I was elected the number of

women on the executive went from 3 to 7 (out of 16) and it was amazing,

like it felt good...the men felt quite threatened by it, but things settled

down.

Helen Duncan initiated change. She encouraged the involvement of women by

helping set up women's networks and began research to establish why women were

not involved in the union. During her presidency, NZEI took advantage of the paid

education leave provisions of the Industrial Relations Act and the proportion of

active women unionists increased:

They used to educate women about unions and their rights. Gradually the

number of women office holders increased enormously in terms of

representatives to annual meeting, taking over branch officer
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positions...district councils were the last bastion of male domination...it's

been all women in Auckland for the last couple of years.

Despite the advances made in the NZEI, some of the primary teacher informants

saw problems for women in their union. They saw these occurring at the basic level

of branch meetings. Women were reluctant to participate in branch meetings because

they saw the meetings fostering a male culture. The dynamic of meetings did not

help women overcome the particular way women are socialised as primarily caring

and supportive:

I think they come to it from a different perspective and often they think a

bit differently....rnen sit up the front at union meetings and they are far

more vocal - they are used to having their say, they are used to bossing

everlfuody around...It is true that men tend to feel that they have the right

to speak and women tend to feel that they need to listen (Marlene ).

Anne also thought that women tend to be less militant because of the social

expectations that they have taken on board, including the notion that you put

children's interests fust.. She deduced this from her involvement in a move against

bulk funding at an Auckland primary school, discussed in Chapter Six. She thought

that one of the reasons why the women teachers lacked militancy was due to a:

...lack of experience, not being involved with that kind of struggle. yes,

it is a woman's thing, woman are not supposed to be confrontational. It

takes courage and you know, it is not just going on strike, doing

something illegal ...the other thing that as a teacher in a caring profession

that children are going to be hurt when you go on strike. so you also

have that kind of sense of responsibility to the children as well - you are

caught in this kind of double bind about that too. I think that is often the

case with women's jobs that they are kind of caring things, and even

unpaid work women do as mothers and housewives and things, there is a

feeling you can't go on strike because your children will suffer as well,

you knowo so it is sort of the way a woman can be blackmailed into just

putting up with things...
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Marlene also felt that the reason for women holding back on effective action, is

the perception that it has become unacceptable for thern to be seen as active.:

As a general rule it is almost embarassing to be strongly involved in a

union. There is a definite feeling that you are a stirrer...if you were a guy

it would be accepted more as your political stance whereas being a

woman...woman are expected to be more nurturing and people people.

Linda Williams is keen for women to overcome the constraints of social

expectations. She saw a 'female culture' as diverting women from dealing with

problems when women fall back and indulge in griping as an alternative having the

confidence to take action to achieve change:

I think one of the things that undermines women is that they are more

likely to talk about bad things in little groups and that brings down the

whole feeling of the place, like it has a demoralising effect. Instead of

confronting the issue and talking about the anger and everything else

that's behind it...l think that's my little political torch.

Helen Duncan thought women were less likely to take action when they were

undermined in their work. The imposition of busy-work' led to demoralisation and

this was compounded by the imbalance between personal and professional time:

Some of the administrative tasks that teachers are expected to do are just

a nonsense. The workload is so huge now, that you can't get through it

and have a normal life...you haven't got time to go to a union meeting....

One woman said to me, if I've got a spare hour I'd rather go to the gym

than go to a meeting and discuss how terrible everything is.

Women's ofticers in unions

All the education unions' demonstrated their commitment to addressing women's

issues by creating women's officer positions to deal with the specific problems that

women faced. Sham Riggs described the brief in ASTE:

The broad portfolio brief for women's issues through the elected

processes of the union and women's officer was supposed to be like the
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secretariat, to facilitate, to develop the networks, organise the work

programme, provide the resources, do the research (these should have

been a significant research function in that job) with the idea of

increasing women's participation not only on our sites in the polytechnics

and colleges but also within the union itself. You knowo to get more

women as branch chairs, to be active on the sites and to take roles in the

leadership positions in the union.

Rachel concurred with the need for this position but noted the difficulties of

convincing everyone in ASTE that there was a need:

It was really about ensuring that women did have a good place. And I

remember Judy Patterson held that position at the time and... she would

count the minutes of their time that men had and women had and report

on it constantly at meetings so it was all rather fun. I think the union at

that time had become very aware of women's issues and then of course

we got accused of going too far that way. I do notice now they have a

men's offtcer which I think really doesn't reflect oppression - power and

oppression. .. I think there is innate sexism - well it's not innate, it's just

there.

Sham Riggs observed that many of the men active in the union were oblivious to

the general need for a woman's position:

The union was still pretty much hades dominated, the activists in the

union were male. I remember those first executive meetings, when it

came to the women's report, the men would just get up and leave. There

was no shame about it, it was oh, this just doesn't affect us. And they

would go down to the other end of the room and smoke cigarettes.

Not only men were sceptical about the new women's sfuctures. Maureen felt that

these structures in the union were not achieving what was intended and she doubted

the claims that they were the reason for increased women's involvement:

I think there are more women involved in ASTE because there are more

women in polytechnics and more women in permanent jobs, and women
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have become more politicised in general.

Maureen was also strongly critical of the way the special women's positions

worked in practice to reinforce women's awareness that they were disadvantaged as

workers without doing anything to advance their position:

I was originally very enthusiastic about having women's representatives

at ASTE, but from the moment they were actually appointed (and we had

a national women's rryresentative) I've found them to be the most

dreadful bloody brick around the neck of the union... the actual operation

of it has been awful and these women's caucuses - when I was on the

national executive I would go down to Wellington in the evening we

would have these women's caucuses where they sat round talking about

clothes co-op'so and how they felt... Everyone sat in a circle and everyone

had described where they were and what they were doing, what were the

issues at their polytechnic. [t never moved. In all the years I was

involved I kept hearing these women moaning on about women's

workloads, and women's this and everything, but we never actually did

anything. There was no research done... the women's officer Sharn, the

paid executive officer, who never did any real research on what was

happening and pulled out the figures from the research that had been

done on workloads to acknowledge what the difference in women's

workloads.

Maureen questioned whether the union could afford to have women's positions

when they were not achieving anything for woman:

ln my mind, the women who got in there, it cost us a huge amount to

have women's representation on everything. It seems to me that women

were there in their own right as members of the national executive, on

appointments and promotions and in particular in the executive. It meant

every single thing had to have a woman's representative on and it cost us

a fortune to fly them there. But I didn't think they really had voice that

was separate or difFerent from any thing to actually say, in most cases.

And very rarely did they actually do a proper critical analysis of what
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was needed for women in order for women's work in the polytechnic to

be better

Maureen did not raise these objections in union forums where they could have

been discussed. Critical discussion on her concerns may have progressed the

position of women. Sharn Riggs, the ASTE women's officer, put the problans in a

different perspective :

I applied for a job with ASTE as a women's officer.. the theory was it

was a women's officer job ...1 was employed as a time when lots of
unions, progressive unions, were employng designated positions as

women's offices particularly the education unions. But I was ernployed

just before the ECA was introduced, and the impact of the ECA was so

huge on unions structurally, that that job quickly became eroded as a

dedicated women's position and became more industrially focused.

Although I was still nominally called women's officer and I still did some

women's activities, my work was increasingly broader based, general

issues. I removed away from the whole EEO area and putting resources

into women - became much more focused into the general issues. And

you know what it's like, the industrial stuff always takes over the

developmental work so just dropped offthe edge of the table

Another example of the lack of interest in women's issues was the domestication

of the NZEI women's nefwork which Helen Duncan helped set up to promote

women's issues in the union. Karen commented:

I think that's fallen off quite considerably. The network exists in

name...one of the last comments was that it was like a Tupperware party

that they were organising and not political.

PPTA de-sexed

While Maureen and Karen's comments on the women's networks in their unions

suggest they indulged in gripe sessions or provided an opporhrnity for frivolity,

many of the PPTA women objected to the way that women's issues were

marginalised politically.
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Many of my informants felt that women's authority in the PPTA recedd over the

last decade when the structural reform had tumed the union into a gender battlefield.

Deidre described it as a'gender backlash' affecting the union. She saw the union's

commitment to women's issues waning and women's power in the union being

eroded. This was a consequence of the way men took the lead nationally in the fight

against the reforms and women were relegated to a domestic labour role both at

home and in the union. Deidre pointed to this domestication as a barrier to their

progress in the union:

Women have been hit by all the economic changes much more than men.

They do all the unpaid work. We always had a gendered balance in the

union in the 80s, that had gone... Men tend to gravitate to the top...it was

ironic that all the management committees in regions that do all the work

are women mainly, and the ones at the top were men. .There was a male

culfure in the union for a time. I felt very uncomfortable, it was an

aggressive male culture.. I think the male culture was a symptom of the

aggressive negotiations that went on for so long...

Deidre felt strongly that women's interests were ignored:

I think the union reflected a gender backlash...there was that feeling that

we had done that bit, and we are moving on now.. .We [women] didn't

get funding

Many of the other informants shared Deidre's frustration that women were in less

powerful positions in the union and women's issues were less important. They saw

women as more vulnerable to the effects of reform and that this was not recognised

within the union - despite the fact that women continued to agitate and organise in

the union. Alayne Ferguson felt frustrated:

The union reflects the sexism of the new right...the particular affairs of
women in the union have been ignored. It is no longer PC, in fact it's

tiresome. I personally tried at three national conferences to get more

spending for women and you can't use any cornparisons with the huge

spending on Maori because that's seen as you attacking the Treaty.
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Sue Shone shared these concerns. She thought that the under-representation of

women on the executive ("we havan't had a woman as president since 1991")

contributed to a "lack of receptivity" to women's issues in the PPTA. Alayne

Ferguson gave examples of how women were being denigrated within the union. The

Sex Equality Advisory Committee was being used for both sexes. The Women's

Council had been relegated to an advisory committee. Alayne also recognised that

although women were doing much of the work in the union, this did not hanslate

into positions of influence: "women are more often branch officers, more likely to be

regional officers or regional activists...the National Executive over the last few years

has been disproportionately men ..we have lost conditionsfin the union]".

These conditions reflected the small number of women within the PPTA who

were pushing for women's issues. Susan Battye noted that "many regions do not have

women's officers because they don't see the need for it". Deidre saw the problem

exacerbated by the perceptions of women members'themselves:

It didn't seem to be an issue any more....We have a problern of getting

women to come to things and younger women particularly to see the

importance of women's networks, so it has been a struggle.l06

On the other hand, Alayne Ferguson saw this happening not because women were

disinterested but because they were forced to take on too much:

Women don't stand up for themselves, I think because they are in a more

vulnerable position now also because they are so intensely over-stretched

in all areas of their life.

Sue Shone, national women's officer in the PPTA, also noted the pressures of
domestic life affecting women's performance on the job:

106 Jenny Ozga's study of women National Union of Teachers representatives shows similar patterns of gendered
differences in activism in an unnamed LEA in England (Ozga, 1987). She drew on Walker's study (Walker, 198l,
cited in Ozga) which found that although wonren were more active at a local level and outnumbered the male
members 2- l, the local union officials were men, 3- | . Walker refers to an 'unconscious institutional sexism' in the
way the union operated. Women were not keen on the formalities of meeting procedures nor listening to routine
reports. Ozga's own conclusion was that women were not interested in what she called the "ritualistic elernent of
local union business'. Rather, worner became involved in the union through a sense of moral obligation whereas
the inference is that men enjoy the procedural debate. They were more likely to be motivated by a desire to make a
career in the union. None of rny informants suggested that men were in the union for personal advancement.
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The burden of double or triple shifts has fallen more heavily on

women...women still do the housework and the childcare and now they're

looking after grandchildren as well, and they do a lot of community work

and often do elder care', but the schools and the union are structured

around men's working lives. Women are under-involved in the

union...theyte struggling to survive.

These women were speaking from their experience of important offrce holders in

the PPTA who were outspoken in pursuit of women's interests. Alayne Ferguson had

been Auckland regional chair, Deirdre had been the women's co-ordinator for the

Auckland region, a position that Susan Battye held at the time of interrriew. All these

women had been Auckland regional representatives. Susan Battye who had taken the

lead in her school, her region and nationally, apparently fearlessly, acknowledged a

new climate for women, commenting that "putting your head up and taking a stand

has become increasingly difficult in the last five years [1994-1999]".

All these women were frustrated that despite their efforts, the momenfum of

feminist reform had dissipated and women's issues in the union had been sidelined.

The union was preoccupied with fighting the govemment's reforms. They did not

share Sharn Riggs' perception that fighting a class struggle against the Government

for the union's survival took precedence over development work.

More than a double burdenfor Maori

One informant carried a formidable workload as a woman and a Maori but saw

her work to improve conditions for Maori as imperative. Other women had

mentioned that the PPTA emphasis on Maori partnership was funded at a cost to

women but Mere Tipene demonshated that it was also at an enofinous personal cost

to her when she outlined what she did in the union as a key Maori representative:

I was on five committees for the whole of last year, I was working ready

hard. A lot of time out-of-school, whenever you leave your class there is

a lot of relief work to set, I stayed till half past eight at school setting all

my work, or even if I went to Wellington I would be up early, five

o'clock in the morning, writing it and faxing all my classes-.' it's bloody
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hard work. We network with politicians, with Te Puni Kokiri, with the

Ministry of Education. Teacher retention was a real issue, and we don't

have enough qualified Maori teachers in secondarytot; *" look at why

our senior rolls are dropping.

Mere lived with her extended family and felt that their support was pivotal in

enabling her to carry on her union work:

It's a lot of work, a lot of time. I can't do without support of my family

here who trust it is worthwhile... I'm very careful about the agenda, do I

really need to be there for the holiday?

Although the Maori teachers who were active in the union bore a workload that

seemed excessive even in a period where their colleagues all felt over-worked, Mere

thought that some of the Maori representatives in the union did not always pull their

weight. Some of her comments gave an insight into how she argued for a fair

allocation of tasks amons Maori members:

I'm very involved, when I do a job I like to do it really well. Very

involved timewise... [planning] reviewing and evaluating how we work...

Do we have to have all those bloody meetings? Not duplicating what has

already been done in the Pakeha session? It's all the same issues...

Unnecessary money - is the work smart? And time - we've got eighteen

people on our committee, how was that that I was on five committees? I

did not need to be, if there are nine areas to consider, eightear[people],

two of them have to be on each of those nine. Two! Not me, one person

on five! That's dumb....What are you here for? Are you after mana? No,

that's not what we're here for, we're here to work. If you are not working,

that means that other people are working five times harder..

While Mere tried to sort out the responsibilities between Maori, the wider

organisation addressed the relationship between Maori and Pakeha. The

recommendations of a report (Jackson, 2000) that advocated shengthening separate

tot According to a 1998 Ministry of Education survey of teachers, only 870 of teachers were Maori
(quoted in Rasmussen and Mclntosh,1999:212).
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Maori structures and reducing the representation of Pakeha, have not been accepted

by the PPTA. It was seen as anti-union in proposing undemocratic, hierarchical

structures that would not be representative of the membership (Anonymous, 2002).

This stance indicates that the union has become very conscious of retaining the

democratic structures and practices that members have fought for (see the section

below on'Dernocratising the Union').

Change from government?

Some of my informants became disillusioned in their unions as a vehicle for

achieving change for women. One union official did not share the expectation that

unions should initiate the change. Sharn Riggs saw the development work or real

change for women would come through legal change:

Really significant changes to women's work have come through

legislation, you know, the Equal Pay Act. If you don't have that kind of

the solid commitment through legislation it's almost impossible to make

the really important changes that are necessary for women's place in the

workforce or in society at large really. You know, paid parental leave, all

those issues are fundamental to women being able to participate.

Sharn's view of the importance of legal change for establishing conditions of work

conforms to the views of officials in other unions. They stress the importance of

political lobbying while not acknowledging any success in shifting government

positions may be an outcome of workers forcing change. Sham did not mention that

many laws are the result of agitation by workers for protective laws when surely one

of the lessons of the passage of the Employrnent Contracts Act is that labour laws are

epherneral in the sense that they emerge from social and economic conditions and the

strength of organised labour to promote or resist them. The Equal Pay Act was the

result of a workers' demands, firstly in the public service where a sustained campaign

for equal pay came mainly from the women workers in the Public Service

Association Women's Committee. This was supported by the whole union. ln

response the second Labour govemment passed the Government Services Equal Pay

Act, 1960, establishing the conditions for similar legislation in the private sector

which came with the Equal Pay Act (Roth, 1973:131).
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But when workers rely on Governments to implement change, they lose the

opportunity to influence change in a way that empowers them. Len Richards felt that

the PPTA held back from opposing the reforms initially because of misplaced trust in

a Labour Government. Just as Callinocos observed that workers in Britain felt a new

Labour Govemment was 'their' party and would do things for them so "were willing
to make sacrifices in the belief that Labour must be pursuing policies for a good

reason and to benefit workers" (Callinocos, 1995: 48), Len pointed to the same faith

here despite widespread disquiet within the pprA about the earlv reforms:

The union leadership, the teachers, have always been very Labour

orientated...they wouldn't have wanted to attack the Labour Government

in the 84 to 87 period lthe fourth Labour Government's first term in

office]. They probably went along with it just from a Labotr party

solidarity point of view.

Len saw this illusion in Labour associated with a traditional antipathy and distrust

in the anti-worker National Government:

Most of the unions were trying to be pretty accommodating and delay

[opposition] all through that period because they didn't want to go back

to Muldoon. They didn't want a National Government so thev were

prepared to cop all sorts ofstuff.

Len suggested that this reluctance to criticise a Labour Party that was behaying

worker interests was a symptom of the strong connection between the union

leadership and the Labour Parry. In the next section I test my proposition that it is
through agitation of union members, not benevolent leaders, that the push for real

change for workers is progressed. To what extent did the development of rank-and-

file democracy enable workers to challenge the leadership? And for women unionists

to escape the handicap of gender and to play a leading role in the fightback? Union

democracy saw both women and men fighting for the same objectives which were

empowering for women.

Democratising the union: the push from below

I think there has been some changes in the union ... towards more participation,
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that's been good. It hasn't been automatic, it's just the mere -fact that people have

done it, and then they've had to accede to that w,ay of operating (Len Richards).

In the successful union battles over reform, it was the battles within the unions

that were decisive. These battles were not historically part of the internal dynamic in

a bureaucratic type of union where the practice would be for the union leaders to

make decisions which the membership endorsed. The leadership were seen and

referred to as 'the union'. The shift to a union where the whole union membership

was regarded as 'the union' often had to be won from the leadership. This

democratising of the union appears from my informants' experiences to have been an

important factor in raising the general political awareness and activism of mernbers.

The assertion of rank and file views and the insistence on mechanisms to allow these

to be considered seriously, created conditions for active involvement and a more

serious committed and effective opposition to reforrrs.

tn the most oppositional union, the PPTA, the tension between the leadership and

the rank and file over union policy and tactics, ciune about from the push from below

for rank and file voices to be heard. According to John Minto, the PPTA executive

accommodated to the reform encapsulated in Picot; no-one in the leadership stood up

and opposed it. It was the rank and file members who pressed to oppose the reforrrs.

How did they achieve a voice?

Hannah used tactics at mass union meetings in the Hutt Valley region to assert

rank and file participation. She recalled that:

...officials sat on the stage while membership seated on the floor facing

the stage and the mike...so I started the habit of turning the mike around

and putting my back to the official party, and talking to the

membership... It became a norm that people kept the mike facing the

membership... We were saying "excuse me, you're elevating yourself and

you're treating us as if we don't count".

Hannah knew that she was up against officials who were very experienced and

skilled at what they did. Her effectiveness depended on planning for the meetings at

her school branch and marshalling support for positions. After years of arguing about

issues in an active branch, her colleagues gained the confidence and skill to raise the
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issues at big regional meetings. The debates at school politicised thern.

Len Richards used similar tactics at mass meetings in Auckland when he fought

for action in a way that enabled democratic procedures to be followed. As part of
leading the opposition to policy, Len had to win the right to speak and put motions at

regional meetings. When I asked him if he were blocked from the top table, he

explained how tightly Auckland mass meetings were controlled from the top when

he first attended them:

It used to be that they would say it to you, put out the options, and you

would vote on them. That was how they used to run the meetings way

back when I first started. But then ... I used to get up and speak and I

would put another motion, I would put a counter motion. I'd got a

seconder; I'd always have someone there who would second it. And they

would say that oh, we can't deal with it now we'll have to do with that at

the end of the meeting. And then they would try and run the meeting

overtime and they wouldn't deal with it. So after a while you would get

used to it, shategies, you'd try and get them to do straight away...

I think it was probably people like me getting up and grabbing the front

microphone and actually speaking (and t wasn't scared to get up and

speak) that in the end they always, always used to place microphones

around the room. So you had a place to go and speak. Eventually, always

now they have a slot where the membership can put forward any motions

they want put. So we have established those procedures over time,

through just challenging the bureaucracy...

Len continually emphasised that the push to democratise the union came largely

from members'initiatives, not the leadership.

I think there has been some changes in the union in that way towards

more participation, that's been good. It hasn't been automatic, it's just the

mere fact that people have done it, and then theyVe had to accede to that

way of operating.

By winning the right for rank and file members to put their views at mass
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meetings, Hannah and Len won the right for non-official/oppositional views to be

heard. The executive accommodated to change and the more open democratic

discussion of issues led to vigorous political debate. Len explained how this opened

up a significant platform for leftwing positions :

I was one who always used to stand up (l was known for it) stand up and

say we should be on strike, that was my response. That came out of my

fairly sectarian left-wing background. In some ways it may have been

the wrong thing to say because it was probably inappropriate that

particular time, but certainly the mere fact that someone was willing to
get up and always argue for strong industrial action, meant that

everybody was always thinking about it and they could never duck the

question in places like Auckland. The union executive always knew that

I, or somebody like me was going to get up and push for strong industrial

action. I think in that way, even a small minority has a big effect, you

know, because you actually temper what they do, because they know you

get a good response. I always used to get a good response, even on the

most outrageous motions. ['ve always get at least a third of the people

voting for it. You get two thousand people and a third of them voting for

an indefinite general strike or something, it's quite scary for the bloody

executive. You might not actually win the vote, the mere fact that there

is a big minority that's willing to vote for it means that thelve got to take

into account, you see.

One of the best weapons the rank and file members possessed was their

knowledge of issues. Len recognised that the leadership, by sending out information

to branches, was sending an unintended invitation for democratic participation at that

level:

when they send a whole load of stuff out to branches and try and get

these issues discussed widely... theymight be asking for feedback, but in

essence they are probably tryrng to prime people up towards their

particular viewpoint in a way, to propagandise before it actually comes

up before a meeting. They make sure everybody knows all the issues and

is aware of why the executive is doing something, the reasons behind it.
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Of course that can backfire because once people start talking about things

then alternative viewpoints will come up. Things might come out quite

differently to what they thought they might in the first place {so}

information is good. It is empowering [my emphasis]. one thing about

teachers...most of them are fairly aware, probably more aware than

perhaps workers in a factory situation who don't have so much access to

so many books, newspapers.

Trevor Blakely, who became a PPTA organiser in the early 1990's after the

tactical fights which achieved more rights for rank and file members, had brought a

diflerent temper to debates within the union. He saw it as inevitable that officials had

to take account of members'views:

with a membership such as we have, of trained minds who are

performing in the classroom, and obviously must have some form of
intellectual training, intellectual standards - you simply can't get away

with not properly putting the issues in front of them fairly and squarely

because it just comes up to bite you later...it may be quite a challenging

union to operate in because of this fierce desire of people to know...

lnformants did not report a parallel successful thrust for rank and file control in

the other unions where members appeared to be less informed and union activity was

less political compared with this vigorous action and continuing critical surveillance

of the PPTA leadership. The NZEI union officials exercised much tighter control

over policy to the extent that informants complained that the grass roots did not

know what was going on in the union. For example, Linda Williams was pessimistic

about the role ofrank and file members in the NZEI:

fThere was] never really feeling there was any real political edge to

things. And when the kindergarten teachers got taken out of the state

sector - that happened overnight and we were going "why didn't we

strike? What's happening?"... One of the really bad things about a union

is when the grass roots people don't know whafs happening.

In ASTE too, rank and file members were less knowledgeable and had limited

opportunities to contest decisions. But unlike the NZEI, these factors were not issues
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for my active informants. There appeared to be a general acceptance that the

membership was passive. Mass meetings were rare and the union tended not address

the issues of reform as a whole union, but at a bureaucratic level. Mernbers appeared

content to delegate tasks to their union bureaucrats. There tended not to be the open

discussion around policy issues which fostered a high level of political consciousness

in PPTA. I felt that the PPTA mernbers I interviewed were well informed compared

with the primary and tertiary sector union mernbers who appeared ill informed. This

perception reflects the views of my informants who saw both tertiary and primary

teachers as less involved in analysis and debate of education issues compared with

secondary teachers.

Mike Taler thought an important factor in the relationship between the union

Ieaders and the members in ASTE, was that the members were inert. He accounted

for this passivity by connecting it to the type of work that members do, with its
emphasis on practical skills based training rather than a sense of reflection and

inquiry. Mike identified the key difflerence in teacher behaviour between the different

teacher unions, particularly the PPTA and ASTE, was pprA members'

predisposition to critical refl ection:

The difference between PPTA and our union was that many of the people

that entered our union were people that came from a vocational

background and did not perceive themselves as people who could deal

with intellectual issues. They were workers and they had good skills and

they came to this environment to impart their skills to other workers...

whereas people in the teaching profession perceive themselves as more

contemplative, more inured in education, more interested in issues, more

interested in being part of the social conscience ...So that is one of the

differences between our two unions in the politicisation in our two

unions. People here get on with the job. People in secondary schools are

thinking of moulding minds... they had a vocation whereas people here

had no vocation as teachers.

Mike's analysis could be applied to the trades tutors, who started the union, and

came from craft unions.
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The critical analysis distinctive to PPTA was marked by a continuing tension over

differences in perspectives between the centre and rank and file. Some of my

informants were frustrated at control from the centre which remained a factor but this

was sometimes balanced by the discrediting of official voices which then bolstered

the credibility of rank and file voices. Martin Cooney became an unpopular

President. He was opposed from within the executive but also by the general

membership when he exposed himself to challenge from the rank and file. Cooney

lost the respect of some of the militants in Auckland because he was seen to be

communicating poorly with members and making deals with politicians and Ministry

officials. ParadoxicallS when the wider membership saw him as being offside with

the ministry and the Minister and not providing the leadership that a good

relationship would have brought, he lost more credibility. For Susan Battye this was

a critical aspect of his effectiveness: "Unfortunately he [Cooney] did us a lot of
harm, because the dialogue stopped when he was in office, the Minister of Education

would not talk to us...".

Many informants criticised him strongly for pushing reluctant members into a

strike in 1998. Members reflected on how a lack of purpose hindered the planning

for the strike and they were uncertain over what the strike would accomplish:

We didn't know the tbcus of the strike...a dogs breakfast of a campaign

was put together and people felt very much lost and a lot of people didn't

go out...We didn't appear to achieve anlhing and that was when I think

the tide turned for him (Susan Battye).

Other members saw Cooney as authoritarian and the strike as undemocratic

because rank and file opinion was ignored. They demanded that the members should

decide on action. Les Jones expressed this eloquently:

The issue was non-consultation of members. We had a meeting at

Western Springs before that strike, and t stood up and said: "Cooney, you

have to call the strike off, because it doesn't have the members' support,

and we don't want to do it." And he was telling us to go back to our

members and convince them that the strike was necessary, and I said

"That's not your role, if it doesn't come up from the bottom to the
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leadership it's not worth doing". He obviously had the converse view - he

knew we had to go on strike, therefore you go out and sell it...that

sucks...that put me offhim forever really.

As a consequence of their frustration at officials'intransigence, some primary and

secondary teachers gave up on their unions as agents of change and diverted their

energies into altemative ways to resist the reforms. Linda Williams became part of a

community based lobby group, Quality Public Education Coalition (QPEC) that

pushed very hard on special education. She began to work on the issue in QPEC

because "I didn't really feel that the union was giving us what we should be

given...We've done a lot of work that we felt could have been done by the union. .."

Les Jones also saw QPEC as a substituting for the union's failure to act effectively

and that "Mintolo8 and QPEC 's success was a black mark against the union really".

Grassroots action

Within the PPTA, the perception of weak national action contrasted with the

perceptions of strikes organised by members locally. Some of the wildcat strikes

organised by the rank and file members were considered highly successful. They

marked a politicisation of ordinary members taking control over the fight-back at the

branch level. Wildcat actions occurred all over the country as members resisted the

reforms. The first were in the Waikato in August 1992, when the newly elected

boards at Melville and Cambridge High Schools opted into the bulk funding trial.

The State Services Commission ordered PPTA nationally to get the striking teachers

back to work but the union did not have the power to do this (Cross, 2000: 9). The

strikes were successful in getting the school boards to reverse their decisions over

taking on bulk funding.

Deidre's comment on the wildcat aspect of the strike at Westem Springs was

revealing of the way these actions were strategically important to the union although

they were outside its legal operations. She saw it as a way of "putting pressure on the

union as well as putting pressure on the govemment... the union could say to

government, see, our members feel so strongly about this, we can't control thern".

108 Joho Minto was the Auckland chat of QPEC since its inception.
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ln contrast to the clashes within Melville and Cambridge, the strikers at Western

Springs College and Epsom Girls Grammar School in Auckland built the strike so

each got support from both their principal and their Board. Susan Battye led Epsom

Girls into a wildcat strike. She recounted the development of her own thinking over

the education reforrns and how this led to the action. Susan's first reaction to the

reforms was frustration over how they impacted on her own teaching area. She

worked closely with the Department to build a national programme for her specialist

area of drama teaching. When the Department of Education folded in 1989, this

disintegrated. Susan referred to teachers feeling powerless generally. They were like

'stunned mullets'. As her resolve to fight the changes hardened, she focussed on the

issue of bulk funding as the critical one for all teachers. There was a fear that the

demise of the Department of Education would lead to a centralisation of power in the

Ministry, although this appeared at odds with what the government were claiming

would happen - that there would be community involvement. Epsom Girls Grammar

School worked closely with parents and were pragmatic in recognising that they

would need to broaden these community links because that would help "pull in more

money". But this was not the same as devolution to a stand-alone school.

As President of a strong branch (which was the second largest in the country)

Susan worked vigorously against the bulk funding reforms. Her members took their

surprise strike action in 1996. "I took Epsom Girls Grammar School out on a wildcat

strike ... We got back that the Minister of Education had gone into the Cabinet office

and said "the jewel in the crown of New Zealand education has gone on a wildcat

strike". She felt their strike was very effective and it showed the depth of feeling of
the teachers. Because of their militancy, the Board of Trustees is "wary of provoking

us". As a consequence, they are the only large school in Auckland that has not gone

in to bulk funding.

Lindy Papali'i's experience at Epsom Girls supports Susan's account of the success

of the strike. Lindy commented that the branch was always anti-bulk funding and

they canvassed parents to support this stance. Because of their lobbying, the Board

was very supportive of the teachers.

In these wildcat strikes and other battles over bulk funding through the 90s,

members in the PPTA demonstrated more confidence and greater participation in
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their union than teachers in other unions. They acted industrially. There was a sense

of urgency over the battles to preserve the union and national conditions - bulk

funding was strongly opposed as a measure to undermine the union. NZEI members

were timid in comparison with secondary teachers. Some members explained these

diflerences by pointing to an organisational dimension. Larger workplaces are

invariably better places to foster militancy. The way the unions were linked to

schools contributed to primary teachers greater sense of isolation and vulnerability

and secondary teachers greater propensity for joint action . Each secondary school

was a branch and meetings were held on site. This gave secondary teachers more

opportunity to communicate, to debate the issues and come to agreement over branch

positions which created a unity of purpose. Primary school branches covered several

schools so that meetings were off-site for most teachers. This made branch meetings

more difficult to attend and gave teachers less opportunity for informal discussion

that might resolve differences and forge the solidarity that the secondary teachers

achieved.

Many teacher campaigns targeted parents for support. Primary teachers tended to

feel more vulnerable to community disapproval. If they were in a small school in a

small communify, teachers felt that they could be an easy target if they took a stand.

Helen Duncan assumed that Boards would oppose teacher interests, making it
particularly difficult for small schools to achieve gains if they bargained on site:

Site bargaining in secondary schools is very different from site

bargaining in primary schools. Secondary teachers can go on strike that's

fine, at least 50 of you outside the gate with your placards but at a sole

charge or two teacher school you are out-numbered by the Board of
Trustees for a start. 60% of NZ primary schools have less than 10

teachers, they are small schools and they are very much part of the

communiry, it would be verv hard for thern.

ln ASTE, members were more like NZEI members in that they were poorly

informed and passive, relying on the union leadership for guidance. Most ASTE

informants were ill informed about the Hawke Report. It occurred behind peoples'

backs' in the sense that the public debate was not as high profile as the debates over

the Picot Report. Activist informants in the union accepted the devolution in the
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tertiary sector and autonomy of education institutions, accofiunodating to bulk

funding'. Acceptance of site agreements followed when the national award was voted

down. However, the union tried to maintain a national stratery and site negotiations

were clustered together in consortiums.

In this section I have explored the way the character of their union was critical for

the work of my radical informants. In unions like NZEI and ASTE this can be a

barrier to militant industrial activity. But structures are susceptible to the pressures of
human agents working to transform them and in the case of the PPTA we saw how

with the conscious efforts of Marxist members, the union developed into an

industrial union. These changes involved creating an ideological environment where

people sought information and democratic debate was accepted and encouraged.

With the strong sense of inquiry and a robust exchange of ideas, members got the

opportunity to test ideas against events, and become politicised as a consequence.

In the next section I draw on the experiorces of the most radical informants to

weigh up the effects of a strong class consciousness in determining tactics that will
benefit women and the whole working class in the long term.

Militant Teachers

In this section I look at the union work of the most militant teachers and ask if the

women were able to transcend gender roles and take on leading roles. What was

critical to this development? Did the rank and file democracy analysed above allow

militant women to take their place in the unions fightback? To what extent was this

break also made possible by Marxist convictions? In this section I am interested in

unpacking the contributions of gender, democracy and Manist ideolory.

How did informants see their own union experiences? Many informants

commented on their previous experiences which shaped their union awareness zrs

teachers and their political understanding and activity. They brought these

perceptions and behaviours with them into their education union and they influenced

what they did there. If members of their families had been unionists they assumed it

was norrnal to join. Fe Day expected to join the union; "My father was definitely a

member of PPTA. It was; if you were there, you were in the union. If you were a
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worker, you were in the union". Helen Duncan's father was a miner and a militant

trade unionist. Some came from families which were highly politicised, some said

communist.

Although a number of the informants referred to themselves as communists, three

of these were very different from the others in their orientation to their union work.

Len Richards brought with him his previous experience within a communist group

which influenced his union work. Hannah and Karen's union activities were more

systematic. They were both members of communist groups where tactics within their

unions were discussed and decided as part of their group's work. All three were

involved in industrial action as early as teachers college. Before that, Hannah was

involved in a dispute at a factory job in her University holidays which developed her

class consciousness. She tried to organise a strike over the working conditions of
women machinists and became acutely aware of the difference in freatment between

the skilled men and the unskilled women, particularly the role of a union official in

refusing to support the women's claims.

All three had sfrong class analyses and clear understandings of the imperatives of
capitalism. I was impressed by the way these perspectives grounded Karen and

Hanami's union work in the NZEI and PPTA respectively where they were very

influential. They demonstrated the possibilities for the transformation of unions by

Lenin's communist party intellectuals who bring a class analysis from their

communist groups into their union work. Their comments on the nature of the

capitalist attacks on workers broadened the perspectives of their colleagues. Through

their tactics for grass roots democracy, through the issues they raised and the

demands they made which had revolutionary implications, Karen and Hannah led

other teachers towards a class consciousness. ln their work they involved other

workers in struggle, creating the conditions for them to develop the confidence to

become articulate activists.

Thus, one of the shengths of their union work in their areas was the way Karen

and Hannah mobilised others. Len Richards did this too. He recalled the basic

organisational work he did in turning an inactive branch into an active one at his first

school:
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I remember when I first went to Nag Tapawae there was really nothing in

the way of branch organisation as such, not that I am a particularly good

organiser, but at least I did a few things to make it a bit more visible. The

first thing I did was commandeer a notice board and just putting PPTA

on it right next where people went to get their cup of tea. From then on it

was our notice board. ... at least that put it right up the front, that the

union branch was there, in existence. At my instigation, w€ had a

regular monthly meeting of PPTA.... in the regular meetings slot so

teachers who used are staying back, came. We had a good attendance. A

lot of other schools started to bring that in, I'm sure it was started from

us.

Once the Marxist teachers had recruited other teachers, their agitational work

politicised these teachers. They generated centres of dissidence and their areas got

reputations for their rnilitancy. For example many of my NZEI respondents referred

to one Auckland region as 'bolshie'. This was the area where Karen worked and

played a leading role in union activity.

Karen, Hannah and Len all recognised the importance of challenging union

officials when they were holding back the impulse of rank and file workers to

struggle. By successfully doing this they exposed the bureaucratic tendency to betray

worker interests.

The PPTA informant, Hannah, emphasised the tactical aspect of her agitation. Her

communist Soup worked to create communist fractions or cells in the workplace

before they embarked on mass work. Their approach was that she was not to expose

herself by becoming a union delegate where she could be targeted by being isolated

and picked off or co-opted into the general PPTA line. She said:

I can't as an individual fight the union bureaucracy... One critic on

national executive is powerless...until you have a group of people spread

through the country who have a similar policy arguing for a programme

(because that's what it basically is) you are just going to be a pet critic

Her strength was to work as a critical pole leading a challenge to union

bureaucrats. Her own accounts revealed her to be influential at the local level of the
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school branch and at regional meetings in the Wellington area. She had been the

union delegate at her first school, a primary school, for three years when she led

members on a strike to support a PSA strike. NZEI officials held a series of meetings

at the school to persuade them not to strike but most of the staffheld firm. She took

this experience into the secondary schools where she empowered other mernbers by

encouraging them to debate issues at school. This gave them the ability to debate

issues at the mass union meetings and challenge union bureaucrats:

You politicise the membership through debate, they participate at the

branch level and this gives them confidence to argue at regional

meetings.

Hannah's efFectiveness can be surmised from two reactions to her tactics. First, a

PPTA bureaucrat targeted her by attempting to red bait her. Second the red baiting

back-fired because the group around her objected to these methods of personal

attack. They saw that he could not take on her arguments so he tried to smear

Hannah. The fact that Hannah had been open about her political ideas was used to

counter the attack:

The point was made - at least you know what her political agenda is,

unlike a number of people who stand up and speak in those meetings

including union officials. It was good it came out in the open and it never

happened again.

Because her activity focussed on local meetings, Hannah was frustrated at the lack

of knowledge about what was happening in other regions. She attributed this to the

way union officials controlled policy through divide and rulelOe but it also appears to

be a consequence of her own group's tactics. The activity she generated was localised

r@ According to Hannah, between annual conferences the PPTA dealt with policy issues region by
region" ensuring a disparate/segmented response: "One of the things I am really strong about in the
PPTA is that when there are big issues, they have these huge regional meetings, but you never hear
about Auckland did, what Invercargill's positions was, what Christchurch was - what the vote was.
They don't want you to know there was major dissent in Auckland, or section of Auckland. So you are
going blind. They come in with these set speeches... any regional meeting reads the same written
speech... it drones on for ages. And you don't know what have been the issues for other areas so you are
going in completely cold. I consider that as control. I want to know what the other regions thought -
resolutions to amend or oppose. I think it is the member's right to know those things."
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and therefore fragmented because it was not co-ordinated nationally. Thus, she was

ineffectual in influencing national policy.

Karen worked differently in the NZEL I knew that she belonged to a communist

Soup that organised nationally and had strong links to a number of trade unions.

They appeared to be following Trotsky's advice to orientate to trade union work as a

way to "seek out the masses where they are and lead them" (Trotsky, 1990: 61).

Karen took up positions in the union and campaigned as an NZEI delegate to the

Auckland NZCTU. ln the critical period of union activity over the Employment

Contracts Bill, her goup was active in opposing the NZCTU president in Auckland

over his inaction on the Bill. In the section on opposition to the ECB in Chapter Six,

I referred to how Karen led an attack on a recalcitrant leadership at a mass delegates

meeting in Ellerslie, supported by many members of her group. The president used

meeting procedure to stymie the proposal for a general strike. ln subsequent NZCTU

delegate meetings I observed the officials'wariness towards Karen and their attempts

to marginalise her by disparaging her comments.

Karen recounted a personal attack by an NZEI field officer over her stance at the

Ellerslie delegate's meeting, but like the attack on Hannah this did not succeed

because NZEI members she worked with were politicised and shared her positions.

The solidarity of her local colleagues was again in evidence when her school agitated

throughout New Zealand to expose the union leadership over their attempt to trade

off bulk funding for pay parity. They persisted with their protest on a national level

by taking the same issue to the NZEI national conference.

Although Karen mobilised her colleagues who held her in high respect (one

referred to her as an 'absolute diamond') Karen's efforts did not activate enough

primary teachers nationally to alter the tight official control whereas several teachers

in the PPTA who replicated Hannah's battles against the bureaucrats were successful

in forcing the union leadership to become sensitive to rank and file demands, the

process of dernocratising the union that I discussed above.

Len Richards referred often to his previous union experience, which he drew on to

transform practices within the PPTA, supported by other teachers who came from

industrial unions and had experience in disputes:
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At times when there was indushial action, we went on strike over wages,

pay increases and so on. For one-day [strike], we instituted coming to

school and picketing outside the school gates. Teachers had never done

it before, it was just the sort of thing I knew about because I had been

involved in other unions outside of teaching, and so had some of the

Maori teachers. They had been in the freezing works in things like that,

they were quite keen to do this sort of thing... picketing outside the gates

has become standard practice...so we brought those methods into the

PPTA.

I got no indication from my informants that many primary teachers brought their

previous industrial experience into their schools and influenced others. On the

contrary, most primary teachers lacked a basic union consciousness. lnformants

commented that many members strongly resisted seeing themselves as being in a

union and held onto the fact that NZEI was a professional association rather than a

union. "Once a woman stood up at annual meeting and said "I wish people wouldn't

keep calling it a union, it's the New Zealand Educational Institute""(Linda Williams,

primary teacher).

However, Helen Duncan felt that during her presidency of the NZEI, the attacks

on their conditions propelled primary teachers into acting defensively and more co-

operatively along union lines. They became pragmatic and accepted that they were in

a union: "A lot of our members did not like to be called a union, but they got used to

it. If it meant getting large pay rises they were quite happy for it to be called a

union". Helen Duncan observed that the threat to their conditions made more

primary teachers turn to the union to defend them and through the restructuring

period, union membership rose. From Helen Duncan's comments, this attachment

appeared to be motivated by narrow self interest. Members were being inducted into

a conservative union which tended to be defensive and weak while the more

proactive PPTA approach was both the outcome and the catalyst for the more

militant activity of an industrial union.

According to Len Richards, the tactics he employed had a wide influence in the

union. A lot of the activists went from Nga Tapawae College where he was branch

chair, to other schools and into positions on the Auckland regional management
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committee. He commented that their experience of militancy "spread out like a

cancertt.

Janet von Randow is an example of how militancy 'contaminated' other

secondary teachers. Janet did not remember much about the union or the union

activity in the schools she first taught in - it was going into a school with a strong

union branch, that politicised her. Another three of my informants became active in

their unions after the union had acted for them over issues of their individual

employment. These teachers realised the value of unions as workers organisations, to

protect and defend their basic condifions of work.

The more radical experienced activists in creating opportunities for the

involvement of others, recognised the importance of developing a union

consciousness, but pushed to extend this to an understanding ofthe class struchares

in the workplace and in the wider society which would come through political

activity. Hannah saw difficulties in politicising women, echoing Linda Williams

hope of channelling the gripes into action for change. But although Hannah

acknowledged that women are disadvantaged at work, particularly if they do a

double shift of domestic as well as paid work, unlike other informants, she did not

see the social expectations of women as being a significant consideration in whether

women were active in their union. She knew people could change their minds,

especially if their circumstances changed. She saw the crucial factor being "how

involved people feel" and their politicisation coming about as part of their active

participation. Their fights would be weakened if they did not fight alongside men.

Broad based political activity was the critical factor in women going beyond the

fixed beliefs embodied in conventional views of women's role:

I don't think its sex. I think the political viewpoint is much more

important.

Hannah's comments bring out the differences between herself and my feminist

informants. She sought to transcend gender but at the same time revealed the

dynamic of how women's roles are constantly reproduced and never static. In

contrast, the strong ferninist impetus for change got lost in the momentum to reform

the system because they depended on the systern itself accommodating to change.
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These reformers came up against the intractability of a system which depends on

sustaining capitalist profit, particularly when this is faltering .

The feminists were part of the general union struggle but their political

understandings were expressed through the expectation that through action the

system could be changed and the reforms reversed. These teachers took a Social

Democrat approach in their strong commitment to education and faith in the system

as a mechanism to achieve social equity and one which had the flexibility to change.

These informants became dispirited and disillusioned at the obdurate nature of the

response to their pressure. Some were juggling with personal pressures. Alayne

Ferguson, who suffered ill-health, resigned from the stress of being the Auckland

regional chair. Alayne referred to women being'intensely overstretched in all areas

of their life'. They were despondent that their union became diverted away from a

focus on the commitment to improving women's position to a focus on the struggles

against the govemment reforms. Many women commented on the difficulties of

working in this climate which one called "an aggressive male culfure". Susan

Battye, a union stalwart, commented that "putting your head up and taking a stand

has become increasingly diffi cult".

The Marxist teachers with their overreaching analysis of the capitalist systern had

different expectations. I have recounted the way they worked. They recognised that

the union struggle was directed into defending the whole union and to survival as a

national entity. This defensive struggle was a class struggle of workers against a

capitalist class on the offensive. They recognised that this struggle for survival got its

strength from collective effort with men and women working together. The most

political leaders organised the rank and file members to become fighting members

because as Les Jones said, struggle comes from the bottom.

As members of groups pushing for change, they knew the importance of group

support when they were attacked individually. As members of union branches they

won respect for their courage and forcefulness in presenting their views in union

meetings. As events unfolded more of their colleagues recognised the veracity of

their positions and they became leaders who advanced the positions of the whole

union.
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Thuso they understood the need to present their perspectives so other members

could understand the forces impacting on them. In doing this they acted as party

intellectuals bringing a theoretical consciousness to the sEuggle and so helped

develop class consciousness among their fellow workers.

Unlike other leaders, they were not "trapped in immediacSr". They did not become

disillusioned in the union effort because they recognised its difficulties and

limitations. While they knew that pushing for change was important they recognised

it was part of a process to expose the intransigence of capitalism which needed to be

overthrown, not reformed, by workers collectively.

They understood that although establishing mechanisms to address women's

disadvantage was progressiveo that workers would overeome gender discrimination

by more fundamental change in the organisation of work.
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Conclusion

The problem I set out to investigate is the historical oppression of women in

capitalist society. I drew on'many determinations' to explore the problem. I began

my thesis arguing that this oppression is reproduced through a continuing gender

division of labour where women's primary responsibility for domestic labour in the

home disadvantages thern in the labour market. The post-war period of capitalist

growth and then the onset of economic decline and state restructuring in New Zealand

over the last twenty years provided the context to examine the way the stafus of

women had been reproduced under the impact of these events.

I develop the argument around this reproduction of women's status by looking at

the way state activity shapes the conditions for social reproduction. I began in

Chapter One by critiquing the competing theories of economic crisis and state

restructuring. I saw the neo-liberal position as advocating for the return of

profitability through the deregulation of many aspects of state controls in the

econom% particularly the welfare provisions which are a drain on profits. The

minimalist state was the solution to revitalising and protecting capitalist production.

On the other hand, the social democrats looked to the state to manage redistribution

and maintain welfare entitlements as it had under the Keynesian Welfare State. I

looked at New Zealand writers who followed Regulation theory and endorsed the

social dernocrat line by emphasising the way state institutional forms operate to

sustain consumption and ensure a balance between diflerent demands on the political

systern. Although they recognise that capitalism is in crisis, they see the state

overcoming economic problems by regulating the market and redistributing resources.

I argued for a classical Mamist political economy approach as the most

explanatory. A Marxist approach takes the end of the post-war boom as a 'structural

crisis' of falling profits requiring the state to act for capital by establishing the

conditions for the market to 'restructure' production to restore the conditions for

profitability. I supported this argument with ernpirical evidence from two studies by

Pearce and Cronin that showed the falling rate of profit and the measures that
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capitalists and the capitalist state took to counter this. One major consequence of

falling profits was rolling back state activity, which included reducing social spending

in areas of social reproduction such as education and health. This decrease in the

social wage impacted directly upon women workers in the state sector.

In Chapter Two I extended the discussion of the state role in social reproduction by

looking at how the state/women relation is conceptualised and implemented in policy.

I began here with a short critique of the concept of democracy, and note the growing

recognition among liberals and feminists that the separation of political from

economic factors, is a problematic separation. Women were excluded from

citizenship on the basis of their restricted role as primarily domestic labour in the

household. The formal achievement of equality through the franchise and freedom of

speech did not bring about equal participation or 'result equality' for women in the

political system. Feminists see that women's inferior citizenship is defined through a

continuing gender division of labour where women have the main responsibility for

domestic tasks and a lesser position in the labour market.

I showed how this developed historically in the Welfare State from the early period

of industrialisation when the'family wage' for men marked women's relegation to the

household and their marginal status in the labour market. When women did enter the

labour market in significant numbers, liberal and radical feminists challenged

women's subordination. Liberal feminists looked to the state to compensate for the

inequalities generated by capitalism. Radical feminists such as Carol Pateman argued

for change in perceptions so that despite their economic disadvantage, women were

socially respected. Neither position challenged the rule of capital. On the other hand,

Marxists saw that the persistence of the importance of women's domestic labour role

in a deteriorating economy where jobs were declining, positioned many women as

members of a reserve armv of labour.

I tested the reserye army thesis by first looking at pattems of women's participation

in the labour market which are shaped by their domestic responsibilities, particularly

when they prioritise childcare while their children are young. Second, I researched

official data on the National Coalition Government's proposal for a community wage

for domestic purpose beneficiaries which I argued was an attempt to push women into

a resewe army of labour to lower the costs of their benefit to the state. The
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Govemment responded to public concern over the effects on children of their mothers

being forced to work, by drawing back from the scheme. I saw this as a reinstaternent

of women's central role as care givers in their families, legitimating their inferior

status. They would become a floating reserve of under-employed or partially

employed in workfare, whose availability would function to suppress wages and

conditions in the labour market.

ln Chapter Three I extended the consideration of women's domestic role by

looking at New Zealand research into the organisation of tasks in the family

household which confirms that women take the major responsibility for domestic

labour. Because this evidence showed the liberal reforms that advanced women's

position have failed to overcome gender oppression, I revisited the domestic labour

debates to survey different explanations for the basis of this oppression. I identified

three main approaches to the consideration of how domestic labour sustained

capitalism. These positions all have influenced popular thinking on stategies to

overcome women's subordination.

The first argument held that domestic labour was a special type of labour that was

part of capitalist production. Wally Seecombe took this line and attempted to revise

Marx's theory of value by arguing that domestic labour created value because it

contributed to the reproduction of labour power. Seecombe's critics accepted that

domestic labour produces use values that are necessary for the replenishment of the

worker, but argued that Seecombe was confusing useful labour with commodity

production (or use value with exchange value) and concrete labour with abshact

labour.

The 'wages for housework' argument slides into this stance which has negative

implications for political change. If women are engaged already in social production

in the household, any progressive aspect for change arising from their entry into wage

labour, is lost.

A second goup of theorists saw domestic production relations as separate from

capitalist social relations of production and took the position that domestic labour was

a separate mode of production which either co-existed or was autonomous from a

capitalist mode of production. John Harrison incorporated Marx's law of value into
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his argument. He held that domestic labour cannot produce value as it is not subject to

the social mechanisms that make commodityproduction part of social production.

The social relations of production in the domestic mode tend to be gender

relations. Other theorists saw men appropriating the surplus labour of women in the

household as the defining feature of the domestic mode of production. For example,

Christine Delphy saw men as the 'main enemy'. This is a line followed by many

radical feminists who see patriarchy, not capital, as the main obstacle to women's

liberation.

However, the domestic mode of production approach does not explain how

women's domestic labour affects their activity outside the household. My third

category is the theorists who make these connections. Some theorists see unpaid

domestic labour as sustaining capitalism. Wallerstein refers to women's 'non-work' in

the household as a "basic institution of historic capitalism" (Balibar and Wallerstein,

1991). Michele Barrett claims that the family-household is not only the central site of

women's oppression but that capitalist relafions of production are organised around it

(Barrett, 1980:211). Adamson et al take a more pragmatic approach in claiming that

as no surplus value is produced by domestic work, "capital has no interest in its

socialisation" (Adamson et al. 1976:9) which echoes Marx's own point that capitalists

may safely leave the reproduction of the working class to their own need to survive.

Some aspects of domestic labour have been socialised under capitalist production.

Socialising education and health was expedient for capital when skilled healthy

workers were needed in developing industries. [n periods of recession when workers

are not in demand, capital acts in its interests to adjust the state provision of education

and health, some of which may become reprivatised. This understanding is part of

the line of argument in the second section of the thesis.

I argue that historically teaching was an acceptable occupation for women because

it was seen as an extension of women's caring work in the family. But as wage labour,

teaching is part of social production and not privatised domestic labour. I looked to

see how these two forms of labour were linked to test the extent to which women

teachers could escape the subordination associated with their domestic labour role and

resist the pressures of reform to marginalise them into domestic labour or a reserve
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army of labour. I argue that changing women's inferior status under capitalism

depends on women organising for equality in the labour market.

ln order to see if women can take advantage of wage labour to become

independent of domestic labour, I interviewed teachers who were active in their

unions in defending their jobs under the impact of restructuring in the education

sector. These women could be held back from acting as equals in defending their jobs

through structural barriers such as the gendered division of labour in teaching, the

conservative nature of teachers unions and the tendency of women to be redirected to

the reserve army with the onset of economic c,risis and state restrucfuring.

Another important barrier for workers to overcome is the ideology of the ruling

class. The possibilities for social change occurring through union struggle depend on

workers actions being informed by theoretical understanding of how capitalism

functions to exploit the working class. .The development of class consciousness

through zuch praxis (Gramsci, 1974:332) is critical in any such transformation.

There is always the possibility that workers' consent to the hegernonic apparatus will

rupture when workers go on the offensive. This is the possibility the thesis explores

in the teacher interviews.

ln the interviews the teachers commented on their understanding of the reforms

and their own roles in opposing them. They revealed their ideological positions and

how these influenced their actions.

The most activist teachers understood the urgency of defending their unions. In

their fight for equality they faced two adversaries. First, they confronted their

employer, the state, imposing reforms to bolster capitalism. They resisted education

reform which was designed to cut costs in the state delivery of education and erode

standards. They fought to maintain education as a social right gained for all social

classes: a social wage. The central thrust of their opposition was their union action

against bulk funding which they recognised was calculated to undermine their

collective strength. They took action to defeat the Employment Contracts Bill which

was another political attack on unions. Their increasing militancy brought rank and

file workers up against their second adversary, conservative officials in the NZCTU
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and within their own unions who hied to confine union struggle within the limitations

of capitalist demands.

As the rank and file mernbers pressed to oppose the reforms, they came into

conflict with the bureaucrats' accommodation. The leading activists made direct

challenges to the union bureaucrats control and fouglrt for rank and file donocracy in

their unions. These moves had varying degrees of success in politicising the teacher

unions. I argue that historically education unions were bureaucratic unions where

members relied on their officials to secure them advantages in line with their

professional status but under the pressure of reforms, education unions have adapted

their tactics to those of unions who fight on a broader front over issues that benefit

workers generally. The impetus for these struggles comes from rank and file workers.

The militants within the PPTA claim to have transformed their union into a fighting

industrial unionllo.

What my interviews revealed was that the most politically conscious teachers

agitated to advance workers from a trade union consciousness to a class

consciousness. They understood the purpose of reforms in cutting the costs of state

education was to restore capitalist profitability. This had particular effects on women

teachers through reprivatising aspects of domestic labour and in the casualisation of

many women teachers. The feminist teachers were frustrated that the momentum of

feminist reform had receded in their unions over the period when their unions had

fought for survival. The Marxist teachers had different expectations. They recognised

that the union struggle was a class struggle of workers against a capitalist class on the

offensive. The two women from communist organisations won respect from their

fellow unionists for their analysis and tactical acumen, particularly as events unfolded

and other teachers recognised the veracity of their positions. They became leaders

influencing large sections of their unions. Their interventions show that in the higNy

ferninised education unions the role played by women trade union activists in

opposing the reforms in education and making the transition from gendered roles to

class conscious activists as a marker for the way to overcome gender differences and

ll0 In 2002 secondary teachers twice voted to reject the deal their representatives made with their

employers. This is 
"uid"n " 

of intemal democracy where the independent and determined voices of
rank and hle members decide on matters for the whole union'
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transformative potential of collective union action. I conclude that the way to

overcome gender inequality is not through separatist strategies or liberal reforms that

leave capitalist structures intact but in unified union struggle for the'socialist project'.
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Appendix
Reflections on the Research Process: interviewing teachers

I started this thesis with a set of assumptions about social relations that I

wanted to test. My research on teachers was intended to uncover the dialectic

between human agents and structure in a period of structural reform. My

inquiry centred on the actions and motives of women teachers who were

resisting the change.

I used a number of strategies to find informants who were active in their

education unions during the period of state reform. My own personal contacts

were my starting point and this was an important aspect of my research.

My personal contacts were established through my involvement in a range

of areas. First, my active membership in my own union, ASTE, brought me

into contact with other activists in my own union. Second, my participation in

Auckland NZCTU meetings as a delegate from my union over several years

included the period of union struggles against the ECB. This activity brought

me into contact with union officials and delegates from other education unions.

As both a participant and an observer in the debates at the NZCTU, I made

judgements about what these delegates were doing in their own unions and

what informed their activism. Third, I attended mass meetings of the PPTA

during the period of protest against the ECB, and observed the debates in these

forums. Fourth, I worked in Corso, a left wing aid agency, in the 80s, and was

a member of a Mamist group in the 80s and 90s. Through my work in these

organisations, I was part of a radical left wing milieu where I came into close

and continuing contact with people from other political groups. Some of these

highly political people were teachers and members of education unions. These

informants recognised me as a longstanding political activist and appeared to

regard my research as credible because of my background.

Thus, my personal contacts helped me identiff influential union members

whom I approached to be my key informants. They all agreed. Then I used

them to begin a process of identifring more possible informants. The activists

I knew gave me information on other activists who they worked alongside in
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their unions whom I then contacted. These informal approaches worked well

and most of those I approached agreed to be interviewed.

Once people agreed to be interviewed I sent them an information sheet on

the research and a separate sheet headed 'interview topics' which outlined my

line of questioning. As a consequence, some of them had reflected on their

union experience in the period and proceeded with their own accounts of their

histories. Helen Duncan, a former NZEI president, was particularly fluent in

this regard. Because my questions were always open ended, the interviews

were a balance between straightforward responses to my questions and the

informants own discursive interpretations of events. As Pahl (1995) comments

on research interviews, it is not always clear who is conducting the interview,

the researcher or the respondent.

When I arrived at the interviews, I presented the respondents with two

consent forrns. They signed the one glving permission for me to use their

nrune, or the one not to allow their name to be used. Copies of all the

sheets/forms are below.

My research involved a known group of informants and was not designed to

cover a representative sample of union members. As well as the weighting to

political activists, there was a weighting to the Auckland area in the choice of

respondents. All my union member informants were from Auckland, except for

one activist from Wellington. The Auckland sections of the three education

unions all had reputations for being the most militant in their respective

unions. So not only was Auckland a fertile area fbr locating militants, but this

focus enabled me to form a picture of the networks that some of my informants

generated.

My informants were spread across three education unions. I interviewed

nine members of NZEI, ten members from PPTA and nine members from

ASTE. As well, I interviewed six union officials. Five of these were based in

their national offices in Wellington.

I conducted the interviews throughout 2000. I interviewed informants in

their own homes or in their union offices. I took notes in the first interview but

found that the note-taking method of recording responses was cumbersome and
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intrusive in that it held up the free flow of discussion. I audiotaped the

subsequant interviews. The taped interviews were fully transcribed.

I categorised the responses and structured my analysis around the main

categories. Because the interviews were flexibly structured (Whyte, 1967)

some informants raised issues I had not anticipated and that required further

investigation. For example, many of my informants complained about the

increases in workload arising from the additional requirements for

accountability. Janet van Randow, a secondary teacher, referred to the new

requirements as part of new management systems in schools, which gave

teachers less autonomy. I followed up her comments by looking at some of the

literature on the 'new managerialism' and saw that the new management

systems set up in schools were similar to those introduced elsewhere in the

state sector. There were strong criticisms of their intrusion into universities,

both in New Zealand and overseas (see Lafferty and Fleming (2000) and

Dearlove (1997).

ln contrast to my informal approaches to informants, I made a more formal

approach to the head office of NZEI to get documentary evidence that was not

publicly available. I was grven access to records of their annual conferences. I

gained another insight into the internal workings of NZEI when I attended the

biennial conference of the NZCTU in 1995 and heard the leading delegate

from NZEI make disparaging remarks about certain political activists within

her own union. This knowledge helped my understanding of my informants'

experiences,

To conclude, by utilising my personal biography to begin my research, I was

at the same time situating myself "inside an interpretive community...[with] its

own historical research traditions" (Danzin and Lincoln, 1994: 1l). Thus, my

active involvement in the area facilitated my ability to extract data from my

respondents and to interpret it. The informants participated willingly and

provided the infonnation on their activism that was pivotal in the development

of my thesis.
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LIST OF INTERVIEW TOPICS

Structural change in education

r Significant changes in education in your sector? Across all education

sectors/

e Possible impact of change on the nature ofteaching

o Has any specific aspect of change affected women teachers in a way that

was different from the impact on men?

Union response to change

r Issues facing your union as a consequence of ehanges?

o What union activity was a response to the changes? Did the activity take

account of possible gendered differences in the impact on teachers?

o Draw up a balance sheet of the union role in response to change. What

other sfrategies were argued for?

Personal/gendered response

o What was your own involvernent in union activities? How would you

comp:re your involvement with the involvement of others?

r Was gender a factor in participation? Did you have any domestic

responsibilities and did they consfrain participation?

o Were there any disadvantages or advantages for men or women in coping

with change?
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CONSENT FORM

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX
YEARS

Title:Women Unionists in the Education Sector

Researcher: Janet Bedggood

I have been qiven and have understood an explanation of this
research projett. I have had an opportunity to abk questions and
have them answered.

I understand that I may withdraw myself or_ any info.rmation
traceable to me at any time up to six mbnths after my interview'
without giving a reason.

. I agree to take part in this research.

. I understand that the interview will be audio taped

o I agree to let my name be used in the written record of this
research

Signed:

Name:
(please print clearly)

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSIW OF AUCKIAND HUMAN
SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE

on 9 December 1999 for a period of three years' from
9 | Lzl 99, Reference 1999 | 33O
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CONSENT FORM

THIS CONSENT FORM WILL BE HELD FOR A PERIOD OF SIX
YEARS

Title:Women Unionists in the Education Sector

Researcher: Janet Bedggood

I have been qiven and have understood an explanation of this research-project. -i nive nad an opportunity to ask ciuestions and have them
answered.

I understand that I may withdraw my-self or any information ,traceable
to-me at any time up tci six months after my intbrview, without giving a
reason.

. I agree to take part in this research.

. I understand that the interview will be audio taped

r I will not allow my name be used in the written record of this
research

Signed:

Name:
(please print clearly)

Date:

APPROVED BY THE UNIVERSIW OF AUCKLAND HUMAN
SUBJECTS ETHICS COMMITTEE

on 9 December 1999 for a period of three years' from 91L2199,
Reference 1999133(J
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Participant Information Sheet

Title: Women Unionists in the Education Sector

To: Participants

My name is Janet Bedggood. I am a student at The University of Auckland conducting Research for a PhD

degree in the Department of Sociology. I am conducting this research for my thesis on women in the
labour movement and have chosen this field because of my interest in the relationship between unionisation
and women's pafticipation in the labour market
You are invited to participate in my research and I would appreciate any assistance you can offer me. As

part of my thesis I am conducting a case study on education unions and want to look at what changes to
education have been introduced over in the last ten years or so and see how it has changed your work, your
workplace and your union activity.
I would like to interview you but you are under no obligation at all to be interviewed. Interviews would take
about an hour to two hours and would be outside work time. I would prefer to audio tape the interview but
this would only be done with your consent and could be turned off at any time or you can withdraw
information up to six months after the interview.
If you do wish to be interviewed please let me know by filling in a Consent Form and sending it to me or
phoning me on Tel: 8L7.7470 after hours. All information you provide in an interview is confidential and

your name will not be used unless you consent to it being used.
If you have publicly expressed your opinions, these may identify you personally. If you do not wish to be

identified, I will ensure that any other information you give, is not traceable to you.
Thank you very much for your time and help in making this study possible. If you have any queries or wish

to know more please phone me at home at the number given above or write to me at :

Department of Sociology
The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland.

My supervisor is : Dr. Ravi Palat
Department of Sociology,
The University of Auckland

Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel. 373-7999 extn. 5313

Professor Maureen Baker
Department of Sociology

The Head of Department is:

The University of Auckland
Private Bag 92019
Auckland. Tel.3737-7999 extn 8610

For any queries regarding ethical concerns please contact:
The Chair, The University of Auckland Human Subjects Ethics Committee,
The University of Auckland, Research Office - Office of the Vice Chancellor, Private Bag 92OL9, Auckland.

Tel.373-7999 extn 7830

APPROVED BV THE UNIVERSIW OF AUCKLAND HUMAI{ SUBJECTS ETHICS COMTTIITTEE ON 9
December 1999 for a period of three years, from 9112/99 Reference 1999/33O.
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